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AN ASCKNT OF VESUVIUS.

THROUGH
a wise dispensation of Providence, (geologically

speaking), it happens that there are two localities in the

world where active volcanoes can be conveniently reached. Wide

as is volcanic distribution, Aetna and Vesuvius are the only ones

readily accessible to the traveller. The steaming cones along the

coasts of Central and South America are in regions little visited or

back in lofty and difficult mountains ; the Sandwich Islands are

isolated and remote, and the Kast Indies can be seen only by the

few who have the time and means to wander so far from scientific

centers. Aetna and Vesuvius, however, are placed in the midst

of classic surroundings, in regions" habitually visited, and present

in themselves and in their environs some of the most attractive

scenes for the modern traveller.

The two volcanoes are boldly contrasted in size. Aetna, rising

eleven to twelve thousand feet above the sea, is a giant. Vesuvius,

with its four thousand five hundred feet of altitude, is but a strip

ling. Yet the latter has for this reason advantages of its own. It

is not so large but that its summit can be easily reached and that
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in a reasonable time a good conception of its curious phenomena

can be gained. Aetna I have yet to see.

About twelve o'clock one cloudy, windy night in April I rode in

to Naples. The outline of the mountains showed faintly on the

horizon and from time to time a red, lurid glare lit up for an in

stant the dark clouds to the east, while a muffled growl like a dis

tant explosion could be faintly distinguished. It gave one a mys

terious and uncanny feeling and made it seem natural that the

ancients should have regarded this mountain with a supernatural
dread. A clear, bright day broke on the next morning, and the

first thought was to hasten to Pompeii and make arrangements to

visit the cone.

There are two principal points of attack. The Bay of Naples

bends around to the southeast, and Vesuvius stands a little back

from the coast and nearly due east from the city. Directly on the

opposite or southeastern side of the volcano is Pompeii. It is en

tirely concealed from Naples. The railway skirts the shore,

passing through a number of shore towns, one of which is on the

site of Herculaneum, and then strikes southeast around, the moun

tain to Pompeii. For travellers who ride to the base of the main

cone and then take the railway up, the route is from Regina, the

shore town near the site of Herculaneum on the easterly slope.
For those who walk, the better way is to go to Pompeii, take a

guide at the Pension du Soleil, and climb the south side. The

reason is that the latterway is up solid lava to the top ; the former

is rendered very difficult for ascending pedestrians by reason of

volcanic sand. This very fact makes it advantageous for foot

passengers on the descent. One takes prodigious leaps in perfect

safety, and jumping and sliding reaches the bottom as though pro
vided with one of Stockton's negative gravity machines.

Thus I set out for Pompeii, found the Pension du Soleil, a

charming little inn, had a good dinner and engaged a youngman,

one Angelo Kunza, to meet me the next day at an early train and

conduct me to the summit. After a half day rambling about

Pompeii and experimenting with the corruptibility of the guards,
I returned to Naples, feeling as if the lapse of eighteen hundred

years had been annihilated, and as if several hours had been spent
with Diomed, Sallust, Pansa, and other Pompeiau worthies of
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Pliny's times. The next morning I was met by Angelo and we

proceeded up the mountain.

The way led across a hot, dusty plain, then through the lanes

of an Italian town, in one of whose houses, the home of Angelo,
we stopped for a slight refreshment and then winding through

vineyards we gradually began the ascent. The soil, by the de

composition of the ancient lava, is very fertile along the lower

slopes and is sedulously cultivated. But higher up the black bar

ren sands succeed and only a few green things hold out. I^ast of

all as the cone proper is reached, every living thing, plant and ani

mal, gives up the hopeless struggle and only sand and bristling
scoriaceous crags remain. At first the ascent is over a cone of

very low angle, marking the slow radiation of lava-flows over the

plain, aud the accumulation of ashes. Then another cone rises

abruptly, formed by the later and less extended eruptions and this

is quite steep. At various places we knocked off specimens from

the flows of 1822, 1848 and 1868, suggesting the lines from "Davy

and the Goblin
"

:
—

We gather as we travel

Bits of moss and dirty gravel,
And we chip of little specimens of stone ;

And we carry home, as prizes,

Funny bugs of handy sizes,

Just to give the day a scientific tone.

The trail, which is also a bridal path, strikes up one of these flows

or dikes, and thus has a hard footing all the way to the top.

Near the base of the main cone, where the path grew steep, we

came upon an encampment of guides and horses. A dozen or fif

teen of these legalized banditti lay around, and called out to An

gelo as soon as we came in sight, some inquiries, as nearly as I

could make out, as to whether I was a promising subject. Cer

tain minor passages earlier in the day had apparently convinced

Angelo of the contrary, and beyond a
"

buon giorno," and some

good natured chaffing for a drink, we escaped. The view as we

mounted was glorious. The ruins of Pompeii, the vineyards, the

distant ridge of Monte Sant Angelo, and the blue sea, stood out
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with perfect definition, and justified fully the encomiums which

have been passed by travellers innumerable, as well ancient
as

modern. It is all so novel, like the remote past rising before one,

—the ancient town, the half-tropical aspect of houses and vegeta

tion, the crisp sparkle of the blue water, and the
wierd desolation

of the lava, with the continual explosions and steam from the

crater, make one feel as if transported to another world.

Toward the summit of the main cone the evidences of active

vulcanism increase. The solidified lava is hot beneath the feet,

and through the surface cracks glows a dull red just beneath the

top. Small streams of molten material ooze along minor chan

nels a foot or a few feet broad. Fishing out portions of the mol

ten, ropy mass on a staff, we embedded coins in it before it stiff

ened, and carried them away as mementoes. In one or two places

sulphurous and acid fumes emenated from fumaroles, and made

approach suffocating. This summit of the main cone is rounded

and fairly flat. In its center rises again the small cone, perhaps

two hundred feet high, of ashes and volcanic bombs, the ejecta-

menta of the present very moderate activity. Here we met par

ties from Resina with guides, ropes, and sedan chairs, in charge

of stout porters. Foreigners of all nationalities made up the

troop, among them a rather stout American (by his accent) with

his wife and family, each pulled by a strap leading to a guide be

fore and shoved by a guide behind. (See sketch of the obese

Figgs-Dodge Club, Harpers' Magazine, Vol. XXIV, p. 707, May

1867). The home-stretch of the ascent, this small cone, is the

hardest part of all. The loose materials that make it up give but

a poor foothold, allowing the climber to sink half way to his knees

in uncomfortably hot ashes. Here the guides of the general pub
lic extorted a few extra francs, and then doubling the number to

each individual, they pulled and shoved and shouted in mock af

fright until they dragged their helpless charges to the edge of the

crater. Having got them there they enlarged upon the danger,
and hardly pausing for breath, dragged the travelers down again.

Indeed, there is danger
—clouds of steam arise continually, but

are blown off to leeward by the wind. Every few minutes an explo
sion occurs, and bombs of lava are blown high in the air, and rain

down on the slopes. The wind, which at this elevation is pretty
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strong, takes them to leeward just enough to make it safe to be

on the windward side. Even here, however, they occasionally

fall, aud would surely be fatal should they strike the onlooker—

furnishing a strong argument in favor of athletics, for no properly

apprenticed and trained outfielder would ever make a mistake in

judging one. Having watched the struggles of others, and with

stood Angelo' s liberal offers to pull me up for a diminishing num

ber of francs, I concluded that if a guide could climb himself and

pull another man, I could surely scramble up alone. So setting
out after a heated and vigorous trip, and being blessed in choice

Italian by the onlooking guides, the crater lay before me. Where

visitors were permitted to look, it was merely a pit fifty or a hun

dred feet across, and with its steaming and fuming bottom hidden

by a projection in the side. In the lull just after an explosion, I

edged around to one side to see lower down, and just got a glimpse
of the red molten lava heaving below, when an excited mob of

vociferating guides grabbed me and dragged me back, with many

warnings to the few others who had just come up. Being alone

there was no help but to submit, and, indeed, the steam and fumes

and hot sand made a protracted stay impossible.
At the foot again and off where it was cool, Angelo and I had

long and heated argument. According to my interpretation, he

had agreed for five francs to take me to the top from Pompeii and

down the seaward side to Regina. According to his understand

ing of our relations, he was to return as he had come and he de

served five additional francs for his general virtues. So we com

promised after a long debate, in which his importunity was fairly
matched by my remarkable French and Italian, I paid the origi
nal stipulated sum and went on alone to Regina, following the

railway in the sand near it. He returned to Pompeii as we had

come. As a bonus, I wrote on the back of a visiting card some

sentences in English involving the name of Angelo Kuanza,but as

he could not so much as write his own name, although he spoke

both Italian and French, I doubt if he discovered until he met

another English speaking traveler whether I pronounced him a

swindling rascal or a seasonably good guide.

Down the main cone the path led away toward the sea,

and with leaps and bounds I soon reached the highway. From
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here five miles of excellent winding road ran through the lava

fields to Regina, where horse cars could be taken to Naples.

It is the most impressive drive or walk in its way that is any

where traveled by large numbers. The black scoriaceous lava

stretches for miles on every side. Here it is jagged and broken

like so much black glass ; there contorted into ropy folds and
cor

rugations like coils and coils of intertangled mesozoic monsters ;

again, limited stretches of black shining sand—but all lifeless.

Not a plant, not so much as a lizard breaks the deathlike desert.

The very barrenness of desolation extends on every hand. It is

like the realization of the destruction and death wailed forth by

the ancient prophets.
At only one spot is the monotony arrested. Here a small

hillock has escaped the overflow of the lava, like a little green

island in a sea, and here is erected an observatory with all manner

of delicate instruments for detecting and recording the tremors

that precede an eruption, and from which warning of danger

would be given. A very excellent collection of minerals from

Vesuvius and Monte Somma is also exhibited. Many fine crys

tals are found, some of the best in the so-called bombs which are

discovered on the sides of the ancient crater. These are masses

of the rocks through which the lava has come on its way to the

surface and which its heat aud steam have crystalized before cast

ing out at the vent.

Back in the sand at the foot of the main cone, I passed a troop

of young French priests, jolly fellows with many a jest and

laugh, trying to scale the volcano on foot. In the sliding ashes

they slipped back about as fast as they went up. Accordingly

they had wrapped their cassocks around their necks, jammed
their flat felt hats down over their eyes and buckled down in

earnest to the task. This revealed the fact hitherto a mystery to

me, that they were clad in black silk knickerbockers and stock

ings and lows shoes with silver buckles. It also showed that the

supports of these sons of the church were very slender—in fact

painfully so
—and hardly enough to satisfy an ambitious man.

On several additional occasions I made some smaller excursions

on the slopes of the mountains, for the geology of the region is

wonderfully interesting as well as the part it has played in his-
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tory. The present point of eruption is at the southern extremity

of an elliptical ring, which is known as Monte Somma. This

unbroken ring was apparently a dead volcano through early his

toric times in the centuries preceding the Christian Era. There

is indeed a legendary mention of action in some of the earlier

poets, but nothing definite. The volcano was thought extinct.

In the ravines of its center Spartacus encamped his cohorts of

gladiators, and from thence levied tribute on the surrounding

country, and defeated Clodius Pulcher. Suddenly, in A. D. 79,

the great Pompeian eruption occurred and broke down the

southern wall and built up the present cone. This has been the

orifice through which have come the various eruptions since.

None of them have been as violent as the one which buried

Pompeii, but those of 163 1, 1737, 1779, 1793, 1855, and many

others, have caused great destruction of life and property.

While the brigands, formerly numerous in the mountains, have

now disappeared, scientific exploration, unless with a guide, has

some dangers. A geologist, resident in Naples, a friend of the

writer, and one who has explored the mountain most thoroughly
of late years, has been several times shot at by guides who fancied

he was ruining their business ; and even a temporary traveler

who likewise dispenses with their services may expect consider

able abuse. For this reason it is far better to tramp the moun

tain in company with another man.

f. F. Kemp.

SAINTS AND HUMORISTS.

SIGHT
is the only sense whose operation we can suspend at will.

It is also the most perfect of our senses. Whether there be

any causal relation between these facts Darwinians may decide.

To me, however, who am no materialist, such a connection seems

not wholly fantastic. If, for instance, we could close our nostrils

to disagreeable odors while opening them to delicious ones, might

we not cultivate our sense of smell 'till it becomes as exquisite as

that of the inferior animals. And, after all, why should not a

man exercise equal power over the organs of all his senses ? Per-
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haps he would enjoy undue advantage in the struggle
for existence,

who alone could close at will all the avenues by which his senses

were assailed or his mind distracted. But if all men had the same

powers the evenhandedness of the struggle would not
be impaired,

and the comfort of individuals might be greatly increased. Peo

ple now close their eyes to concentrate their attention—particular

ly upon a dull sermon ; closing the ears, were it possible, would

be, in many cases, a more effectual remedy for mental rambling,

and less provocative of sleep.
There was once a king in Spain, and many generations

have concurred in calling him The Wise, who wished, somewhat

profanely, that he had been consulted at the creation of the world.

Whether Alfonso had in mind such physiological betterments of

Adam as have been suggested I have no means of knowing. His

have been more like the ideas of modern builders of castles in

Spain. We commonly hope to realize our ideal republic by giv

ing a little more than mortal wisdom or virtue to its citizens. And

perhaps our aspirations are not so ridiculous as they often seem.

It may be well for our souls to live at times in cloud-capped towers

and gorgeous palaces, even though the fabric of our vision

be most insubstantial. Is it perforce a baseless fabric ? Have the

castles that we build in our better moments no foundation simply
because the eyes of the spiritually blind cannot see nor the fingers
of the scientifically incredulous touch its stones ? And is it, after

all, unscientific to hope for some part if not all of that perfectibili

ty of man of which Rosseau dreamed? Has not man improved
both physically and'mentally, since the days of the cave dwellers ?

Why, then, should further progress be impossible ? Who knows,

indeed, what changes are impossible, which laws of physical and

which of mental human nature are immutable and which may be

modified by judicious training ? No sure boundary can be drawn,
and, if the Utopia be an unwholesome country for permanent resi

dence, occasional excursions over the border may afford awelcome
relief from the harsher realities of life, may even offer profitable

suggestions. Looking Backward is not to be totally condemned

even by persistent dwellers in General Walker's Philistia.

It is quite possible, however, that, by ill-considered advice at its

creation—and we have no guarantee that Alfonso's advice would
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have been good—the world might have been transformed into a

place of residence less agreeable, in many respects, than Mr. Bel

lamy's twenty-first century Boston, even as GeneralWalker pic
tures it. Suppose that, with the best of intentions of course, Al

fonso had created us all saints and forgotten to provide a Fall,
—the

result might have been disastrous to some of our most highly

prized faculties, for instance to humor. He must shut his eyes

very resolutely indeed who does not see that in our present fallen

state humor is a quality highly prized. Men are not difficult to

find who admit that they have no faculty formathematics. I have

known such at Cornell. Men are not uncommon who confess to no

ear for music or no taste in art or dress ; a man is met occasionally
who asserts that his logic even is not invariably lucid ; many are

surprisingly ready to announce their lack of some social or moral

virtue. But tell a man at your peril that he has no sense of humor.

Nevertheless if what everyone says must be true, humor is one of

the rarest gifts in the world. The Latin races are wholly devoid

of it ;
"

German joke" heads the particularly stupid paragraph in

our newspapers ; everyone knows why Sandy must be subjected to

a surgical operation ; Punch is full of English jokes,
"

you can

take them home and set them going and then laugh logically," in

fact no people has humor except the Irish, and of course ourselves.

Americans have all good things
—including the Irish.

Perhaps these contradictions proceed from a failure to define

humor with sufficient care. In some senses of the term anyone

capable of a horse laugh has a sense of humor
—Mr. Peck of Mil

waukee has been called a humorist— in others humor is a very rare

and delicate faculty indeed. Without venturing beyond one's

depth upon this sea of troubles, and imitating the solemn floun-

derings of Mr. Hart and other estimable gentlemen who have

written text books of rhetoric, one may perhaps suggest that

humor in all its phases implies delight in strange contrasts ofmood,

a pleasure in exciting laughter from tears or even vice versa, a more

or less decided love of the eccentric, even to the bizarre. Preach

ing is of all things most distasteful to the humorous man, prolonged

harping on one string, whether of statistics or some more personal

form of conceit, and he longs to introduce variety at the cost of

some convention, perhaps logic or even reverence. He feels,
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though in less degree, the same irresistible desire to change the

even course of affairs, to put somehow a spoke in the smoothly

running wheel of propriety, to smash the tedious machine we
call

life, the same irresistable desire which forces the man of less cul

tivation and consequently of blunter perceptions to relieve himself

and shock the world by some apparently causeless crime.

I am not aware that any author has been so irreverant as to

speculate on the improbability of humor in heaven—certainly

some descriptions of that region are, unconsciously, humorous

enough. But among women, in whom, to take them at their own

estimate, many of us see about as near an approaeh to sainthood as

we shall ever witness at close range, the absence of humor has been

noticed. From what has been suggested concerning the nature of

humor and humorists, it naturally follows that a large province of

humor is interdicted to women, and to other saints. Some of the

funniest things ever said would scarcely bear repetition in a draw

ing room either in heaven or on earth. Many an author once ad

mired for his humor is now shunned for his indecency
—

Boccaccio,

Rabelais, Swift, Sterne, even, though most unjustly, Fielding.

Perhaps modern aversion to blasphemy and obscenity may have

led us into the opposite extreme of prudish insincerity. The day

may come when the young lady who says to her friend,
"

Sit down,

Jack, you look taller that way ; your legs were not pulled out

enough," will not be excluded from society because she didn't

say "limbs." But without attempting to decide this important

question, either in its abstract or its concrete form, the influence

upon modern humor of our more lofty standard of decorum is un

mistakable.

Admitting, however, that the more questionable kinds of humor
are prohibited to women, it may still be urged that their humor,
had they any, should manifest itself within the limits of decency.
L,amb, for instance, is one of the purest as well as one of the most

humorous of writers. I recall no passage of Elia that might not
have been written by any lady who had a mind.

' '

So you see

all she lacks is the mind," as I^amb said of Wordsworth's disin

clination to write like Shakespeare. But where is the female

Iyamb ? There are, to be sure, some examples of feminine hu

mor. Goldwin Smith considers Miss Austen a fine humorist, and
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for my part, who have not yet finished "Pride and Prejudice,"
begun some years ago, I'm willing to take the judgment of one
of the most accomplished critics and brilliant writers among liv

ing Englishmen. George Eliot too has not a few humorous scenes.

But I do not know that she, or any woman has succeeded in serv

ing up a souffle of humor an naturel. The attempt to prove a

negative, however, is always dangerous. Still general considera
tions seem to point to the same conclusion. The more decorus

life which modern women lead as compared with men is naturally
unfavorable to a delight in those sharp contrasts of emotion in

which we have found humor largely to consist. Perhaps it is due

to original sin, not yet wholly expelled from the bosom of un-

saintly man, that the faculty of humorous perception, the sense

of humor, is so earnestly desired by him. There is something
about it that flatters the baser at least as much as the nobler side

of our nature. A humorist may be a thoroughly excellent per

son, keeping, like Mayor and ex-Sheriff Grant, wholly "within

the provisions of the Statute,
' '

but he is hardly likely to be a saint.

We can scarcely imagine a lofty spiritual nature having the full

appreciation of a joke, even of a good joke. This truth has been

recognized in high quarters. To Peter, not to John, is addressed

the only pun
' '

given by inspiration'
'

in the theological sense of

that term. (Many a good pun, not pre-meditated, is surely in

spired.) The humorist, in fact, has that propensity towards look

ing on the seamy side, that delight in bringing high emotions to

the test of some grotesque or vulgar association, from which the

man of saintly nature instinctively shrinks. The humorist pre

fers the position of spectator ab extra rather than of actor in any

great movement. He feels that all said and done, there is some

thing a trifle absurd about man in the abstract—more than a trifle

about man in the concrete—and on the whole it cannot be quite
worth while to go into heroics over so mixed an animal. His

sense of humor, in fact, is perpetually tripping him up in every

straight and narrow path, and instead of rising to press forward

he prefers to lie still and enjoy a quiet chuckle at the expense of

the people who are rushing by him in such needless excitement.

Hence it may be that women are too good to become abandoned

humorists. They are too pure and saintlike and enthusiastic to
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understand, and they hate to be told, that the cause to which they

have given their affections is after all a trifle absurd—as it com

monly is.

Perhaps it is better that Alfonso was not consulted. He might
have made us all good and we should have muddled things

generally in consequence.

Charles H. Hull.

I.

FETTERED HANDS.

Oh ! God, they tell me if I pray

That Thou, whose love commands

All souls to pray, wilt surely free

My fettered hands.

I cannot pray ! No strength is mine

To break these doubt-locked bands :

I try in vain to lift in prayer

My fettered hands.

Is power of thought not Thine own gift ?
No earth-love understands

A heavenly love that forges chains

To fetter hands.

Faithless and blind, a helpless child,
Father, before Thee stands,

With bended head and silent lips,
And fettered hands.

*
*

*
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II.

LABORARE EST ORARE.

Though prayerless thy lips, and thy hands

With the fetters of doubt heavy weighed ;

In thy heart the dumb ache of despair,
And thy faith by thy blindness betrayed,

Yet, wayward and misguided child,

Unconsciously, oft hast thou prayed.

Hath thy soul never thirsted for truth ?

Hast thou never its mandates obeyed,

By seeking the right and the light
On heights by hard striving essayed ?

Though failure hath oft been thy lot,

'Tis thus, faithless child, thou hast prayed.

When sin its sure agony brought,
And the penalty full had been paid,

Then, bleeding and torn, didst thou not

Seek the path whence thy erring feet strayed ?

Though thy pain gave no voice to a cry,

Yet in seeking, my child, hast thou prayed.

When the ache in thine own heart hath taught

Thee, the deep need of sympathy's aid,

Hast thou not unto others its balm

Freely given, and sorrow allayed ?

If this thou hast tenderly done,

Believe me, dear child, thou hast prayed.

By the struggle and not by the cry,

Must forever the true prayer be made.

Hast thou labored in patience and love,

And the grief of humanity stayed

With hands that, though fettered, have wrought ?

Then faithfully, child, hast thou prayed.

A.
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"I am ashamed . . . fearinge that mywoordes shall
not be beleeved. And

this I have more cause to feare, for that I knowe how difflcultlie and hard-

lie I myself would have beleved an other man tellinge the same, if I hadde

not presentlye sene it with mine
owne eyes."

Sir Thomas More—Utopia.

HURRYING
westward along High Holborn one forenoon, about

a year ago, I chanced to overtake my friend Stanley Carr.

"

Hullo ! where are you going ?
"

he asked, shaking me warm

ly by the hand.

"lam on my way to the British Museum," I answered, "and,

by the way do you know you are the very man I wanted to see.

"I? How so ?
"

said Carr, caressing the little tuft of flaxen

beard upon his chin.
"

Why, I have been adding to my collection of curiosities," I

replied,
"

and I have picked up this time an article which I be

lieve will have especial interest for you. In fact it's nothing less

than a real Amati violin."

Carr gave me a quick glance, half of inquiry and half of sur

prise.
"

Where on earth did you get hold of that?
"

he asked ; and I

fear I must confess that the slightest trace of skepticism was per

ceptible in his tone.

I hastily gave him a history of my great discovery ; explaining
how a happy accident had in the first instance put me upon the

track of the treasure ; how I had been asked for it about five times

as much as I could afford to pay ; how I had held out against the

temptation for two wretched nights, during which I had been tor

tured with the ever present dread that someone else would profit

by my delay ; and how finally I had paid the sum demanded—a

sum which I have too much respect for my reputation for sanity to
venture to set down here.

"I haven't a doubt that the thing's a genuine Cremona," I

said, when I had made an end of my narrative, "tho' it seems un
certain from the shape of it whether it is an early specimen of

Nicholas Amati' s work, or should be credited to his father. I am
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going to the Museum now to see if I can throw any light on the

matter. But anyway I am less concerned about its workmanship
than about another feature in its history.

' '

"

Good gracious ! what's that ?
"

asked Carr.

"Just this," I replied with increasingenthusiasm. "This same

violin once belonged to no less a person thanTartini, and was used

by the master during many years of his life."

Carr is the kindest of mortals, and would not ruffle the vanity
of a fly ; but my announcement was too much for him, and he gave
vent to a low whistle, the meaning of which was only too clear.
"

Then perhaps it's the one that the Devil played on when he

made a friendly call upon the old musician," he suggested with a

laugh.
"

By the way," I said,
"

can you tell me where I can find some

account of that incident? I've only had the story on hearsay up

till now ; and having come into possession of the very instru

ment, it behooves me to read the matter up, so that I may bore

all my friends with it when they stop in to see me. Where does it

come from ?
' '

' *

I think you will find all you want to know in a book by old

Lalande, the French astronomer," answered 'Carr, who is a perfect

encyclopaedia of universal information. "Lalande went to Italy

in 1795 and met Tartini there. In the account ofhis travels which

he wrote on his return to Paris he gives the whole story of The

Devil's Sonata as he had obtained it from Tartini himself."

"A thousaud thanks," I said,
"

I will get the work at once.

What are you doing to-night?
"

"Nothing of importance," was the ready reply.
' '

Good. Come and dine with me, 7 o'clock sharp. My wife is

away and I am keeping bachelor's hall. Then I will show you

the fiddle, and tell you all I have found out about it."

This suggestion having been agreed to, we parted : and I hur

ried on to the Museum, anxious to make the most of my time.

Half an hour later I had on the desk before me the eight vol

umes of the voyage d'un Francais
en Italie dans les annies 1765 et

1766, published at Venice in 1769.

With the assistance of the Table desMatures I soon lighted on

the passage of which I was
in search. It was on pages 293-4 of

volume VIII ; and this is a translation of what I read :—
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"No one has put more spirit and fire into his works than Tar

tini. He told me an incident which clearly proves to
what extent

his imagination was embraced by the genius of composition.
He

dreamed one night in 17 13 that he had made a contract, and that

the Devil was at his service. All went according to his desire ;

his wishes were always fulfilled before he could utter them ; and

his anticipations surpassed by the efforts of his new domestic. At

last he thought of giving him his violin to see whether he could

succeed in playing him beautiful airs. What was his astonish

ment when he heard a sonata so singular aud so lovely; and exe

cuted with such superiority of taste, that never had he dreamed of

anything approaching it. He felt so much surprise, ravishment

and pleasure, that he lost his breath and was immediately

awakened by the violent sensation. He at once seized his violin,

hoping to render a part of what he had just heard ; but in vain.

The piece which he then composed is certainly the loveliest he has

ever written ; and he still calls it The Devil's Sonata. (Sonate du

Diable) But it was so greatly below what he had heard that he

would have broken his violin, and abandoned music forever, if he

had been in a position to do without its proceeds."
I should have been at a loss to give any explanation of my

state of mind ; but the fact remains that as I read the fantastic

old story, every word seemed to tell upon me with weird and un

expected power. The image of the fiendish musician, drawing
forth from the violin melodies more sweet and more entrancing
than any that human ear before had heard, or human thought

conceived, at once took entire possession of my imagination. I

had surrounded myself with all sorts of books of reference—with

musical histories, encyclopaedias, and special treatises upon the

violin ; but as I turned their pages I found to my astonishment

that I could not concentrate my thoughts sufficiently to make

sense of the words that met my eye. Between my understanding
and the printed lines, there ever intervened the figure of the mys
terious violinist ; and do what I would, I could not banish the in

cident from my mind. How many times I read over those two

pages of Leland I will not pretend to say. But this I know, that
the longer I read the stronger grew the hold of the story upon me.

It was useless for me to turn to other books—useless to endeavor
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to interest myself in those more prosaic questions which I had

gone there purposely to study. I saw that therewas but one way
of breaking the* spell which had come upon me. I hurriedly
gathered up my volumes aud returned them to the attendant at

the desk ; and then seizing my hat I started off in the direction of

home.

I was living at the time near Regent's Park, and instead of

taking an omnibus at the corner of Tottenham Court Road, I de

cided to walk, thinking that the physical exertion might be bene

ficial. But this hope was only partially realized. Even amidst

the bustle of the crowded thoroughfare—amidst the rattle of om

nibuses and cabs, and the rush of hurrying passers-by
—

my

thoughts still pursued their riotous way. Never had incident

taken such complete possession of my mind ; and I almost trem

bled as I bethought me that I might actually have in my keeping
the very instrument which Tartini had seized when he sprang

out of bed in the hope of preserving a portion at any rate of the

Devil's wonderful melody.
' '

After all,
' '

I found myself saying,
* '

who can be quite sure

that it was actually a dream ? Does not the Old Book tell us that

music was invented by a descendant of the first murderer ? Have

there not been individuals without number, and even whole sects,

who have held it sinful and unlawful on that account ! Did not

Ibn Umar put his fingers into his ears when he heard the sound

of a musical pipe, because the Prophet had taught him so to do ;

showing that the sweet sound was but an accursed thing ? And

what if it should be a fact that the Devil is the father of music ?

Might he not once in a while appear to some gifted performer just

to testify to the interest which he still takes in his art ? What,

at any rate, would not one give in exchange for the mighty privi

lege of hearing, if once only, that mysterious sonata ? Lorsque

le diable s'en mSle. . .

"

Talking to myself in this absurd way, I was startled to find

myself suddenly before the door of my house. I only just waited

to tell the servant that I expected a friend to dine with me, and

then, lighting my pipe, I strolled out into the garden where I

walked restlessly up and down until the hour for dinner drew

near.
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Seven o'clock came in due course, but without Stanley Carr.

A quarter past seven—half-past seven—twenty minutes—a quar

ter to eight
'

but still no guest. I began to feel hungry and irrita

ble, but I held on until the clock struck the hour, when, losing

patience, I rang the bell and ordered dinner
to be served forth

with.

If there is any one thing that I detest it is to dine alone ; nothing

seems to me half so lugubrious and sombre as a meal taken t£te-

a-tete with oneself. My habit is to regard the hour of dinner

from De Quincey' s point of view
—

as the hour when the mind

should unbend after the various occupations of the day, and

by means of pleasant converse should find as much refreshment

and re-invigoration as does the body by means of its material nour

ishment. It was with a very bad grace, therefore, and I fear I

must add, in a very unthankful spirit, that I sat down to the

table. I ate very little, hungry as I had been ; but I fear, to

make up for this, I drank a good deal more than my ordinary al

lowance of generous wine. I remember very well that, when the

cloth had been cleared of everything save the desert, and the ser

vant had withdrawn, I sat on, sipping and re-filling almost me

chanically, and finding in the treacherous glass before me that

which seemed to soothe and refresh me after the singular excite

ment of the day,
After a time I rose, took a cigar from the stand on the mantle-

shelf, lighted it and, strolling over to the corner of the room where

for the time being I had deposited the case containing my invalu

able treasure, I drew forth the violin. Then, as I remember well,
I walked back to my seat, placed the instrument beside me on the

table, and with my cigar in my mouth resumed my former occu

pation of staring vacantly at the well-nigh emptied bottle.

The room, I should remark, was in almost complete darkness.

A single lamp stood in the middle of the table, and the thick

shade which was thrown over the globe served to concentrate its

rays within the radius of the dinner table. In this way the rest

of the department was left in a gloom which seemed all the

deeper for the little oasis of light in the middle.

I sat on in this way for some time—for how long I cannot say,
.for I was in that half-dreamy state when one takes no note of
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time—not even from its loss. My thoughts went rambling hither

and thither over the present and past ; at one moment I was in

tent upon the occurrences of yesterday ; at another I lived over

again my old boyish days, when Carr and I were playing the

scamp together at school in Switzerland. But amid my most in

coherent imaginings, and mixing up in the foolishest way with

them all, there remained ever the recollection of Tartini's violin

lying there at my side, and of the weird, wild story which had

become so strangely associated with it.
' c

It seems a curious thing that the old fellow could not retain

at least a few bars of the melody," I said to myself; "It should

surely be easier to preserve a series of musical phrases than a

series of verbal phrases ; and yet Coleridge did the latter, after he

had dreamed out that gorgeous fragment about Kubla Khan.

But I suppose there is no accounting for these things. All the

phenomena of sleep and dreams are mysterious, and until we

know more about the actual working of the brain—if we ever do

—

we are not likely
—hullo !

' '

The train ofmy thought broke off very abruptly. It seemed to

me that there was some one in the room. I had heard no rat

tling of the handle ; there had been no movement of the door,
which I knew that the servant had shut and latched when she had

left me to myself. And yet I had a sudden vague feeling that I

was no longer alone.
' 1

Hullo !
"

I said again ; and I stretched forward to peer into

the darkness. Surely enough, I made out the dim lines of a dark

figure against the book-case, on the further side of the apartment.
Could it be Carr ? Impossible! How could he have come in?

Why was he standing there in that silent and mysterious way ?

It was far more likely to be some one who was there for no good
end—perhaps to make off with my lately acquired treasure.

And yet I made no effort to rise from my chair. I simply kept

my eyes fixed steadily upon the figure's vague outline, and for

the third time, and in louder tones, I called out, "Hullo !
"

Then

the form advanced very slowly and quietly to the edge of the

table, and stood close to the spot where I had laid the violin. Al

though even now the light was not fully upon it, I could still

manage to make out something of its general characteristics. It
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was the tr 11, gaunt figure of a man, wrapped in a long, heavy

cloak, altogether out of the fashion of the time ; and, somewhat

to my surprise, having its face and head covered by a huge som

brero, which it made no sign of removing, out of respect to myself.

It seems very curious to me now, but it is nevertheless a fact

that I did not for a moment lose my presence of mind. Indeed

I was wonderfully
—

abnormally cool. If my visitor had been

Stanley Carr himself, I could not have faced him with more tran

quil and quiet assurance.
"

Good evening," I said, turning to shake off the ash of my

cigar.
"

May I ask, my good fellow, how you found your way

in here?"

The man raised his hand in silence, and pointed to the door.

' '

That way ?" I said doubtfully.
' '

I did not hear you come in.
"

"

You must have been very deep in thought, then," was the

answer,
* '

I knocked thrice ; and having no reply I took the

liberty to enter uninvited, I trust that you do not mind."

"Not at all," I replied, in the same tone of calm bravado.

"„On the contrary," I am very glad to see you."

My visitor, be it said, spoke in very imperfect English ; at

which I was not surprised, for his general manner and garb were

those of a foreigner. What did startle me a little was the strange
hollow sound of his voice. His words seemed to come from a

long way off—a peculiarity which produced an effect which

I can only describe as uncomfortable to a degree.
"Sit down," I said, thinking it necessary to propose something.
But my visitor shook his head.

"Take a glass of wine ?" I suggested, stretching my hand out

towards the unused glass which had been set for Stanley Carr.

Another shake of the head.
"

Then you might like a cigar;" and I felt in my pocket for

my case.

But there was still another sign of refusal. By this time I be

gan to feel rather in a fix. It must be confessed that it is a little

embarrassing to entertain a visitor who will not sit on your chairs
or taste your wine, or smoke your tobacco, or in any form accept
your hospitality. Under these circumstances I thought it best to
plunge at once into business, and find out, if possible, what the
man wanted.
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"Would you kindly inform me,
"

I said, in my blandest tones,

"to what good fortune I am indebted for the pleasure of this

visit?"
"

Certainly,
"

answered the strange man, "I thought I would

just drop in and see you, that was all.
"

"Awfully kind of you," I answered, "I don't know how I

shall ever repay your consideration. It seems quite a shame to

trespass further upon your goodness ; but I must own that I am a

trifle curious to know—ahem—who you are.
"

Without a word my new acquaintance took off his large hat,

and threw it on to the table beside him. The light which fell

upon the face thus uncovered, faint though it was, was sufficient

to reveal a contour of a very striking kind. Sharp, strongly-
marked features ; a lofty forehead, wrinkled by the deep lines of

thought ; long, pointed nose ; thin, flexible lips ; high cheek

bones and very pronounced chin : these at once rivetted my atten

tion ; as did also, though in less degree the neatly curled wig by

which they were surmounted. It was such a face as once seen

could never be forgotten ; and yet, it was not the features them

selves which most astonished me. It was the strange, death-like

and unnatural hue of the whole countenance, which struck me at

once as being somehow in singular keeping with those pecularities
of tone and utterance of which I have already spoken.

I studied my visitor for some moments very attentively, and he

appeared in no wise offended at the keen scrutiny of my glance.

"Do you recognize me at all?
"

he asked at length.
' '

Your features certainly seem familiar,
' '

I replied ;
' '

but I

can't at the moment say where I have seen them before.
"

' '

You never have seen them before.
' '

"No?"
' '

No, certainly not. I daresay you may have seen a portrait

of them, though, and that is why you think you recognize them.
"

"Then who the deuce are you ?
"

I cried.

1 '

Guiseppe Tartini.
' '

The words were uttered with a certain quiet dignity, and the

old violinist evidently anticipated that I should be surprised by

them. But somehow or other—strange as it may seem to say so—

I was not at all surprised. It appeared to me at the moment that
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nothing in the world could be more proper and natural
than such

a visit, from such a man, and at such an hour.

"I am certainly honored by your presence, Signor Tartini,
"

I

replied.
' '

I only wish I could persuade you to take something

to eat or drink. I will ring the bell in a minute, and
"

"

No, no, don't do that,
"

answered Tartini, hastily, looking I

thought unnecessarily alarmed at the suggestion.
' '

The fact is,

I have not very much time to spare and my stay must therefore

be a brief one. So to come at once to the point, I understand you

have bought one of my violins—an Amati which I prized very

dearly. Is that so?"

"It is,
"

I answered.
' '

There it is on the table at your side.
' '

The maestro took the instrument in his hands, and for a few

moments examined it critically and in silence. Then holding it

delicately in both hands, he looked at me, and bowed his head.

"Yes,
"

he said,
"

it is mine—it was mine, rather. How much

will you take for it?
"

"

I do not want to sell it, Signor.
"

' '

A hundred pounds ?
' '

"I don't want to sell it.
"

"

Five hundred ?
"

I shook my head.
' *

Seven hundred—a thousand—two thousand—five thousand—

twenty thou
' '

My dear Signor, I would not part with it for the world, and it
is of no use for you to tempt me,

"

I replied. "But, by the

way,
"

I added with a smile, "you seem to have plenty of money
in these days, if you can offer^twenty thousand pounds lor a sin

gle violin. You must be joking.
"

"Perhaps I'm richer than I used to be,
"

the old mau answered

quietly." But questo non fa ne caldo ne freddo, that is neither
here nor there. You won't sell the violin. Good. I only want

ed to know. I have something more important than that to talk
about. You understand music, eh?

"

"I do.
"

"

Good also. You have a correct ear ?
"

"I believe so.
"

And a retentive memory ?
' '
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"Yes—certainly.
"

"Then give me a bow.
"

I did as he bade me. Then he took the violin in his left hand,
and pausing a moment before placing it against his shoulder,

tapped me lightly with the bow on the arm which I had resting
on the table.

"Listen," he said. Though he spoke earnestly, almost excit

edly, not a drop of blood came to tinge his pallid cheeks.
' '

Listen.

You know that I once wrote a piece called the Trillo del Diavolo,
and that it is reckoned the best of my works.

"

I nodded.

"You know that, good as it is, it is no more like the melody
which the devil played to me on this violin"—I shuddered a little

as he held out the instrument in question
— "than the strumming

of a child is like the finished performance of a master.
' '

"I have heard that," I replied, seeing that he seemed to ex

pect me to say something.

"Well," he continued, "during the rest of my life, after that

memorable night, I strove unceasingly to recall some fragments of

what I had heard. But it was all in vain. It had escaped me.

Do what I would, I could never find the lost clue. But I was al

ways haunted with the thought that the most wonderful music

the world could ever hear, was silent for ever for all the sons of

men. Now—

now
—since I have changed my condition—since I

am no longer what I was
—little by little the ,

whole of that Trillo

del Diavolo has come back to me. Only one thing, I found was

wanting. To make the melody heard
—to turn ideas into sound—

I have to use the same instrument as Satan employed when he

came to me, more than a hundred years ago. For a long time I

did not know what had become of it. Now at last I have found

it, and happily found it in the possession of one who is himself a

musician. Listen ! This is what I want you to do. I will play

The Devil's Sonata to you
—

once
—twice—thrice if you like ; you

shall listen, and mark, and remember, and when I am gone (and

I must be gone quickly) you shall write it down, aud restore to

the world the masterpiece which is its due."

He spoke with an intensity of feeling which should have flushed

his cheeks ; but they remained clammy, bloodless, pale. I turned
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sick as I looked at him, for there was something terrible in the

contrast thus presented between the vivid desires of life and the

dull changelessness of the grave.

I cannot remember what I said in answer to this strange speech,

for I had by this time lost the bravado which I had exhibited at

the beginning of our interview. Whatever words escaped my

lips, however, must have been words of encouragement ; for,

evidently in the belief that I had agreed to his proposal, my

ghostly visitor placed the violin in position, and raised his bow to

begin. Never, never shall I forget the awful excitement of that

moment. With eyes fixed upon the figure of the old maestro

close at my side, I bent forward to catch every note of the mar

vellous melody, which, long lost and long talked of, was now at

last, through my instrumentality, to be given to the wondering
world.

The bow was drawn ; the long-silent strings of the old violin

responded once more to their ancient master's magic tauch. A

strange deep wail, as of a human being in spiritual despair came

from the bosom of the instrument, and trembled for a moment

through the darkness and the silence of the room. Again the

note was uttered ; but this time its sound was echoed from the

bosom of the old performer himself. I started. An expression
of agony had come over his fine, sharp features ; his glance was

riveted despairingly upon the door.

Surely enough there was someone knocking. I felt instinctively
that, with the entrance of a third person, the spell would be

broken. I sprang to niy feet with the intention of rushing to the

door. But I was too late. Before I could get clear of the table,
my servant was in the room. I turned round with sudden mis

giving. The violin was lying as I had placed it upon the table.

The master had disappeared.
"Mr. Stanley Carr, sir," said the girl ; and her voice jarred

on my ears.

For a moment I could only stare at her in silence.

Did—did—the other gentleman go out ?'
'

I stammered.

The girl looked at me in blank surprise.
"What other gentleman, sir ?" she asked.
I began to have a vague idea that I was on the point of making
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a fool of myself ; and I did my utmost to regain my self-posses
sion.

"Show Mr. Carr up," I said abruptly.
Then I turned and took a long survey of the room. Everything

seemed the same. The violin was on the table ; the bow hung

against the wall ; my half-emptied glass stood at my elbow ; my

cigar, only half smoked, lay, strangely enough upon the floor.

But I am quite sure that I had not been dreaming.
William H. Hudson.

COLLEGE LIFE A HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

A MERICA is preeminently a land of colleges. Little more

-£"*■ than two centuries and a half have passed since the found

ing of Harvard, the oldest college in the United States. A cen

tury and a half after the founding of this first college, there were

only nine colleges within its borders. But to-day the territory
between Dalhousie on the tide washed shores of Halifax and

Stanford on the sunny banks of the Golden Gate is dotted over

with between four and five hundred colleges. Not only has there

been a great change in the number of colleges during the past

hundred years, but fully as great a change has taken place in the

character and scope of their work.

The early colleges grew out of genuine self-sacrifice on the part
of the people. These institutions depended for theirmaintenance

upon the contributions of the mass of the people, rich and poor,

and received very little aid if any from the mother country.

The early buildings were in the main necessarily small, and the

colonists, being Englishmen, naturally modeled their structures

after those in the motherland. The English idea was to form

buildings on three sides of a quadrangle ; in front was the porter's

lodge, and gate, this being the only place of egress and ingress.

The colonial colleges were begun upon this plan, but it was never

fully carried out. They were intended to be
"

literary reserva

tions" where the students should eat, sleep, and study.

The youths were kept under the most minute personal restriction.

Their rooms were constantly liable to inspection, and any irregu-
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larity discovered was summarily dealt with. Not only was the

student punished for offences actually committed and discovered,

but in certain cases he was considered guilty unless he could

prove himself innocent. Any student found out of his room
after

nine o'clock at night, was judged guilty of all misdemeanors

committed that night, unless he could expressly prove that he

had no connection with them.

The students all lived at a common table and paid the same

price for board. Those who could afford it were allowed to buy

and eat such meals as they saw fit wherever they pleased, but

were compelled to pay the regular price for the commons whether

they ate there or not. Boarding school fare does not seem to

have been more satisfactory to the students of that time, than it

is to-day. Various reports have come down to us of the quantity
and quality of the commons. One Harvard alumnus states that

there was no breakfast at all ; another sa3^s it consisted of two

slices of bread and a cue (half a pint) of beer. At dinner there

was a sufficiency of meat but the quality was very ordinary. For

supper there was a choice between a pint of milk and half a

buscuit.

In 1750 the authorities at Harvard voted that
"

the quantity of

commons be as hath been usual ; viz : two sizes of bread in the

morning, one pound of meat at dinner, with sufficient sauce

(vegetables), and a half pint of beer ; and that at night a part of

a pie be of the same quantity as usual." What that quantity

was, we have no means of ascertaining, but we feel assured that

the college authorities were very careful not to contribute to indi

gestion and dyspepsia by furnishing sumptuous repasts.
Those who could not afford to get their meals outside, and at

the same time pay for the commons, were greatly dissatisfied with

the favors accorded to their more fortunate classmen. The over

seers therefore decided that it would "contribute much to the

health of the students, facilitate their studies, and prevent ex

travagant expenses," if the scholars were restrained from dieting
in private families ; and accordingly a law was passed making it

obligatory upon all undergraduates to eat at commons. Appar
ently by way of inidemnifying them for this restriction or to make

it more acceptable it was magnanimously voted by the overseers
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that there should be pudding three times a week, but that in those

days the quantity of meat should be lessened.

About the middle of the eighteenth century a law was passed
"

that fellows and graduates who have chambers in the college
board in the commons,

' '

and to maintain the commons in a man

ner befitting the dignity of the graduates and fellows it was

further enacted that "the commons be of better quality, have

more variety, and that clean table cloths of convenient length and

breadth be furnished twice a week, and that plates be allowed."

Prior to 1777 it was customary to have chocolate, tea, or coffee,
with milk, for breakfast, but during the progress of the Revolu

tion these articles became very scarce and could be obtained only
at an exorbitant price. Thereupon the college authorities voted,

that henceforth the steward should provide at the common charge

only bread or buscuit, and milk ; and if any of the scholars

chose to have tea, coffee, or chocolate for breakfast they must

procure it themselves,
' *

and likewise the sugar and butter to be

used with them."

The autocrat of all the Russias does not exercise a more des

potic authority, than did the President of a college and the Profes

sors in the colonial times. No undergraduate could wear his hat

in the college yard when any of the Professors were there, and

even a Bachelor must doff his hat when he discovered the ap

proach of the President. Corporal punishment was in vogue at

Harvard until within twenty years of the Declaration of Inde

pendence, and it was no uncommon thing to see the President,

superintending with becoming dignity the discipline of some re

fractory pupil in the presence of all the students, always begin

ning and ending the castigation with prayer. Corporal punish

ment gradually fell into disuse, as the students imbibed the spirit

of the Revolution, and a system of pecuniary fines was substituted

in its stead.

By an examination of the list of fines we can readily determine

the comparative disfavor in which each offence was held. Ab

sence from prayers was fined two pence, while tardiness merited

only one. Absence from a professor's public lecture was twice as

grave an offence as absence from prayers, and the delinquent was

accordingly fined four pence, while "cutting" a recitation could
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be atoned for only by one shilling sixpence in hard money. For

playing cards graduates were liable to a fine of five shillings,

making it one of the most serious offences in the whole category.

The undergraduate, however, was let off with a fine equal to only

half that sum, doubtless because his moral sense had not yet

reached the high state of development attained by his Bachelor

brother. Drunkenness and going on top of the college are both

listed at one shilling sixpence, while paying the butler or cook to

keep the dishes clean, was so much worse than drunkenness,

gambling, or lying, that five shillings were considered no more

than an adequate atonement for it. Interfering with the personal

liberty of a student was put down at one shilling sixpence. If

the sophomores wished to abduct the freshmen president, or the

freshmen the sophomores' , they could readily count the cost in

advance. This was a rare privilege indeed, as it obviated all the

suspense and annoj^ance of awaiting the result of faculty meet

ings.
"

Going to meeting before bell ringing" was fined six

pence. At first sight the object of this fine may not be apparent.
In general it is considered a virtue to be early at church. The

students, however, were in the habit of going early to church to

amuse themselves by throwing the prayer and hymn books at one

another, much to their own delight, but to the detriment of the

books and the honor of the Professor of Systematic Theolog3^.
During the latter part of the eighteenth century the practice of

punishing by pecuniary fines began to be considered objectiona
ble. The students themselves were well enough satisfied with

the plan, but it was exceedingly annoying to the parents who had

to foot the bills. Accordingly the system of fines was abolished

and the delinquencies were regulated by marks.

In the early days of Harvard and Yale the relations of the stu

dents to one another were based upon a most odious aristocracy.
The names of students in the catalogue were not arranged alpha
betically, but according to the social standing of their parents in
the community. Among the early customs and laws we find that
no freshman could wear his hat in the college yard unless it was

raining or snowing. Appended to the law, however, was the
clause

' '

provided he be on foot and have not both hands full
' '

which was probably his normal condition, for at any time except
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in studying hours and after nine o'clock at night, any freshman

was obliged to go on errands for any member of the college ex

cept a fellow classmate. Every freshman when sent on an errand

was admonished to make no unnecessary delay, nor must he neg

lect to make due returns, and he could not go away until dis

missed by the person who had sent him. He was not permitted
to speak to a senior except with uncovered head, and if a senior

entered a freshman's room the freshman was obliged immediately
to rise and remove his hat. When any person whatever knocked

at a freshman's door, except in studying time, the much-abused

freshman must immediately open his door without first inquiring
' '

Who is there ?
' '

Another interesting provision regulating fresh

man conduct was, that they should furnish bats, balls, and foot

balls for the use of the students. In fact, the poor freshman had

no rights that even a sophomore was bound to respect. The

sophomores were charged with publishing these customs to the

freshmen in the chapel whenever ordered by any member of the

college government, at which time the freshmen were enjoined to

' '

Keep their places in their seats and attend with decency and

decorum to the reading."
As the Revolution drew near, the students, like their fathers,

drank in the spirit of liberty, and efforts were made by the over

seers to have the custom of sending freshmen on errands abolished.

The Corporation, however, voted that "after deliberate consider

ation, and weighing all circumstances," they were unable to pro

ject any plan in the stead of "this long and ancient custom, that

would not, in their opinion, be attended with equal if not greater

inconveniences," and it was not until long after the Revolution

that the system went entirely out of use. The men who had

grown up under this system were the very ones who were the

most strenuous in their opposition to giving it up.

The course of study pursued at Yale and Harvard was based

upon the ancient scholastic curriculum
of the English universities,

the backbone of which was theology, logic, and the ancient lan

guages. It is only within the past twenty-five or thirty years,

that physical culture has come to be recognized as having claims

at all equal to those of intellectual culture. In the early days of

Harvard no one was to apply for admission until he could trans-
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late Cicero at sight, "make and speak true Latin in verse and

prose," and was familiar with the paradigms in the Greek gram

mar. In 1649 the President of Harvard
wrote to a noted Orien

talist that his students could translate Hebrew and Chaldee—not

into vulgar English, that was too much like child's play, but into

Greek. Latin was the language of common discourse in the col

lege. Among the laws of this period we find that
' '

the scholars

shall never use their mother tongue, except that in public exer

cises of oratory or such like they be called to make them in En

glish." The first English oration at commencement was not

given until two years before the stamp act.

In 1780 the corps of instruction at Harvard consisted of four

Tutors, three Professors, a Librarian and a President. Very

primitive indeed does this seem compared with the number to-day.

But at that time the number of pupils was also relatively very

small. The following was a sarcastic fling at Yale by Harvard

before they became so closely united by the bonds of a dual

league :

'

'And who was on the catalogue when college was begun ?

Two nephews of the President and the Professor's son.

Lord ! How the seniors kicked about the freshman class ofone."

If this is a fair specimen of the literary work of Harvard stu

dents at that period, it is just to assume that they were not so

proficient in the use of their own vernacular as they were in trans

lating Hebrew and Chaldee into Greek.

Albert A. Bird.

THE IMP OF LINCOLN CATHEDRAL.

THE Imp like all the world of statues came into being in an

artist's studio. But to him no Angelo or Canova gave birth.

He was the offspring of a peasant laborer who lived far back in

the thirteenth century, and earned enough to keep himself in

smocks and bread by graceful work in carving. It was the

bare studio of this workman's shop, in which the Imp first

entered upon the life of a statue ; his only surroundings the nude

table and clumsy blocks of marble leaped high or scattered over
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the floor, that with the cobwebs and shadows, made the scanty

furnishings. The time of his birth, too, was no moment of in

spiration. The workman's material had been stubborn in his

hands that day at the great cathedral, and in a fit of half pettish-

ness, half drollery, he had embodied his pique in the figure of

the Imp. A grinning, hungry mouth he made, with an expanse

of teeth that looked as if a vicious little tongue lurked behind to

whet their edge, and a broad flat nose, suggestive for its blunt-

ness of a keen scent for mischief. A rough shock of hair, the

pointed ears of a goat almost as sharp at the ends as two small

horns that showed their tips behind—such were the finishing
touches that lent an almost ludicrous ugliness to the Imp's face.

The head seemed small at first, but when the tiny support of the

body was fashioned from the block, behold a sudden transforma

tion ! a little man to be sure, but a big head that sat grinning and

leering on a body much too small and shrunken. Almost feeble

this body would have seemed if its garment of coarse hair and

its sharp, greedy claws were not there to look bristling and pro

tective. What a grotesque little figure to present as a brother to

such lovely creatures as the Venus of Milo and the Apollo Bel-

videre ! For prying mischief was imprinted in his every feature.

No corner so dim that these eyes could not spy the secret hidden

there, no dainty morsel put away so skillfully that these claws

and teeth could not demolish it. Perhaps the workman realized

the freaks of naughtiness this impish spirit might inspire, or felt

the scorn with which such an ugly creature would be met by his

lovlier fellows in the world of statues. At any rate he threw the

Imp into a corner and left him there neglected.

But the Imp was of too social a nature to be satisfied with the

companionship of an occasional spider or fly ; so one day, he took

advantage of his creator's absence to fly out into the world to seek

his fortune. Was it the glitter of the cathedral spires that caught

his eye, as they shone in the sunlight, or had the artist's mind

when he shaped the ugly figure, imparted some of his own thought

to the growing life ? For the town with all its hosts of possibili

ties had no attractions for the Imp. He flitted in silence past a

fat priest asleep on a bench, who needed only a push to send him

sprawling on the ground. A small boy lying in the shade, and
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waiting for the mischief Satan finds for idle hands to do, attracted

no notice from him. Over roof and field and river he skimmed,

frightening the birds in his flight, but with his eyes
fixed steadily

on the great Lincoln Cathedral that crowned the hill beyond.

Yet, strange to say, the nearer he came, the harder he
found it

to proceed. For, marking the end of the great transept, a big

rose window called the Dean's Eye, looked toward the north and

as it was supposed, guarded against the approach of evil spirits.

Such a glare met the little Imp on his way, as the round pieces of

colored glass, red and blue and violet, mingled their radiance in

one threatening stare, or each shot forth fitful sparkles and angry

gleams at him, that he might not have been able to resist the re

pelling influence, if a black cloud had not crossed the sun, and

dulled the fiery glances of the Dean's Eye. And thus it was that

the Imp eluded the watchfulness of the Dean and found himself

inside of Lincoln Cathedral.

But in spite of the first exultant thrill at his triumph, there fell

over him a strange pall
—

a passive, powerless mood which seemed

to the little Imp a sudden subduing of his nature. He could not

tell why but he felt crushed and abused. A feeling almost of

shyness and timidity, as if he were out of his sphere, came over

him. The vivid green of the grass and trees, the shining of the

river, the intense blue of the sky sharpened by the white clouds,
the songs of the birds, the busy hum of the town, the stirring of

the trees in the wind, the bright light over all and the crispness
of the air ; to what exhilaration and expectation they had raised

his spirits, and how disappointing was the contrast which the

cathedral presented. A long dim vista he saw, roofed by ribbed

vaults where the shadows lurked, and confined at the sides by
pillars and arches arranged in a wonderful tracery of curves and

straight lines, one row over another made intricate by delicate

carvings and outlines of various shapes. And at the end there

was another eye, a great round window, of many colors that threw
a crimson glow over a marble column or barred a leafy capital
with violet. And subdued as the light, was the effect to the ear.
The echo of a chanted prayer, the soft'and even tread of a warden
in a distant aisle, these were the only sounds that broke the still
ness. So soft and awesome was the whole effect, the blending of
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white and dark iu stone and marble and shadow, the touches of

color glowing with a strange intensity against the sombre back

ground, the silence and the faint perfume of censer, that the little

Imp almost felt himself growing dim, faint, merging into the

general atmosphere of the mysterious and half seen. He grew

limp and languid ; his grin looked almost sickly and his very ears

seemed to drop. But his spirit was not daunted ; he tried to

struggle against this strange, over-powering influence of the

cathedral, and casting his eye about for help, his glance fell upon

a crimson gleam which lighted up the corbel of a distant shaft.

As he looked, a grotesque head with features like his own seemed

to glare at him, with flushed and angry face. And sure enough
for ugliness of expression it might be a real play fellow to the little

Imp, for it had a sour, discontented look, as if the subtle power

which the cathedral exercised had kept it in thrall, chained to a

column in unwilling obedience. The little Imp was quite de

lighted with his discovery, but the sullen eyes were turned away

from him and seemed to stare into the distance, past a richly
carved screen which separated the transept from another long,
vaulted vista, running to the east like a beam from the arms of a

cross. Instinctively the Imp followed the direction of the glances

of the strange eyes and moved by curiosity, went on over the

screen in search of the object in which they rested with such seem

ing horror and fascination.

But the place he entered seemed little different from the one he had

left. Perhaps the solemnity was exaggerated almost to austerity.

The gray stone looked more massive, the vault was lower and the

whole effect was of crushing heaviness. The little Imp's heart

grew heavy, too, and he felt his spirits sink as if weighed down.

He even forgot about the grotesque head and what it was watch

ing
—but only for a moment, for along the side walls were rows of

stalls with lace work canopies aud slender tooth- like tabernacles

and in these stalls were seats turned up against the back and dis

playing (with what glee the Imp discovered them) the most

wonderful and interesting scenes in carving. Here at last were

any number of congenial spirits with shapes
as deformed as his

own, dwaifs and gnomes and all kinds of outlandish creatures

with sprawling legs, and lop-sided heads, and crooked mouths,
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and puffed cheeks, and odd, winking eyes. In a moment, the Imp

was himself again. His dejected air gave place to one of general

briskness and cunning ; his grin resumed all its former grotesque-

ness and malicious satisfaction. In fact, now that he was among

his bad companions again, his evil nature seemed to renew its old

time impishness. He began to prick up his ears and sniff about

in the best of humors, trying all his arts on the motionless figures,

chuckling, scratching, tweaking noses, making faces and threat

ening with his fists. But all his endeavors to arouse intercourse

friendly or unfriendly were in vain. The little devil with his eye

brows all puckered up in a scowl kept frowning still at the Imp's

most laughable grimaces, without the shadow of an appreciative
smile. A grinning goblin who had the most satisfied simper on

his face, gave not one twitch of pain, though his nose was pinched

again and again, and another sprite with the corners of her mouth

drawn down in a doleful way never changed her mournful ex

pression, when the Imp gave a loud
"

Ha-ha" in her ear. A dead

monkey, however, lying limp in a wheel barrow with his tail

trailing behind, was the chief object of the Imp's regret and dis

appointment. How he wished that monkey were alive, when he

thought of all the possibilities for every sport that tail afforded,

At last he was forced to dub them all wooden dummies, and go

forth in search of more responsive playfellows.
He saw many interesting things as he flitted about, peasants'

heads and kings' heads and fine ladies' heads, sitting in the edge
of a capital or supporting a pillar, and so it happened that in the
course of his flight he found himself perched on the top of a

wooden screen, carved with broad-leaved lilies, from the centre of

which peered a grotesque face upside down, or a nest of young
birds with wide stretched mouths. He was meditatively sharpen
ing his claws on the edge, when in flocked a troop of boys dressed
in the long white garments of the chorister, with black flowing
sleeves. They had evidently been out for a walk shortly before

for some of them carried bouquets of wild roses in their hands,
and the color in their cheeks was the fresh red which only the
winds can. bring. They were laughing and chattering in the hap
piest kind of a way, and there was a fragrance of the fields about
their ruffled hair and dusty shoes which made the Imp long for
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the blue sky and the sunshine. It was a strange power the Imp

had, that of communicating his evil thoughts to others. He did

not know it, but the heart of many a suppliant as he knelt unseen

in the shadow to pray, had been stirred by a sudden pang of

doubt or despair when the Imp flitted past, and so it was with the

boys. They put down their flowers with reluctance and washed

their hands at the long stone lavatory, with an air that implied
how much better they liked them stained with the grass and the

fields, than clean and readv for the prayer book. The Imp

watched the group interestedly as they filed out, lagging along

disconsolately. He had seen many a bright eye which gave token

of good fellowship, and was wondering how he might strike up a

congenial friendship, when the soft sounds of the organ fell upon

iris ears and soon there mingled with its mellow tones the fresh

voices of the boys. The notes faltered at first as if the thought

the little Imp had strewn was rankling yet, but the song grew

clearer and fuller. The vaults took it up and swelled its har

mony. There was an holy ecstasy in it, which the Imp had never

heard, even in the song of a soaring bird. An irresistible fasci

nation drew him nearer and, guided by the sound, he found him

self in a large vaulted space, separated only by an iron screen,

from the room in which the boys were singing. He did not know

it, but the choristers were pouring out their song of worship right

into the very ears of the grotesque figures he had seen carved on

the stall seats, with faces paralyzed and dumb. But, as yet the

Imp did not realize what beauty and holiness were. He only felt

that the atmosphere of the cathedral was different from any air

he had breathed before, and that the soft light and shadows had

over his soul a quieting influence against which he struggled in

vain. In this mood of defiance he lighted on one of the vaulting

shafts that supported the roof on the northern side, and crossing

one little leg over the other stared resolutely ahead in his most

bristling and impertinent attitude. But, before long he began to

wonder if any other Imps were near, and looking up, his eye met

a vision which moved even his impish soul. For on the spandrils

above, stood out in delicate outline, figures
of flying angels, with

beautiful curving wings, and yet they stirred not. With adoring
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faces they gazed up as if the rapture of their thoughts had stayed

their flight.

Meanwhile, the service drew to a close. The chant of the priest

died away. The last low song full of humility and prayer lin

gered but in faint echoes. The red glow of the wax candles

merged into the dusk and sent its thin smoke to join the shadows.

But in spite of the soft gloom which hid the lower arches, the

little Imp could see the rapt faces of the angels, glorified by the

last intense rays of the setting sun, as they fell through the

stained glass of the windows. A great mournfulness came upon

him. He felt that he was ugly, and longed also to be beautiful

and good. An air of pensiveuess and helpless resignation stole

over his features. And to this day he sits there still meditating

in the Angel Choir of Lincoln Cathedral, and to all who study

him with sympathetic interest, there is in his face a certain be

seeching look that pleads against the bad impressions his ugly

features would otherwise give.

Mary Louise Robbins.

HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

TTOW like a great, strange city is an unknown library, and how

-*--*- like our own native town, with its every familiar cross-road,

sign-board, and broken sidewalk located, is that storehouse of

books with which we have come to be familiar. True we may

know many of the kindred minds embalmed therein, much as we

may have many friends in the metropolis, but there is 3^et that

feeling of strangeness until we shall have located the monuments

that serve as guide-posts. Yes, in most libraries there are found

dangerous planks that need a careful looking out for, but which

are often found, on close investigation, to reveal nature in its fresh
est and purest forms. How many, after reading "Tom Jones,"
will say with Taine :

' *

We read his (Fielding's) books as we drink
a pure, wholesome and rough wine, which cheers and fortifies us,
and which wants nothing but bouquet." And }^et it is a great

book, but it must be read for more than the story or it fails in its

purpose.
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Who does not look upon well known volumes as old friends, and

upon new ones as upon new acquaintances, which are destined to

become our friends, or to pass out of our minds with only a recol

lection such as remains of a chance acquaintance. Those con

genial to us grow dear to us, like all frank, open hearted friends

of whom we do not tire, and who (apparently) do not tire of us.

Says Richard de Bury (1344) : "If you approach them the}7 are

not asleep ; if investigating, you interrogate them, they conceal

nothing ; if you mistake them they never grumble ; if you are ig
norant they cannot laugh at you." They are the friends, true

friends indeed, that frankly give us their opinion on all subjects of

interest to ourselves. They do not ask our assent, content to

state their honest convictions, they leave us free to think as we

choose. Who does not esteem such friends, living or dead ?

"Consider what we have in the smallest chosen library. A

company of the wisest and wittiest men that could be picked out

of all civil countries in a thousand years, have set in best of order

the results of their learning and wisdom. ... In the highest civ

ilization, the book is still the highest delight."*
Whatever we may think about spiritualism, spiritism, or any

other ism ; or whatever may have been our experience in com

munion with "departed spirits," we can but feel that libraries

are the abode of departed spirits (good and bad without as much

distinction and separation as we are accustomed to think awaits

us after dissolution), but meeting one of the requirements of dis

embodied spirits, that of being in many places at one and the

same time.

Of books, there are no doubt too many, but not too many good

books, as well might one say there are.too many good people in the

world, and not wish all people to be good.

"
I love my books as drinkers

love theirwine,

The more I drink, the more they seem divine.

With joy elate my soul in love
runs o'er,

And each fresh draught is sweeter than before.

Books bring me friends, where'er on earth I be ;

Solace of solitude, bonds of society.

*R. W. Emerson.
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"

I love my books ! They are companions dear ;

Sterling in worth, in friendship most sincere.

Here talk I with the wise in ages gone,

And with the nobly gifted in our own.

If love, joy, laughter, sorrow, please my mind,

Love, joy, grief, laughter in my books I find.*

But this is not here nor there in the library, but somewhere else, I

fear.

* *

To all who have spent their vacations for this year, and along

with it the money which they resolved to spend with such rigor

ous economy, the clever suggestions offered by Xavier de Maistre

will come too late to do more than cause a sigh for the
' '

might

have been," which is as truly applicable to the purse as to the

heart. In "Voyage autour de ma chambre "f is found a sub

stitute for a mountain, seaside, or continental tour, which in point
of cheapness, at least, recommends itself to all, and particularly to

the college man. It is so much more difficult to find the money

to spend, than ways in which to spend it, which fact so frequently
stretches to a dangerous tension, if it does not snap so many

family ties. We are so struck by the novelty and originality of

de Maistre's experience that at first it seems admirable. But the

chief reason, I fancy, why it is not more generally adopted, is
the failure to realize as much out of such a journey as did de

Maistre. An old arm chair, a little picture here and there, his

comfortable bed in pink and white, (particular stress is laid upon
these colors, notwithstanding it was a man's bed), his faithful

Joanetti, each in turn, besides many others, suffice to recall

thoughts and recollections without number, which he sets down

in much the same order in which they occur to him. His journey,
he tells us, lasted forty-two days, and curiosity causes the reader

to wish he had used a pedometer, as did Mark Twain at Heidel-

burg, when trying to find the way out of his room one dark night,
just for the satisfaction of knowing how many miles were traveled
in those forty-two days of going about in a small room. This

* Francis Bennock.

t
"

Voyage autour de ma chambre," by Xavier de Maistre.
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fact also might have a bearing on the subject with those contem

plating such an excursion, as pedestrianism is not a favorite diver

sion with as many as it should be.

*
*

*

Xavier grows metaphysical in the course of his wanderings and

develops what he pleases to call his system of Anima et Bestia,
' '

when you are reading a book and an agreeable idea suddenly

enters your imagination, your soul (Anima) seizes it at once and

forgets the book, while your eyes follow mechanically the words

and lines ; you finish the page without understanding it and

without remembering what you have read. This is because your

soul having ordered its companion to read to it, gave no warning
of the short absence it contemplated, so that the other (Bestia)
went on reading what the soul no longer listened to." "I

generally leave my Bestia preparing my breakfast ; it has to slice

and toast my bread. It makes my coffee admirably and often

helps itself to some without my soul's knowledge, unless the latter

happens to be amusing itself by watching the former work ; but

this is a rare and very difficult performance, for though it is easy

enough, while busied with some mechanical operation, to think

of something quite different, it is extremely difficult, so to speak,

to watch yourself work ; or to express myself according to my

theory, to employ Anima to examine Bestia' s progress."

*
^

*

Curiosity, at least, not unlike that attached to products of the

literary combination of Andrew Lang and H. Rider Haggard,

will serve to interest the readers of "Dr. Jekell and Mr. Hyde,"

in Mr. Stevenson's recent volume of
"

nursery rhymes."* These

pretty little jingles are best appreciated when read aloud and in

the spirit of innocent childhood. A precocious child might have

thought or imagined all that he says, but would hardly express

itself in the language found here, and still the harmony of

thought and word is pleasing.

* A Child's Garden ofVerses, by Robert Louis Stevenson.
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"
Prom breakfast on through all the day,
At home among my friends I stay :

But every night I go abroad

Afar into the land of Nod.

"
All by myself I have to go,

With none to tell me what to do.

All alone beside the streams,

And up the mountain-sides of dreams.

"

Try as I like to find the way,
I never can get back by day ;

Nor can remember plain and clear

The curious music that I hear."

What a deal of discussion and conjecture as to what really was

the thorn in the flesh might have been prevented had St. Paul

been a librarian. No one could have considered any visual

weakness, short of blindness, so vexing to the keeper of books,

as the yet unanswered question,
' l

what shall be done with

pamphlets?" It reads well, in annual reports, when it can be

said that four thousand pamphlets have been added to the library

during the past year ; the librarian may have a feeling of pride,
inflated by figures, when for the moment he ceases to remember

how many of those four thousand pamphlets are odd copies of re

ports, proceedings, insurance statistics, etc., having apparently
little or no value. And yet this is the fact of the matter in the

major portion of such statements among libraries generally. But

amongst so much "waste (basket) product" are found many

valuable monographs, the results of the marked tendency of the
time toward microscopic literary work, and choice scraps that,
like wine, improve with age, the principal reason for preserving
everything.

*
^

*

With a prejudice toward these fruit-cake deposits, these un

offending waifs, for they are always lost or strayed, or at least

always out of place simply because they have no place, I was

was looking "here and there" among the English literature one

day, when my eye rested upon two olive cloth bound books
lettered "English Literature Pamphlets." Instantly came the

feeling that they too were worthless ; but a certain novelty about
literature pamphlets attracted me toward them in a way that the
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ordinary sets of pamphlets had never succeeded in doing. Care

lessly turning the leaves of the first volume, it soon was evident
to me that "there were several little things there," speaking in

cribbage vernacular. The eye seeking something definite, after
the first general impression came upon the name "Marjorie
Fleming,"* and remembering the sweet and tender relation of

Sir Walter Scott and "Pet Marjorie," I became interested, then

absorbed, and at last entirely forgot that I was reading a pam

phlet.
*

^
*

"I can make nothing of
'

Waverly
'

to-day," says Scott, when

in one of those moods described thus :

"

My spinning wheel is auld and stiff,
The rock o't wunna stand, sir,

To keep the temper-pin in tiff

Employs ower aft my hand, sir.
' '

"I'llawa' to Marjorie." Taking his hound he is away to the

home of his pet.
"

Marjorie ! Marjorie ! where are ye, my bon-

nie wee croodlin doo ?'
'

Says Scott : "She's the most extraordi

nary creature I ever met with, and her repeating of Shakespeare

overpowers me as nothing else does."

This most remarkable child lived to be only eight years of age,
and yet left her impression upon those around her in a most

marked degree. Bits of her diary at Braehead reveal her

thoughts on so many subjects not often found with a child of six

years.
* *

I am very sorry to say that I forgot God
—that is to say I

forgot to pray to-day, and Isabella told me that I should be thank

ful that God did not forget me
—if He did, O what would become

of me if I was in danger and God not friends with me
—

. . . My

religion is greatly falling off because I don't pray with so much

attention when I am saying my prayers, and my character is lost

among the Braehead people.
' '

Again she writes :
' *

The Devil is

cursed and all his works. 'Tis a fine work Newton on theprofecies .

I wonder if there is another book of poems comes near the Bible.

Miss Pontune" (her
"

simpliton" friend)
"

is very fat; she pre

tends to be very learned. She says she saw a stone that dropt
from the skies ; but she is a good Christian An Annibab-

test is a thing I am not a member of—I am a Pisplekan just

*
English Literature Pamphlets, Vol. I, No. 4. Marjorie Fleming, a

sketch, John Brown.
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now, and a Prisbeteran at Kirkcaldy, my native town." "There

is a new novel published named 'Self Control,' a very good

maxim forsooth. A great many authors have expressed them

selves too sentimentally. Thomson is a beautiful author, and

Pope, but nothing to Shakespear,
of which I have a little knolege.

'

Macbeth' is a pretty composition, but awful one Doctor

Swift's works are very funny ; I got some of them by heart."

This is the child that was dear to Scott, whom he carried about

in his shepherd's plaid as the shepherd was wont to do with his

tender lambs ; whose young fresh life found in him a responsive

chord. From her he was delighted to take lessons in
' '

Ziccoty,

diccoty, dock, the mouse ran up the clock, the clock struck wan,

down the mouse ran, ziccoty, diccoty, dock." The child's

thoughts often flowed out in rhyme, and such thoughts and their

expression belonged to herself alone.

* *

"

Sticking to the text
"

is not an essential thing to-day. The

clergy refuse to do it ; responses to toasts are almost never on the

subject announced ; and A. P. Russell* has availed himself of

this tendency to express his mind, or more strictly speaking to

garner the thoughts of a great many minds on a great variety of

subjects.
"

In a Club Corner'
'

arouses your curiosity directly you
see the title. There is a flavor about the name, as there is about

most clubs, that invites you to know more of what is within.

This
' '

monologue of a man who might have been sociable
' '

touches upon such subjects as
"

Long Sermons," "Subsisting by

Authorship,"
"

On Working Ourselves Up," "Whistling," etc.,
in a fashion freely. He quotes from a great variety of authors,
and modestly holds his own in abeyance when he can get a greater
one than himself to speak. Quoting from Pascal he says :

"

All

men naturally hate each other. I am certain that if they were to

know accurately what they occasionally had said of one another,
there would not be four persons in the world who could long pre
serve their friendship for one another.

' '

But I find such a wealth

of ideas gathered here and there among the choicest fruit that I

can only say read
"

In a Club Corner
' '

for yourself.

Willard Austin.

* In a Club Corner, by A. P. Russell.
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A New History of New England.*

This is a rather notable book for several reasons. One is on account of

its author. We are accustomed to think of elaborate books in history as the

work of men separated from the more practical labors of life, and evolving
such literary products out of learned retirement and leisurely industry.
Here, however, is an elaborate historical treatise, based on enormous re

search among the primary sources of history, written not by a professed
man of letters, but by a business man. Mr. Weeden, as we are informed, is

a wealthy manufacturer of Rhode Island, whose life has been spent in the

direct management of men and affairs, but who has been accustomed to

save the odds and ends of time to do systematic work in a field of history to

which his own daily occupations and interests attracted him. Being bound

up in the operations of commerce and ofmanufactures in New England to

day, he finds rest and pleasure in studying the conditions of commerce and

manufactures in New England in the centuries which precede our own. On

every page one sees traces of the common-sense, the appreciation of details,
the directness of reasoning, and the fairness, bred of large and prolonged
business experience. His example is full of suggestion. To do an original
and valuable piece of historical work seems to be a thing that can be done

by men busy with other things, and often better done than by those who

have nothing else to do.

This book is notable also for its scope and method ; it vastly widens the

old conception of history, and makes history at last altogether democratic

and human. To tell of wars, and of the intrigues and achievements of great

statesmen, and of the chatter and rascalities of people on the top and at the

front of society,—that has long seemed to be the principal function of the

historian. The author of this book, however, belongs to the new school of

historians who, while not neglecting this aspect of history, refuse to con

sider it as the only, or even as the most important aspect. As he himself

has admirably put it, in defining his own purpose in this book,
—

"

Man him

self, in his own nature, must always be the object and the cause of the deep

er historical meanings, as well as of the course of outward events which rep

resent the surface and superficial form of history. . .
. Picturesque narra

tion, philosophic speculation, have not exhausted the forces inherent in his

tory. The life of man, his daily action—closely allied to his thought and

to his affections—must yield up its fact, its daily doing, before we can com

prehend the whole action, the whole story of
man in his relation to history.

Little things are becoming great, in that they
reveal the sources of greater

principles which occasion the movements and currents of humanity. Econ-

* Economic and Social History ofNew England : 1720-1j8g. By Will

iam B. Weeden. In two volumes. Boston and New York : Houghton,
Mifflin and Co.
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omy, the daily order
of living and fellowship, are homely elements which

are coming to be recognized as potent factors
in the large drama of history."

Accordingly, here will be found an essay toward the history
of the practi

cal, toiling, trafiicking, home-spun, every-day
life of New England from its

first settlement in 1620 down to the year 1789,—a history of that people

while actually engaged, during many generations, in the various crafts,

trades and industries by which they lived, and grew rich or poor ; together

with an account of all such things as the tools they used, and the different

sorts ofmoney or of barter by which they accomplished their exchanges,

and the environment of social, religious and political life within which all

these thrifty industries moved on.

It is needless to add that all this is, to a large extent, new work, and is a

genuine contribution to the sum of our knowledge in amost interesting field

of our national history. Moreover, in order to do this work, the author has

had to gather his materials not merely from the commonly recognized

sources, but from a vast mass of
' '

unconscious authorities,
' '
such as private

letters, diaries, commercial memoranda, account books, bills of lading, and

other manuscript survivals from that old time. When he gets to the period

at which newspapers began to appear in New England, he finds many in

valuable data in them, particularly in their advertisements.

The book seems to us to be not in the least dry. The wonderful human

significance of all these revelations carries its own stimulus and fascination.

The obvious intent of the author to avoid all fine writing, and to be con

stantly genuine, direct, unpretentious, wins upon the regard of tlje reader.

This is not to deny that there are crudities ofmanner in the book, which,

however, can scarcely be said to mar its total impression. Finally, it is but

due to the author that acknowledgment should be made of the fullness and

precision of his footnotes, as guides to the enormous multitude of sources to

which he has gone with so much industry, and from which he has brought
back spoils so enriching.

T.
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MY LITERARY EXPERIENCES—A CONFESSION

I
AM*not aware that anybody has noticed the continued absence

of my name from articles in magazines and newspapers, or has

missed me from the literary haunts, here and there in the Library.

The public mention of these facts may even create the inference

that I have no literary ambition or tastes. Nevertheless the real

trouble is not that I have been unable to do as a certain great man

says, to think, and then to write, but that I have not succeeded

in following the third part of his maxim which was to publish.

The bit of personal history that I have to offer on this third point,

although not so inspiring to literary candidates as other reminis

cences that have appeared in the Cornell Magazine, may be

useful to those who are not intended for literary pursuits.

Soon after the University had graduated me for better or for

worse, I prepared an article written upon one side of the

paper only, and paragraphed, punctuated, and composed with

all the skill that Professor Shackford had taught me. This was

enclosed with a stamped envelope to the paper I selected, request

ing the return of a check for the same if the article was satisfac-
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tory, or of the manuscript, if it
was not. The manuscript came

back in a few days, with a letter from the editor containing a

general criticism of my article. To appreciate the criticism how

ever it will be necessary to give the article, which was as follows :

"

At the Hub."

( Written expressly for the M )

I spent the summer of the year 18— in Boston. It was not a

visit for pleasure, but for business. Nevertheless, I took every

opportunity to look around, and become acquainted with that

famous city, the Athens of America. It has always been my

special pleasure to study human nature in its various phases, and

now, since I was in the city of genius and intellect, I could not

forego the opportunity of seeing how such great characters look in

the lump. On every side, in all my walks up and down the streets

of the city, I saw many whom I would have been glad to study

anywhere else. But the number of them soon satiated my ordi

nary likings, and I morbidly fixed my attention only upon those

characters that stood prominently above the average of the crowd.

In the course of my business I had opportunity to meet many

such, and among these there was one who, I confess, was the

most striking combination of qualities that had come to my notice

in all that city. So simple and decided were his traits of charac

ter, that I regarded him from the first as placing in full relief the

typical Bostonian ; and he is yet inseparably connected, in my

mind, with all that is peculiar to that city.
With my partner and myself he earned the title of

* '

Old-stick-

in-the-mud ",—but not, indeed, on account of anything like plia
bility or non-progressiveness in his character ; those were not his

qualities. He was modern, thoroughgoing, and enterprising, in

everything. The training of a scientific city was evidently upon

him. He showed not a particle of superstition, nor one grain of

belief in supernatural interference with material things. He was

an agreeable person, interesting and even brilliant in conversation,
often giving himself up to an idealism that strangely contrasted

with his scientific intellectuality. In person he was rather lar^e
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and corpulent, and proud of his muscle. This was probably the

real foundation for our epithet of Old-stick-in-the-mud.
I endeavored for some time to obtain a more intimate acquaint

ance with him than a mere business intercourse gave, but in vain.

The Bostonian is not at all that typical American who will asso

ciate with anybody from a king downward. He is, however, sus

ceptible to well-dressed appearance, and above all to anything
like culture, and my object was at last accomplished very unex

pectedly. We met one day, both apparently at leisure, upon

Tremont square. I bowed politely, and by way of casual greet

ing spoke of the refined appearance of Boston, and the marks of

intelligence in the people who thronged its streets. He was im

mediately interested, and when I mentioned that I had yet had

no opportunity of seeing the objects of interest in the city, he

immediately offered his assistance. A cab was called, and as we

drove around, discoursing upon the sights, and finally upon Bos

ton in general, my companion proved that he could be as extrava

gant in a scientific way as more unscientific mortals. For in

stance, after giving various cogent and lucid reasons for believing
that Boston was now the great center of thought, and was des

tined, as the preserver of human knowledge, to be greater than

a Rome or a Constantinople had been, he concluded enthusiasti

cally,
"
And see ! do not our very streets, with their sudden and

intricate turns, remind you of the convolutions of the brain."

"Yes," I said, resolved not to be outdone, "and how ad

mirably their difficulties have worked out the survival of the

fittest." He seemed much pleased with my answer, and our

friendship was established.

I had not seen my friend for several days when word came, one

morning, that he wanted to see me at once. I went immediately

to his house, and was astonished at the change I found in him.

He looked pale, and haggard, and thin. He had been troubled,

he said, with strange noises, a confusion of sounds, that burst out

now and then, and ceased as suddenly as they came. This oc

curred at any time during the day or night, awakening him if

asleep with the prelude of a horrible dream. One dream that de

pressed him greatly was of civil war between the east and west,.

in which Boston was deluged with Cowboys from the west, as.
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Rome had been with Barbarians from the north. It seemed that

he himself was surrounded by an angry crowd of illiterate fron

tiersmen who seized and trampled upon him, making his head

their special object of hatred. He awoke in horror, and for long

hours afterwards felt the weight and pain of those large, uncouth

feet upon his face. What .seemed strange was that those about

him were not able to hear the sounds at all. This gave them, to

his mind, a supernatural character ; perhaps they were spiritual

warnings or communications. This idea was strengthened by the

general tenor of his dreams, of which I have given a sample. He

had sent for me, he said, in order that I might help him investi

gate the matter.

I found it useless to remind him of the power of the imagination ;

he had tested his case in every scientific way ; there was no imagi
nation about it. "Listen," he said, "I hear them now. Do you

not hear that shriek ? Are you devils ? Then leave me, in Heaven's

name !"

I shall not compromise my friend further by repeating all that

he said in his then disordered state of mind, for he has since re

turned to his scientific convictions regarding the supernatural. I

assured him again and again that I heard nothing. He came up
to me, entreating that I should listen and tell him if I did not hear

the terrible sounds. What it was that prompted me to look close

ly into his ear I know not ; but I fastened my eyes there for a mo

ment, then led him gently to the window where I could have the

light full upon him. There I proceeded to search with my

tweezers, and at last, I extracted an object from where it had
found lodgment near the drum of the ear, and held up to his
astonished gaze, a struggling flea.

The general criticism of the editor was to the effect that the
story was improbable, that no animal accustomed to the luxury of
the flea could exist in the quarters I had assigned to it for so long
a time. I was disposed at first to argue with him,—to put a flea
in his ear that should convince him. But a careful reading of his
letter convinced me that he was probably well up in the natural
history of that subject and a controversy would be useless. Thus
ended my first literary venture.
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As to the moral of this article, perhaps this failure was a turn

ing point in my career. If the article had been accepted, aud had

proved a success, I might now be manufacturing illogical stories
to please the fancies of the multitude, instead of teaching logical
truths to improve the minds of the few.

A. S. Hathaway.

INTELLECTUAL HABITS OF CORNELL STUDENTS.

TTOWEVER strongly we may believe in the sacred rights of iu-
-L-*- dividuality,and however little in the existence of the average

man, still we must admit that practically, most of our civil affairs are

arranged to fit such a personage. We may personate this shadow

as "The Public," "Mrs. Grundy," or
"

My Audience ;
"

but,

in some way or other, the average man stands forth, a real entity
to reckon aud deal with. Laws are made for him, goods are

manufactured to suit his taste, newspapers, lectures and books are

written for him. So, in drawing up a course of study, or in

assigning a lesson to a class, the instructor must assume that he

knows how long it will take the average student to prepare lessons

of different kinds, how many hours the average student can work

in a day, at what time he is best able to do his heaviest mental

work, in a word, what are his mental possibilities. Since, then,

this average student not only exists, but is a more or less import
ant personage in his influence on his fellows, it might seem worth

while to try to determine his stature, by some means a little more

exact than the system of guessing usually employed.

To make a composite photograph of mental habits must always

be a difficult thing ; but, among a body of students living the

same life, with much the same environment and the same activi

ties, the difficulties would seem to be at their minimum. Besides,

students are presumably better able to report fairly concerning

their inner lives, than a more mixed collection of men and women

would be.

With a view to determining the large outline of mental habits

at Cornell University, I drew up and circulated, in the winter of

1888, the following list of questions with spaces for answers :
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i. Have you a regular plan of work for the whole or a part of the day ?

If so, please fill out this blank, stating hours for sleep, meals^ exercise,

recreation, study of mathematics, languages, science, etc., copying notes,

general reading, laboratory work, lectures, recitations, etc. Give
an average

day. [Here a ruled blank was inserted.]

2. In what two hours of the day can you do the best work on a difficult

subject ? What is your second choice ?

3. Of the five morning hours, from 8 to 1, in which are you at your best

intellectually ? Second best ? Third ? Fourth ?

4. Is your power of doing mental work uniform from day to day ? If

not, can you give reasons for its variation, not dependent on physical
health ?

5. How long can you work continuously on mathematics before getting

too tired to do good work ? On language work ? On laboratory work ?

On shop work ? After an hour's rest can you return to the same work with

advantage ? How can you get the most mental rest in an hour's time ?

6. What work can you do best when you are mentally tired ?

7. How much sleep do you need daily to keep in your best working con

dition ?

8. What newspapers or magazines do you read regularly, if any ?

9. What books have you read during the past six months, not demanded

by your work ?

Some of the blanks were filled out and returned ; but in the

midst of other work, they were generally laid on the shelf and

forgotten. Later, through the interest of Prof. Schurman, another

lot was distributed in his classes, 160 copies of which were re

turned. Of those who replied, 24 were Freshmen ; 69 were Soph
omores ; 42 were Juniors ; 25 were Seniors ; 125 were men, and 35

were women. They were pretty evenly distributed among the

different courses of Arts, Sciences, Engineering, Law, Agricul
ture, etc.

In stating the results, I shall endeavor to generalize in regard
to the following points :

—The amonnt of mental work done ; its

distribution through the day ; the amount, kind, and distribution

of rest.

The questions were arranged so that the plan of work under

question should cover the same ground as some of the other ques

tions, thus making it possible to check the error due to hasty and

careless answers. 144 students said they had a plan of work, and
filled out the blank. Several, however, modified their affirmative

by the statement that they had a plan for but part of the day, or
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that their plan varied from term to term. Sixteen declared they
had no plan. The following table indicates the amount of work

done daily, counting study, recitations, lectures and reading as

work :
—

Hrs. of work per day
—6h. 7k. 8h. gh. icih. uh. 12k. ijh. No. Ans. Av'ge.

Freshmen ....--124 8 5 2 2 10.90 hrs.

Sophomores
- 2 7 10 25 10 9 2 4 10.00

"

Juniors 231 4 7 12 5 1 7 10.05
"

Seniors -128 4 4 3 3 9.77
"

The courses of study in the University demanded three hours

per day of lecture or recitation work ; three and three-fifths hours

was the maximum amount allowed. Deducting three and a quar

ter hours, as the average amount spent in the lecture rooms, it

would leave for outside study,
—for Freshmen, 7.65 hours, for

Sophomores, 6.75 hours, for Juniors, 6.80 hours, for Seniors, 6.52

hours. Since the Junior and Senior work is elective, and since

the student in his third and fourth years can accomplish much

more per hour than when he enters college, we might expect a

greater reduction in time spent in study. The fact that the time

varies so little would seem to indicate that this is about the average

work the student can do, or that the elective work holds the

student with the same tension as the required tasks.

To determine the exact amount of outside mental work done by

the students would be a very difficult task indeed. Religion, soci

ety, and the various associations make drafts on the student's time

and mind which defy statistics. However, the outside reading is

a more or less regular amount and may serve as some index to

outside activities. In answer to questions 8 and 9, 21 gave no

report in regard to newspapers, 85 none in regard to magazines,

and 24 none in regard to books ; of those who did report, the aver

age Freshman read 2.6 newspapers, 2 magazines, and 3.1 books ;

the average Sophomore, 3.2 newspapers, 1.9 magazines, and 4

books; the Juniors, 3.6 newspapers, 2.3 magazines, and 4 books ;

while among the Seniors, the average for newspapers was 3.7, for

magazines 2.8, and for books, 5.

The results seem to indicate a steady increase in outside reading

during the four years of University work, with slight exceptions
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under magazines, in passing from the Freshman to the Sophomore

year, and iu that case the Freshmen returns are not full enough

for a fair comparison. Where the newspapers are named, the

Cornell Sun and Era are generally ou the list. The next most

common paper is the
Ithaca fournal, while "A local paper from

my home," comes in third; the fourth most commonly given is

some New York daily. Among magazines, the Century was the

most commonly mentioned, then the CORNELL Magazine, then

the North American Review, and after that, the Harper's, the

Popular Science Monthly, and Scribner's Magazine were about

equally popular. At least three-fourths of the books named were

novels. "Robert Elsmere" led the list and most of the other

works were standard works of Scott, Dickens, etc. Theological

books came second, and the plays of Shakespeare third, with a

sprinkling of poetry, science, agriculture, etc. The period covered

by these questions included the Christmas and Easter vacations,

and several stated that they had read most of their books during

vacation. Several of those who did not give answers that could

be turned into figures reported that they had read "by topic,"

"miscellaneous things," etc. Probably many of those who did

not answer were prevented from doing so by the fact that they had

read irregularly and topically.
The distribution of work is estimated from the data contained

in the plans under i, and from the answers to 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 :

3 gave 5 o'clock as their rising hour; 40 gave 6 ; 98 gave 7 ;

2 gave 8 ; 1 gave 9 ; and 14 did not report. The morn

ing session of the University closed at 1, and the hours in the plans
from 8 to 1 a. m. were filled with every possible combination of

recitations, lectures, and study hours. Only two of the students

devoted any of those hours to recreation or exercise. Four dined

at 12, nearly all the others at 1 o'clock, only three dining at night.
After dinner, many of the students credited the time until three to

recreation or exercise. The hour most common^ devoted to ex

ercise is just before supper, from four to six, counting military
drill as exercise. Forty-six students reported one hour per day
for exercise, 37 reported two, 8 reported three ; 2 reported four

hours of exercise, 1 reported five, 66 did not report any exercise.

Recreation is put down about equally for the time just after
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dinner, that just before or just after supper, while, in a few cases,
it was taken just before retiring. In the plans of work, it is im

possible to separate meals and recreation. For their meals and

recreation, 3 reported two hours; 47, three hours; 55, four; 25,
five hours ; 13, six hours ; and 1, seven hours ; 16 did not report.
The remaining time of the day was devoted to study, and the

results showed that the 144 students who reported studied on an

average 349 hours each afternoon, and 388 hours each evening, so
there seemed to be practically little choice between afternoon and

evening.
The following sums up the answer to the question "In what

two hours of the day can you do the best work on a difficult sub

ject?" Fourteen chose 5 to 7 a. m. ; six, 6 to 8 ; five, 7 to 9 ;

twenty-five, 8 to 10 ; twenty-seven, 9 to 11 ; eight, 10 to 12 ; one,

11 to 1 p. m. ; none, 12 to 2 p. m. ; none, 1t03p.n1.; none, 2 to

4 ; three, 3 to 5 ; two 4 to 6 ; one 5 to 7 ; none, 6 to 8 ; eight, 7 to

9 ; twenty-one, 8 to 10 ; eight, 9 to 11 ; two, utoi; thirteen did

not indicate a. m. or p. m. ; six did not answer.

It is interesting to note here that, while but three were in the

habit of rising at 5 a. m., still fourteen regarded that early hour

the choicest time in the day for study. Doubtless all of them had

tried it under the pressure of examinations. Again, it may seem
remarkable that, out of 160, but six should have found their best

working time in the afternoon ; but it must not be forgotten that

they had all had five hours of work in the forenoon, and they
seemed to need a long rest before reaching good working time in

the afternoon. Or, is the afternoon always a bad time for mental

work ?

For second choice, the students generally took a part of the day
about twelve hours distant from their first choice. The following
table shows the choice of hours during the morning session of

the University from 8 to 1 :

8 A.M. g A.M. 10 A.M. 11 A.M. 12M.

Best hour chosen by
Second best

" "

Third
" " "

Fourth
" " "

Poorest

37 64
16 36
24 24

31 9

27 4

32 5 4

57 25 5

44 37 5
2 59 33
2 10 95
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The result may be summarized as follows :
—In an eight

o'clock recitation, about a fourth of the students are at their

best, about a sixth are at their worst, while the remainder

are in second and third class condition. Nine o'clock is the

best hour of the morning, most of the students being then at

their best, while a very small fraction are at their worst.

At ten, most of the men are in second or third class condition,

while at n, there is a serious falling off; hardly any of the

students are at their best, while a large proportion are in fourth-

class condition. And at twelve, almost every one is at his worst.

Of the 37 students who selected eight as their best hour, 14

were men who rose at five or six, while 21 of them were men who

retired at nine or ten ; of the 41 who chose ten, eleven or twelve,

all but 14 put down eleven or twelve as their retiring hour.

Iu answer to question 4, 45 declared their power of work to be

uniform from day to day ; 109 said that it varied ; and many tried

to account for the variation. Three quarters of the answers ac

counted for varying mental power by the weather,—dry, clear

days being uniformly approved, while dull, damp days were uni

versally denounced. The state of feeling was the next most com

mon cause adduced,—mental excitement, anxiety, worry, and the

"blues" being declared destructive to mental effort. Regular

sleep and meals came next in the list of influences, while many

students found the cause of their varying power in moral condi

tions, such as lack of interest, influence of inspiring lectures, etc.

Only three students spoke of their mental power being less at the

end of the week than at the beginning, though many spoke of

being less able to work immediately after a rest than when they
had fairly got at it.

In answer to question 5, 15 students said they could work con

tinuously on mathematics one hour only before getting too tired

to do good work ; 53 could work two hours ; 37, three hours ; 12

could work four hours ; 6 could work even longer ; 37 did not

answer. On language work, 13 said one hour ; 41 said two hours';
58 said three ; 8 said four ; 6 said five or six hours and 34 did not

answer. Only 55 of those reporting had laboratory work ; of

these, 7 could work only two hours continuously without o-ettino-

too tired to do good work ; 12 could work three hours, 16 could
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work four ; 9 could work five hours, 5 could work six, aud four

could work still longer than this. But 12 of the students were

doing shop-work ; the hours which they reported were a trifle

longer than those given by the laboratory students.
To the question whether, after an hour's rest, they could return

to the same work with advantage, 29 answered no, 109 answered

yes, aud 22 gave no returns. To the accompanying question, as

to the way in which they could get the most rest in an hour's

time, there was a great variety of answers ; 38 declare for exer

cise in some form, gymnasium practise, ball, tennis, etc. ; 31

would go to sleep ; 23 would take a walk ; 6 would read the news

paper or something light ; 4 would take a bath ; 3 would have

some music, while the others would smoke, talk, etc.

The question as to the work that could be done best when men

tally tired also drew out a great variety of answers. 35 said they
could spend such time to the best advantage in copying notes ;

21 considered translation the best work at those times, 6 would

read history, 5 would work in the laboratory, while the others

would do general reading, write letters, draw, practise on the

piano, etc.

In reply to 7, 16 students declared that they needed but seven

hours of sleep to keep at their best ; 10 1 needed eight hours ; 37

needed nine hours, while 1 wanted ten ; 5 did not answer. The

old adage, "six hours sleep for a man, seven for a woman, and

eight for a fool" would seem to reflect badly on the Cornell

students.

Thus the results seem to show that in the amount of time per

day which students can and do devote to work, there is con

siderable uniformity, the number of hours decreasing slowly as

the course of study advances, the average being 10. 19 hours per

day for the 144 students who reported. In the distribution of

the work there is great diversity, the location of the best hours

seeming to depend on the hours cf retiring and rising, the early

afternoon hours, however, being uniformly poor hours for work.

In the power of continuous application, there was also great ir

regularity, it being less in mathematics than in language work,

and considerably more in laboratory and shop-work than. in either,

mathematics or language.
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To put it differently, the average student at Cornell goes
to bed

at half past ten, sleeps eight hours and a quarter, and gets up at

a quarter before seven. He dresses, breakfasts, and begins work

at eight. For the first hour, he is in doubtful condition for work ;

at nine, however, he is at his best ; at ten, he is not in so good

condition, though still good ; at eleven, he is tired ; and at twelve,

he is in his worst working condition. Three hours and a quarter

of the morning he spends in the lecture-rooms ; the remaining

time, he studies or reads. At one, he goes home and dines ; after

dinner, takes some exercise or has some fun for an hour or two,

then works, though he is in inferior condition for it. At five, he

stops work, and after an hour of exercise or play, he has his sup

per. About seven, he goes to work, reaches his best condition at

eight ; from nine on, he is not at his best, and at half past ten, he

goes to bed again.

During the day, he has glanced over a couple of papers, read

part of a magazine, and a chapter or two of some book outside of

his work. The day has also been brightened by work or play in

some of the numerous fraternities, athletic associations, Christian

organizations, etc.

This is the sort of day the instructor must count on in assigning
work, or in making programs. From this study, he might
infer that, among students situated as those at Cornell University
are, about six hours and three quarters can be counted on for out

side work, the hours becoming less as the student goes on. He

might also infer that the hours devoted to work do not be

come very much less under an elective system than under a sys
tem of required work, the slight difference being made up by in

creased outside reading. It also seems clear that, in a session of

five consecutive hours, the heaviest subjects should be given at

nine or ten o'clock,—not at eight if avoidable, seldom at eleven,
and never at twelye. It would also seem that the instructor
should make a large allowance, in estimating recitations, for the

weather, and for varying personal conditions. He should not ex

pect as good work on Monday as on the other days of the week

nor should he hold the students responsible for good results just
after vacation. The best argument for a single long session in
the school day is that it leaves the afternoon unbroken. This
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study seems to show that the long session leaves the afternoon a

period of partial exhaustion. Is this any better ?

This study would seem to say to the student that he has

only a fixed amount of vital energy to expend. If he uses it at

night, he has not got it in the morning ; if he uses it in the day

time, he has not got it at night. It should excuse him from being
ashamed of needing eight hours of sleep daily, and it would seem

to show that after dinner and just before and after supper is the

best time for recreation and social affairs, at least at Cornell.

Earl Barnes.

LONELINESS.

At the open door she stands ;

I see her snow-white hands,

Her sunny golden hair,

Her eyes so blue and fair ;

Alas, she is not mine.

She is waiting for another,

For a husband or a brother ;

How her smile will delight

Him she waiteth for to-night,

Though he be aweary !

I picture her as Hope,

With the anchor and the rope ;

Not the favor of a king

Would so great a blessing bring

As her love.

But I turn away and leave her,

For my idle gaze might grieve her ;

And he comes for whom she waited,

And with words and looks elated

In they go.

Louis Carl Ehie, '90.
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FENCES
! To one who in his love for nature delights in roam

ing through her haunts and byways, what a host of pleasant

recollections are connected with that name. To him a fence is

not a bulwark, through whose bars the kine gaze wistfully upon

the feast they are denied, nor yet a line dividing thine and mine,

or ripening corn from fields just sown. It is rather a protecting

genius ever saying to encroaching man, "Thus far shalt thou

come and no farther,
' '

a fortress in whose nooks and angles Nature

gathers all her children safe from plow or scythe. Here is a group

of stately flowers, or running vines, or luscious fruit ; there a hol

low rail whose length well filled with nuts tells of the squirrel's

nest, or below the burrow whither youngster bunnies come in out

of the rain. Each post even is beloved of birds, who sing thereon

their love songs, as they bow and scrape, and spread their finery.

To those who like to trace the evolution of this or that, can you

find a better example than the fence affords ? Beginning in the

wrste places of earth, where it, as well as man, is not, one can

trace it through successive changes from the line of brush to the

stump fence, from the zigzag to the straight rail, from the open

board to the close board fence, until finally, when it has reached

its highest development, the small boy on the wrong side looks

skyward toward its summit, listening with rueful face to the

vocal celebration of every good play on the other side. Then be

coming smaller and more specialized, it gradually loses its impor
tance and usefulness, until at the other extreme in the presence of

man, it has dwindled to its first condition of non-existence, and

its cycle is complete.
Fences are characteristic not only of places but of people, yes,

of peoples. France has no room for fences, Switzerland no need

of them. What fitter type could aristocratic England find than

the well cared for hedge ? Or what more truly American than the

zigzag rail fences, which ramble in a happy-go-lucky way over

our hills and valleys everywhere ? Land was cheap and timber

cheaper in the days of its early childhood, and had Nature had a

hand in its designing she could hardly have bettered it, or pro-
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duced a more picturesque fortress for the narrow thread of land

decreed her. Why those deep angles, if not to protect the luscious
black raspberries, and what a familiar sight to see a group of happy
children, their mouths explaining the emptiness of their tin pails,
as they rnn a sort of leap-frog race from angle to angle, always
declaring the newly- found clump to be the best. The golden rod

grows taller and more golden there, and there the mullein, bend

ing and swinging under the weight of a passing songster, would

furnish spears for Ajax. What lavish gifts of flossy silk come

from opening pods of milkweed, a treasury over which a bristling
array of straight aud stately redcoats, the teasles, stand guard.
Here are hazel nuts and prickly filberts, sassafras and spice bush,
and in the spring and early summer, where can you find fairer

flowers, wild roses aud sweetbriar ?

But after all, what would that fence be without its constant

companion, the fuzzy little fellow with bushy tail who scampers

along, zigzaging from rail to rail, now on the top, now near the

bottom, now with a prodigious leap lighting on the tip of a branch,
which still swaying, is the only reminder he leaves of the flitting
vision we have seen. How many times a day do you suppose

those tiny feet patter along the familiar, twisted, mossy rails, both

cheeks puffed out with nuts for Winter's cold? Hide near his

storehouse and count, and it will not be long before you can esti

mate his treasure ; or if his nest be in one of those stone piles so

conveniently out of the way in an angle, sit down on top, and

when he comes that way he'll talk to you by the hour, every few

minutes stopping long enough to try to slide into his back door

without being seen, and when discovered retreating to scold again.
Tireless hunter, is the taste of his tender flesh compensation for

such a life aud home destroyed ?

The fence is resting place and lookout for all the birds, from

the blue bird in spring to the crow in the fall. How the king
birds flit along from post to post as you approach, or sparrows

rising from the fields settle on the fence like bees on honey. Yes,

I have even known creatures of a larger growth who did not

despise the top rail as a resting place ; and who has not edged
out to the middle of the sapling, that stretches as a barrier across

the brook below, to watch in some quiet pool the little armored
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swimmers, now with slowly waving tails just holding their own

against the current, now reflecting silver as they turn and dart

away?
I did not intend to mention civilized fences, but I cannot pass

without calling to mind the typical village fence, with its high

flat-topped gateposts and narrow pickets, always painted white,

through which as children we used to stick our noses in admira

tion for the wealth of old fashioned flowers beyond—holly-hocks,

blue-bells, roses, and many a flowering bush,—with the gravel

walk lined on either side with boxes of myrtle and lily of the

valley, leading up to the front door and its brightly polished

knocker.

If one could imagine a regiment of trees lying in bivouac, with

their toes pointed skyward and running high in air, they would

give you some conception of the root fence. You need not go far

from Ithaca to find any number of them. When, during my first

week at Cornell, in aimlessly tramping I suddenly found myself

in the midst of long lines of them, the question arose in my mind,
"

Shall I call them picturesque or ugly?" Weird and fantastic

beyond description they were certainly, ugly also and }<et in their

utter lack of conventionality they were picturesque. I found a

kind of fascination in their contorted and twisted arms, the

thousand and one shapes and resemblances they made, and as I

came to know them better, my opinion of their ugliness softened.

Could Nature make a better place on which to train her vines ?

Mantled with a luxuriant cloak of Virginia creeper, or decked

with tempting clusters of wild grapes or airy clematis, it has a

beauty all its own ; and then in winter what prettier sight than

to see across the glistening fields of snow, a crimson lining to

those mossy roots, the opening pods of bittersweet ?

But we have not touched the fence most truly Nature's own.

She prepares the material with her own hand, and though man

may lay it straight and true she quickly claims it for herself.

First she makes a reconnoitre, noting here a flaw, there a weak

ness ; then she runs her mines and fills them with her giant
powder—water ; next she fires it, rather cools it, and I doubt not

laughs in glee to hear the crash and tumble as many a breach is

opened. Now she hedges it in with brambles, milkweed and bur-
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dock, and clothes it with creeping vines, morning-glory, ivy and

the varied tightly-fitting lichens, and nestled around its foot

gathers many a delicate beauty where it can lift its petals unmo

lested.

Here lives the little "beastie" whose "tail cut short and ears

cut long
"

ought to make an ideal reporter ; and what a splendid

place for Mother Eve's tempters, the pretty little grass and field

snakes, harmless as pretty, and yet 'twere human nature to shake
a shudder after each admiring look. It is Nature's way to bring
extremes together and we find here no exception, as you will

agree when you watch that roly-poly puff-ball come bumping
along, over a mound of fresh earth and straight into a round hole

running under the wall ; the whole performance having a business

like dispatch and bluntness which seems to say "I fink my muz-

zer wants me."

Geo. H. Ashley, '89.

THE LEGEND OF THE TWIN LAKES.

QOMK forty miles to the west of the Catskills, under the shadow
^ of their last outlying and abrupt range of hills, almost upon
the summit of the divide whence the waters separate to flow either

towards the Mohawk or the Susquehanna, lies a pretty little sheet of

water, known as Hudson's Lake. From its southern shore a moun

tain range rises with steep, even slope, to the height of some seven

or eight hundred feet, clad to its very summitwith a mottled forest of

hemlock and hard-wood. Some half a mile away from the lake

to the westward, and separated from it by a grassy table-land jut

ting out from the base of the mountain, lies a sunken marsh, of an

extent nearly equal to that of the lake. The marsh lies beneath

the shadow of the mountain, whose giant hemlocks grow to its

very edge. About its northern and western margin, willow, alder

and birch mingle in rank confusion. Over its surface grows a

thick mass of vegetation, save where, here and there, patches of

dark water show through ; wild cranberry bushes mingle with

long grasses and many creeping vines, densely green in summer

and turning to dull blood-red in autumn. From beneath this cov-
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ering a dark stream oozes out around the base of the little plateau

to join with the bright waters of the stream from the lake above,

as they journey together down
the valley. Upon the banks of the

marsh in early spring the arbutus puts forth
its choicest blossoms.

Here sometimes merry parties come to tear the shy flower from its

sequestered home and breathe the heavily fragrant air, but the

most venturesome care not to explore the mysteries of the treach

erous marsh.

It was as one of such a party that I first heard the
"

legend of

the lakes." Some years before the Revolutionary war, when dar

ing settlers had first begun to push out, along the tributary streams

of the Mohawk, into the wilderness over which the Iroquois roamed,

an English gentleman had made his home on the plateau between

the lakes. Why he chose a home so far from civilization is not

known. Perhaps during some previous wanderings he had chanced

to pass through this valley and, struck with the wild beauty of the

spot, had resolved to build himself a home there. Perhaps he was

tired of the worry and strife of city life, and longed for the solitude

of the primeval woods ; or, he may have had deeper reasons for

leaving his native land, and burying himself in the wilderness.

But, whatever were the influences which guided him in the selec

tion of a home, this was the spot he chose. Here he erected a

commodious dwelling, and hither conveyed his family consisting

of wife and two children, boy and girl,
—the girl a fair-haired lit

tle creature, the boy dark like the father. Two servants, a woman

for the house, and old Pedro, a negro for general work, made up

the remainder of the household.

The family was soon established, and seemed to accommodate

itself naturally to the wilderness. Perhaps they could not have

chosen a more wild and romantic spot in the valley. The moun

tains overhung their home; to the east and north, the forest stretched

away in waving billows, across hills which grew dim with distance ;

to the west the valley narrows almost to a gorge, with jutting rocks

and scraggy woods. On either side their home a lake, sparkling
and bright in summer, glisteuing and cold inwinter,—for no wild,

stagnant marsh lay then as now a blot on the landscape, but in
its place a crystal mere, which sent its bright waters to mingle
with those of its neighbor, and go tumbling down the gorge

towards the far away Susquehanna.
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The "Twin Lakes" the settlers had named them, thinking of

their own fair children, and they grew to love them from the

thought. The little ones George and Mary had chosen each of

them a lake for his own ; George had taken the one to the east

up the valley, and Mary had chosen the one nearest the gorge.

Many were the childish contests as to which was more beautiful,
as they played with the pebbles upon the shore, or skimmed along
the waters in their light birchen canoes.

The children learned their lessons from their mother's knee.

Many books were to be found in the cabin, and many were the

hours that the children spent in conning over stories of the greai
world beyond the hills to the eastward, or reading from the book

of nature with their father in the woods.

Life was easy for the family here. Their wants were few and

simple. Red deer roamed the forest ; the crack of the father's

rifle meant the choicest of venison ; the whirr of the partridge
and the shrill pipe of the woodcock were frequent sounds in the

woods ; long files of wild-fowl would sometimes settle down upon

the lakes with but litte fear of the human beings near them ; the

lakes were filled with the speckled trout more than willing to be

caught.
On a pleasant morning, old Pedro's ax might be heard in the

the adjacent forest preparing fuel for the wide-mouthed fire-place ;

or he might be seen industriously at work in the cultivated plot

of ground behind the cabin, slowly chanting meanwhile some

quaint, unintelligible rhyme, thinking perhaps of the days before

he became a slave. Thus the early years had passed with the

family upon the plateau, but not monotonously, for they had come

to understand some of Nature's secrets ; her teeming life was all

about them and they grew to love their home with peculiar affec

tion.

They saw but few of their own race. Occasionally some soli

tary hunter would seek the hospitality of the cabin, or some party

traveling from the outpost on the Schoharie, to those at the head

waters of the Susquehanna, would spend a night at the cabin, to^

carry away tales of the beauty of the children and the bounty of

their host. Indian visitors were more frequent, From the first

the dark-haired Englishman and his family had been on friendly
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terms with them. They seemed to recognize in him one whom

they could trust, "Straight-tongue,"
the man who speaks truth,

they had named him.

To the north, beyond the gorge, lived an Indian somewhat past

the prime of life, yet still
active in the hunt. Old Schenevus he

was called. His brothers had been killed long ago in a battle

with the Delawares to the south ; his squaw was dead ; and now

by some strange caprice he had left his tribe, and with his little

son Minyo had built his wigwam far away in the forest, upon the

creek which now bears his name.

Strange conditions of life make strange friends. The old In

dian and the Englishmen were often upon the hunt together.

Minyo, an active little fellow with bright bead-like eyes, came

often to the cabin by the lakes. Many a mimic hunt the two boys

held with bow and arrow. Often they were to be seen upon the

lakes with the fair young Mary seated in the stern of their canoe.

The English children and the Indian boy grew up together. As

the boys grew older they shared the perils of the hunt and

often the same bed as well.

The years crept on bringing nothing but peace to the inmates

of the cabin, but with them had come changes. Grey streaks

were to be found in the dark locks of the father, and in the fairer

hair of the mother. George had grown to be a sturdy fellow, a

perfect son of the forest. But it was the fame of the daughter's

beauty which made the cabin by the lakes known to the outside

world. She was now eighteen, and as good as beautiful.
' '

White

lily" the Indians called her, and the title was a synonym of

beauty wherever heard and known. Pioneers had also increased

in the valley ; two families had settled beyond the lakes, reassured

by the security which the Englishman enjoyed. Minyo had de

veloped into a fine specimen of physical manhood, tall, lithe and

strong. He came not so often now to the cabin, and when he did

it was to follow with his eyes every movement of the
' '

White lily.
' '

"Is she not a fair prize for the white man ?" said George to the

Indian one day. "Indian good as the white," replied Minyo.
"None but the rich and great deserve her," continued George.

"Minyo rich and great," said the Indian, and turning he plunged
into the forest. Next day the father, returning from the hunt,
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reported the wigwam of the Indians vacant. It is because of the

pretty "white squaw" said George, jokingly; nevertheless the

strange words of Minyo somewhat alarmed the family, but they
were accustomed to strange deeds on the part of their neighbors
of the forest, and they soon forgot the incident.

The months flew by and the jest that the fair prize would be

captured, had become almost a reality. A young officer from the

forts, brave and gallant, had won the heart of the far-famed
'

'lily'
'

;

the parents had given their consent ; the all-important day had

been set, and a merry party of brother officers from the fort, and

friends of the family had gathered at the cabin, that due festivi

ties might take place upon so joyous an occasion.

It was the day before the wedding ; the men had arranged for

a last hunt before the. merry-making of the morrow ; the women

had gathered round to see the start, when the form of an Indian,

in the war-paint of the Mohawks, with the carcass of a deer slung

across his shoulders, was seen to issue from the forest at the foot

of the mountain and come towards them. He advanced to

the party and threw the deer at the feet of the "White lily;"

straightening himself up to his full height, he said : "Minyo has

come ; he is chief of his tribe ; his people are like the leaves of

the forest. Minyo is
'

rich and great,
'

he has come to claim the

'White lily' as queen of his wigwam." The young officer had

sprung to the side of his loved one.

"Red man," he said with a laugh, "you come late, the fair

'lily' has chosen a mate. Go seek your queen among the daugh

ters of your tribe." A laugh from the party followed the words

of the officer.

"Minyo is 'rich and great,'
"

repeated the Indian, turning to

the Englishman, "what says 'Straight Tongue' ?
"

"Minyo" said the Englishmen, who had advanced upon the

Indian his face red with anger,
' (

you come here daubed in your

war paint to insult me, you who have shared my bread. Begone

and let me not see your face again."
The expression of triumph upon the face of the Indian gave

place to one of such hate and revenge, that it left a chill upon the

hearts of those who saw it, as turning quickly he glided away

into the forest.
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That night the party were gathered upon the broad portico be

fore the cabin ; the moon had just risen above the tops of the far-

off hills ; the rays struck the rough stone chimney, the weather-

beaten logs, the clinging vines of the cabin with a tender light ;

the wooded hills stretched away in dim undulations to blend at

length into a misty line of horizon ; away to the right the lake

which George had chosen in his childhood, lay a mass of spark

ling diamonds ; before them, almost beneath their feet lay the

lake which the "lily" had chosen,
—

a broad mass of light, save

the jagged shadows of the hemlocks along the southern shore.

There was a hush upon the party at the cabin while the moon

rose. They had been talking of the troublous times, and the

gathering storm of the Revolution. They had resolved that,

upon the morrow, they would bid good-bye to the home that had

sheltered them so long, until the war-clouds should be dispelled.
Varied memories and some sad thoughts must come at a time like

this. All were silent, gazing in admiration upon the panorama

before them. An indistinct hum was in the air ; a mellow light
covered all things ; the harmony, which only an early autumn

night can bring, pervaded nature.

At length the "White lily" broke the silence.
"

I must bid

good-bye to my lake. You must not go with me" she continued

to her lover who had risen to accompany her,
' '

I must take leave

of my childhood's pet alone."

Soon paddle in hand, in her light birchen craft, she is seen upon
the shining water ; now her clear laugh comes to the watchers at

the cabin, and with the sound of that laughter all sad thoughts
are banished, and answering laughter floats back to her. See, she
is almost across the lake, even to the shadows of the hemlocks !

Hark ! a wild despairing scream from the maiden, as a canoe

shoots out from the darkness alongside her own, and before she

can again cry out she is seized by a giant form and an unearthly
mocking laugh rings out. The next instant a plunge and silence !

Two canoes float upon the glistening water.

They found her body next day locked in the arms of Minyo ;
her beautiful features distorted with anguish ; on his face a smile
of triumph.
"Cursed be yon lake ; may its waters stagnate, may slime cover
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it, and vermin inhabit it ; may the sunlight of heaven never fall

upon it," said the Englishman, as bent and tottering, he turned his

withering glance upon it for the last time ere he left the valley
forever. And to those who looked upon that awful face, its

waters seemed to grow black before their eyes.

The valley was deserted. None cared to dwell within the

region where the Englishman's curse had fallen. Hunters made

wide detours about the fated spot. A dark green scum settled

upon the face of the lake, and a tangle of bushes and vines grew

up about it. Years passed, and straggling trappers from time to

time brought the news to the settlements, that the lake was fast

becoming a marsh.

The cabin on the plateau beyond the marsh has long since crum

bled away. Only tradition tells us where it stood, but as the wild

cry of some night-bird comes struggling up through the shadows,
certain wise ones will tell you, with a shudder, that it is Minyo' s

note of triumph, as he keeps guard beneath the marsh over his

bride, the "White lily."
J. S. Waterman.

A SUNRISE.

Dark, heavy lie the marshalled clouds just ere the dawn,
In hasty bivouac camped all o'er the crowded sky,

Until to take command their king approaches nigh
And warning out-post stars announce he's coming on ;

Then towards the west the hurrying clouds are swiftly gone,

Where gathering close in gray and dark blue ranks they lie

Stretched out along the whole horizon, far as eye

Can see from north to south, in silent line updrawn.

Flash ! in the east appear the glittering escort's van.

With rosy clarion peals the sombre masses thrill,

As cross the sky the brightening clouds speed o'er the blue;

Until, surrounded by a gorgeous dazzling clan,

Upshooting suddenly beyond yon snow-clad hill,

The day's great chief sweeps proudly on to his review.

William Chauncy Langdon, fr.
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FROM THE EGG TO THE CABINET.

IN
looking at a large, classified collection of insects, one frequently

sees grouped together on a block and under the same specific

label, the following : a cluster of eggs ; a series of bottles containing

larvae or worms of different sizes and colors ; a vial enclosing

pupae, the resting state of most insects previous to their coming

forth as adults ; a case or cocoon made by a larva for protection

during the winter and in which it changed to a pupa ; then the

adults, both male and female, pinned to the block, complete the

group. A question that naturally suggests itself when one sees

the great diversity in form, size, and color of the different objects
in this group, is, how did the entomologist know that these forms,

so unlike, were but the different stages through which that par

ticular insect passed from the time it left its embryonic home, the

egg, till it burst its pupal shroud and came forth a perfect creature ?

If the insect is a common species whose transformations are easily

observed, or if the different stages have been carefully described

by those who may have traced its life history, then the practiced

entomologist has but little trouble in identifying the egg, larva,

and pupa of the species. However, if the insect is rare and its

changes seen with difficulty, or if its varied states have not been

defined by one who has made its life history a special study, it is

then necessary to devise means whereby the insect may be con

fined and observed under conditions as nearly natural as possible
from the time the egg is laid till the cycle of changes is completed
and the perfect insect emerges. The entomologist will tell you

that it is by the latter method the most of these biological groups
are obtained, for although there are nearly five hundred thousand

described species of insects, the early stages of but a few are

known with certainty. This lack of biological knowledge has

given rise, in a great degree, to the science of Experimental En

tomology, whose first aim is to study the life history of insects, or
in other words to breed them.

This breeding of insects is one of the most fascinating fields in

scientific research, as all will affirm who have had any experience
in it. Let us suppose for example that the group which attracts
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your attention is labeled Nematus ventricosus. Upon inquiry,

you will learn that this insect is the adult of the Imported Cur

rant Worm which defoliates the garden currant bush so quickly,
and furthermore, if you are interested enough to continue the

questioning, you will be surprised that the entomologist in charge

can, in a short time, place before you the facts which will tell you

where, when, and how each transformation took place. How are

these facts obtained and made so easily accessible ; in short, how
is an insect bred ?

Of course new methods are constantly being devised, for the

science is yet in its infancy and each experimenter has his partic
ular way of working, but what follows in regard to the Imported

Currant Worm will show the general method in present use and

the one employed by the writer during the past year to observe

the details in the life-history of this insect, which are here re

corded.

On going into the garden among the currant bushes some bright

day in June or July, the practiced eye of the entomologist soon

discovers an insect about the size and shape of the common house

fly busily at work depositing her small, semi-transparent, cylin

drical eggs in a row on the under side of the leaf along the mid

rib or its branches. The female is not easily disturbed and her

mode of oviposition may be watched with little difficulty. She

places herself astride one of the leaf-nervures, curves the tip of

the body downward and toward the head, when a minute saw-like

instrument is protruded from the end of the abdomen and the

surface of the nervure is sawed or scratched for a distance about

equal to the length of the egg to be deposited. After this opera

tion has continued about ten seconds, the egg may be distinctly

seen as it is forced along the ovipositor until its end touches the

leaf, when the ovipositor loosens its hold and
is withdrawn, leaving

the egg in position on the spot prepared by the saw, with its

longer axis parallel with that of
the nervure. Moving forward a

little, the female deposits another egg in a similar manner and

the process is continued
till she is disturbed or the leaf has its

assigned quota, which may be seventy-five or eighty eggs. By

carefully watching the female a few moments, it is found that the

laying of each egg occupies about one minute of time, and that
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she is capable of depositing one hundred eggs before her supply

is exhausted. These eggs when first deposited measure 1. 13 mm.

(.04 inches) in length and .38 mm. (.014 inches) in width. Al

though so small, they are quite readily seen, for their whitish

color contrasts strongly with the green of the leaf.

The entomologist makes notes describing these observations,

and, if possible, the female is then captured by means of a net

and killed by placing her for a few minutes in a bottle which is

kept filled with hydrocyanic acid gas, one of the most poisonous

of gases. The branch containing the leaf on which the eggs

were laid is then placed in a cage in the insectary or breeding

room and the experiment, as it is termed, is given a certain num

ber and all notes are incorporated under this number. The cage

just mentioned generally consists of a flower pot filled with soil,

in the centre of which is sunk a small bottle of water which keeps

the branch that is placed in it fresh, and over the whole is placed
a hollow glass cylinder whose upper end is covered by a piece of

muslin. Sometimes.a large square wooden frame with glass sides

and door is placed over the pot. In either case the aim is to pre

vent any insects within from escaping and at the same time to

keep out other insects. The cage is then labeled with the number

of the experiment, and the time when it was started is noted.

Meanwhile a long slender insect-pin has been stuck through the

thorax of the dead female which laid the eggs, and a small label,
on which is written the number of the experiment and a date, is

placed on the pin and the insect put on the block in the cabinet.

The date on this label corresponds to a date in the notes where it

is stated that the adult was then pinned, thus connecting the

specimen and notes together.
After the experiment is thus started, the observer examines the

cage carefully at least once a day and makes notes of any changes
that may take place. In three or four days it is noticed that the

eggs are growing larger. When measured under the microscope,
it is found that they have increased about one-ninth in length and

nearly one-half in width. A note is at once made of this curious

phenomenon and the literature searched for some explanation.
It is found that it has never yet been satisfactorily explained.
Some authors think that the eggs receive fluid nourishment from
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the plant-tissue, others believe that the growth is due to atmos

pheric agencies, while still others maintain that it is due to the

growth of the larva within.

No further noticeable change takes place in the eggs until about
the seventh day, when minute, twenty-legged, greenish larvae

measuring only 2.0 mm. (.08 inches) in length are seen emerging
from them. These larvae begin feeding immediately and the leaf

is soon filled with small holes, on the edges of which the little ani

mals continue their work till the whole leaf, excepting the main

nervures, is destroyed. General notes are taken of the size,

color, and work of these larvae and one or two specimens
are put in a bottle of alcohol labeled with the number

of the experiment and the date of emerging, one label

being placed in the bottle and one outside on the cork to

prevent any possibility of mistake. The bottle is then put on

the block with the adult female. It was necessary to note the

size and color of the larvae, for alcohol is apt to shrivel and fade

them. The empty egg-shells still remain as originally attached

to the leaf, and, as they are broken, only at one end, they show

fairly well the shape, size, and manner of deposition, and will

thus serve to represent the egg state. These facts are stated in

the notes and the whole leaf is then labeled and pinned on the

block.

For the next day or two the larvae grow rapidly and fresh food

may be needed, but no other change is noticed. About the fourth

day, however, the larvae are seen to stop feeding and remain quiet.

for a few hours, when finally their skin breaks open for a short

distance along the back and quite a different larva, having a black

head and a green body covered with many shining black spots,

emerges. The larvae, which now measure 4 mm. (.16 inches) in

length, are said to have moulted or cast their skin the first time.

Notes are made of the manner of moulting and the change in size

and appearance of the larvae, and one or two specimens which

have just completed the moult are put in alcohol, labeled, and

placed on the block in the cabinet.

For the next three days the larvae continue to grow until they

reach a length of about 7 mm. (.27 inches), when they are seen to

moult again, but no change in color or marking occurs. Specimens
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are placed in alcohol, labeled, and put in the group, and notes
as to

their size, color, and date of moulting are made.

The larvae now increase a little more than a millimeter in length

each day and in three days are ready to moult the third time.

There is no noticeable change in the appearance of the
larvae at

this moult. Notes are made as before and specimens of this stage

are added to the group on the block. After this third casting of

the skin, the larvae become voracious eaters and grow rapidly. It

is at this stage that they do the most damage to the bushes, as
one

may see by going into the garden and watching the larvae at

work there. Whole bushes are defoliated in two or three days.

The entomologist whenever practicable goes into the field to

observe the work of the insect he is breeding, for the changed

conditions of life in the cage may affect its habits. The aim always

in the breeding of an insect is to have the conditions as natural

as possible, but this can not often be accomplished, and hence

these field observations are necessary.

This gormandizing period of the larvae, in which they

attain a length of 16 mm. (.63 inches), lasts only three days,

and they are then seen to moult a fourth time. At this

moult they lose their black spots and become grass-green

in color, excepting the point next the head and the two

hindmost points, which are yellow. This remarkable change in

color, the size of the larvae, and the date ofmoulting are noted and

specimens are added to the group on the block. After this moult

the larvae seem to be uneasy and are seen crawling about the cage
and on the surface of the soil. They eat but little and soon begin

crawling into the soil. This curious circumstance is noted and

field observations are made to verify it in nature if possible ; and in

fact many larvae are seen going into the ground or crawling under

sticks and leaves beneath the bushes. The entomologist, from

his knowledge of the habits of other allied insects, at once con

cludes that the larvae are going into the ground to pupate, and

he therefore does not disturb the cage for some time.

After a week or more has passed, the soil in the cage is care

fully examined and an inch or two beneath the surface are found

numerous closed, cylindrical, dark brown, silken cases about one-

half an inch long. On opening one of these cocoons, as they are

called, one of the green larvae which we saw crawling into the
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soil is found. They have shrunk nearly one-half in length and

lie dormant in their tough silken cocoons. The structure of the

cases, the depth at which they were found, and the size of the

larvae are all noted and the cocoon and larva placed in alcohol,
labeled and put with the group in the cabinet. The soil is then

replaced in the cage and further developments awaited.

It is now about the middle or last of July and we have thus far

traced the life history of the Imported Currant Worm through the

egg and active larval states and learned the duration of each, that

of the egg being seven days and that of the active larval state about
fifteen days. The insect is now in its resting stage and frequent
observations are no longer necessary. If no adults appear in the

cage before cold weather sets in, it is quite evident that the insect

passes the winter in its cocoon. The cage is carefully examined

late in the fall and a cocoon opened to determine whether the insect

is still in its larval state or whether it has changed to a pupa.

The observation shows that it is still a larva, and a note is made

of the date and result of the observation. The cage is then set in

a cool, dark place to pass the winter. The next note reads that

one examination of the cage was made in mid-winter and the insect

still found in the larval state, so the inference is drawn that it

passes the winter in this condition.

Early in the spring, when the buds first begin to open, the cage

is brought out and examined. Several cocoons are opened and

some contain larvae, but in others are seen curious white objects

resembling somewhat the adult insect but with legs and wings

closely folded against its sides and of a pure white color like the

body. This is the pupa, and, as some cocoons contain pupae and

some larvae, it is evident that the change is just taking place. The

results of this examination are embodied in the notes and speci

mens of the pupae are put in alcohol, labeled, and added to the

group in the cabinet. The cage is now carefully watched and in a

few days an adult is seen to emerge from the soil. It is a four-

winged, yellow-bodied insect with black antennae, head, thorax,

and feet. The adult males and females are easily distinguishable,

for the body of the male is considerably smaller than that of the

female and has black bands across its dorsal surface. The field

observations made at this time also show that the adults are emerg-
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ing. The date is recorded in the notes and specimens of
both male

and females are pinned, labeled, and placed on the block, thus

making the cabinet group complete.

Thus is the life history of this insect traced, and the various facts

connected therewith recorded in such a manner that specimens of

all the stages are obtained
and a single glance at the little label

attached to each specimen will refer you to a certain date of that

particular experiment where
the facts pertaining to the age, etc.,

of the specimen in question are recorded. Knowing all these facts

gained by breeding the insect, is it any longer
a mystery how the

entomologist is enabled to tell you all about each stage represented

in the group from the time it existed as an egg till it occupied a

place as an adult in his cabinet ?

Mark V. Slingerland.

HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

THE
University Library is rather poorly supplied with works

of Fiction. To be sure, the great writers are there : the past-

masters and epoch makers in the art ; but there is a very small

saving from that vast flow of novel and romance which caters to

the fickle taste of the great fiction-reading public. And, indeed,

it is natural that this should be as it is. The literature that forms

the staple pabulum of the ordinary city library constituency can

find but little real use among the students of a great University.

These ephemeral compositions have ordinarily little merit or

solidity in style or contents ; the sole purpose of their writing is to

amuse ; and even when they succeed in this, it is seldom for more

than a brief time. By far the greater part of them disappearwith

the changiug of the varying demand which brought them into

being. Indeed, fiction is produced nowadays much as is any other

commodity—by the thousand words or by columns and pages for

the holiday trade or the summer consumption of vacation indo

lence. Such books would only cumber our Library shelves in

these days when specialists are devoting lifetimes to close study
and research in the smallest subdivisions of science, and are pour

ing forth a literature as valuable as it is vast.
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There is yet one particular class of works of Fiction which I

have failed to find in abundance in the Library, which makes

large claims to a scientific value and which in great part justifies
these claims. I refer to the Historical Novel. Its place is hardly
fixed yet ; in fact, the best opinious regarding it differ very widely.
Its partisans, on the one hand, claim that the Historical Novel is

a legitimate and valuable means of teaching history ; while its

opponents, on the other, assert that it is both poor history and

poor story. They assert what has to be admitted as true, that in

any work of fiction the main interest is always in the story ; and

if too much of the heavy machinery of history is moved in, the

action of the story becomes clogged and interest flags ; while at

the same time history, viewed here apart from its proper connec

tion and surroundings, is liable to misconception and prejudice.

However, this Department is no fit place for a discussion capa

ble of so great length and dryness as is the one in hand. Nor, in

deed, would it be worth our while to follow out such a discussion ;

for all that can be urged pro or con seems capable of final resolu

tion into the single simple statement that a good historical novel

is a good thing, and a poor historical novel is a bad thing.

The reason why so very many poor historical novels have been

written seems to lie in the fact that a poor historical novel is quite

easy to write. It requires no style, imagination or fancy ; knowl

edge of the world is unnecessary and such graces as wit and pathos

are quite out of place in its pages. The usual preparation for the

writing of such historical novels would seem to be a reading o

Scott, the random selection of a plot, more or less hackneyed, and

a cramming of costume and other accessories. To these should

be added a superficial knowledge of the period of history in which

the story is placed, and a smattering of the vernacular, including

always a sufficient stock of such standard phrases as "Prithee,"
"

By my halidome" and "What, ho ! warder !
"

and the novelist

is ready for his task. The mixture of these ingredients results

ordinarily in an anomaly ; the most modern of lovers looking very

much out of place amid scenes and events of hoary antiquity ;

caricatures of heroes and statesmen posing against daubed and

distorted backgrounds, like Cato in wig and knee-breeches. Many
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historical novels answer completely Carlyle's description :
—"Noth

ing but a paste-board Tree, cobbled together out of size and waste

paper and water colours ; altogether unconnected with the

soil of Thought except by mere juxtaposition, or at best united

with it by some decayed stump and dead boughs, which the more

cunning decorationist (as in your Historical Novel) may have se

lected for the basis and support of his agglutinations."

* *

The fact is, that the writing of an historical novel as it should

be written is one of the most exacting and laborious tasks of

literary composition. It requires a combination of powers such

as seldom exist together in one mind. Style, imagination, in

short, all the powers necessary to the writing of ordinary fiction

must exist in the Historical Novelist in unusual vigor and

strength. For while the composer of ordinary fiction has the

whole realm of imagination in which to range, the Historical

Novelist is hampered by facts and bound down within certain

vaguely defined limits of historical accuracy. His task is made

the more difficult by the very indefiniteness of these boundary
lines. On the one hand, he must not be the slave of dates or

concern himself too closely with trifles ; while, on the other hand,
he must avoid too great license ; stubborn facts and positive events

must be regarded. There are evidently no set rules to guide the

writer in this happy middle course ; his sole dependence must be

in his own abilities and genius.
Moreover beside these more purely literary faculties, the His

torical Novelist must possess all the finer powers of the Historian ;

the sense of historical perspective and the power which divines

great truths in history, combined at once with a wide grasp of de

tail and a deep appreciation of the character and meaning of the

periods described. It is not to be wondered, then, with such a long
and formidable list of requirements, that success is so rare in this

field of literary effort and that poor historical novels so far out

number the good ones.

The vital fault in most so-called historical novels lies in the fact

that they deal too much and too exclusively with exteriors. They
are mere compendia of chronology, catalogue and costume, filling
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the text and often overflowing into foot notes. Such dead details

belong to the historian aud biographer ; the mission of the His

torical Novelist is to make these dead facts live for us. But this

he cannot do unless he first -make them live for himself; he cannot

interpret what he has not himself mastered. He must make him

self thoroughly familiar with the lighter, everyday guise of the

period he would describe, learn to speak its language and think its

thoughts until he feels as though he were actually living in that

time. When he has become perfectly acquainted with the inward

spirit and outward form of the epoch and has lived in the atmos

phere until he has, so to speak, reached the saturation point, he
will be prepared to begin his task with some prospect of attaining
its highest ends.

Though historical fiction is the latest discovered of the great
fields of literary effort it has been cultivated by but few first-class

novelists. The materials afforded are abundant and increasing

constantly as historical research reveals new facts : and meritor

ious works of this class are always well received and popular.
The science of history has made enormous progress in the last

fifty years, as has also to a less degree the art of novel writing ;

but the two have seldom combined into the Historical Novel.

This may be for several reasons. The abilities aud efforts requi
site to success may be out of proportion to the rewards to be gained
as compared with effort and reward in the freer field of purely im

aginative fiction ; or it may be because the art found at once its

origin and its highest development in the mind of Scott and the

world has been waiting for a greater than Scott to worthily take

up and carry on the work.

Carlyle, whom I have before quoted, says of Scott's novels:

"They have taught men the truth, as good as unknown to writers

of history and others until so taught, that the bygone ages of the

world were actually filled with living men, not by protocols, state

papers, controversies and abstractions of men. Not abstractions

were they, not diagrams and theorems ; but men in buff and other

coats and breeches, with color in their cheeks, with passions in

their stomachs and the idioms, features and vitalities of men. It

is a little word this, inclusive of great meaning ! * * * * It

is a great service fertile in consequences, this that Scott has done ;
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a great truth laid open by him ; correspondent indeed to the sub

stantial nature of the man ; and to his solidity and the veracity

even of imagination which, with all his lively discursiveness, was

the characteristic of him."

There is one fact to be regarded by all writers of historical fic

tion whose non-observance has marred many an able effort ; and

that is, that the more intimately and generally an historical char

acter is known, the more unfit it is for the purposes of fiction.

When the novelist describes persons aud events of which we

already have a clear conception, the effect is apt to be very unsat

isfactory ; the image already existing iu the mind is disturbed

and the result is confusion and disappointment. Historical novels

are to be measured more by the power and skill displayed in their

writing than by extreme accuracy or the importance of the events

and persons introduced. Of course, where a great historical char

acter is but little known, full license is given the novelist to em

ploy his powers in perfecting the portrait ; but for the most part
his dramatis pe7rsonae should either be purely imaginary or else

chosen from the great dim background of history, where the

shadows are heavy and the ordinary vision can not pierce. His

imagination should not displace, but should supplement our own ;

he should go where we cannot go and interpret to us what our

own unaided powers fail to comprehend.

& *

Mr. Henry James, Jr., defines the Historical Novel as
"

au at

tempt to give an idea of a phase of the past in a degree less ab

stract than the manner of professed historians and less rudely
and dangerously concrete than that of the original documents of

which text-books are composed." When the meaning of the sen

tence is once grasped, it is seen to contain not only a definition,
but also a statement of what Mr. James considers the chief pur

pose of the Historical Novel. It is to be a royal road to historical

knowledge, a method of administering history in homeopathic
doses to those who otherwise would make no effort toward such

knowledge. It is claimed by those who hold this view that his

tory so acquired may have the good effect of inducting the reader
into historical study ; and even if it does not have this effect the
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little which the smatterer learns is better than nothing. On the

other hand, many both historians and novelists, have strenuously

objected to this method of teaching history, as a prostitution of

the novelist's art and a violation of the dignity and purity of his

tory. These are the fundamental objections opposed to the use of

the Historical Novel as a means of teaching history ; and these

objections find nowhere so complete au answer as in the words of

Sir Walter Scott. He says: "These scruples are founded on

prejudice
—that mischievous prejudice which will not admit that

knowledge can be valuable unless transmitted through the dullest

and most disagreeable medium. Many are led to study history

from having first read it as mingled with poetic fiction ; and the

indolent or those much occupied who have not patience or leisure

for studying the chronicle itself, gather from the play (or novel) a

general idea of historical incidents which but for some amusing

vehicle, they would never have taken the trouble to become

acquainted with. And it will scarcely be denied that a man had

better know generally the points of history as told him by Shakes

peare than be ignorant of history entirely. The honey which is

put on the edge of the cup induces many to drink up the whole

medicinal potion. While those who only take a sip of it have, at

least, a better chance of benefit than if they had taken none at

all."

* *

Whichever opinion one may be inclined to hold regarding the

purposes aud uses of Historical Fiction it must be admitted that

most readers of this species of literature agree entirely with Sir

Walter Scott. In spite of the fact, however, it seems< to me that

this view of the matter is incorrect, or at least incomplete. There

is still another use to which the Historical Novel may be put

which, though not so general aud popular as the one first men

tioned is yet entitled to be called the highest and most important

purpose which it fulfills. This use is as a complement to the study

proper of history. It was employment in this connection that

recently awakened in me a strong interest in the Historical Novel

and led to this brief study of the subject.

Novels bearing on Mediaeval History I have found especially

valuable ; its dusty chroniclers need more vivid interpretation than.
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can be given them by the flagging interest and nineteenth century

imagination of ordinary students.
"

Hypatia," for instance, ren

ders real and awful a time which, even without it, is not lacking in

interest ; that terrible time of unspeakable wickednesses and mar

velous virtue, when the Old World and the New Church lay locked

in the throes of mortal struggle, when thousands of ascetics

flocked to the hermit-cells of the Thebaid and the fanatic zeal of

the new Faith which was to save and regenerate, threatened the

dissolution of all social bonds and the inauguration of a reign of

anarchy and dire confusion. The epoch in English History im

mediately preceding and following the Norman Conquest needs

just such an exposition as is contained in
"

Hereward," in order

to give the student an adequate idea of its character and signifi
cance. The gaze is drawn away from battles and court pageant

ries and fixed upon the English people, fallen iu estate but unsub

dued in spirit, and cherishing beneath the yoke of the Couquerer
those principles and qualities which were to become the germs of

England's freedom and greatness.

Of the more modern works of historical fiction, very few indeed

are marked by so rare a combination of sound scholarship and

freshness and beauty of style as characterizes Mr. Hardy's recently

published novel, "Passe Rose." It lays the plot of a dainty love

story in the august time of Charles the Great ; and it is bright
with all the glitter of the Imperial court and the splendor of a

mighty reign. The sun is always shining and the birds always

singing in this younger and simpler France ; contented burghers
inhabit its towns, happy peasants till its fields and dotting all its

fair extent are the towers of sleepy monasteries, where fat and lazy
monks pray and chant and doze away their lives.

Historical novels so excellent as the ones mentioned, and so aptly
bearing upon particular epochs are, of course, rare ; but where

they are available their value to the student of history is hardly to

be overestimated.

Fred Olds Bissell.
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Belief in God.*

The appearance, at the present time, of a work by Dr. Schurman, on the

Philosophy of Religion, will be hailed with delight by many eager inquir
ers into the mysteries of the Unseen.

"

Belief in God
"
is a neat little vol

ume comprising the sixth course of the Winkley lectures at Andover Theo

logical Seminary. Although treating of a metaphysical subject, and con

sisting throughout of a continuous chain of remarkably close reasoning, yet
it is written in a style so clear and explicit that no difficulty in understanding
it can be experienced by any one interested in the subject. It is impossible
to read the introduction without being imbued with the spirit of the author
in his disinterested search for truth, however much we may differ in opinion
from his methods aud conclusions. Besides, a similar spirit of candor and

sincerity may be easily observed through the whole work.

The book consists of six lectures gradually developing the subject, and

forming a cumulative argument for the author's view, which he very appro

priately designates as
"

Anthropocosmic Theism." The first lecture, "Ag
nosticism, or the impossibility of belief in God," is a criticism of Agnostic
ism, exhibiting first its inconsistencies and then its self-contradiction. It

concludes by showing that our knowledge is not necessarily limited to sense
as "all our cognitions are made up of perceptions of sense, and inferences

from them or hypotheses to explain them."

Lecture second investigates "The logical character of belief in God."

Here the author admits that we never have had a demonstration of the

existence of God, and probably never can ; neither is belief iu God the

result of an induction. But the existence of God, as the underlying ground
of the phenomenal world with which science deals and the cause of its har

mony, order, and law, is posited as a necesaary hypothesis. The law of

gravitation and the theory of natural selection are hypotheses to explain the
facts of science, and are worthy of belief in proportion as they explain the

facts satisfactorily ; so the existence of God is an hypothesis, but possessed
of higher certainty than either of these because, besides its greater antiquity
and universality, it accounts for admitted facts more satisfactorily than does

any of the laws of science. And as our own spirit is the only reality we

immediately know, we are compelled to conceive of God, somewhat after

the same manner, as a self-conscious spiritual Existence.

In the third lecture, the author traces the origin and development of our
belief in God, and in the remainder of the book advances arguments to

prove the validity of this belief.

*
Belief in God : its Origin, Nature, and Basis, being the Winkley Lec

tures of the Andover Theological Seminary for the year 1890, by Jacob Gould
Schnrman. Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York, 1890.
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The fourth lecture deals with the cosmological argument. Here the old

form of the argument which proceeded from finite existence to an original

First Cause is abandoned, as we have no reason for saying that the world

had a beginning. And, if it existed from eternity, no cause was necessary

to create it. What we can logically infer from the cosmological argument

is, not an extra-mundane God, but an immanent God
as the ground of the

world and the cause of its continuous existence. Thus the dynamical view

of the world is substituted for the mechanical. And from this argument we

may posit volition as another attribute of God besides self-consciousness.

But near the end of the lecture, where the author distinguishes the states

of this fundamental Reality, and divides them into two groups, that of

"

being an sich
"
and

"

hzmgficrsich," it seems to me that a difficulty arises.

To the former class belongs "the whole world of impercipient things, with

all their so-called activities.
' '

To the latter class belong
'

'all spiritual beings,

that is, every subject which is conscious of its states and opposes itself to

them as the permanent reality which has them." Now, if I am correct in

taking this to be the fundamental distinction between mortal and immortal

beings, in which class should we place animals like the dog or monkey ?

If in the latter, they will claim immortality with man ; and if in the former,

then must we not place young children and the lower kind of idiots in that

class also ?

In lecture five, which treats of the theological argument, the author aban

dons the old form of the argument, since purpose iu nature cannot be em

pirically shown, but maintains that intelligence in the cause is necessary to

explain the order and law manifested everywhere in the world. The world

is regarded as a living organism, and not the mechanical construction of an

outside artificer. The All-immanency and Soul-transcendency view of Dr.

Martineau is rejected. The result is a gain in theoretical consistency,

though it may perhaps be questioned, whether the view which regards God

merely as the soul of nature—the underlying ground of the world—will

satisfy the religious consciousness ofmankind. The sympathetic treatment

of Darwin in this lecture is characteristic of the author.

The last lecture takes up the moral argument, and treats of the nature of

the communion between the Infinite and finite spirit. Man is not wholly a

cognitive being. Any theory to be adequate must satisfy the claims of the

heart as well as the demands of the intellect. The moral nature ofman can

not be ignored. And as the intellect becomes clearer and the heart purer,

the moral ideals become more exalted. As before, God was a self-conscious,
volitional Being, now He is a God of righteousness and love. The old con

ception of God as a judge dealing out rewards and punishments according
to desert has been abandoned, and God is now a loving Father—the "Father
of Spirits," as men are the children of God.

It is impossible, in a brief review, to go into details on this lecture as one
would wish, seeing it contains so much of importance and of value. I can

only touch on a few points. Despite the masterly treatment of the subject
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there remain yet a few things to be explained. I may pass over the opti
mistic view taken of life on page 250, in the hope that lack of knowledge is

the reason why I cannot now assent to it. But the difficulty still remains,
as to how the individual can be free, and at the same time be an element in

the life of God. The question is plainly stated, no attempt at ambiguity, or

evasion of the difficulty. On the one hand, God is all ; on the other, man

is a person. The solution is yet to seek. True, the author has explained

much, but that some problems should remain unsolved on such a subject is

only what we should expect from the finite nature of man's capacities
—

per

haps also what we should desire, for I can scarcely imagine a greater calamity
to befall keen, restless, active minds, than the discovery that therewas noth

ing more to be investigated and explained.
W. B. Elkin.

Civil Government in the United States.*

This book was written at the request of the publishers, to be at the same

time a text book, and a book serviceable to the general reader interested in

American history. To this end the author has purposely avoided the
"

ex

tremely systematic, intrusively symmetrical style of exposition.
"

He leaves

the reader with scant information on many points that he raises, in the hope
of stimulating the investigation of the subject beyond this little book, and
to make him, as Samuel Weller says,

"

vish there was more."

Prof. Fiske seems to have considered, in this treatment of the subject, the

origins of civil government more in need of exposition than the detailed

workings of our civil and political institutions of to-day. Accordingly, after
a chapter on "taxation and government" in general, in which he shows the
need of government and its necessary adjunct taxation, defining clearly
what the latter is and is not, he takes up the several departments of our sys
tem of government, beginning with what he is pleased to call the unit of

our system, the oldest and simplest principle of all known forms of govern
ment—the township. Next in order is treated the county, where is shown

the reason why the township system is found in the northern, and the coun

ty system is found in the southern belt of our country, while between these

two is found a large area where the two systems have been striving for the

mastery, with a present prospect for a final victory for the township, due to
its recognized superiority. The county organization only grew up in those

parts, which, like Virginia, were sparsely settled, which fact made the com

ing together for purposes of legislation extremely inconvenient, if done in

any way but by representation. Illinois, because of the great length of the

state north and south, furnishes an excellent example. In the northern

part of the state we find the town system like that of Massachusetts ; in the

southern part of the state the system is like that of Virginia, while between

the two extremes a warfare has been going on ever since the admission of

the state into the union in 1818. After the county and town, is treated the

city, the origin of which is traced to the English borough, which, in the
hands of the workingmen's guilds, as they finally came to be, came to have

aldermen, or head men of different guilds, who together made up the coun

cil, over which presided the chiefmagistrate, or port reeve, who assumed

the title ofmayor. It is upon the subject of the government of cities in the

Civil Government in the United States, considered with some reference
to its origin. John Fiske. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. : Boston.
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United States that Prof. Fiske takes occasion to point out the weaknesses

from which we are suffering when municipal regulations of the Unil ed States

are compared with many of the old world cities.

In preparation for the chapter on State governments, the author deals

with the colonial government from the earliest period. In his classification

of these governments he agrees with Prof. Tyler, instead cf following Black-

stone, whose principle of division stood for a hundred years, and groups the

colonial governments according to the method of selecting the governor,
into Republican, or popular, Proprietary, and Royal.
The last two chapters are devoted to the subjects of Written Constitution

and the Federal Union respectively, closing with a section in which he says

a Few Words about Politics.

Designed for a younger class of students very little is assumed as to the

knowledge of the reader, and many interesting points in our history, which

are so frequently referred to by most writers on the subject, are put clearly
before the student. In illustrating the practice of Gerrymandering, Mr.

Fiske reproduces a cut of the map onwhich Benjamin Russell had indicated

the redistribution of the districts in Massachusetts in 1812, while Gerry was

governor, which map had been transformed into a dragon, so much did it

resemble one, by a few clever strokes of the painter Gilbert Stuart and

called by him a salamander, whereupon Russell replied,
' '

Better say

Gerrymander," and thus the word was coined.

At the end of each section of the book are placed questions on the text

and at the end of each chapter are suggestive questions growing out of the

text, both of which are prepared by Mr. F. A. Hill, of the Cambridge
English High School. Prof. Fiske also adds at the end of each chapter
valuable biographical notes, which serve to make the book more valuable

as a text book.

An easy, entertaining style, coupled with an almost philosophical analy
sis, which is so characteristic of Professor Fiske, marks the book through
out. The reader's interest is quickened with every chapter, until it can't be
denied that the author has succeeded in making one

"

vish there wasmore.''
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THE DEBATING SOCIETY AND THE FRATERNITIES.

THE
fatal weakness of the old fashioned debating society

method was its tendency to divert from the pursuit of truth.

It cultivated the temper and spirit of the advocate rather than of

the investigator. Success in debate depended upon maintaining
and defending a given proposition, regardless of its truth or error.

The debater usually chose or was assigned the side he was to take

without special thought or study, and then, under the distorting
stimulus of winning a contest, set out to minimize, suppress or

deny all considerations bearing against his side, and to set forth

out of their true proportion all considerations in his favor. It is

not strange that, for the time being, he usually convinced himself.

The blinding influence of earnest advocacy is easily appreciated

by every mature lawyer who has been repeatedly surprised at his

changed estimate of the intelligence of the jury which has beaten

him, upon a reconsideration of the case after he has settled with

his client and the smoke of battle has vanished.

The debating society method was in harmony with the spirit of

the age in which it nourished. The status theory of society re-
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quired each man to stay in the social position into which he was

born, to follow his father's trade, politics and theology, and to

defend the political and religious faith thus assigned him. The

military spirit which has largely disappeared before industrialism,

developed good intellectual fighters. That the clergy were pro

fessedly the defenders of the faith transmitted to them by the

fathers, is but an illustration of the prevailing spirit of the former

age in all lines of belief. Possibly we now suffer from a reaction

ary skepticism. But whether for worse or for better, dogmatic

debate is going out of fashion and truth-seeking discussion is tak

ing its place. The only conspicuous survival of the old method

is the modern law suit, in which each side fights to express

only the truth in his favor and to suppress all truth against
him. The honest lawyer, loyal to his client, when once enlisted

in the fight, cannot ordinarily stop to doubt the justice of his

cause, but fights to win if he can in accordance with the rules of

the game. In spite of the occasional suppression of an item of

truth of which both sides are afraid, a tolerably fair, and doubt

less the nearest practicable approach to justice is thus attained,
At all events the final decision ends the strife, aud order is

maintained, which is more essential than justice in the administra

tion of law.

The old method was not without its merits. It developed strong
men with positive opinions. It could not produce the modern

dilletante, with no earnest convictions, with not even a traditional

faith in either politics or theology, neither knowing nor caring to

which party or to which church he ought to belong, who has no

opinions to defend and could not defend them if he had, and who

attributes his brainless vacuity to superior wisdom and to a higher
culture than is enjoyed by the vulgar crowd who are pushing for

ward the work of the world. The hard blows dealt by the strong
advocate in the old fashioned political or theological arena, told

severely upon his opponent, and though seldom so wholly right as
he believed, yet if upon his side lay more of truth and less of

error, he could be trusted to ultimately triumph.
Nevertheless, discussion is better than debate, provided we relax

none of the old intellectual energy and force. If we are as eao-er

to reach the exact truth, to give every consideration pro and con
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its due weight, to have all our errors eliminated, and as eager to

abandon our position if wrong, as our ancestors were to maintain

the position they assumed to be right, we will have a higher

stimulus to a higher grade of intellectual activity, aud a clearer

vision than was permitted to them.

Twenty-five years ago the entire student population of nearly

every college was divided between two rival debating societies,

and nearly every student was an active member. I have heard

many a mature man credit his college debating society with fur

nishing him some of the most valuable features of his education, and

that, too, not in the patriotic fervor ofan after dinner speech at a so

ciety reunion, but in the truthful atmosphere of quiet conversation.

The stimulus which the debating society gave to voluntary study

in congenial lines outside the college curriculum, was greaterwhen

elective courses were unknown . But the chief benefit attributed

to the college debating society was the ability to stand before an

audience and talk as clearly and sensibly as in private conversa

tion, or still better to talk even more clearly and forcibly under

the inspiring stimulus of a sympathetic audience. The value of

such a training is not limited to those whose professions directly

involve public speaking. Every university graduate will naturally

be a leading man in his community, and will find many occasions

when it will be of material advantage, as well as more comfortable,

to feel at home upon his feet in a meeting of his fellow citizens.

If the proposed meeting of Ithaca citizens should be held to con

sider sewers and pavements, they would be quite as eager to hear

from civil engineers and physicians as from lawyers, clergymen or

politicians.
The cultivation of mere assurance, and ability to talk with

out saying anything, was another weakness of the debating

societies, due partly to their usual range of topics. The ability

to talk as sensibly and forcibly to an ordinary audience as in pri

vate conversation is a very different matter, and can be ac

quired only by training and practice. Some such training and

practice is an essential element of a liberal education because it

increases the power to make one's education
of service to his com

munity, as well as to himself. The ordinary class room recitations

contribute materially to such ability. So do exercises in declama-
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tion. But no possible class room work can adequately furnish the

requisite training and practice. It must be essentially voluntary

and spontaneous. The only possible field for such practice is in

a modern substitute for the obsolete debating society. Such a

substitute will compare with the regular university exercises very

much as the athletic field and outdoor sports generally, compare

with the gymnasium and military drill.

The usual explanation of the decadence of the college debating

societies, that they have been supplanted by the more attractive

and entertaining fraternities, does not reach the root of the diffi

culty. The methods of the debating society had been outgrown.

The debating societies could not shift their traditional methods

quick enough to save their lives.

The fraternities are not the true modern successors of the de

bating society. The function of the fraternities is essentially

social, incidentally literary, but not sharply and vigorously intel

lectual. The intellectual element of the fraternities is and ought

to be more in the line of intellectual diversion and literary luxury

than of severe work. In the fraternity, a man stands, or more

commonly sits among a small group of friends who know his

foibles as well as his strong points. He is liable to be good-

naturedly chaffed and guyed, if he grows enthusiastic or eloquent
or overrides his hobby. In the debating society, he stood before a

goodly-sized audience of comparative strangers, where he received

neither the tender mercies nor the free criticism of friendship.
The disappearance of the debating society has left a gap which

the fraternities cannot and do not assume to fill.

In Cornell University, which was founded upon the experience
of the ages, but is boldly building upon such foundation a super

structure adapted to its own experiences, it is peculiarly fitting
that the old-fashioned debating society does not appear, but that

in its stead there is an institution founded upon the experience of

the debating society, preserving the essential virtues thereof, but

equipped with such new features as fit it to be of most service in its

day and generation. The mock congress at Cornell is, in its main

outlines, the ideal successor of the old debating society. It might
be thought that an imitation of the topics anpprocedure of con

gress would involve political controversies upon the old-fashioned
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debating society method ; and so it would, if modern political

parties divided upon modern questions by party lines. But upon

nearly every question which naturally comes up in the mock con

gress, each party is itself divided. For instance, one of the ques
tions most lately there discussed, the advisability of conferring

upon congress, power to pass uniform laws relating to marriage
and divorce, is not a party question. Each of the more practical
issues of civil service reform, the silver problem, electoral reform,

liquor legislation, and even the various issues arising out of the

perennial tariff problem, more or less divide each party. Upon

any of these questions any member may and should present all

considerations pro and con as they appear to him, and then vote

as he may be enlightened by the discussion. The discussions of

the mock congress like many of the actual congressional debates,
will necessarily assume the deliberative character of a truth seek

ing discussion for the purpose of reaching a wise practical judg

ment, rather than the character of partisan debate.

The topics which necessarily come before the mock congress are

ideal subjects for a university club, made up of representatives
from all departments of the university, including such diverse

special interests as engineering, agriculture, letters, science and

arts. Every man by virtue of his being a citizen either of this or

any other country is bound to be interested in such topics. He

owes it as a solemn duty to himself and to his country to study
such questions even if he is not interested. A Frenchman is re

ported to have said of the church of a few centuries ago, that it

was better fitted to produce saints than citizens. It is

possible for Cornell University to make fine scholars but

weak citizens. The main work of the student must be in his

regular courses of study, but a member of a university, whether

in the instructing or student body, should not lazily yield to the

temptation to forget that he is also a citizen as well as a scholar,

and that his country is constantly asking him to express his best

judgment as to the proper direction of the affairs of state. While

it is true that the special advantages offered by the university for

the study of political questions are in the line of the accumulated

wisdom and experience of the ages, the discovery of the best that has

been thought and said by those who have gone before us, it is also
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true that the student should be taught to observe intelligently what

is going on about him. Too exclusive burrowing among books

is apt to make one mole-eyed to the facts and experiences of life.

University students, rightly associated, will learn more from each

other than they can learn from the faculty, and in the work of the

mock congress is almost the only and necessarily the best oppor

tunity for Cornell students to learn to observe and pass intelligent

judgment upon the rapidly shifting phases of living political

questions, and to exercise wisely their immediate duties of citizen

ship.
So much for the theory of the Cornell mock congress. Three

practical suggestions are respectfully submitted :

First. That, the attitude of the fraternities toward the congress is

unfortunate both for the fraternities and for the congress. There is

only one reason why a fraternity man should not also be an active

member of the congress, and that is the lack of time for both.

Otherwise there is no conflict between the two. Each performs a

valuable function which the other cannot, and fraternity men are

losing some of the most splendid opportunities of college life, by

neglecting the congress.
The first step to be taken is an adjustment of the meetings of

the fraternities and the congress so as to avoid conflicts and render it

possible for fraternitymen who are so disposed to attend the congress.
No false notions of dignity either on the part of the fraternities or

of the congress should interfere with entering upon negotiations
for such an adjustment.
Second. The congress has had some trouble in selecting topics

for discussion, and still more trouble in properly drafting the bills
and resolutions upon topics selected. I think it will be of great

advantage in many ways to procure a complete file of all the

printed bills introduced in the actual congress, refer the bills to

the appropriate committees of the mock congress, and take up

only such as are reported by or regularly taken out of the hands

of the proper committee. Duplicate printed bills might be ob
tained and one file kept permanently in the Barnes Hall reading
room, and the other in the custody of the clerk in the hall of the

congress. A complete file of the Congressional Record might also
be kept in the Barnes Hall reading room.
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Third. The next step naturally suggested is the formation of a

congressional library. The self propagating powers of even a

small library are surprising. I naturally call to mind the ample

circulating libraries of the two debating societies at Yale, which

even in the sixties were almost the sole surviving phases of the

usefulness of those societies. Their libraries then practically
formed the circulating department of the University library, and

were of more value to the students than the University library
itself. I think I see, in this suggestion, the possibility of a mag

nificent circulating library at Cornell, to be owned and controlled

by the student body, as a sort of annex to the University library.

Ultimately the congress should have its hall and its library and

periodicals in some one building on the campus.

One who comes to Cornell from the college life of twenty
odd years ago misses the dormitory system. A certain flavor of

student life seems to be lacking. The intimate social intercourse,
the frequent and close contact of the students, by which each

others rough edges might be worn off seems impossible. My first

impressions upon making the acquaintance of Cornell University,
were decidedly in favor of the adoption of the dormitory system

here, and I find that many old Yale men visiting Cornell quickly

adopt the same views. But my brief experience here has satisfied

me that my first impressions were misleading, and that those who

guided the early policy of Cornell were wise in discarding the dor

mitory along with other traditional systems. The fraternity chap
ter houses are as great an improvement upon the old dormitories

as the mock congress is upon the old debating society. The

rapid multiplication of fraternities and chapter houses has most

happily and permanently solved the dormitory problem for Cor

nell. The alumni of Cornell will soon have furnished practically
to the University, technically to the students themselves, an abun

dance of fraternity chapter houses, paid for and possibly endowed,
so that fraternity membership may diminish rather than increase

the expenses of college life. Cornell will then have the most

nearly perfect college dormitory system in the world, where college

friendships will be fostered more warmly, and college life will

have a finer flavor of sweetness and light and joyous freedom than

even in the old days at Yale.
C. A. Collin.
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OUR FAGOT PARTY.

I
AM assured that there are many persons who do not know

what a fagot party is and who, consequently would be grate

ful for enlightenment on the subject ; also, that even the initiated,

since no two fagot parties were ever conducted on the same plan,

are always curious to know what method rules the madness of

those not attended by themselves. Therefore, everybody, my

friends say, will be interested if I tell how ours was conducted. I

may as well confess, however, before going further that it is not so

much my intention to describe the party as to give an idea of the

stories which it called forth—my own especially. I had no thought

ofwriting out my story for publication, a fact I should like to have

clearly understood, until my friends urged me so strongly to do so

that my hitherto unconquerable aversion to publicity was over

come. They conquered mainly by the argument that the world

had a right to know my singular experience. The voice of duty

has always been imperative with me. I have only had to recog

nize it to obey it to the utmost of my power. I cannot say that I

have been convinced that I am under absolute obligations to give
the world my experience, but, as I cannot demonstrate the con

trary, why give it I will
—but it must go in as a part of the story

of the fagot party itself.

The President in whose rooms we were to meet was the head of

the Female College. We—the invited and inviting—-were

part of the faculty of the college. Miss Nightlite and Mr. Karl

had in charge the meeting of Jan. 18, 1890, and the invitations

were as follows :

Miss Nightlite andMr. Karl request thepleasure of
your presence at a Fagot Party, in the President' s

Rooms, Saturday evening, fanuary 18th, at halfpast
seven 0' clock.

Requirement: Every guest who draws a numbered

slipfrom thefatal urn must tell a ghost story.
When the evening of the 18th came the twelve were assembled

not long after the appointed hour. The
' '

fatal urn
' '

stood in front

of the portiere, which was between the drawing room and library.
It was entwined with a black scarf and looked mysterious enough.
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"

I claim the right to wear that crape, Miss Nightlite
"

said Mr.

Priest as he came forward to draw his number, in case I am so un

lucky as to get a marked slip."
4

'In that case,
"

gravely queried Mr. Essgeegy,
"

wouldn't the

badge of sorrow rather belong to the rest of us ?"
"

Bind the scarf about him," exclaimed Miss Nightlite, for he

has drawn a number—number one !
' '

When the drawing was concluded it was found that besides Mr.

Priest, Miss Jewel, Miss Ganger, Mr. Able and myself had the

numbered slips, mine being two.

"

Please step into the library and be careful when you take

your seats not to disturb the arrangement of the chairs.
' '

Miss

Nightlite threw back the portiere as she spoke, and at the same

instant Mr. Karl turned out the lights of the drawing room chan

delier. In the library was no light except that from the grate.

The fire had been manipulated in some way so that it waved and

fluttered in flames of a most spectral hue. The walls were hung
with black. The chairs were arranged in a semicircle, the centre

of which was the grate. We found the effect sufficiently startling
when we gazed around at ourselves after getting seated. The

spectral flames had divested each face, and even the dresses of the

ladies, of all color, and we looked like a minstrel circle of spooks.
We laughed, but the amusement in each face took on a look so

diabolical that we immediately became solemn. Before we had

time to realize how ridiculous this solemnity appeared and so fall

into an inappropriate mood, Miss Nightlite asked Mr. Priest if he

would not proceed at once with his story.
' *

Certainly, if my fate can in no way be avoided.
' '

Mr. Priest began by remarking that he disliked to deepen the

impression made by the surroundings, for he felt that the nerves of

the company had been wrought upon sufficiently. However, he

supposed that there was nothing for it but to tell his story.
"

Once there was a little girl and she had a penny. This she

swallowed one day and so passed suddenly away to the heavenly
land as if she were one sent.

" "

Puns ? Oh, this is too ghastly !
' '

broke out Miss Maswaite at this point in a strongly disapproving
voice.

' '

Even for a ghost story,
' '

added Mr. Essgeegy.
' '

Will you al

low him to go on, Miss Nightlite ?
"
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"

There is a flavor of originality in it," Miss Nightlite said

glancing disdainfully at Mr. Able. "Yes," she continued after

reflecting briefly, ''you may finish, Mr. Priest."

"Well, when this little girl came back, as she did presently, to

frequent her old haunts, she was of course, the mere ghost of her

former self, but she kept up a lamenting that was sufficiently ener

getic to make the people about her very uncomfortable. When

asked why she didn't stay in her pretty little grave and not disturb

folks she replied that she wasn't so very sorry she was dead, be

cause she didn't have to get up now till she was ready. She cried

because she oughtn't to have swallowed that penny, but to have

bought lemonade with it at the circus and killed herself that way.

Having made this statement she lifted up her voice, and kept it

lifted up until the regular retiring hour for such spirits had ar

rived.
' '

Mr. Karl, (solemnly)
—"Humorous?"

Miss Maswaite, (drily)— "Strikingly original."

Miss Ganger, (with double-edged emphasis)
—

"Every touch so

characteristic of the author.
' '

Mr. Essgeegy, (with an air of conviction)
— "No fears of a

charge of plagiarism."

Mr. Priest—
"

An honest endeavor to properly guage my audi

ence."

Miss Nightlite
—"If that is all of your story, Mr. Priest, will

you please throw your fagots on the fire ?
' '

It should have been mentioned earlier-, perhaps, that each story
teller is provided with a bundle of fagots which he is to place in

the fire after he has told his tale. The manner in which the

fagots burn is a matter of great importance. If they burn brightly
the story teller is highly approved in the spirit-world ; if smokily
but still rapidly the opinion then is favorable, but not altogether
so ; if slowly and heavily, or not at all, he has but few friends on

the other side, and during the remainder of the fagot-party is

likely to think that true and considerate ones are scarce anywhere.
Then there are endless intermediate styles of combustion, with

interpretations for each, dependent upon the ingenuity of the com

pany.
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Mr. Priest complied with Miss Nightlite' s request by quietly
placing his bundle of sticks in the hottest part of the fire, but,
mirabile dictu, not a single splinter kindled.
"Isn't that a sad commentary upon your story, Mr. Priest?"

Miss Maswaite inquired.

"Rather," replied Mr. Priest, regarding his fagots diconso-

lately.
"And this indicates your standing in the spirit-land, does it ?

"

queried Mr. Karl, eyeing him reproachfully. "How could I

have been so mistaken in you ?
' '

"How dreadfully wicked he must be!" murmured Miss

Grainis, who had been poking the fagots from one place to an

other on the fire. "They won't even scorch !"
"

His rooms ought to be quarantined," said Mr. Able.

"Too bad," declared Miss Grainis, thrusting the poker into

the bundle as if she were trying to break the strings that bound

it. "And he was growing to be such a favorite too. Fortunate

that the revelation of his depravity wasn't delayed longer !"

"Now what have I done," protested Mr. Priest, in desperation,
' '

to deserve a trick like this ? Those fagots were soaked !
' '

"Trick indeed!" Miss Nightlite exclaimed. "You ought to

fear and tremble and make good resolutions when you behold

those fagots, Mr. Priest."

"Oh, start your story, for heaven's sake, Professor Bundle !
"

was Mr. Priest's reply, as he turned to me.

"Yes, Mr. Bundle, you may begin your story now," said Miss

Nightlite. "But take warning from Mr. Priest's experience and

do not trifle."

I assured the company that I had taken the invitation to tell a

ghost story, seriously. I had supposed that all the stories were

to be original, aud as I had no inventive faculty I had concluded

to relate a bit of my own experience. It was the only ghost story
I knew, but that I could vouch for.

"How interesting !" said Miss Gauger. "Has some Algebra
victim returned to upbraid you, Mr. Bundle?"

"No," I replied, "none of my pupils has ever manifested a

disposition to come back. But, really, I think you will agree

with me that this bit of personal history which I shall relate is

paralleled in the lives of but few.
' '
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"That is a mathematical figure, is it not?" Miss Ganger in

quired sweetly.
"

How finely you utilize your department !"
' '

I fancy that I am safe in assuring you that the whole of my

story is greater than a part," I replied, in a tone which I tried to

make free from impatience.
Miss Nightlite here inquired if I really intended to tell an orig

inal ghost story
—

one, too, out of my own life. I assured her that

I proposed giving a veritable incident of my biography, and I

took occasion to remind her of a fact which her question indicated

she had forgotten, namely, that I Was too unimaginative to invent

even so much as the indispensable social fib, to say nothing of a

ghost story.

One of those admirable persons who would give a really can

did opinion about one's costume or back hair," said Miss Ganger,
with a countenance composed into a beautiful expression of faith.
"

How convenient he will be !" assented Miss Jewel.

Ignoring these commentaries, Miss Nightlite asked if I meant

to deal with the occasion seriously.
' '

I think you will respect

it," she said, glancing sternly at Mr. Priest. "I think I can

trust you not to descend to farce."
"

If I ever make a joke it is unintentional," I responded.
"Oh yes, I remember," said Miss Nightlite. "You may tell

your story. I believe that your ghost is a real flesh-and-blood

one and that you will deal with it dignifiedly .

' '

MY STORY.

I am a sound sleeper. I go to bed at eleven o'clock as a gen
eral thing, and sleep straight through till half-past six, when I

arise to make my toilet for a seven o'clock breakfast. It is an

exceedingly rare thing for me to awake between the hours men

tioned, and when I do it is owing to some disturbing occurrence

which would arouse anyone not stone-deaf. I greatly wondered
therefore what had happened when on the night of the first of last
October I found myself awake and listening to the striking of the
clock as it tolled off the hour of twelve. My wonder changed to

feelings of an intense sort when, a moment after the sound had
ceased, the conviction flashed upon me that this striking was

not that of my own silver-sounding timepiece, but of a bellwhose
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deep, vibrant tones filled the air a considerable interval after the

hammer had made its final stroke. The sound seemed perfectly
familiar—and yet strangely unfamiliar. It was as if I had once

been accustomed to it—but in a time long forgotten. I tried to

think whether any such bell had been swung in one of the four

church towers of our village. No, there was not a clock of any

kind in any of them. What did it mean ? I asked myself. I

had scarcely begun my search for an answer, before I became con

scious that a change was going on in the appearance of my room.

The ceiling seemed to be mounting upward. It was mounting

upward, no doubt of it ; and as it rose it assumed a constantly in

creasing concave shape. It was also constantly extended. Of

course the higher it rose and the more it was extended, the thinner

it became. At length it grew slightly transparent, then more and

more so until finally it was merged in the sky, allowing the moon

and stars to shine down upon me unobstructedly. The walls had

moved outward as the ceiling moved upward and had been sub

jected to a similar stretching process. They too seemed finally to

vanish and nothing was left to shut in my chamber from the out

side world. I say chamber, for curiously enough the floor of the

room not only kept its original dimensions, but remained un

changed in every particular. No article of furniture looked less

substantial in the light of the brilliant moon than it had, before

ceiling and walls had receded and dissolved, in the dull red light
of the fire. For a time I labored under the natural hallucination

that the affair was all a dream. To demonstrate whether it was

so I resorted to the usual tests, as pinching myself, speaking to

myself, and striking my hand against the bed rails. At length I

sat up in bed, pulling the covering well up around me, for the

night air was chilly, and gazed about with, as you may imagine,
no small degree of curiosity. I was wide awake and in my right

senses, so far as I was able to satisfy myself of these circum

stances. I was excited, of course, but not in the least alarmed.

The sight I saw as my eye slowly took in these details of the

scenery that stretched away from my platform, for such my cham

ber floor had in reality become, was as perfectly familiar and yet

as strangely unfamiliar as had been the sound of the bell. This

landscape I had never seen but, as I was assured by a conviction
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which I did not dream of doubting, I had passed in the midst of

it nearly a whole life. Here was a strange double consciousness.

This was an unknown country to me, and yet I knew all about it.

It was as if sometime I had been someone else and had known

this as my home. The fact that two wooded heights beside the

river were each crowned with a castle was sufficient to convince

me that this was a scene I had never gazed upon
—that is, I as

John Bundle, Professor of Mathematics in Female Col

lege, for this Professor had never crossed the Atlantic. But here

was the fact that I knew I could tell the names of the two castles,

more than that, the name of the river, and of the village that

straggled up from the water's edge ; and I knew I could tread

without hesitation and without danger of losing myself every

road and byway that traversed the far-reaching forests within view

from the hill-top upon which I was. You may be sure that I

availed myself of all the reasoning power my mathematical train

ing had given me, to solve the problem of this seeming duality in

my personality. I even called to mind some folk-lore stories about

souls leaving their bodies during the hours of sleep, and living an

independent existence till the waking hour of the morning had

arrived. Could my soul have frequented this spot while I was

asleep? It was a wild fancy, of course, but such fancies will

come at such times. While busied in this way I became aware

that two horsemen were drawing near on the road that ran close

to the front of my platform. They stopped when they reached

the summit of the hill, and so close that I not only could hear the

words they spoke, but could distinguish in the brilliant moonlight
the fashion of their garb, and even the contour and expression of
their faces. Their language, as I have ascertained from words

which I remembered and afterwards wrote down was a dialect of

the German of several centuries ago. Their dress and accoutre

ments were those of German knights, such as I have seen por

trayed in ancient engravings. The armor of the knights was so

familiar that I said to myself
—"This is what we wear in the

year 1443." Now I had never studied armor. I lumped it all

together as a feature of the middle ages, and as to the century or

half century of any particular specimen of it I knew absolutely
nothing. But somehow I knew I was right in assigning 1443 as
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the date when that of the two horsemen was worn. Hardly had

I uttered the words quoted above before the thought struck me

"

How queer that I put it in the present tense
—

'

This we wear in

1443 !' I speak as if I were living in that year." And hardly had

this mental commentary been made before I found myself saying
to myself, "This knight, with the blonde mustache and imperial,
and I are the same person." I made the assertion involuntarily,
as if prompted by some inward voice. That it was the truth I

found it as impossible to question, as that I lived. To be sure my

spare form and hollow cheeks bore not the slightest resemblance

to the rounded frame and full face of him with whom I claimed

identity. Placed side by side for comparison no other trace of

resemblance would have been found than that we both were blondes.

But notwithstanding this I found myself possessed of an unwaver

ing faith that the Ego in him and the Ego in me, the essential

somethings that constitute what we term personality were the

same in us. I knew it as I knew that two and two make four.
' '

I wonder if I lived several centuries ago,
' '

I speculated . I had

no time to follow up the query with more of the same sort, for the

conversation and action of the Knights attracted and absorbed my

attention. Although I had never given more than the most super
ficial study to German, I had no difficulty in understanding all

that was said. In fact, this archaic dialect had no more of strange

ness in it than my native tongue. It will be readily imagined
with what interest I listened to and watched my ancient self, in the

swift scene that followed the halting of the two knights before my

platform. The roadway ran here along the very brink of a preci

pice where a sheer descent of more than two hundred feet termi

nated in heaps of bowlders that formed the rugged slope of the

river banks. When the knights halted it was apparently from a

common impulse on their part. The earnest conversation in which

they had been engaged had suddenly reached a point where it

could not be satisfactorily continued if they rode side by side.

They confronted each other, the second knight wheeling his horse

squarely across the other's path. This second knight was a man

of powerful frame. His face I observed was long and thin, and

the lower part of it was well concealed by a beard exceedingly

black. The face was pale now, probably from the passion which

betrayed itself in the first words that reached me.
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"Dost thou mean, Conrad Von Brinkerhoof, that thy will is un

alterably fixed to oppose me in this matter ? Let me say to thee

that thou hadst best stand aside. For Hulda Weismann shall be

my wife in spite of all thou canst say or do and her demesnes which,

as thou art aware bound my barony, shall pass into my possession."
' '

And letme tell thee, Philip Baumgaertel that I have sought and

won the hand of Hulda Weismann, aud that I will surrender it to

no living mortal. I would not even to the Emperor himself did he

demand such a sacrifice. Neither Hulda Weismann nor her es

tates shall ever become thine.
' '

' '

This hour shall determine that. Defend thyself if thou canst,

Conrad Von Brinkerhoof, for hence one of us shall never depart
alive."

No sooner had he uttered these words than he snatched his

sword from its' scabbard and struck fiercely at Von Brinkerhoof.

The latter, taken by surprise by the suddenness of the attack, only

escaped instant death by an agile movement which, although it

did not take him entirely from under the blow, nevertheless ex

posed to it a less vulnerable part of his armor than that which had

been aimed at. His escape seemed, however, but for the moment.

His antagonist rained blows upon him which, placed as he was at

a great disadvantage, all his force aud skill could only partially

parry. It was not long before he was wounded in several place ,

while his foe had not sustained a scratch. Besides, a fact he had

not perceived, his horse had been brought into a cramped position
on the side of the road next the precipice, to the verge ofwhich he
was inch by inch being crowded. At length not more than a

hand-beadth remained between the animal's hind hoofs and the

edge of the rocks. If crowded farther back but the space of

those few inches naught could save steed and rider from a plunge
to the jagged bowlders below. Wonld not Von Brinkerhoof see

his peril ? He did at last seem aware of it, for ceasing to parry
he suddenly struck an exposed part of the head of his opponent's
horse such a terrific blow with the hilt of his sword that the beast
swerved to one side before the owner could check him. At the

same time the knight plunged his rowels deep into the flanks of

his own horse, causing it to leap forward with all its strength . He
received a blow as he did this which penetrated his casque
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wounding and partially stunning him. This blow he received as

he himself was in the act of aiming a backward blow at Baum-

gaertel. In consequence of it he failed to reach his antagonist.
His stroke fell instead upon the swarthy knight's horse, wound

ing it so painfully that with a cry of agony it sprang forward,

landing on the farthest verge of the precipice. An instant it

swayed then struggling to check itself. But the momentum of

that forward spring had been too great. Before the mind could

fairly take iu what had happened it plunged forward, and dis-,

appeared below the brink. A breath ofhorrified silence, then a faint

thud and clang. Von Brinkerhoof, although dizzy from loss of

blood slid from his horse and creeping on his hands and knees

to the edge of the precipice, tried to penetrate with his gaze the

depths beneath. The light was not strong enough for him to

distinguish objects so remote as those at the foot of the cliff,
and in a short time he drew himself back, half rising and

turning. As he directed his eyes toward the roadway a vision

met them which made him break forth in exclamation of sur

prise and delight. The vision was no other than Hulda Weis

mann. How she came there, I did not know, but that she should

be there, although it was midnight aud she was unattended ex

cept by a single page, seemed altogether natural and proper.

She did not smile in answer to Von Brinkerhoof s raptures.

Her look was serious even reproachful.
"Was it not an unknightly blow, Conrad?" she asked in a

low voice. "Was it not unknightly to smite his steed thus,

urging it over the cliff?'
"

I did not intend the blow for the animal, Hulda," he replied,
"but for Philip Baumgaertel. It feel upon the steed because my

adversary's sword smotemy helmet before my aim had had a chance

to do its work. My force was checked, I had no thought of the

cliff, except to save myself from being forced over it.
' '

He spoke

with a manly sincerity that made it hard to doubt him. Hulda

turned away for a brief space. When she again looked at him

what a beautiful light shone from her sweet, serious face ! It was

the light of boundless trust and love.

"I believe thee, Conrad," she said slowly and tenderly. "I

believe thee, but the world may question. There must be no
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suspicion of cowardice or dishonor upon him who espouses Hulda

Weismann. Therefore I
"

but her lips beginning to tremble

she again turned aside. The woman's high spirit yielded for the

moment to the woman's heart. But only for a moment. The

look of resolution came back into her countenance, her lips grew

firm, and no sign of wavering betrayed itself in her voice as she

again began to speak. "I send thee from me for a twelve-month,

bidding thee join them who are fighting back the terrible Turk,

and in their ranks win renown such as only that man can win

whose soul is above fear and incapable of any dishonorable act.

Then come back to me, and Hulda Weismann will gladly stand at

thy side before the altar to promise to live thy true and loving

wife till she die."

She looked very sweet, very womanly, very noble as she thus

spoke. Conrad bowed his head submissively and reverently. As

for me, it is not a shame to confess it I hope, a mist suffused my

eyes, to banish which required quite diligent attention for an inter

val. The time was exceedingly brief before I looked forth again,
but when I did what do you think my eyes beheld? Why,

nothing but the creamy walls and ceiling of my room, with the

pictures and draperies tinged by the dull red light of the fire in

the grate. Hills, castles, river, forests, human forms, stars and

moon all had vanished in those few seconds of bedimmed vision.

I continued sitting up in bed for a time, trying to get my bearings.
You see I was somewhat bewildered by the suddenness of the

transition. Presently, feeling that I was too excited to sleep, I

decided to get up, dress, liven up the fire, and think matters over.

I soon had a brisk blaze in the grate, and wrapped in rug and

chamber- robe leaned back in my favorite easy chair to think.

Seven silvery strokes from my little clock informed me that it was

exactly one hour past midnight. You know, my clock strikes

seven for one because it strikes the half-hours. This, I suppose
so that one waking in the night and hearing the clock strike can

distinguish between the half-hours and one o'clock. I was greatly
excited, as you may readily believe, but notwithstanding this

brain activity (it is a fact for which I have no explanation), I had
hardly begun to go over the experience of the last hour before I
sank into a deep and dreamless sleep. I woke at half-past seven
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exactly an hour after my usual time. Everything in and about

my room appeared precisely as usual, except that its human oc

cupant was in his easy chair before the grate instead of his bed."
' '

Is that all, Professor ?'
'

inquired Miss Maswaite.
"
It doesn't

seem to me to be much like a ghost story."
"It is all of that experience," I answered. "But there is

more experience that I haven't narrated."

"Oh, your ghost came after the folks were up in the morning !

Queer sort of ghost." Mr. Priest murmured this rather lazily as

if he didn't take any special interest.

"That ghost must have a sunny disposition," Mr. Essgeegy
suggested in an aside to Miss Ganger.
"I fail to see," I said,

"

why daylight ghosts aren't as good as

any. But wait till you hear me out."

"A very moderate request, Professor,', said Miss Grainis, po

litely and looking at her watch with an expression as if she were

wondering how soon the chocolate would be brought.
"

I am afraid, Miss Nightlite," Mr. Priest remarked with great

apparent solicitude,
' '

that Mr. Bundle is deceiving you, taking

advantage of your truthful nature. The whole thing sounds to

me like one of the newspaper advertising stories. Prepare yourself
for the praises of Mrs. Spark's famous Bone Einiment, or Specter's
Celebrated Elixir of Nightshade."
"

And you wonder how he could betray one's confidence. It

is very thoughtful of you to warn us, Mr. Priest." There was

suggestive emphasis in this reply of Miss Nightlite. "But my

confidence in Professor Bundle is unshaken. He is as incapable
of deception as he is of mistaken levity. I am impatient," she

said turning to me with her kindest smile, "for you to continue."

(To be concluded. )
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WATER.

{From the French ofH. de Parville. )

HAVE
you ever strolled, in the early morning, through a forest

all green and moist, when the sun's golden light has already

penetrated the thick canopy of foliage ? Silence reigns supreme in *

the midst of the white birch and knotty beach trees. Not a sound

is heard but perchance the creaking of a cart-wheel on a distant

road or occasionally the joyous note of an early bird. The dew

drops tremble at the extremity of the long grass. The flowers

hardly awake bend their velvety corals over the pearl-strewed
moss. One would imagine that they came all fragrant from the

bath. The limpid drops sway gently to and fro with the breeze

on the satin of the violets and periwinkles. Oh ! the pretty drops !

Suddenly, when a cloud has passed see them change color in the

sun, they shine, some like white diamonds, others like gold,

saphires, emeralds ! Lovely drops ! And yet it is only water ; but

water fallen from heaven !

How many treasures of poetry are hidden in all that surrounds

us, in these woods all fragrant with the perfumes of spring, in

this soft and glittering blade of grass, in these little colored peb
bles which inlay with mosaic the dusty lanes. Everything has a

voice, everything has its history ; and what a history it must be

since it is that of the whole creation !
"

Et vera incessu patuit Dea"

Since this morning, the little drop of dew has been before my

eyes. I see it following me with its soft rays clear and translucid.

I think of it, I look at it unceasingly. From where does it come,

this captivating little fairy, who brought it to this paradise of

verdure ? Has it not also its history and its destiny ?

Eet us see. It is water. Yes, only water. But where does

water come from ? I answer positively : Water comes from fire.

Water is born of fire.

This is not a paradox but an absolute truth. When people have

very different natures, it is said of them that they are like fire
and water. Everyone is convinced that water and fire are as night
and day. Certainly, fire and water have very little resemblance
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and the image is a good one. But often extremes meet, and in

this case particularly water meets fire very closely ; they are very

intimately connected, since undoubtedly water is born of fire.

The genesis of water is fire !

Have we not known for over a century what water is composed
of? Water is formed by the combination of two gases, oxygen

and hydrogen. It is not a simple body, as it was believed to be

before 1789 ; water can be manufactured with these two gases or

we can take from water its two constituents.

The process discovered by man for manufacturing water is ex

actly the one employed by nature. Most of the worlds surround

ing us are formed of the same substances, gases, solids, liquids

which are known to us on earth. Since spectral analysis has en

abled astronomy to explore distant stars and to study their nature,

we have been assured that the constituent matter is the same.

Everywhere is sameness of matter ; the difference being only in

the state of combination, more or less advanced. It is easy to

understand. All the heavenly bodies pass through a series of

transformations slow and progressive. All having issued from a

similar gigantic nebula, from an immense balloon of incandescent

vapors, it is undeniable that they must be made of the same sub

stance, and that they must have all been alike in the times of

their origin. Only, they separated from the nebula in masses and

volumes very differently. The small stars cooled off quickly ; the

large ones have still retained a great part of their heat. Some

are, so to say, ripe and solidified ; the others green and still gase

ous ; others finally show hardly any signs of maturity and only

begin to liquefy. Their aspect depends above all on their relative

age. Around us, we see in our system the sun still gaseous, the

largest planets like it in this respect. Jupiter gaseous, Saturn

gaseous or perhaps partially liquid ; then Venus, the Earth, Mars,

planets much smaller already solidified to a great extent; the

moon, still less voluminous, is altogether crusted. Above all a

question of age and cooling off. Cold solders all the gaseous par

ticles which are transformed into liquids ; then the temperature

becoming still lower, the liquid particles
are united and the liquid

passes to the solid state.
Thus vapor becomes water ; thus water

is transformed into ice.
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The little drop of water which fertilizes the earth with its bene

ficial effluvia, which allows the trees and the flowers to grow and

to perfume the air ; this drop so small, so sparkling, so pretty,

has also its hours of implacable anger and destructive fury. It

becomes as powerful as the god of evil. The drop which gives

life to our machinery and makes our factories work, which in our

engines creates millions of horse-power of steam, the little drop

which has revolutionized manufacturing and allows man to inter

sect the world with railroads, which has everywhere substituted

mechanical work for the labor of man, the drop which has sown

gold in the cities and distributed wealth among nations, this same

drop has immense power to take back what it has given us, to

ruin entire countries by floods, to destroy our harvests, to throw

down cities, to make the mountains shake, and to bury humanity
under heaps of blood-stained ruins.

The action of the drop of water on the earth is incomparable.
It has made continents, it modifies them every day ; the drop of

water falling slowly, as well as the one dropping rapidly from the

heights, accomplishes its work ; on one point of the globe, it vivi

fies and makes the prosperity of nations ; on another it shakes the

rocks, it riddles the earth, and after having constructed it destroys.
It leaves its mark on our whole planet. Here, it is a beneficial

fairy ; there, the genius of evil. My drop of water is perhaps
the most powerful force in nature !

And indeed, without it, life could not be born on the surface of

our planet. Without water, no being, animal or vegetable, could
exist. Life means motion. And can we conceive motion in the

midst of an assemblage of solid, unchangeable materials ? Does

mineral live ? Life implies continual exchanges between the be

ing and the outside. The vegetable or the animal, in order to

grow, is obliged to draw without ceasing from around, and throw

off the materials which are useless. The cycle of transformations

must be complete. Water is the indispensable vehicle of this

active and incessant circulation. It brings the useful and carries

away the superfluous, it penetrates everywhere ; it fills our tissues.

How would the vegetable live if its sap was taken away, or the

animal if we deprived it of its blood ? All beings perish by desic

cation. Who does not remember having seen trees scorched by
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a burning sun, or flowers which have not been watered ? And

the rotifera, those infusoria of our gutters, which die and resusci

tate in turns when one dries or wets them ? Without water, they
become inert ; moistened they stir about and progress. Just a

drop of water and motion is renewed. Water is the key-stone of

all the organic structure. When water disappears from the earth

our world will cease to exist. No more circulation in the frozen

seas or in the cold atmosphere, no more rivers, no more vegetation,
no more living beings ; everywhere silence, death, nothing !

The quantity of water which, since geological ages, has gone

through living beings is incalculable. Vegetables and animals

contain as much as 60% of their weight of water. It is by bil

lions of tons that we must count the water absorbed every year by
the vegetable and the animal kingdoms. The forests, woods,

fields, pastures are receptacles for water. In the grass, in the

plants, in the trees, what a quantity of water ! In the bodies of

animals, in all the species, how many gallons of accumulated

liquids !

How many transformations it has undergone, the tiny liquid

drop, since the day when, coming from fire, condensed, then dis

tilled by the sun, it began to travel through the living organisms !

It belongs to us all in turns. It has already belonged to the great
antediluvian animals, it has vivified the gigantic ferns of the first

geological periods ; it has conquered its liberty, has escaped into

the airs to be some day imprisoned again .... captured,

perhaps, by a bird that sipped it on the damp moss. Who can

say where it has been, what it has become? Yesterday iu the

body of Homer, in the tissues of Aristotle, in the veins of the

Cesars, in a whale's stomach ; to-day you secrete it in your blood ;

to-morrow it will escape again ; it may go to India and deluge the

prairies and then come back here and fertilize the land ; it goes,

comes, without ceasing, sometimes here, sometimes there ; and

we always find it again, in our body, in that of our neighbor, puri
fied by solar distillation. In ten centuries, in twenty centuries,

the same water will still exist ; it will be drunk by the future

generations. And thus forever in the infinity of times.

Water can pass everywhere with ease
—

through the eye of a

needle, through the smallest fissure— for its molecules may become
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impalpable; when, as a liquid,
it finds an obstacle, it transforms

itself into vapor and passes. Water gives vapor at any tempera

ture. Ice itself evaporates. Wherever water exists, exists also

vapor. It escapes continually from the human body, from the

plants, from the trees ; it returns to the atmosphere. As it comes

from the body of animals one can see it easily when the weather is

cold ; coming from the trees it is also visible as a mist around the

woods. The atmosphere is always damp near the woods, the

lawns and the pastures. Lawes and Gilbert have established that

when one pound of drymatter has formed itself in the herbaceous

plants, 300 pounds of water has circulated in the tissues of the

plant. Deherain has ascertained that a young leaf ofwheat evap

orates in one hour its own weight of water. Boussingault has cal

culated that a field of cabbages of 2>4 acres, the plants of which

are 18 inches apart, can in twelve hours emit 44,000 pounds of

water vapor. During the day, the solar heat makes the leaves of

the trees perspire. The water drawn in by the roots goes off by

the leaves and creates around the vegetables a damp atmosphere.

The vapor occupies a volume 1700 times larger than the water

from which it is produced. When the cold of the evening con

denses it, the molecules draw nearer to each other and finally form

separate drops. A large balloon of vapor is necessary to make a

drop. In this way the drops of dew roll, one by one, in the morn

ing, on cold bodies, on the leaves. It is the vapor in the air which

has changed and which during the day will become vapor again !

Immutable cycle in which is fatally confined the destiny of the

drop of water.

One might almost assert that mankind lives in water. Have

we not water under our feet in the depths of the soil, water all

around us, and atmospheric streams over our heads ? And this is

necessary, it is indispensable that beings be bathed in water ;

otherwise their tissues would dry up and the being would die.

The circulation of atmospheric vapor is assured by the supply
from the clouds, by the evaporation from the seas, the rivers, the

plants. Vapor spreads everywhere but it is formed especially over

rivers and woods. Were it not invisible one could see it surround

ing the forest with a net-work of moisture and forming masses

over the rivers ; vapors group together like invisible clouds.
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These layers of vapors protect the earth from the solar radiation

and from the cold. It is like an immense parasol in the day time
and like a gigantic cloak during the night.
One can understand now, how many thoughts may be evoked

at the sight of the little drop of dew sparkling on its pedestal of

verdure ! What horizons and what inspirations for the poet and

thinker in this infinitely small, so infinitely grand ! What harmony
in all this work so powerful of the creation !

We have seen it born in the midst of flames, the little drop, we

have watched it run through its existence so well filled in the form

of vapor and water, and breathe, as it were, its last sigh when be

coming immovable in its shroud of ice. Its material remains, like

all of matter, are soon dissolved, the elements have regained their

liberty to take up again a new existence and to go through the

cycle of their transformations. After sleep comes waking ; after

death, life. All is metamorphosis.
But the day will come when, decomposed (by the chemical ac

tions of the soil, water will disappear from the globe. Then our

world will have ceased to exist in its present form. The earth will

be dead for organic nature.

Yonder, far away in space, the inhabitants of other worlds will

see the earth radiating in a last farewell its soft and silvery light.
Thus now we see the moon, in the blue sky, show us the remains

of its past existence. It has no more water, no more vapor ; it has

ceased to live. Like its satellite, the earth will have become an

immense cemetery, the cemetery of the successive generations of a

whole world. This soft and sad light will go through the depths
of space, from star to star, to connect the chain uniting the past to

the present ; it will be the sole confident of splendors forever ended,

the last pale rememberance of a vanished world !

Perhaps those who love to dream in the moonlight have some

thing of a presentment of the future of the earth. There they have

also lived and died !

Is it not said that souls call to each other ?

Edward Baillot.
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(In the Spenserian manner.)

Here, where the land to southward doth incline,

And all the lee doth drink the briny breeze

Off many-nymphed ocean, I'll recline ;

With half-shut eyes, I'll through the olive trees

Look out to where old Neptune's maids at ease

Upon the waves their snowy forms display,
And ride their froth-maned steeds with guiding knees,

In thundering hoof-stroke on the shell-paved way

Beneath Dan Phoebus' gaze through all the summer day,

And while the fleecy clouds sail past the view,
The plashing rivulets a coolness strow

At variance with the heavens' sunny blue,

The briers all their tinted petals throw

To this mild zephyr, that doth whisper low

Of pearl and coral in the quiet caves

So deeply placed, they never feel the flow

And ebb of tides, nor yet the booming waves,

When under Eolus' scourge, indignant Ocean raves.

Yes, here I'll lie with gods and men at peace,

And smile back at the ever-smiling sky.

Now, turning to my flock of snowy fleece

Upon my pipe a shepherd's tune I'll try,
So sweet the birds, forgetting how to fly
Shall thickly round me throng all fluttering,
And when their silent coming I shall spy,
Beseech me they of me may learn to sing ;

So with the pupil-chorus all the bowers shall ring.

Herbert Crombie Howe.
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THE RELIGION OF THE ONEIDA COMMUNITY.*

TTTHENEVER we are studying the life of a public man,we think
^ V it necessary to inquire carefully into his parentage and youth
ful surroundings, in order that we may form an idea of the natural

forces that have modified and developed his character. For the

same reason, when we are stndyiug a philosophical or religious
system, our judgment is greatly aided by a knowledge of the cir

cumstances of its origin, its predisposing causes and early asso

ciations. We shall, therefore, begin our discussion of the Per

fectionist heresy by showing that, to say the least, it had the ad

vantages of an excellent pedigree and a renowned birthplace.

John H. Noyes, the founder of the Oneida Community, was

descended from a Puritan stock of high repute in church and

state. His father, who was a man of liberal education and ample

means, determined to offer his children every opportunity for in

tellectual culture. Consequently, John, the eldest sou, who pos

sessed a mind of remarkable force and originality, completed his

course at Dartmouth College, at the age of nineteen, and plunged

ardently into the studies preparatory for admissson to the bar.

Just at this juncture the nation was visited by a great revival.

The good seed that had been sown by Edwards and Whitfield

ripened a century later under the ministrations of Nettleton and

Finney and, in 1832, produced the greatest religious awakening
ever experienced by the New England church. The young law

student, like hundreds of others, underwent a thorough and soul-

searching conversion to God. He was on the point of entering a

career of more than ordinary brightness and promise ; but in the

warmth of his new-born love, he turned his back upon earthly

attractions, and vowed with full heart that he would live and die

for the revival spirit. With the zeal and fervor of a young con

vert he went to the Andover Theological Seminary, where he

studied for a year under Professors Robinson and Stuart, the best

biblical critics of the day. From thence he went to Yale, where,

*For the main lines of argument in this article the writer is indebted

to the Berean, by J. H. Noyes. See also a recent English work entitled

Parousia, by J. S. Russell.
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for a year and a half, he applied himself diligently to the theo

logical tenets of the New School. Throughout his course, how-

ever, his chief delight was iu the unaided study
of the Scriptures

and in prayerful communion with God. His heart was earnest

and receptive, and the atmosphere of New Haven was favorable

to free religious thought. Under these conditions he was led into

peculiar views of religion and morality which, fifteen years later,

became the basis of the Oneida Community.

Thus we see that Mr. Noyes' s theological system, whatever

may have been its character, was not of ignoble birth. It was,

on the contrary, the legitimate child of honored parents and was

brought forth in the centre of respectable society. Its father was

the Revival spirit of 183 1-2 ; its mother was the New School

Theology of Andover and Yale ; and its place of birth was New

Haven, the highest sanctuary of New England orthodoxy.

The root of all the religious and social heresies of which Mr.

Noyes has been accused, was his belief in regard to the Second

Coming of Christ. Bible students of all the Christian ages have

been perplexed by that multitude of passages in the evangelists
and epistles which seem to indicate that the second and glorious

appearance of the Son of Man was to take place within one

generation from the time of his crucifixion. So Christ predicted ;

and so the apostles and primitive believers expected. But at the

present day the Second Coming of Christ is commonly referred to

the distant future, so that thinking men are forced to conclude

either that Christ himself was mistaken in the prediction of his

own return, or that his disciples grossly misrepresented his words.

In either case, the result is disastrous to faith. Mr. Noyes rejected*
both horns of this dilemma, and at once indorsed the veracity of

Christ and his disciples by assuming that the Second Coming
actually took place, more than eighteen hundred years ago, at the

appointed time.

Before going on to examine the grounds for this belief, it will be

necessary to define accurately what we mean by the Second Com

ing of Christ, in order that our discussion of the subject may not

be misunderstood. By the Second Coming of Christ we do not mean
the final and general Judgment ; for we find abundant evidence in

the Bible that the Judgment of man consists, not of one great trans-

X?
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action at the end of the world, but of two separate transactions occu

pying two separate intervals of time. As God dividesmankind into

two great families, the Jews and the Gentiles, so he has appointed a

special Judgment for each. In the ages from Abraham to Christ,
Divine Providence was directed almost exclusively to the spiritual
development of the Jews. For 2,000 years God separated them
from all other nations, and poured upon them the sunshine aud

rain of religious discipline? When Christ came he pronounced
the fields already "white to the harvest ;" and, forty years later,
at the destruction of their capital city,, the Jews, as a people,
were judged. During that awful period a million and a half of

the sons of Abraham were summoned by sword and famine to the

spiritual world, while the Primitive Church, the flower and fruit

of the whole preceding dispensation, was gathered by Christ into

the resurrection. God then transferred to all nations the special
favor which he had before extended to the Jews alone. For nearly

2,000 years the Gentile crop has been maturing and we may

reasonably look for the Gentile harvest as near. By the Second

Coming, then, we mean simply the return of Christ to judge the

Jews and to redeem his church.

In his discourses with the disciples, Christ makes use of four

different statements to define the general limits of the time of his

Second Coming ; and three of these statements, as if to preclude
the possibility of misunderstanding, he has introduced with all

the solemnity of an oath. First, he said that his coming should

take place before the apostles should have finished their ministry

to the Jews. Secondly, he declared that some then standing with

him should not taste of death till they should see the Son of Man

coming in his kingdom. Thirdly, he placed the time of his re

turn within the lifetime of the generation then living upon the

earth. And lastly, he plainly intimated that the apostle John

should live to see that great event. In view of these four state

ments it is impossible to evade the conclusion that Christ himself

expected to return before some of the men then living should have

passed away. But, besides setting the general boundary line at

one generation, Christ took the responsibility of fixing the time

still more definitely, so that his disciples might know just when

to look for him. There was going to be a period of unexampled

tribulation ; there should be wars, pestilences, famines, earth-
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quakes, signs in the heaven above and signs in the earth beneath ;

troubles should arise in the church, and finally the holy city

should be compassed about with armies and destro}red. Then,

said Christ to his disciples :
' '

Immediately after the tribulation

of those days shall the sun be darkened .... and then

shall appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven : and all the

tribes of the earth shall mourn, and they shall see the Son of

Man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory.

. . . . Verily, verily I say unto you, this generation shall

not pass away till these things be fulfilled." In these predictions
we see that Christ has narrowed down the limitation of the time

so as to make it include only the period immediately following the

destruction of Jerusalem.

The apostles give abundant evidence in their writings that they
understood these predictions of Christ in their literal and most

obvious sense. James commands the churches to be patient, and

to stablish their hearts; for, says he, "the coming of the Lord

draweth nigh." Peter exhorts believers to prayer and watchful

ness, and warns them that "the end of all things is at hand."

John, the Divine, in writing the Apocalypse, which deals chiefly
with the Second Coming and its attendant circumstances, prefaces
his book by saying that it is a revelation of things which must

shortly come to pass ; and Paul, the great apostle, constantly
holds up before his converts the hope of a personal meeting with

Christ in the near future. His epistles abound in exhortations to

look and wait for the coming of the Lord, expressed in language
which would sound strange in the mouths of Christians to-day,
although, according to the popular notion, we are more than 1800

years nearer to that coming than Paul was.

Christ and the apostles then agree in limiting to one generation
the time beyond which the second advent was not to take place.
But besides this general limitation, there were, as we have seen,
certain signs which were to go before and serve as warnings of the

approaching Judgment. Now if we can show that these prelim
inary events actually came to pass within one generation from the

time of their prediction, we shall at once create a strong presump
tion in favor of the belief that the main event also took place at
the appointed time.
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The most noticeable of these signs was to be a long series of ca

lamities to the Jewish people, ending in the destruction of their

holy city, and the extinction of their national existence. No one

denies that this prediction was literally fulfilled during the reign
ofVespasian, when the

"

abomination of desolation
"

was seen to

stand in the holy place, and 1,100,000 Jews perished by sword

and famine. External history has also borne witness to the occur

rence of earthquakes, pestilences, national uprisings, and the other

physical and social convulsions which were to characterize the

period immediately preceding the judgment. But there were two

other signs, the fulfillment of which would not naturally be re

corded by secular historians, inasmuch as they were of special in

terest only to the Church. These were the appearance of anti

christ, and the universal publication of the gospel. Fortunately,
the record of their fulfillment has been left by the sacred writers

themselves. Paul, who laboredmore abundantly than all the rest,

in his later letters declares that the gospel has gone forth into all

the world ; while John, who survived most of the apostles, just be

fore the destruction of Jerusalem, announces the appearance of

antichrist, and the falling away in the Church, and, guided by

the predictions of his Master, he legitimately infers that the last

hour has come.

What is there now, in the nature of things, which would lead

us to suspect that the record of these apostles is false ? The won

ders wrought by Christ and his followers, while stimulating the

faith of some, would create in others a morbid craving for mani

festations of marvelous power ; and, as demand always attracts

supply, we should expect that the Church
would soon swarm with

false prophets and false Christs. Again, why was not forty years

time enough for such workers as the apostles to proclaim the gos

pel to the whole worid ? Their mission was, not to spread abroad

a great theological system, but simply to preach Christ and the

resurrection ; and Paul, in four mighty strides, carried the knowl

edge of Christ from Jerusalem to Antioch, from Antioch to Ephe-

sus, from Ephesus to Corinth, and from Corinth to Rome. Once

established at Rome, the centre of the empire of the world, the

voice of this tireless apostle could be heard to the ends of the

earth.
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So far as we have gone, then, in favor of supposing that the

Second Coming took place soon after the destruction of Jerusalem,

we have : first, the plain prediction of Christ ; secondly, the in

terpretation of those predictions by the apostles, who are generally

believed to have been inspired, and in whose native tongue the

predictions were made ; aud finally, the fulfillment of the signs

which were immediately to precede the Coming. For a believer

in the Bible, the plain word of Christ is sufficient ; but, as it is de

sirable to supplement, so far as possible the evidence of revelation

by the evidence of fact, we shall consider briefly the light thrown

upon the subject by contemporary history. We cannot, however,

expect to find the occurrence of the Second Coming directly re

corded by the world's historians, because, according to the pre

dictions, the only eye-witnesses of the glorious event were to be si

multaneously removed from the earth. The only thing that we

can do, then, is to examine the course of events leading up to the

expected arrival of the Saviour, and especially the state of affairs

immediately after the appointed time, to see ifwe cannot discover

phenomena which must be attributed
to the sudden withdrawal of

a great spiritual body. Bearing this in mind, let us trace, in a few

words, the history of the Church through the critical period to

ward the end of the first century A. D.

As the apostolic age drew near its close, all the signs which

Christ had minutely described as the precursors of his coming,

one after another reached fulfillment ; the gospel was preached to

every creature, antichrist was revealed, the love of many waxed

cold. And finallv, when men foresaw the awful overthrow of the

Jewish nation, that last and greatest sign which was to be followed

by the appearance of Christ as the budding of the fig-tree is fol

lowed by summer, then the expectations of the Primitive Church

were raised to a white heat. Peter proclaims that the time has

come when judgment must begin at the house of God; James

sends a warning message to the churches that the Judge standeth

at the door; and John, making his observations at the very verge
of Jerusalem's downfall, announces that the last hour has come.

At this point, just as the Church is rising, as it were, into the

blazing light of the resurrection, suddenly all becomes dark. Luke,
the Church historian, for some unaccountable reason, closes his
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narrative, leaving us in doubt as to the fate of Paul. Mark, the

evangelist, throws aside his pen in the midst of an unfinished

sentence, and abandons his gospel to be finished by an unknown

hand. The last days of the apostles, aud the final struggles of
the Primitive Church, are surrounded by impenetrable clouds of

obscurity. From the gloom and darkness of this period, only one

momentary gleam of light reaches us, and that comes from the

apocalyptic vision of John, which closes with the reiterated dec

laration of Christ: "Behold, I come quickly. . . . Surely, I

come quickly, and my reward is with me." Then this light is

extinguished, the canon of Scripture is closed and the darkness

becomes greater than before.

Seventy or eighty years later, when the Church again emerges

into view, its character is totally changed. Miracles have ceased ;

inspiration is at an end ; holiness is but a name ; and in their

place are superstition, avarice, and lust. Instead of peace, we

find discord ; instead of love, hate. The greatest truths of

Christianity have been forgotten. The Church has become a hot

bed of vice aud spiritual wickedness. Men are no longer looking
for the coming of the Savior. As for Peter and Paul, no one

knew what had become of them ; and, in the apparent absence

of the true leaders of the Church, it became an easy matter for a

corrupt episcopacy to deceive the people with forged commissions,

and so establish themselves upon the thrones of the apostles.

Where has the vital element of Christianity gone ? Why is it

that the Church, in one generation, had fallen from the high

spirituality of apostolic days to the blind superstition of the

dark ages ?

The most natural explanation is that Christ came as he promised,

and took away those who had obeyed his injunctions to watch ;

that those who had no oil in their lamps were rejected, and left

behind to form the basis of an apostate church ; and finally, that

the whole transaction, fulfilling the prophecy of Christ, has come

as a snare upon all who dwell upon the face of the earth.

This doctrine of the Second Coming carries with it many im

portant consequences, some of which
we shall be able to touch

upon in this discussion. In the first place, it clears up the Bible,

and lays a solid foundation for faith in the word of God. Under
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the accepted theory of the Second Coming, the great bulk of New

Testament prophecies must be wrested from their simple and ob

vious meaning, or they are wholly unintelligible. But these

forced interpretations of Scripture throw a perpetual stumbling-

block in the way of faith. Intelligent men will see that Christ

promised to come and receive the Church within one generation
from the time of his crucifixion, and common sense is outraged

when told that "this generation," contrary to all usage, refers to

the race of the Jews, or to the generation that will be living when

Christ returns. The true theory changes common sense from an

enemy to an ally of faith, and, instead of condemning divine testi

mony through lack of human testimony, assumes that Christ kept

his promises and that men were either too blind to see, or too

wicked to record, their fulfillment.

In the second place, it establishes the integrity of Christ and

his apostles. This result in itself is worth everything to faith.

For, if Christ was mistaken in regard to his own Second Coming,

why may he not have been mistaken in regard to the coming of

Elias ? And if John the Baptist was not Elias, then Jesus was

not the Christ. Again, if the apostles were mistaken in their

theories of the Second Coming and the judgment, how can we

trust them in their theories of repentance and baptism ?

Thirdly, the true doctrine of the Second Coming throws much

light on the origin and history of the so-called Christian churches

of the present day. And, lastly, this doctrine reveals our true

relation to the Primitive Church. It shows us that Peter and

Paul and the rest of the apostles and elders are alive now, and

want no successors in this world or in any other. At the Second

Coming they received their commissions to reign on the earth ;

and now, after 1800 years of salvation-from-sin experience with

Christ, they are doubtless better able to perform their functions

than ever before. For 1800 years they have directed the course

of human events. They brought about the decline and fall of the

nation that had persecuted the Church ; they guarded the Bible,
and brooded over humanity through the dark ages ; and they
have superintended the Reformation and the regeneration of the

human mind. It is to the Primitive Church, which was built on

the foundation of the apostles and prophets, and which has Jesus
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Christ himself as the chief corner-stone, that we must look for

salvation. The apostles still hold the keys of heaven, and they
will never give them up. Consequently, men ought not to seek

or expect salvation from earthly organizations, but every Christian

should strive earnestly to connect himself once for all with the

Church of the First-Born, which stands victorious within the vail.

This doctrine of the Second Coming is worthy to be called a new

gospel, because it shows us that Christ thoroughly and faithfully

accomplished what he set out to do If we accept the view that

the Second Coming is yet in the future, we can see no completed
results of Christ's work. We learn from our Bibles that God long

ago sent his Son to save the world, and stirred up the hearts of the

primitive saints by hopes of speedy deliverance. But two thou

sand years have passed, and to-day the world appears to be as

much in the power of Satan as it did the day Christ died to save

it. We have seen no man receive salvation. Abraham and Elijah
are still pilgrims and strangers, and the Primitive Church is still

waiting impatiently for the redemption which it should have re

ceived long years ago. Hades, the lowest guard-house of Satan,
is choked with the souls of the righteous who have died since the

beginning of the world ; and though Christ has held the key for

1800 years, he does not offer to unlock their prison door. Every

thing is waiting for a move which was to have been made at the

end of the Jewish dispensation, and, as we can invent no satisfac

tory excuse for this long delay, we are abandoned more and more

to the dreadful fear that Satan has proved too strong for Christ—

that God's scheme of salvation has failed.

The true theory, on the other hand, declares that Christ is al

ready a generous conqueror. Having broken through the ranks

of evil by his own death and resurrection, he did not wait for the

breach to be repaired, but returned at his Second Coming and

broke through again, attended by an innumerable company of

men and women snatched from the devil's grasp. By this masterly

stroke of generalship, the fate of Satan was sealed. The breach

made by the Primitive Church can never be repaired, and when

the Gentiles attain sufficient spirituality, the churches of Heaven

and earth will come together like a pair of shears and cut in sunder

the remaining forces of evil. We need fear no longer. Satan was
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conquered, and salvation finished for the patriarchs, and primitive

believers within one generation from the crucifixion. The hardest

battle for humanity was fought, the darkest day was passed ; and

the cause of righteousness is now championed by the Primitive

Church, against which the fires of hell have clone their worst, and

have not prevailed. F. W. Noyes.

HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

BOOK-REVEWING
nowadays we think a very ordinary pro

ceeding. All the literary periodicals review books and gener

ally criticise with fairness and sympathy. But this idea is really

a development of the nineteenth century. In England the pioneer

in the business was the Monthly Review, which was quickly fol

lowed by the Edinburgh Review, Quarterly Review, Blackwood' s

Magazine, and the Westminster Review. It is interesting to look

over their articles now, to see how they reviewed in those days, and

note whatmistakes were made. Some of the most famous reviews

have been collected in one of the new Camelot publications*,

making an attractive book. The articles are in criticism of all the

well-known poets of the earl}' part of this century, and they show

us what was thought of the works of these men at the time of their

first appearance, and before their fame had been won.

These old reviewers undertook to regulate the poetry of the time,
but they were not very well fitted for the task in respect of poetic
instinct. They thought as a matter of course, that the old kind

of English poetry, with its classical correctness, was orthodox and

bound to stay so. They were not really malicious toward the ris

ing generation of writers, although their views would seem to in

dicate it ; they were only too narrow-minded to catch sympathy
with new orders of genius. Accordingly they set themselves

stoutly to defending the art from the intrusion of strange ideas,
and formed their opinions generally with a precipitateness,
equaled only by the dogmatism and insolence with which they ex

pressed them. In his review ofSouthey's Thalaba, Francis Jeffrey,

*Famous Reviews. In Camelot Series, published byWalter Scott, Lon
don.
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the then typical reviewer, says,
"

Poetry has this much at least in

common with religion, that its standards were fixed long ago by
certain inspired writers whose authority it is no longer lawful to
call in question." On this basis he proceeded to attack Southey
and others as conspiring to introduce heretical doctrines, and de

clared their ideas to be worthless and perverted. Such canons of

criticism were sure to lead them into some bad blunders. I suppose
no competent reader now fails to see in Coleridge's Christabel

beautiful poetry. The Monthly Review said that it was a versifi

cation of the flattest prose, aud that it was
"

truly astonishing that
such rude unfashioned stuffshould be tolerated.

' '

Coleridge's An

cient Mariner received this comment: "The author's first piece,
The Rime of the Ancient Marinere, in imitation of the style as well

as the spirit of the elder poets, is the strangest story of a cock and

bull that we ever saw on paper ; yet, though it seems a rhapsody
of unintelligible wildness and incoherence (of which we do not

perceive the drift, unless the joke lies in depriving the wedding

guest of his share of the feast, ) there are in it poetical touches of

an exqusite kind.
' '

This outrageous criticism fell upon all the great, original poets
of the period with only a few exceptions ; but fortunately most of

them did not take it seriously to heart. Byron and Keats, how

ever, were exceptions. When Lord Brougham wrote that famous

review of the
"

Hours of Idleness," Byron did not hold his peace

quietly, but replied with the
' '

English Bards aud Scotch Review

ers," winning everybody's admiration. The Edinburgh Review

itself ten years afterward fully atoned for this early attack. It

praised his talents iu the highest terms, and went so far as almost

to prophecy that he might produce the great poem of his age.

But the sensitive Keats received perhaps the most bitter attack

of all and it hurt him deeply. In 1818 he published the Endymion,

upon which the Quarterly hastened to launch ridicule and all but

personal abuse. The review begins thus :
"

Reviewers have been

sometimes accused of not reading the works which they affected

to criticise. On the present occasion we shall anticipate the

authors complaint, and honestly confess that we have not read his

work. Not that we have been wanting in our duty,—far from

it}—indeed, we have made efforts almost as superhuman as the
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story itself appears to be, to get through it ; but with the fullest

stretch of our perseverance, we are forced to confess that we have

not been able to struggle beyond the first four books of which this

Poetic Romance consists." And in another place the reviewer

says :
' '

This author is a copyist of Mr. Hunt ; but he is more un

intelligible, almost as rugged, twice as diffuse, and ten times more

tiresome and absurd than his prototype, who though he impudent

ly presumed to seat himself in the chair of criticism, and to

measure his own poetry by his own standards, yet generally had a

meaning." The story that this article was the cause of Keats' s

death has no foundation, but at any rate it threw him into despon

dency so great that people naturally connected it with his death.

With all their faults however these early reviewers had many

good points. They were all interesting writers and their reviews

are eminently readable. They were generally masters of wit and

ridicule, which with victory rather than truth as their main object,
they did not hesitate to use whenever there was anything to make

fun of. None of them ever dealt out the dry platitudes that we

meet so often in modern reviews ; but they always had something
to say about a book and said it well. And in many cases also

they were appreciative and just in their criticism. Burns, Scott,

Moore, Elliott the Corn Law poet, Tennyson and after awhile

Wordsworth, were fittingly commended. But Tennyson received

perhaps the best treatment of all. J. S. Mill reviewed his first

publication, a collection of lyrical pieces, in an article marked

by unusual insight :nd breadth of view. He recognized the poet's
mastery of musical combinations and his

' '

power to cast his own

spirit into anything real or imaginary." Iu this case the review

was of real service to the author reviewed, for it immediately gave
Tennyson a favorable introduction to the public and smoothed

away difficulties which he might otherwise have had in his path.

* *

One of the best among the multitude of new books announced

in the current periodicals, is that one bearing the modest title

"My Study Fire." * Iu the case of this book one can safely vio

late Emerson's rule, "Never read any book that is not a year

My Study Fire. By H. W. Mabie. Dodd, Mead & Co., N. Y.
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old.
' '

For no one, even the inexorable reviewers, can help being
charmed by it or can find anything in it deserving of blame. It is

a collection of short fireside studies, written in an easy, flowing
style, about a variety of subjects. The author sits before his

study fire, surrounded by his books and frequently by his wife,

Rosalind, and his children, and tells us his meditations and re

flections. Sometimes the blazing fire suggests the course of his

thought, sometimes the world of nature outside, and sometimes

his books. But his thought is always influenced and inspired by
the presence or memory of Rosalind aud the "golden-haired
children." The book is at once entertaining and elevating, and

if read once will be cherished ever afterward. To be sure, it does

not present any new ideas, but, what is just as important, it ex

presses old ideas in new ways and imparts to them an "indefina

ble atmosphere," an
"

incommunicable touch." It contains pro

found truth expressed in language of beauty and simplicity.
There is a genial warmth about it, like that coming from the

study fire itself. Happiness and contentment breathe forth on

every page. And running through it all there is an undertone of

calm, religious faith, which supports aud ennobles every thought.

Nowhere, I think, does the author mention creed or doctrine, but

you feel all the while that he is a man of deep religious feeling,
—

a characteristic that distinguishes "My Study Fire" from the

great crowd of books and heightens its value.

The subjects which Mr. Mabie dwells on most are, Poetry,

Books, The Scholar, Nature, Idleness, Genius, Life, and Solitude.

Of his books he says : "Indeed, I am never so near the world as

in my study, nor do I ever feel elsewhere the burden and mystery

of life coming in upon me with such awful and subduing power.

There are hours when these laden shelves seem to me like some

vast organ upon whose keys an unseen hand evokes the full har

mony of life." He exhibits a special fondness for nature, together

with a sensitiveness to all its influences and to all its suggestions of

spiritual truth. Here is a random paragraph in the second study :

"I have watched the flight of the autumnal days
from my study

windows as one watches the distant passage
of the birds southward.

They have carried the lastmemories
of summerwith them, but with

what grace and majesty they have retreated before an invisible
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foe ! With slow and noiseless step, pausing for days together in

soft, unbroken dreams, they have passed beyond the horizon line

and left me under a spell so deep that I have hardly yet shaken it

off and turned to other sights and thoughts. One of the great

concerns of life is this silent, unbroken procession of the seasons,

rising from the deeps of time like dreams sent to touch our mortal

life with more than mortal beauty. Stars, tides, flowers, foliage,

birds, clouds, snows, and storms—how marvelous is the frame in

which they appear and disappear about us ; as real as ourselves,

and yet as fleeting and elusive as our dreams !"

In the nineteenth study, "A Rare Nature," the author gets the

impulse of his meditation from the perusal of Henri Frederic

Amiel's "Journal Intime." Here is a paragraph at the close:

"There are a few eternal elements in life, but these are hidden for

the most part by the dust of traffic and travel. Men hurry to and

fro in search of truth, and are unconscious that it shines over

them with the lustre of a fixed star if they would keep silent for

a little, and let the air clarify itself, and the heavens become visi

ble once more. No life gains its perfect poise without action, but

in the exaggerated emphasis laid upon works of hand in this

Western world one is often tempted at times by the silent solicita

tion of the meditative East. There, in the hush of thought,
men have always been conscious of their souls, and, if they have

fallen into the tideless sea of pantheism, have at least been deliv

ered from the hard and dusty ways of materialism. The just
balance of life among us is preserved by such men as Amiel ; men

who keep apart from crowds and in the perpetual presence of the

everlasting verities. There is in such men a wonderful freshness

of thought, which makes us conscious of the arid atmosphere in

which most of us work and suffocate. Life is old only to those

who live in its conventions aud formulas ; the soil is exhausted

only for those whose plowshare turns the shallow furrow. To all

others it is still fresh with undiscovered truth, still inexhaustible

In the wealth with which the Infinite Mind has stored it, as the

Infinite Hand has filled its veins with gold and its mountains with

iron. Amiel's life was not one of those overflowing rivers which

make continents blossom as they sweep to the sea ; it was rather

one of those deep wells which are fed by hidden rills, into which
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a few stars shine with strange lustre, and which have power to

assuage the thirst of the soul."

a 1
*

*
*

Another new book, which you don't find anywhere in the Li

brary (though for its absence it is not necessary to make any

apology), is the notorious "Society as I have found it,"* by
Ward McAllister. This book, in whatever other directions its

usefulness may have operated, can justly claim this much, that it
has been of great service to Puck, fudge aud Life. We may as

sume that the author wrote it when under the impression that he

knew how to write English and had something worth writing
about. But evidently he was somehow or other mistaken. For

the general public can find in his book nothing better or worse

than a mass of stupidity. Critics do not honor it even with their

censure. New York society must be undecided whether to take

it as a poor burlesque on themselves or as an insult.

Perhaps the most interesting thing in the whole volume is Mr.

McAllister's picture on the front page. This has some value as a

curiosity and has been placed there with an unconscious appropri
ateness. For the real gist of the book is not a description of the
1 *

society
' '

wherein Mr. McAllister has lived ; and even the parts

of it which do speak of that "society" directly, hardly give the

men and women as good a character as most people honestly be

lieve them to have. Rather, he seems to have drifted away from

his proper subject and to be writing a commentary on the frontis

piece picture. And if he had confessed this as his purpose at the

start the book would have had one less fault. The swarms of I's

and my's(nine or ten) on every page, the stories of the fairest belle

always promenading with him, and his careful mention that

President Arthur, Mr. Astor, Mr. Vanderbilt, and others were in

the habit of slapping him on the back and calling him "Mc,"—

these things would then have been at least not irrelevant.

*
*

*

Mr. McAllister tells us in chapter third ;
' '

My first introduction

to London life was driving out in the suburbs to see a dog fight,

and sup at a Regent street dry-goods merchant's residence." (A

* Society as I have found it. By Ward McAllister. Cassell & Co., N. Y.
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prize fighter was so kind as to introduce our author to this society,

and gave him the honor once of sitting at table beside the cham

pion prize fighter of England.) After mingling in this brilliant

company for some time, Mr. McAllister left London and finally

took up his residence at Pau, near the Pyranees. Here he seems

to have realized his ideal of life ;
"

. . . and I then felt that

I had all a man could desire, a perfect home made to one's hand, a

climate where the wind never blows hard enough, even in winter,

to stir a leaf ou the trees, the best cooks in the world, and where

people appeared to live to eat well and sleep. A country of beau

tiful women ; . . . rich Titian like women, with fine coloring

and superb figures
—what more could man desire." (At this point

in his career Mr. McAllister was called back to unfortunate Amer

ica, where he has lived ever since.)
A good way to get an idea of the book is to read the table of con

tents. I copy down here a few of the items : Spending One

Thousand Dollars for a Costume, Sticking a Man's Calf and Draw

ing Blood, Blackstone has a Rival in Lovely Southern Maidens,

A Dog Fight in the Suburbs, Sporting Ladies, My Host gets Glo

riously Drunk, Visits to HerMajesty's Kitchen, I win the Toss and

get the Mule, Fraternizing with the Bordeaux Wine Merchants,

Scouring the Country for Pretty Girls, The French Chef .

is Inspired, I spend the Entire Day in getting myDress-Coat, I am

dubbed
"

The Autocrat of Drawing-rooms," An English Lady's
Maid takes a Bath,

"

Nobs
"

and "Swells," Wives should Flirt

with their Husbands, I might have made a Fortune, A Golden

Age of Feasting, The
"

Smart" Set and the "Solid" Set, Com

modore Vanderbilt gives me a Straight "Tip," etc., etc.

Mr. McAllister must now be over fifty-five years of age. Un

happy man if he can truly say this is society as I have found it ;

if in looking back on his
' '

Society
' '

experiences ofnearly half a cen

tury, he can recall no incidents more interesting, no thoughts more

worthy to be recorded than those which fill the four hundred and

seventy weary pages of this book.
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THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY AND ITS THREE HOMES.

STANDING,
as it were, upon the threshold of the library's third

home—that stately structure destined soon to become the per

manent abode of our valuable collection of books—it seems a fit

occasion for taking a glance backward, and gathering up some

stray notes and reminiscences of the changes
and vicissitudes which

have marked the library's existence, and more particularly those

of the earlier years, before the recollection of them
fades wholly from

the memory even of those who shared the hardships and discour

agements of those early days.

The formal opening of the University which fell upon a bright

October day, twenty-two years ago, may fitly be taken .by the an

nalist as the beginning of the Library's independent existence ;

but the principles which were to guide its formation and growth

had been clearly laid down in the "Report of the Committee on

Organization," presented to the trustees in 1866, and of necessity

much had to be done in the way of collecting books before the

library could be said to exist as a library. Indeed, for all in any

way concerned with the preparation for establishing a fully
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equipped University on what till then had been simply a hillside

farm, the summer of 1868 had been an exceedingly busy season.

One of Mr. Cornell's first purchases for the new University
—the

classical library of Charles Anthon, numbering over six thousand

volumes—had already been made. In the spring, PresidentWhite

had gone to Europe, armed with formidable lists of books and ap

paratus to be collected, and was, making large purchases of scien

tific and literary works, one of the most important being the library

of Franz Bopp, the famous philologist. So cases of books and ap

paratus began to arrive long before any place was ready to receive

them, and those iu charge were utterly at a loss where to bestow

them. A temporary shelter, however, was found for the books in

the halls and attic rooms of the Cornell Free Library building.

At the opening day iu October, the only University building

under cover was Morrill Hall, better known to old Cornellians as

the South Building. Of this one building the middle section

alone was available for library, lecture 'rooms aud laboratories, both

wings being wholly occupied as dormitories.

To the Library were assigned the two rooms on the ground

floor, the present Faculty room and the Registrar's office. The

walls of these rooms were lined with tall book-cases, extending to

the ceiling. Some of these book-cases, it may be noted, had .al

ready done service in the library of the short-lived State Agricul
tural College at Ovid, an institution of which Cornell may be re

garded as iu some sort the successor. These wall book-cases,

however, were by no means adequate to contain even the books

then received, and when the University opened, thousands of

volumes were still stored away in boxes. Nor was there much

immediate prospect of obtaining more shelf-room. Indeed, so

great and so urgent was the demand for more classrooms, it was

found necessary to hold lectures and recitations in the rooms occu

pied by the library, much to the inconvenience ofreaders who were

thus, during the greater part of the day, deprived of the use of the

books. This state of things continued throughout the first two

terms, and the greater part of the third. For though in January,

1869, it was promised that within a few weeks, at most, the new

laboratory building would be completed, aud to it would then be

.transferred the lectures held in the library rooms, yet in this case,
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as in so many others, hopes proved dupes ; not until April was

the laboratory building ready for occupation, aud May was well

advanced before the books were fully iu order on the shelves.

For the first year, therefore, comparatively little use was made of

the library by the students.

In December, 1868, the Librarian, Professor Fiske, arrived and

took charge of the library, which was under his direction from that

time until his resignation in 1883. I11 the latter part of 1868, the

British Government had presented to the Library a complete set of

Patent Specifications, and estimates were obtained of the cost of

binding them ; but as it was found that the binding would cost

about $6000, a sum which could not well be spared just then, they
were ordered to be stored in London until a more convenient sea

son. There they remained until 1880, when a special appropria
tion was made for binding them, and finally, in 1881, this great set,

numbering over two thousand seven hundred volumes, was re

ceived and shelved in the tower of the McGraw building. From a

memorandum of a count of the library made about the first of

January, 1869, including, evidently, only the books then upon the

shelves in Morrill Hall, it appears that the number of volumes in

the two rooms was fifteen thousand four hundred.

About this time Goldwin Smith generously offered to give to the

University his valuable private library, comprising some three

thousand four hundred volumes. Needless to say, the offer was

joyfully accepted, aud instructions were at once sent to the library's

agent in London to remove the collection from Mortimer House,

near Reading, where it then was, and ship it to Ithaca. Towards

the end of March the books arrived, but the task of arranging
them upon the shelves was deferred until the summer vacation.

This, it may here be observed, was but the beginning of Goldwin

Smith's benefactions to the Library. In 1870 he gave two thou

sand five hundred dollars to be spent in the purchase of books ;

in 1 87 1 he gave a valuable collection of works on Canadian his

tory, and * from time to time since then has presented many im

portant works.

Meantime, in February, 1869, John McGraw, seeing how urgent

was the need of more room for library purposes, had offered to

erect a library building to cost fifty thousand doliars. Archimedes
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Russell, a Syracuse architect, was commissioned to prepare the

plans and iu the spring the excavations for the foundations of the

McGraw Building were begun. At the first commencement of the

University, iu June, 1869, the corner stone of the building was laid

with masonic ceremonies, and addresses were given by Steward

Woodford and John Stanton Gould.

At the opening of the second year, in September 1869, the

Library still occupied its first quarters in Morrill Hall. The pres

ent Faculty Room was then the Reading room, to which the public

entrance was at the west end of the central hall. Upon entering

the student found himself in a room about fifty feet in length by

twenty-five in breadth, lighted by three windows at each end, the

walls lined from floor to ceiling with books. The central portion
of this room, a space about thirty-six feet long and twelve wide,

was surrounded by pine tables, painted a dark chocolate color,

and surmounted by a low railing. In front of these tables stood

benches of the sort then used in all the class rooms, a few specimens
of which may still be seen in some of the smaller class rooms in

White Hall. These benches afforded seats for not more than

forty readers at the most. It is therefore not surprising that fre

quent complaints were heard of lack ofaccommodations for readers.

In this room were shelved the encyclopaedias, periodicals, and

the works on arts and sciences, philosophy, theology, and law. In

the corresponding room on the south side of the hall were placed
the books relating to philology, literature, history and geography.

When, in 1870, President White gave to the University his valu

able collection of architectural works, with a sum of money for

its increase, as there was no space available for its reception in

either of these two rooms, the collection was placed in the small

room at the south-west corner of Morrill Hall, now the Treasurer's

office. In this year, too, the accumulation of pamphlets and un

bound periodicals had attained such dimensions that the room

now occupied by the Business Office was also taken possession of

for library purposes.

In the spring of this year an effort, which was all but success

ful, was made to obtain for Cornell the mathematical librae of

W. Hillhouse of Hartford, but, owing to an unfortunate delay in

transmitting the decision of our trustees to purchase the collec-
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tion, it was secured by the Sheffield Scientific School. A little

later in the year, however, William Kelley, of Rheinbeck, one of

the trustees of the University, gave $2250 for the purchase of

mathematical works. With this fund over fifteen hundred vol

umes were obtained, to which the name of the Kelley Mathe

matical Collection was given. For this collection a place was

found in the room now used as the ladies' waiting room. In De

cember, 1870, the Reverend S. J. May of Syracuse, an early and

devoted champion of the abolition movement, presented to the

University his collection of books and pamphlets relating to

slavery. This was the beginning of what is now known as the

May Anti slavery Collection. A few months later it was largely
increased by gifts from R. D. Webb of Dublin, and Mrs. Eliza

beth Pease Nichols of Edinburgh, both well-known supporters of

the anti-slavery cause in the mother country. Since then the

collection has received many additions from persons who took

active part in the great struggle against slavery in this country,

and to-day it is one of the largest and most complete collections

on the subject. For this, and the rapidly growing newspaper

collection, temporary shelving was provided in the room now oc

cupied by the Horticultural department, in the north-west corner

of Morrill Hall.

In June, 1871, according to the report of the librarian, the

number of volumes in the library was twenty-seven thousand five

hundred, aud, notwithstanding the increased number of rooms

occupied, the evils of overcrowding were keenly felt. Meanwhile

the walls of the McGraw Building had been steadily rising, and

by November it was so far advanced towards completion, that it

became necessary to decide just what portion of it should be oc

cupied by the library in order that the needful fittings should be

prepared. The original intention seems to have been to lodge the

library on the second floor, in the space now occupied by the

Museum, but wiser counsels prevailed, and it was finally decided

that the large room, on the ground floor, which had at first been

intended for a great lecture hall, should be made the home of the

library, leaving the second floor with its galleries free for museum

purposes.

At the beginning of 1872, thanks to the timely aid of Henry

W. Sage, who advanced the money for its purchase, the Universi-
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ty fortunately succeeded in securing the Sparks collection of

American history, numbering over five thousand volumes. In

April the books began to arrive, but as the new quarters were not

yet ready and there was no room to spare in the old, cheap shelv

ing was erected in the south attic room of the new building and

there the collection found temporary shelter. It is evident that

the library at this time was most inconveniently situated, occupy

ing, as it did, six widely separated and unsuitable rooms in Mor

rill Hall, and one room in the upper story of the McGraw Build

ing. It was hoped that the summer of 1872 would see these

disjecta membra brought together, and the whole library made

readily accessible to students. But again our hopes were dupes,
the summer passed and autumn was well advanced before the new

quarters were ready for occupancy. At last, on the fifth of Octo

ber the task of moving the books was begun, aud for several

weeks the library was closed to readers while the books were being

transported from the old building to the new. The work was

mainly performed by students who carried the books in boxes

from the various rooms in Morrill Hall to the new quarters, where

they were speedily arranged and placed on the shelves in sub

stantially the same order as at present. On Monday, November

18th, the library was opened to students in its second home, the

large room, with alcoves on either side and reading tables in the

central space, so familiar to us all that further description were

needless. A memorandum of a count of the books made in

June, 1873, shows that the number of volumes on the shelves was

then thirty-four thousand one hundred, exclusive of eight thousand

pamphlets.

Up to this point in its history the growth of the library though
somewhat irregular and spasmodic, had been rapid, and its career

had been prosperous. But not long after its removal to the Mc

Graw Building, the University entered upon a period of financial

distress, and one of the first departments to feel the pinch of

poverty was the library. One after another, important periodicals
and transactions were perforce suffered to fall into arrears, and

purchases of new books became fewer and fewer. In 1873, the

Librarian made an appeal for a large appropriation for immediate

use, pointing out that though the acquisition of several collections
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had made the library comparatively rich in some departments, it

was deplorably weak in others, and urged the necessity of an

annual appropriation of at least $10,000. In view of all the cir

cumstances it is not surprising that the appeal was made in vain.

Nor is it surprising that the library should have continued to fall

behind, when we find that, from this time until 1880, the regular
annual appropriation for the increase and maintenance of the li

brary was only $1500. In 1877 the Librarian reported that, dur

ing the past year, no orders for new books had been sent abroad ;

that the total number of volumes added during the year was only
four hundred and forty-eight ; that three hundred and seventy-six
of these had been presented, so that only seventy-two volumes had

been purchased ; that of these seventy-two volumes fifty- six were

continuations of serial works, leaving sixteen as the number of

new works purchased within the year. In 1878 and 1879 the same

story is repeated with very slight variations in the numbers.

At last, in the autumn of 1880, a full and forcible statement of

the lamentable condition of the library, accompanied by an urgent

appeal for relief was presented to the trustees, and, coming at a

more favorable time than the former one, it met with greater suc

cess. In December a special appropriation of $20,000 was made

for the increase of the library, of which $5,000 was to be availa

ble for immediate use. Large orders for books were at once dis

patched, and in the annual report of June, 1881, it is stated that

eight hundred volumes of new books had already been received,
and many arrears had been cleared off.

By the untimely aud lamented death of Mrs. Jennie McGraw

Fiske, in September, 1881, the University became the recipient of

a fund, which, it was estimated, would prove to be not less than

a million dollars, the income of which, by the terms of Mrs.

Fiske's will, was to be devoted to the support, increase, and

maintenance of the University Library. With such an endow

ment the future of the library seemed secure, and the hardships of

the past few years were almost forgotten in glowing anticipations
of the rapid development which was now to begin. In 1882 the

first instalment of the fund, some seven hundred thousand dollars,
was received, and for six months the library enjoyed the income

of this fund. In July, 1883, however, a suit was begun, contest

ing the will, and pending the issue of the contest, the library, de-
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prived of all income from this source, had to rely upon annual

appropriations from the general funds of the University. Happi

ly these appropriations proved to be more nearly commensurate

with its needs than those of former years had been.

Meantime, however, the bequest had already begun to bear

fruit. One of the greatest defects of the library had always been

the lack of any satisfactory catalogue. Early iu 1882 it was de

cided to begin at once a general card catalogue of the books, and

after careful consideration of the various forms of catalogues in

vogue, the dictionary system was chosen as being, on the whole,

better adapted for the use of our students, than a systematically
classed catalogue, which would be chiefly of service to trained

specialists. It is not my intention here to enter into a detailed

description of the catalogue. Suffice it to say, in explanation of

its general features, that, in the dictionary catalogue, the titles of

the books are entered under the author's name, or under the title,

in some cases under both, and also under the most specific subject
of the book, and all these entries are arranged in alphabetical
order like the words in a dictionary. The advantages of this sys
tem are that it brings together the works by an author and the

works about an author, instead of separating them as in a classed

catalogue ; that its plan is simple and easily comprehended, and

that there is no elaborate system of classification to puzzle the

student. Thus, for example, a book about dogs will be found

under the word Dog, in its alphabetical place, and the inquirer
needs not first to learn that the dog belongs to the family carnivo-

ra, of the order carnaria, of the sub-class unguiculata, of the class

mamalia, of the sub-kingdom vertebrata, as he must in order to

find the book readily in a systematically classed catalogue. For

the reader who wishes to find quickly what there may be in the

library npon a given subject, be it person, place, or any other spe
cific topic the dictionary catalogue is undoubtedly the most satis

factory. Its disadvantages are that it scatters throughout the

catalogue closely related subjects, and that from it }'ou cannot

get a comprehensive view of all the library possesses on such a

general subject, for instance, as zoology and its sub-divisions.

But for most readers these disadvantages are more than counter

balanced by its advantages.
In January, 1883, a statute was passed establishing a Library
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Council, composed of the President and the Librarian, one member

of the board of trustees, and fourmembers of the Faculty. To this

council was entrusted the general supervision of the library aud

the apportionment of the funds.

The removal of the Architectural department to Morrill Hall, in

1883, left vacant several rooms in the north wing of the McGraw

Building, and these were taken possession of by the library. The

former draughting room was fitted up as a seminary room and

special study room for members of the senior class. The two

smaller rooms on the west side of the hall were given to the cata

loguing department and the bibliographical collection. The in

creasing growth of the library, however, called for still further ex

tension of its quarters, and in 1884 plans were prepared, and esti

mates obtained, for the conversion of the present geological lecture

room into a general reading room, and for the erection of book

cases in the lighter portions of the present reading room. In this

way it would have been possible, at slight cost, to provide suitably
for the accessions of the next ten years. At that time, however,

it was firmly hoped that within two or three years the contest over

Mrs. Fiske's will would be concluded, and that the library would

again be placed in possession of its endowment. In that event it

was designed to erect at once a fire-proof library bnilding, and it

was therefore thought best to make no further changes in the pres

ent building. But once more our hopes were dupes. The three

years grew to seven before the final decision came, and for the last

five years the over-crowded condition of the library has been a

source of constant inconvenience and discomfort to all who use it.

Thousands of volumes have had to be stored away in an attic room

where they are almost inaccessible ; on many shelves the books

are ranged in double rows ; many of the larger volumes are piled

upon the floor ; and the attempt to preserve anything like a syste

matic arrangement of the books by subjects has become almost

hopeless.
The occurrences of the past five years are still fresh in the mem

ories of most of us, and it will suffice to mention briefly only the

more noteworthy. In the autumn of 1884, Eugene Schuyler gave

to the library a valuable collection, numbering some six hundred

volumes, chiefly relating to Folklore, Russian literature and his

tory. In January, 1886, the electric light was introduced, and the
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library hours, which, until then, had been from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.,

were greatly lengthened. Since then the hours have been from 8

a. m. to 9:30 p. m. in term time. In 1886, the purchase of the

law library of Merritt King, numbering some four thousand vol

umes, made an admirable beginning of a library for the School of

Law which was soon after established. In January, 1887, Presi

dent White formally presented to the University his great histori

cal library, containing about thirty thousand volumes, upon con

dition that a fire-proof room in the proposed library building

should be provided for it, and suitable provision made for its in

crease. At that time the will suit was still undecided, and though

it was determined to procure plans for a fire-proof library building,

its erection seemed likely to be delayed for several years. In 1888,

however, Henry W. Sage, recognizing the need for immediate

action, generously offered to provide the funds for the construction

of the building on the single condition that should the final decis

ion in the will suit be favorable to the University, the money

advanced for this purpose should be repaid. Should, however,

the decision be adverse, the building was to become the gift of

Mr. Sage who also declared his intention, in that event to endow

the library with a fund of three hundred thousand dollars for its

increase. From the design's submitted to the trustees, that ofW.

H. Miller, an old Cornellian, was selected, and in the summer of

1888 work was begun upon the foundations. The first stone of the

foundation walls was laid in place, on September 27, 1888. The

corner stone of the building was laid with public and formal cere

monies on October 30, 1889. The contract calls for the comple
tion of the building on June 1, 1891, and there is good reason to

believe that the contract will be faithfully fulfilled. In that event

the transfer of the books will be made immediately after com

mencement, and next July will see our library of one hundred

thousand volumes fairly installed in its third home. In conse

quence of the final and adverse decision in the contest over Mrs.

Fiske's bequest, which was rendered in May of last year, the new

building becomes the free gift of Mr. Sage, and, by the generosity
of this true and steadfast benefactor, the library is provided not

only with a permanent and fitting home, but also with a liberal

endowment which will more than double its present rate of growth.

Geo. Wm. Harris.
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OUR FAGOT PARTY.

(Continued from December number.)

^T^INDING myself in my easy chair," I resumed,
"

I at once

-JL bethought me how I came to be there. The incidents of the

night I had no difficulty iu recalling, but I found that, although

I could remember distinctly all that the two knights and Hulda

had spoken, I had the English equivalent, not the old German

itself, except here and there a word or phrase which, as I have

said, for some reason stuck in my memory. I remembered simply
as John Bundle, an American of the nineteenth century, and one

who knew little of the German tongue either in its ancient or

modern forms. I spent the greater part of the day in overhauling

translations of German histories, to see if I could find any men

tion of the two castles and village which I had seen, and the

names of which I so distinctly recalled. My search was at last

successful. I found a brief mention of both town and castles in

Professor Rothenheim's Mediseval Germany. It was to the effect

that they had played a somewhat important part in the obscure

history of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, that

they were on the Rhine not far from Coblentz, and that the castles

had been destroyed in the struggles that marked the early part of

the sixteenth century, only faint traces of them remaining. This

bit of history, I may remark, I had never read or heard of up to

this time. I had been as ignorant of it as I now am of what

constituted the antediluvian history of the Sandwich Islands—

granting that they had any. Professor Rothenheim mentioned,

in passing, a bell hung in the chapel of the nearer of the two

castles, with which certain legends were connected and which

was famous throughout Germany for the combined power and

penetrative sweetness of its tone. It could have been none other

than that upon which I heard struck the midnight hour when I

was so mysteriously awakened. The discovery of Professor Roth

enheim's record had at least this one effect upon me, that it pre

vented any possible wavering in my conviction that I had actually

heard and seen ou the preceding night persons who lived four and

a half centuries ago. But what interested me more than all else
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was the utter inability which remained with me to disbelieve that

Conrad Von Brinkerhoof and I were identical in personality. I

could not even so much as question that I was he. It was I who

fought Baumgartel ; it was I whom Hulda Weismann had sent

to the Turkish wars ; but how it came about that he was I and I,

he, was inexplicable. Time and time again that day did I go

over in mind the incidents of that eventful hour, from the moment

when I assured myself that I and the blonde knight were one and

the same individual, and it was always with the same result. He

was I, and I he, but how this happened remained a mystery. I

recalled how quietly I had witnessed the combat. While I sat in

my bed watching it I knew that I, as Von Brinkerhoof, was fight

ing a life and death struggle in which the chances were all against

me
—and I, as Bundle, was intensely interested, yes, but the in

terest was, if I may so express it, of a passionless or unemotional

kind that did not flame out in impulses to interfere. For this

passiveness I sought again aud again a satisfactory explanation.
The best I could attain was this : I, as Von Brinkerhoof, was

fighting for life, with every sense on the alert to beat back and

return the assaults of my foe. Although, as John Bundle, I was

somehow apart from my old self, I could not in this separate in

dividuality feel any other emotions than those which swayed the

more active old self ; that is, the determination not to become a

victim, and the desire to conquer if I could. I could not as John
Bundle take an intensely active interest, as a second part}' or out

sider, in myself as Conrad Von Brinkerhoof. I could not be

prompted, in the person of Bundle, to run to the assistance of

myself as Von Brinkerhoof. For the time my feelings were Von

Brinkerhoof s, not Bundle's. I felt a thrill of horror when I beheld

Baumgaertel's steed toppling over the brink of the cliff, the same

unquestionabty that Von Brinkerhoof felt. After the fight was

over my whole soul prostrated itself before Hulda Weismann, ex

actly as did Von Brinkerhoof s, without doubt. In fact I could

be conscious of myself there as John Bundle, but all the power

of active feeling was in reality Von Brinkerhoof s. In other

words I was a nearly passive conscious personality who could

watch proceedings, while Von Brinkerhoof was actually more I

than I was. This must seem a very misty explanation ; but it
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was the best I could arrive at after prolonged cogitation, and I

can't say that subsequent cogitation has provided me with a better.
"A circumstance which I had not noticed particularly when it

happened was recalled distinctly enough next day at one of those

rather numerous times when I was thinking of Hulda and silently

commenting upon her beauty. Soon after she had appeared upon

the scene of the midnight encounter, the moment, in fact, when

Von Brinkerhoof was peering down into the valley glooms, there

had risen in my mind a vision of a life passed from infancy amid

these scenes, most of it associated with the woman there before

me. And now, from my infancy to the words of farewell with

which I was dismissed to the Turkish wars, that life history was

as much a part of my knowledge as were the facts of John Bun

dle's biography. But rack my brains as I would, no hint of the

after lives of Hulda Weismann and Conrad Von Brinkerhoof

would come. I made desperate efforts to think myself back four

hundred and fifty years and into the midst of the scenes of that

Rhine-land, fancying that thus some image of nuptial and domes

tic scenes might be evoked. It was of no avail. My ancient self

and his promised bride had vanished from my present self's ken,

it would seem, forever. Did I return to Hulda after that eventful

midnight hour? Did we marry? Impossible to tell. Not a

whisper of the story would come.

"The evening of that day I spent in mathematical calculations

requiring a degree of concentration that carried the whole mind

with it. When my retiring hour came and I was preparing for

bed my thoughts reverted to my strange experience, but no

sooner had my head fairty touched the pillow than I was as usual

sound asleep. When next I became conscious I was lying with

wide open eyes, counting the hour as the clock, my own this time,

chimed midnight. My heart was beating violently and I was

under the .spell of an overpowering fear. I had heard nothing,

experienced nothing to account for such a feeling, but so great

was my terror that I was absolutely incapable of movement. It

reached its climax as the twelfth stroke fell, for somehow or other

I associated the cessation of the striking with the beginning of a

grewsome experience. The sound of that twelfth stroke was still

audible in the room when the noise reached me of the opening of
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the door at the rear of the long corridor on which are my apart

ments. The door is the entrance from the back campus, and, in

stead of swinging on hinges like all the others of the building, is

constructed to slide back and forth. After the ingress or egress

of any one a weight draws it shut. It is a rattling concern and

the noise it makes cannot be mistaken for that of any other door.

Only one person besides n^self has a key to it, the janitor. He

sleeps on the corridor above mine and had, as I happened to

know, retired that night before ten o'clock. I myself had locked

the door shortly after ten. The noise of its sliding backward and

forward immediately after the midnight stroke of the clock inten

sified, if that were possible, the strange dread that I had wakened

into. It was followed by the sound of advancing footsteps. The

tread was a martial one though light and every step was accom

panied by a faint clanging sound that I could not guess the mean

ing of. It came straight to my door. This was locked with an

intricate lock to which but one key existed. What was my amaze

ment to hear a hand grasp the knob, turn it, aud push open the

door, causing it to give the little creak peculiar to it ! Some one

entered and shut the door after him. My utter astonishment had

one good effect, it banished a part of that nameless fear which

had so completely mastered me, and nerved me to action. To

spring from bed on the side opposite the door, turn on the gas

which had been burning in a mere point, and face about to meet

the intruder was an impulse no sooner felt than acted. But the

intruder apparently did not choose to show himself.
'

He is the

other side of the arch,' I thought ; so taking matches in my hand

and exercising great care to keep one lighted I proceeded cau

tiously to the opening between the portieres ; then, after a

moment of fruitless peering about, to the chandelier. I lit the

gas and gazed quickly about ; no one was visible. My next move

was to carefully inspect every nook and corner of the room. No

indication of any presence save my own. I then entered and

lighted the third and last room of my suite. No one appeared,

although I searched every possible and several impossible places,
even opening two or three bureau drawers before the utter ab

surdity of so doing struck me.

My perplexity was extreme. Finally it occurred to me that I

had heard no sound of my visitor since he entered. I stepped
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hastily to the door and tried it. It was locked and the key was

in the lock.
"

The door was not opened, after all" I muttered.

That thought was, however, quickly banished by the overwhelm

ing certainty of my belief that I had really heard some one open

the door, and that, not stealthily, but boldly, and even rather

noisily. For perhaps a full minute I stood gazing dumbfounded

at the locked door, a sense of something uncanny about what had

occurred gradually creeping over me. What happened next un

strung me completely. A hand, feeling as if it were cased in an

iron gauntlet, was laid upon my shoulder, and, as I made such

effort as I could to turn about and get a view of its owner,
—

seemed to resist me by a slight though very perceptible push.
Then as if on second thought its owner had abandoned its pur

pose, it quickly released me. I turned about prepared to receive

such violence as the robber, for such I had concluded him to be,

might choose to inflict. If I had been astonished before to say

that I was astonished at what met my gaze now, or rather failed

to meet it, would feebly express my state of mind. Nobody was

to be seen—no trace of anybody, and no sound was to be heard.

The cold perspiration started from every pore when this fact had

fairly dawned upon my consciousness, and it was a considerable

time before I could summon up strength for another tour of the

rooms. This seemed imperative but it proved as fruitless as the

former one. At length limp and worn out I threw myself upon

the bed where I indulged in feeble attempts to convince myself

that nothing unusual had happened, that all was the result of

fancy. I cannot say how long I had been thus occupied when I

suddenly became conscious that the light in my room was burn

ing more and more dimly. I glanced at the gas fixture ; the key

was being turned but by no visible agency. Finally the flame

dwindled to a mere point. A minute or two later the lights of

the chandelier in the adjoining room began to grow dim. I could

see the chandelier from where I lay. No mortal hand touched it,

but the keys slowly turned as if they were subjected to a steady,

but exceedingly slight pressure. At length the lights went out

entirely. The light in the third room was burning brightly, but

soon this too was turned slowly down and out. It was as if some

person who had the power to move about and keep himself in-
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visible had passed from one fixture to another, beginning with the

one next my bed, and turned the keys. It was impossible for me

to longer doubt the presence of someone besides myself in my

apartments, and it was equally certain that this second person
had

the power of eluding my scrutiny. These conclusions were not

enlivening. Iu fact an indescribable feeling of horror came over

me. My mouth became parched ; my flesh, cold, and pene

trated with that singular sensation described as "creeping";

my ^blood no longer had currents. I do not think that it

was the apprehension of physical danger that thus affected me,

but the sense of the presence of some malignant and superhuman

agency. But directly the sense of physical danger was super

added, for I distinguished the sound of footsteps first in the

farthest room, that in which the gas had been turned out last,

and immediately after in the middle room. The tread was the

same I had heard in the hall and was accompanied by the same

faint clanging sound that had so puzzled me. It moved steadily
toward the arch connecting the middle room with my sleeping-
room. I fixed my eyes on the open space between the curtains.

I had not long to wait before it was occupied by the figure of a

man, who wore, instead of a nineteenth century costume, a com

plete suit of mediaeval armor. The swarthy face, partly con

cealed by a luxuriant growth of intensely black whiskers, was

pale and, as I perceived as soon as it was turned toward me, was

working with ill-suppressed passion. What gleams of wrath and

hate shot forth from those dark eyes ! An instant's pause and the

bearded lips parted. The voice that issued thence had no trace

whatever in it of human quality. Hollow and unresonant, it was

such as might have come from the lips of a snow-image.
"Dost thou know me, John Bundle ?

"

The words came slowly and had a tremble in them. I found

some difficulty in articulating my answer, but at length I managed
to say,

' '

You are Philip Baumgaertel.
' '

"

Ah, thou dost recognize me then ! I arranged the light so

that it would be as nearly as possible like last night's moon in

order that all the conditions might favor thy remembering. Canst
thou imagine why I am here ?
"

You have come to do me harm."
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"

To destroy thee if I can, John Bundle; to revenge myself

upon thee for the foul wrong thou didst me ?
' '

"

I ? I never did you wrong !
' '

The face that looked down upon me wore a mocking smile when

I had made this startled protest. Presently my visitor extending
his right arm and crooking his hand into a clutching gesture
moved slowly toward me. I was too overcome with horror to

make even the slightest movement until those gauntleted fingers
were almost at my throat, when, with a desperate effort, I sought
to strike them aside. What a despair seized me as I perceived
that my blow encountered no resistance, but seemed to cut directly

through the arm thrust toward me, without either affecting that or

causing any sensation in my own. I felt the clutching fingers

grasp my throat, but to struggle to escape them was beyond my

power. They seemed to labor to prevent my breathing
—and I

expected momentarily that they would accomplish this. Greatly
to my surprise they succeeded in producing only a slight compres
sion of my windpipe and a correspondingly slight sensation of

choking. Why they fumbled so helplessly I could not understand,
and I lay quiet for a time, while they tugged at my throat, ex

pecting, and, as it were, inviting the moment when they would

grip me with resistless power. At last, finding that their efforts

continued impotent, I resolved upon another attempt to escape

them. Putting forth all the strength I could command, I sought
to raise myself into a sitting posture, I was as much amazed at the

ease with which I accomplished my purpose as at anything in all

this strange affair. Baumgaertel made apparently mighty efforts

to hold me down and strangle me, but I felt his touch hardly more

than I would an infant's. He stepped back when I had assumed

an erect position and looking at me wrathfully muttered :

' '

I am not permitted to harm thee. The dead may not slay
the living. But thou shalt not escape me. I too will soon be

one of the living and then, provided I can remember who I am

when I have got my new body, thou shalt not fail to bear the

full weight of my hatred." This prediction on the part of one

whom I now understood to be a ghost struck me as exceedingly

strange, but I was not prepared to question the possibility of

the transformation. In fact the incredible was easily possible
when viewed in the light ofmy recent experience.
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"Perhaps it will poison thy peace of mind if I tell thee a few

secrets," Baumgaertel resumed after a short pause. "Dost thou

remember last night ? It was I who made thee see thy old self.

I desired thee to realize to-night exactly what I sought thee for.

I thought thou wouldest suffer more didst thou know I was en

joying the sweets of revenge. But, alas, although I could bring

about thee the old scenes, I have not the power to wreak my

will upon thee."

My spirits having revived somewhat by this time I ventured to

ask, "Is it true that I was Conrad Von Brinkerhoof?"
"

Dost doubt it ? Why else have I come to thee?

"But he lived 450 years ago !
"

"Ah, thou knowest naught of the continuance of existence?

Let me tell thee then, John Bundle, that thou art living but one

of the many lives allotted thee. As often as thou hast doffed one

body thou hast donned another ; thy spirit always modified some

what upon its entrance into a new abode and starting upon a new

career, but always remaining essentially the same. Rarely is

that spring in the memory touched that enables anyone to recall

one of his former lives. I had the power to touch it last night in

yours."
"

And have you lived many lives, too?" I asked.

A savage look came into his face as he answered :

"I? I have been a shade these centuries because"—his voice

faltered as he reached this point— "because I was pronounced to

be in the wrong in our quarrel, and I have consequently lost the

opportunity thou hast had for development. But now, at last, I

am to be given a new body. I have served out my time. I shall

meet thee again and, when I do, count upon it my hand will be

heavier than it is now. I shall start my new life substantially
where I left off so long ago ; but thou shalt be the one to suffer if

savage instincts remain in my nature that better customs in the

intervening centuries would have softened or dispelled. I shall

pursue thee with undying hatred, if only—and I hope and pray
it will be so—if only I can keep a consciousness of my identity
with Philip Baumgaertel. My belief is that I can, for I have the

advantage of knowing before hand that I am to exist again in a

new body. I have willed with all my might to remember myself,
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and I shall struggle against the power of the Lethean drops that

bring forgetfulness with all the energy that my nature can exert.

With the rising of to-morrow's sun I begin my career in thy 19th

century. Thou wilt not forget me. Thou may'st well fear me,

for I see not how thou can'st escape me."

Believing that his words, together with the fact that his form

seemed to grow more dim and shadowy as if it had begun to fade

away, indicated his intention to leave me at this point, and at the

same time burning to know more, I demanded vehemently :

"Tell me yet one thing, Philip Baumgaertel, what 6f the

twelvemonth that followed thy death ? Did you know anything
of me during that time ?'

'

' '

Know aught of thee ! I dogged thy footsteps like thy

shadow. I could not make thee see me, or how would I have

tortured thy heart!" His form regained its distinctness as he

spoke.
' '

Did I acquit myself worthily ? Did I win renown ? Did I

return and ?" My eager questions would doubtless have con

tinued to pour themselves forth, for my vain endeavors to get a

clew to the later history of my ancient self had tantalized me be

yond measure, but that the expression which swept across my

visitor's face as I spoke was so fearful as to cause me to stop,

startled, as abruptly as I began. Never shall I forget that look.

It was as if his heart were aflame with the very fires of hell and

these glowed through his face aud eyes. It was with a fiend's

joy that he burst forth :

' '

Dost thou not know that ? Right gladly will I tell thee. Ay,

thou didst fight well. Thou didst win renown ! But thou didst

not return." The chuckle that accompanied and followed this

last statement was horrible beyond all attempt at expression.

"No, thou didst not return. Seventeen days before thy year had

expired an attendant whom thou hadst saved from death some

months before aud whom thou hadst fondly cherished did, for

some hasty word thou hadst spoken, thrust a dagger into thy

heart as thou layst sleeping. Oh ! how did I, spirit though I

was, leap and exult when I beheld that deed !"

"And Hulda," said I,
"

what did she ?"

"Hulda!" shrieked that goblin voice. "Hulda! Madman,
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fool, why dost thou tempt me thus? I could pluck thy heart out

for mentioning that name !"

He started toward me as if he would hurl himself upon me, but

quickly checked himself by a strong effort.

"No use," he sighed, "I am impotent to do him physical

harm."

He stood looking at me with an expression of concentrated but

baffled malignity that I never saw equalled.
"Hulda!" This time he fairly hissed the word. "Well,

what wouldst thou know of her ?"

"What was her fate ? Did she cherish my memory ?"

"Why should I answer thee that? Hulda! Thou didst rob

me of her—and I loved her better than my soul."

He was silent a moment, then he muttered half to himself, half

to me,
"

It will please thee, I fear, and comfort thee, but I will

tell thee. Hulda Weismann died on the day that was to witness

her nuptials. She had heard of thy fate."
"

And has she lived other lives, too?" I inquired.
"

Many times has her life come into contact with thine during

these centuries," was the answer. "And altho' memory has

faintly stirred within ye both at times, no recognition of the old

tie that existed between ye has ever risen in the consciousness of

either."
' '

Is she living now ?'
'

As I put this question the face above me was again distorted

with passion.
"

Ay, she is living now. So shall I be to-morrow. She is one of

the faculty of the same college. But thou dost not know her.

She is changed as thou art. She looks no longer the Hulda

Weismann thou wast to wed. Not till she is the bride of Philip

Baumgaertel shalt thou again recognize her. Ah, much doth it

delight me to think how I shall wring thy heart when I reveal to

thee that at last I have won and thou hast lost. I envy thee not

thy future. Beware of me, for if I can only keep a remembrance

of myself, I shall blight thy life."

As the hollow voice died away I again became aware of a

change going on in the mail-clad form. It began to grow dim,
and as I lay watching it curiously and with no little awe, it grew
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fainter and fainter in outline till it had vanished from sight. Last

to disappear was that pale, passionate face, which, as if lit from

within by baleful fires, glowed out upon me from the gloom quite
distinct after helmet and breastplate had become no more than a

film. Even after every trace of my visitor's bodily presence had

disappeared I could hardly persuade myself that I did not feel

the influence of those flaming, vindictive eyes. I slept no more

that night. Such was my ghost."
%±* +±* %±0 %±* »A» vL» *J>
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For a few moments after my story was ended we sat silently

watching the fire, my auditors and I. Miss Nightlite was first to

break the silence by remarking, musingly. "So one of us lady

teachers is Hulda !"

This seemed to have the effect of unloosing the tongues of the

rest, for three or four voices at once chorused :

"

Which do you suppose is she ?"

"It must be Miss Scollard or Miss Grainis. They are the

latest comers," suggested Miss Jewel.

"That doesn't necessarily follow," objected Miss Ganger.
11

What did you say she was, Professor, fair or dark ?"
"

I don't think I said anything about that," I replied. "Hul

da Weismann of 1443 was a blonde. She may be a brunette now.

Baumgaertel said she had changed considerably. Still, she could

have done that and remain a blonde."

"

Did you ever tell your wife this story ?" Mr. Priest inquired,

with a peculiar intonation.
"

Of course he never did," declared Mr. Able.
"

But I shall

repeat it to her as soon as she returns from the south, supplying

the little touches that Mr. Bundle left out. She ought to know

what a battered old affair that heart of his is."

"Love affairs for more than four hundred and fifty years !

How easily one may be mistaken iu another," sighed Miss Jewel.

"But who is Hulda?
"

asked Miss Scollard, plaintively.

"Doesn't one of you ladies feel a stirring down deep in her

heart, something that might be exceedingly ancient?" Mr. Ess

geegy inquired.
"

Ah !" said our Swedish musician, "how could one of them

acknowledge it if she did? You forget that Mr. Bundle is a

married man."
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"

Quite right !
"

laughed Miss Grainis. "However much stir

of heart she might feel, she would have to let it feed upon the

damask of her cheek while her lips could only be mute."

"A committee ought to be appointed," said Mr. Priest, "to

keep a good lookout for Baumgaertel. He mustn't be allowed to

prowl around here."

"No indeed," affirmed Miss Ganger. "That awful man must

be nipped in the bud."

"Let me see!" mused Mr. Able. "He has matrimonial de

signs. Resignation for matrimonial reasons handed in by any

lady member of this faculty cannot be accepted if it is to take

effect in the midst of the academic year. That should be clearly

understood."

"Pass the lemonade !" said Mr. Essgeegy,' and let the toast be

1

Confusion to Baumgaertel' s wooing !'
"

"The ghost's claim is outlawed if he ever had any," slowly

drawled Mr. Priest.

"Ah ! the gentlemen object to Mr. Baumgaertel's resurrection.

How complimentry they are becoming!" said Miss Ganger

sweetly, but significantly.
"

Has anyone been seen prowling about," queried Miss Mas-

waite
"

who looked as if he wasn't accustomed to his bod}'—wore

it as a country boy would his first dress suit?"
"

Or as if he were a low-spirited fellow ?" Mr. Able added.

"Aud expected to find a mate here ?" commented Mr. Priest.

"Mr. Baumgaertel really begins to haunt Mr. Priest" said

Miss Ganger with affected solicitude.
"

He is a ghost that needs

attention !"
"

I don't understand how the ghost could have been so noisy,"

said Miss Maswaite addressing me,
' '

and still be powerless to

make an impression on your throat. How do yon explain it, Mr.

Bundle?"
"

I don't think I do explain it." I replied. "But perhaps a

ghost can manipulate inanimate objects to a certain extent al

though powerless to make an impression, a physical impression
that is, upon living creatures. But I'm not to account for any

thing, you know—

merely state the facts.
' '
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"Well," exclaimed Miss Nightlite. I intend to examine my

memory thoroughly, finger every spot in it, and if there's a secret

spring in it anywhere I shall find it and have the satisfaction of

recollecting myself.
' '

"I think I'm willing to take myself on trust," said Mr.

Essgeegy.
"But you are not a possible Hulda" objected Mr. Carl.
"

Who is Hulda ?" urged Miss Scollard once more. The ladies

compressed their lips and looked wistfully into the fire, affecting

great interest in the question. "That is a.conundrum which we

shall be obliged to give up till we've solved Baumgaertel"
answered Mr. Priest,

"

unless," he added, "you ladies succeed in

touching those mysterious memory springs."
"That makes me think," ejaculated Mr. Able with a show of

enthusiasm,"
"

it is time for the chocolate. And ah—yes, 'tis

her step in yon corridor, 'tis she, Ellen with the tray !"
"

But don't you really know which of us is Hulda, Mr. Bundle?"

asked three ofmy female auditors simultaneously.

"No,
"

I answered, and I'm not to be enlightened, I believe,

until one of you is Mrs. Baumgaertel.
"

"

Haven't you any curiosity ?
"

inquired Miss Jewel a trifle pet

ulantly.
"

It isn't fair to corner me so," I remonstrated. "Suppose I did

know which of you is she. It would n't do for me to tell. I may

say, however, since you have fairly compelled me to, that so far as

stirrings in the heart are to be taken as revealing to me the present

personality of Hulda, I more than half suspect Hulda to be no

other than—Jane
—

"

"Ah, so ! the absent Mrs. Bundle?" exclaimedMr. Carl, "Ya,

I will play you then a silver wedding march."

Ellen and the music were ushered in straightway and simulta

neously, but not before my ears caught the dissatisfied protest :

"But, really, you know, he isn't sure of it." I think the voice

was Mr. Priest's.

Charles V. Parsell, formerly '72.
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Not who floats hither with the restless tide

And thither with its ebb, not who trims sail

For favoring breeze, still sea, but when the gale

Is on, and timbers creak, and far and wide

The ocean billows boil, would safely ride

Within the harbor bar,—not him we hail

Our man of men, our Captain Never-fail,

Nor to his guidance we ourselves confide.

But who, untouched by clamor or applause,

Unmoved by people's blame, unblanched by scorn,

With keener insight, quicker sense he knew

God gave him, full of faith in righteous cause,

Lives out high aim of noble purpose born,

He is our Hero, Founder
'

firm and true.'

Oliver Farrar Emerson.

BROWNE'S FOLLY. *

BROWNE'S
Folly, a curious name in truth yet no more singu

lar is it than the place itself. How came a manor-house of

that strange, mediaeval type there in Puritan New England ?

There, upon an eminence outside of Salem, still stand its solitary

ruins, viewed from and viewing all the country round. And yet

it is not quite alone, for scarce a hundred yards behind it an im

perial elm spreads forth branches which gave shade to the Indians

before the white man came. Along the eastern base of the little

mountain runs a brook, and a rough road winds up its precipitate
sides. This road turns sharply to lead up to the castle, and the

townsfolk had long agreed that this bend was dangerous. Some

*[For the suggestion of this interesting story see a letter at the end of

the volume of Hawthorne's works which contains the Dolliver Romance

and Fanshawe.—The Editors.]
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traveler would one day ride straight on over the cliff to certain

death, if nothing should be done to render safe the perilous place.
But Browne never heeded their thoughtful suggestions as to his

course of action ; if he had, our story would have possessed only

local interest.

In 1764 Browne, then in the prime of life, came to Salem and

built the
"

Folly." Of course his sudden advent, and the erection

of his singular house in that locality, furnished a choice bit of

gossip for Salem people, and as the mystery increased their curi

osity grew keener in even greater ratio. Browne was of taciturn

disposition, however, and he only smiled at the sly enquiries con

cerning his past history, or frowned as these grew too direct and

open. But the primitive Yankee possessed that talent, none too

rare, of getting all obtainable news, a faculty which, by the way,

his children have inherited, and before long Salem possessed
Browne's story in its entirety.

The son of a Baron, he had married young, and, his wife dy

ing in childbirth, he had forthwith plunged into speculation to

dull the pangs of grief. Finally, seeing that whenever his

creditors should present their bills poverty and disgrace would be

before him, he absconded and came to America. Young Tom, a

lad of a dozen years was left to the care of a maternal aunt.

Browne lived in his new house in good English fashion. Idle

he was and unambitious, possessing a shrewdness which was en

forced by unscrupulousness. Though he was always well sup

plied with money after his father's death made him a Baron, yet

he never thought of a return to his native land, and the payment

of his honest debts. He spent his time reading, and went out

but rarely, for he was little in sympathy with the spirit of the

people, satisfied with them so long as they did not molest him.

He never took part in their casuistic, dogmatic discussions. He

made few acquaintances and fewer friends, for the stern colonists

censured his dishonesty, and asserted that his face betokened that

firmness which attains its ends by foul means when fair ones fail.

Thus he lived until an old comrade, Elson by name, came one

day in sore straits to borrow money. He was an East India mer

chant who had also fled from his creditors, but desired to return

and regain his position and honor, if he could get the necessary
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money. Browne, however, was unwilling to make so precarious
an investment, and the first meeting ended almost angrily. The

next day when Elson came to the
"

Folly," he was accompanied

by his daughter, the child of an Arabian mother. She had

grown up uucared for, and as she would. She was dark, wild,

possessing great native beauty, a veritable passion flower,—but

uncultivated, untrained by experienced hands, she had been al

lowed to mature free from all restraints. Yet Omra was more

beautiful through this unartificial training, more charming

through her utter lack of affectation, and of those wiles which

society teaches to women who would beguile the hearts of men.

All her other features, however, dwindled into nothingness in

comparison with her eyes. Black, and piercing they fascinated

him on whom they turned, yet made him shudder with unaccount

able fear. Snake-like they exercised on man the power which

the anaconda's eyes do on birds, attraction in spite of repulsion.
She was a magnet in which was neither positive nor negative

pole, but both in combination, exerting their contrary powers

together.
The Baron, still under fifty, was attracted by the girl of twenty,

and she by him. Not that she manifested toward him love or

admiration, for her dislike was apparent, but she was ambitious

for a place among the English instead of her aimless life in the

East, and could not he secure her the coveted position ? Did not

he promise that his bride should go with him back to England,
and be associated with nobility, or even royalty? A pretty

dream, but how impossible of realization ! Little could she ap

preciate how ill-fitted she was to grace a drawing-room, or she
would never have become Browne's wife that bright, spring
morning. And Elson got his money.

Summer came, and the projected trip to England had been

postponed again and again. Omra was evidently duped, and

perceived that an attempt to move Browne in his stubborn deter

mination not to go, only made him more firm, as a knot in a cord

grows more obstinate with each attempt to disentangle it. Per

suasion was useless, and she quietly submitted, but not until her
dislike became more marked and approached to hatred.

Yet her place was here. Roaming through the woods alone,
she enjoyed herself far more than ever she could have done among
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the great dames of England. The townsfolk shook their heads,
and said it was an unlucky mating of which nought good would

come ; that, had she lived a century before, a witch's fate would

have been hers, and indeed that witchcraft might not have been

entirely a delusion. Her appearance iu town was the signal for

flight of the juvenile population, for did not mother say Omra

would carry them off if they were bad ?

Then Tom came. Tom was now twenty three, and had been

for the last six years a sailor, despite his aunt's determination

that he should study for holy orders. Wild he was, and rough
and reckless, spending all his earnings in drink when on shore,
until compelled once more to push to sea and replenish his ex

hausted treasury. Each voyage he swore would be his last, but

once ashore the infatuation of drink overcame all ambitions, and

then the force which first impelled him to go to sea, the love of

adventure and of the perilous, drove him to it again.
Moved at last by a sense of filial duty he visited his father.

The Salem people boded no good for him from the first. His

heedless, thoughtless spirit was little in accord with theirs.

Browne, too, received his heir with no feeling of unalloyed pleas

ure, for the son possessed less of thought and more of action than

the father, less of tact and shrewdness, and more of hearty good
will and openness.

But most noticeable was the friendship that sprang up between

Tom and Omra. Their kindred natures found in each other con

genial companionship for the first time. Her maternal affection

for the step-son seemed incompatible with her unwomanly nature ;

his filial devotion was astounding in one of his peculiar constitu

tion, and on such short acquaintance. Yet, though he fully re

ciprocated her affection, he seemed restrained by fear and avoided

her searching glance, as though her eyes were lenses whose sun

behind would burn where it rays were focussed.

Together they roamed the woods, or on horseback dashed at

breakneck speed along the rugged roads, until young Tom be

came quite changed ; he seemed more sober and thoughtful as

she grew more wild and thoughtless. He always followed where

she led, however, as if drawn on by a force irresistible, though in

truth he had no desire to resist it. Riding, rambling, climbing,
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or less often walking quietly and talking, the weeks sped quickly

by and Tom's vacation was drawing to an end. But he gave no

sign of his approaching departure. Here was a sincere affection,

truly, than which few are more strangely engendered, between

step-mother and step-son ! An affection whose happy conse

quences were apparent on Tom,
—and Omra, too, for she had be

come more cheerful and less savage with the Baron. Surely

Browne ought to have been overjoyed at the turn of events which

bade fair to tame the wild creatures of his family.

But Browne looked far from pleased. He viewed the attachment

with evident dislike, and at least one conversation with Tom

ended in angry words. With Omra he did not care to speak. So

he merely sat and mused, watching when he could the insepara

ble pair with a wicked twinkle in his shrewd, gray eye. Despite

the son's obvious attempts to secure his father's good-will the

distrust only grew. The senior Browne at first insinuated, and

then broadly hinted that the junior had better seek the sea once

more, but Tom seemed in no wise inclined to accept the gratuitous

suggestion, and so the father only smiled in a way which betok

ened some early change.
One night Tom went to town on an errand, leaving Omra and

the Baron alone. Browne was unusually pleasant that evening.
He insisted that the lights be extinguished, so that they might

enjoy the glow of the fireplace. He called her "dear," in utter

disregard of the savage glare which she returned for his expres

sion of endearment ; and when they went on the balcony to enjoy
the cool, evening breeze he explained in response to her inquiry
that the lanterns had been hung in the elm to keep off the owls

which had disturbed her sleep. A dutiful, thoughtful husband,

forsooth, when she had heard no owls there for months. Could

it be his good humor resulted from a knowledge of the plan Tom

and she had formed for a long ride—an unusually long ride on

the morrow night.
Tom was not in at bed-time ; he intended to stay all night the

Baron said. He must have changed his mind, however, for when
a shriek and the sound of a heavy fall aroused them at midnight
they found him dead at the base of the cliff. Coming home some
what tipsy, for the kindly father had given him a little money for
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drink, he had mistaken the elm tree lights for those of the man

sion, and so instead of turning at the bend had ridden straight on

over the cliff. It was an accident merely, resulting from the un

fortunate combination of circumstances, which mathematicians

will tell you on principles of probability will never, perhaps, be

found combined again. Browne viewed his son's corpse with

calmness, and apparent sorrow. Omra shed no tear nor scarcely

glanced at the body, but kept her eyes fixed on her husband with

one incessant stare beneath which he shuddered and grew pale,

though he uttered not a word either of expostulation or reproach.
From that night Browne's Folly assumed a different appear

ance. He became the cheery and thoughtless one ; she, the

grave and watchful. She never lost sight of him, rarely allowed

her eyes to escape from being fixed upon him with that look of

penetration. Browne winced beneath the glare, and remonstrated

with a laugh of pretended unconcern. But he felt troubled. Life

was scarcely pleasant when lived iu this way. Separation would

be far better. Browne's opinions, thus suggested, would have

been strengthened, had he known his wife carried in her bosom a

slender Persian dagger more penetrating than her look.

One week after Tom's death Browne was missing. The rumor

quickly spread that, suspecting his Tory tendencies were known,

and that he would be seized by those rebels who were now dis

puting good King George's prerogative, he had fled. To be sure

Browne had never shown half the interest in political affairs that

his many fellow royalists had exhibited, and it seemed sheer

cowardice to flee when no danger threatened, He left his horse,

yet no trace of the fugitive was found by the many patriotic pur-
surers. His wife confessed that the intended flight had been con

fided to her. Is not she a loving wife who remains behind, rather

than encumber her husband in his flight ?

Browne's Folly ! Browne's follies, rather ! Not chiefly his volun

tary exile, his mansion, and his hermit life in New England, nor

his neglect of young Tom, but the hasty marriage of an incon

gruous pair, followed by Tom's death and the Baron's flight—

whither ? Post hoc, propter hoc.

William P. Baker.
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HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

IT
cannot be said that the Library is especially rich in demono-

logy and kindred subjects, and it has not yet been found nec

essary to establish a separate alcove for these subjects. And yet

I believe such subjects have an interest—after a fashion—not so

much nowadays on their weirder and more matter of fact side, but

because they illustrate some aspect or other of mind by which all

men have more or less of a predilection to a belief in invisible

powers a step above them. "The human mind normally func

tioning
"

has always arrived at such a belief. Whether or not

this is an "ontological proof" of the existence of such spectral

beings would be an interesting subject of investigation for the

curious.

An interesting book for recreation, and for the glimpses it gives
into the workings of the human mind in times past, is Hibbert's
"

Philosophy ofApparitions
"

(Edinburgh 1825.) It amply fulfills

the promise of the title by dealing with ghosts, demons and spectres.
It is not at all after the style of Bulwer's Works, however, for it

aims at a rationalistic rather than realistic explanation of what

seems the facts of the case. Whether it succeeds in this is aside

from our present purpose. We may consider that question when

we have less leisure.
*

^
*

Hibbert says, "Thus the learned author of the Religio Medici

has summed up, after the following manner, the views of the

learned on the subject . 'Therefore for spirits,' he remarks, 'I
am so far from denying their existence, that I could easily believe,
that not only whole countries, but particular persons, have their

tutelary aud guardian angels.'
"

Poets vied with metaphysicians
in rendering honor to those angelic hosts. Spenser writes :

How oft do they their silver bowers leave,
To come to succor us, that succor want ?

How oft do they with golden pinions cleave
The flitting skies, like flying poursuivant,
Against foul fiends to aid us militant ?

They for us fight, they watch aud duly ward,
And their bright squadrons round about us plant."
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When in an early period of the Reformation, the belief in a

hierarchy of angels began to be revived, the corporeal shape, or

material habitation attributed to such spirits, was discarded by the

authoritative voice of metaphysicians. Sir Thomas Brown says,
"

do but extract from the corpulency of bodies, or resolve things

beyond their first matter, and you discover the habitation of

angels."
It is a pity Sir Thomas did not leave us directions for

' '

extract

ing from the corpulency oi bodies," at least he might have told

us what it means. Such a doctrine would necessarily be very

puzzling to the poets, whose descriptions always include material

images ; no alternative, therefore, remained for them but to revive

the opinion that angels were capable of subsisting either with or

without any sensible forms. Of this view, it is an interesting cir

cumstance, that the author of the sublime tragedy ofManfred has

recently availed himself.*

MANFRED.

1 '

I would behold ye face to face, I hear

Your voices, sweet and melancholy sounds,
As music on the waters ; and I see

The steady aspect of a clear, large star ;

But nothing more. Approach me as ye are,

Or one, or all, in }^our accustomed forms.

spirit.

' '

We have no forms beyond the elements,

Ofwhich we are the mind and principle ;

But choose a form—in that we will appear."

& *

The subject of demonology next engages us as one that has re

ceived about the same development as angelology, and has had

doubtless as large an influence on men's minds. The kinds and

sources of demons have differed from age to age and in different

lands. We have time to look at a few that come nearest home.

^Remember that our author writes in 1825 when Byron's production was

recent.
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"These schoolmen, in reference to the account that Lucifer re

belled against heaven, and that Michael, the archangel, warred

against him, long agitated the momentous question : what orders

of angels fell on this occasion ? At length, it became the pre

vailing opinion that Lucifer was of the order of Seraphim. It

was also proved after infinite research, that Agares, Belial and

Barbatos, each of them deposed angels of great rank, had been

of the order of virtues ; that Bileth, Focalor, and Phoenix, had

been of the order of thrones ; that Gaap had been of the order of

powers.
* * * The pretensions of many other noble devils

were likewise canvassed, and, in an equally satisfactory manner

determined. Afterwards it became an object of inquiry to learn,

How many fallen angels had been engaged in the contest ? This

was a question of vital importance, which gave rise to the most la

borious research, and to a variety of discordant opinions. It was

next agitated, Where the battle was fought ?
* * * how long

it lasted ? whether during one second or moment of time, or two,

three, or four seconds ? These queries were of very difficult solu

tion ; but the notion which ultimately prevailed was, that the en

gagement was concluded in exactly three seconds from the date

of its commencement. * * * The last object of demonologists
was to collect in some degree of order, Lucifer's routed forces.

* * * Various ranks were settled with all the preciseness of

heraldic distinction ; there were Devil Dukes, Devil Marquises,
Devil Counts, Devil Earls, Devil Knights, Devil Presidents and

Devil Prelates."

* *

The forms and numbers of devils are subject to numberless ac

counts ; here are one or two :
" *

In our childhood,' says Reginald
Scott, 'our mother's maids have so terrified us with an ouglie
divell having homes on hi's head, fier in his mouth, and a tail in

his breech, eies like a bason, fangs like a dog, clawes like a beare,
a skin like a niger, and a voice roring like a lion.'

"

"'Our schoolmen and other divines,' says Burton in his

Anatomy of Melancholy,
'

make nine kinds of bad divels, as

Dionysius hath of angels. ... no place was void, but all full of

spirits, devils or other inhabitants ; not so much as an haire-

breadth was empty in heaven, earth or waters, above or under
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the earth,—the earth was not so full of flies in summer as it was

at all times of invisible devils."

Hilbert takes us also in pursuit of elves, fairies, ghosts and

other "spectral illusions," but if I mistake not the reader is al

ready heartily tired of such useless speculations and will find it

refreshing to turn from
"

ghostology" to the common affairs of

life.

One is constantly surprised in books, and their contents, since

he finds rare gems in the most unexpected places. I think this is

especially so in the results of Comparative Philology, which often

as the fruit of its laborious and seemingly useless researches gives
us much that is so interesting and practical that we entirely forget
the proverbial dryness and heaviness of the subject.
In a sense, however, it is hard for us to realize that iu the stories

that Language has treasured up and tells us of the remote past,

we have anything less unreal than the realm of shades and

demons. The past becomes something strange and supernatural.
It is hard to think that the men of long ago had the same thoughts

and passions, and the same undignified reality to their life and its

problems that we have. But we must realize it just the same,

and understand, as the proverbial Irishman would put it, that

those men are our brothers even if they are our great-grandfathers.

We can learn of them, we can think and feel with them ; and if

we think it worth while can see the road over which the race has

traveled, or, as an evolutionist would say, the process by which

God has created us.

"

It is believed," says Isaac Taylor, ("Origin of the Aryans")
' '

that the speakers of the primitive Aryan tongue were nomad

herdsmen, who had domesticated the dog, who wandered over the

plains of Europe in wagons drawn by oxen, who fashioned

canoes out of the trunks of trees, but were ignorant of any metal

with the possible exception of native copper. In the summer

they lived in huts, built of branches of trees, and thatched with

reeds ; in winter they dwelt in circular pits dug in the earth, and

roofed over with poles, covered with sods of turf or plastered with

the dung of cattle. They were clad in skins sewn together with
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bone needles ; they were acquainted with fire, which they kindled

by means of firesticks or pyrites ; and they were able to count up

to a hundred. If they practised agriculture, which is doubtful,

it must have been of a very primitive kind ; but they probably

collected and pounded iu stone mortars the seeds of some wild

cereal, either spelt or barley. The only social institution was

marriage ; but they were polygamists and practised human sacri

fice. Whether they ate the bodies of enemies slain in war is

doubtful. There were no enclosures, and property consisted in

cattle and not in land. They believed in a future life ; their re

ligion was shamanistic ; they had no idols, and probably no gods

properly so-called (?), but reverenced in some vague way the

powers of nature."

*
*

*

The original Indo-Europeans were hard drinkers and desperate

gamblers. They gambled for everything even to themselves. It

is seriously maintained that this had much to do with the present

supremacy of the Aryan races by sharpening their wits and facul

ties for the
"

struggle for existence." Whether the case is proven

or not, it is surely too violent an anachronism to make it serve as a

defense for gambling nowadays.

*
^

*

The primitive Aryans evidently used language after the fashion

of children, for they named their thoughts rather than expressed
them. Those interested in grammar (if not English, perhaps
Latin or German,) have sometimes felt an internal revulsion

at hearing language justified according to logic
—

as if all our

thought and feeling must be reduced to a cold form. Think of

writing Thanatopsis or Wordsworth's Intimations of Immortality
in syllogisms or even in propositions, aud numbering the lines A,
E, I, O ! Any thus interested will be glad to know that our remote

great-grandfathers did not think of logic even implicitly, but to

tally disregarded it in fashioning a sentence. Delbrtick discusses

the question in his
'

'Syntactical Researches.
' '

The thought was
indicated by a noun or name. If one word was not sufficient a

compound word took its place, being built up on the principle of

the word
"

wind-mill "—that the modifier precedes the word mod
ified. It would be somewhat difficult to express a whole thought
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that way at present, because we have outgrown it, and our parts
of speech uo longer fit such a use of language. As a rough sample,

however, we may try to express the statement, "candidates for

the Cornell University crew will begin training regularly at the

opening of the winter term," which would be in Indo-European
form:—[The double hyphens divide the "sentence," or rather

the compound, into its three main sub compounds.] "Winter-

term-opening-put (equals 'at' )=Cornell-University-crew
—

regard

ing (equals 'for')
—

candidates=regular-training-expected— (equals

'will')
—

beginning." That may not be good English but it is good

agglutination.
* *

Philology along with Philosophy and perhaps some other

branches of thought have sometimes been looked down upon be

cause of their unpracticalness. Doubtless there is too much said

about the unprofitableness of this and that form of knowledge, and

perhaps there has been some misunderstanding, but there is also

sometimes ah abuse of such subjects that lends justice to the

charge. The book-worm thinks his hobby transcends every-day life,

and hence is better and more important, but the ordinary man con

demns it as worthless because it does not enter into real living.

Both are wrong, for we set out to explain the facts of our life and

have missed the mark if we allow our study to draw us wholly

away from practical issues of the day. That man surely was

wrong who allowed himself to become so deeply absorbed in the

study of vowel-variation that he would stop a good story in mediis

rebus to pass a critical examination on the pronunciation of the

narrator ; and who, so the story goes, in the midst of receiving a

favorable answer to the question "Will you be mine ?
"

asked for

a repetition of the word "yes" in order to decide certainly as to.

the quality of the "e."

Robertf. Kellogg.
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Selections from Heine's Poems.*

"

It is easier to be generous to Heine than to be just." This remark

which Professor White makes in the preface to his "Selections from Heine's

Poems" characterizes in a few words the peculiar position of that work in

European literature and in popular estimation. Because it is so difficult

to be fair toward Heine, his admirers and his enemies alike have always ex

aggerated. There was a time when works which disgust us excited univer

sal admiration,—now, the number of those is large who would brand him

as the most immoral and arrogant of men, the most unsatisfactory of poets,

and the most unpatriotic of Germans.

Heine was the child of a time different from our own in so many ways

that it is not easy for us to do him justice. He was born in the last days of

December, 1799, in Diisseldorf on the Rhine. Iu his early education French

influences were so strong (the political supremacy of France being then at

its height) that he ever after showed keen, or, as his modern detractors

would have it, culpable sympathies for the French. After vainly trying his

hand at business, he studied law and even succeeded in passing all examina

tions, so that he could settle as a lawyer iu Hamburg in 1825. All this

time, however, literature having taken up much more of his attention than

law, he soon left that career and gave himself up entirely to a literary life.

His early works in verse and prose had made an immense sensation and at

once given him a national reputation. Unfortunately, however, their

originality, their utter contempt for tradition, the scathing sarcasm with

which he ridiculed all forms of "philistinism," and the arrogant power
with which he proclaimed the rights of individuality grated all too harshly
on those in power, who, directly or indirectly under the influence of the

Austrian Minister Metternich took good care to keep Germany in a con

dition of political paralysis and to crush every spark of manly spirit.
What wonder that they took fright at such a wildfire ? Heine felt unsafe

in Germany, and after travelling in different countries settled in Paris in

1831. Here he remained with few interruptions until his death in 1856.
The last years of his life were darkened by disease, due largely to early ex
cesses.

Byron, Alfred de Musset, Heine represent, each for his country, thosa
times of moral and intellectual immaturity which produced that curious

literary school, the
"

Romantism." Keen sense for beauty and refinement,
coupled with indescribable licentiousness amounting to brutality ; remarka
ble appreciation for the beauties of nature ; utter lack of moral training ;
morbidness ; sudden, though aimless enthusiasm ; unparalleled power of

^Selections from Heine's Poems : Edited, with Notes, byHoratio Stevens
White.

^

Boston: Heath & Co., 1890. In "Hart's Modern Language
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language which enables him to make of a work a poisoned dagger, or an

exquisLe tone touching hidden chords in the heart ;
—such are the charac

teristics of Heine's genius.—Heine, the author of the vile "Saton," of the

disgusting
"

Bader von Lucca," is, let us not forget it, the author, too, of

some of the most wonderful lyrical gems of which any language can boast ;

and because there are zealotswho see onlywhat is to be condemned in Heine,
we must be delighted at the appearance of a book like that of Prof. White,
which aims at bringing before the American public the best part of Heine's

work in verse, most of which must endear him to every lover of poetry.
The selections of this book are most felicitous ; a careful study of these

poems in the r rde-r in which they are given enables one to follow the whole

evolution of Heine's genius. We should have liked to see a short biogra

phy by way of introduction. The chronological table on p. 168, giving the

main facts of Heine's life, and the many valuable biographical remarks

scattered through the notes, do not, wTe think, quite make up for the absence

of a biography. It is not altogether easy for the American student to make

himself acquainted with the facts which made Heine that which he was,

to enter into the sptrit of that ill-starred existence ; and yet such a back

ground is, in our opinion, indispensable for his understanding of the most

subjective of parts. On the other hand, theschola.ly
"

Introductory Note"

is most valuable as enabling anyone to master the immense literature con

cerning Heine. The notes are full of important literary explanations and

references and are thoroughly scholarly. A great deal of careful work has

evidently been bestowed on them, and this must prove most satisfactory
from the literary as well as from the linguistic standpoint of view to both

teacher and pupil. The appendix will be a great help to those who wish to

enter more deeply into the peculiarities of Heine's style. In the introduc

tory remarks to the section on "Faulty, Dialetic and Curious Rimes etc."

(p. 216) the fact might have been brought out a little more forcibly that a

considerable number of these rimes are due neither to the influence of the

Volkslied nor to dialectic pronunciation, but to the same spirit that prompted

Byron to make "morsel" rime with "horse ill."

May this book, then, have the success which it so thoroughly deserves,

and may American students of German literature appreciate that it gives
them an opportunity to make a scholarly study of one of the most charac

teristic poets of the century.
C. Von Klenze.

Sidney.*

The author of "John Ward, Preacher," not contentwith the startling and

sensational character of that work, has produced still another volume, not

on the same topic, however, but of the same general tone and teaching.

*
Sidney : A novel. By Margaret Deland, author of John Ward, Preach

er. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Boston.
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The plot of this last novel, "Sidney,"
is simple, deriving its interest from

the peculiar ideas developed in the course
of the story.

A man, feeling deep grief at the early death of a wife whom he passion

ately loved, determined to devote his life to his daughter, and prevent her

from ever loving, in that way insuring her against such suffering as he had

passed through. This end was to be reached by a unique view of life, which

he thought perfectly justifiable. The girl was to be taught to seek for truth ;

to look the facts of life full in the face. She was to judge, first, whether it

was probable that there was a benificeut and all-powerful being in a world

which held at the same time love and death, and then, with inexorable log

ic, she was to find a universe of law, empty of God. Reason, with relent

less and majestic steps, trampled upon many things before this conclusion

was reached. It pointed out the myths and absurdities of the Bible ; it left

no hope of personal immortality ; it destroyed the Christ of the Christians ;

it showed that morality and expediency were synonyms ; it counseled ne

gation instead ofhappiness. More than all, it pointed out the mad folly of

love in a world where death follows like a shadow.

In such an atmosphere Sidney, the daughter, lived, completely under the

influence of her father's ideas, and feeling that love is the sure road to de

spair, she resolved never to love nor marry. The conclusion is easily

imagined. A handsome young doctor comes from abroad, where he has been

working and idling, and at once becomes interested in a girl twenty-two

years old, who reads Von Hurtman, and whose thoughts and acts are so un

consciously selfish and inhuman. He soon discovers himself in love, and

assumes the task of awakening the soul of this second Undine. Just as he

is successful, he discovers that he has been seized with a mortal disease.

Notwithstanding, Sidney marries him, though realizing that happiness will

be changed to mourning in four short months, though clearly recognizing
the grief and despair against which she had been warned during her whole

life. With love aroused, all her doubts of God vanished, and she became

calm and content, strangely unlike herself in her unselfishness and humili

ty, which was the outgrowth of a firm belief in a Supreme being. And so

she lived her life, and after her husband's death, went back to care for her

father, with her soul content and full of peace.
Two other romances are woven into the story ; one a strong feeling of

gratitude mistaken for love, and a third, the real love of a plain, ordinary,
noble woman, serving as a contrast to the development of the higher life of
the heroine.

That such a story, founded on the morbid grief of o man, is healthful,
pleasant reading, is a matter of doubt, but the continual sweetness and pur

ity of Sidney's character is a charm to be unhesitatingly acknowledged and

dwelt upon.

H. N. Ogden.
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FROM WINTER TO SUMMER.

STEAMING
out of the pier in the East River early in February,

away from floating ice and bitter cold winds, the Steamship

Ozama pointed her bow straight for warmer lands. The gulf-

stream brought us warmth, and in its capricious cross-seas we

came to learn how pertinent and effective was the old Roman illus

tration, at the time of the Secession to Mons Sacer, of the stomach

and its brother organs. The value of the boycott, as applied by

the stomach on the other members of the human organism, can be

best known in the uneasy waters of the gulf-stream ; but, as with

the conflicts of labor and capital, harmony is sure to return at

last.

Three or four days out on the way to the West Indies, with the

thermometer at seventy-six degrees in the shade, life began to have

new aspects. On this untraveled route of the Northern Atlantic

few or no vessels are seen ; but bearing due south, the water now

a beautiful ultra-marine, we get a first suggestion of the tropics in

the man-of-war bird, floating above us with its white, narrow body,

and tapering, needle-like tail ; then the flying fish, remaining out
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of water for two or three rods, until the water dries out of their

wings ; and the reckoning shows that we are only one hundred and

fifty-seven miles from Turk's Island, in all a thousand miles from

New York. The water of the tropical ocean is wonderful in its

exquisite blue, and the clouds have a peculiar dreamy softness un

like anything in northern climates.

Early in a bright, sunny morning the Ozama anchored three-

quarters of a mile off Turk's Island in clear, blue water, one-half

upon, and one-half outside, a reef of white coral. Fine fish of

beautiful colors can be seen in the water, one ofwhich, the
"

mut

ton fish," has exquisite tints of pink and red, being in size about

twenty inches long, eight in width, and three inches thick.

Our first sight of land is a foretaste of the tropics. Cocoanut

trees stand in groves, and even in the gardens about the houses ;

oleanders, twenty feet high, are in blossom ; flowers and roses of

all kinds in bloom ; and the thermometer eighty degrees in the

shade. Our sensations are the more agreeable in contrast with

our remembrances of the floating ice and the bitter winds we had

left behind.

The island is of interest largely because of its formation and its

product of salt. An extensive system of salinas exists, into which

sea water is let, first, to what is called a "common salina," from

which it is then drawn off by wheels or wind-sails to private salinas
where the evaporation slowly goes on. The floors of the salinas

are level coral pavements. In fact, the white building stone can

be sawed like that at Bermuda. It is a flat, treeless, coral island,
like most of the Keys in the Bahamas. The varying currents

make navigation about the island dangerous, and produce the

peculiar race of wreckers known to navigators in these regions.
The island forms part of the English jurisdiction of Jamaica. In

these colonies they have their separate money, and their pennies
are of nickel. The negroes of Turk's Island, from their English
education and surroundings, are far superior as laborers to those
of the French or Spanish islands.

The Ozama having been on her way during the night, and feel

ing myself approaching the lands particularly associated with Col

umbus, I went early on deck in the morning, to find the hills of

Hayti exquisitely defined in the morning light on the horizon.
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One gets at first the impression of the islands ofWestern Scotland,
but a nearer approach shows the most luxuriant foliage. Remain

ing on the bridge with the Captain, I waited for the prospect to

unfold, staying there until we came to anchor in the harbor of

Cape Haytien. At the entrance of the harbor lies a wreck sug

gestive of the romance of this region, and full of the mystery of

life on the sea. The Captain explains that this ship had reached

Shanghai, where its captain died. The mate in charge sailed the

vessel thence to Rio, where he died of yellow fever ; the second

mate then brought the ship to St. Thomas for orders ; thence he

was instructed to come to Cape Haytien to load with logwood for

Hamburg. On this short voyage from St. Thomas, ten days later

than other vessels from that port, she was seen to come in from

the eastward along the outside of the low reef on a fair day.

Strangely enough the vessel ran upon the reef, whereupon the

crew,;according to their own story, believing the ship to be'uncanny,
deserted it, and on making their way around the low coast of the

harbor to Cape Haytien, they reported that the last captain had

come up on deck when the vessel struck, then had shot himself

and fallen into the sea. But now came a still more uncanny thing :

in these waters the tide is insignificant ; but the ship, although

she struck the reef with all sails set, by some mysterious im

pulse drifted off without a soul on board, and sailed superbly west

ward outside the reef, under full canvas, to the entrance of the dif

ficult and tortuous channel into the harbor, made all its devious

turnings in safety with the exception of the last turn, and even

then by only twenty yards missed the channel, and finally went

ashore on the point where the wreck was then visible.

The aspect of life in Cape Haytien would be striking under any

condition. Strolling in the markets I was confronted by the great

cakes of cassava, two and a half feet in diameter, plantains,

bananas, tobacco rolled in palm leaves like long sticks, sugar in

rolls sold by the foot, peppers, yams, delicious oranges, limes, star-

apples, etc. The people are very black, mainly of pure African

stock, with such a veneer ofcivilization as was received during the

French occupation. The character of the population, indeed, is a

hopeless one. To those who are studying the progress of the negro

race, this experiment, where the negro is separate from the white,,
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is not promising. The statement made by St. John, that voudoo-

ism was practised in the mountains, was privately corroborated by

competent observers. There are intelligent and
cultivated men here,

of course, but the mass of blacks are depraved. The vice of the

place, if known, would be sickening. The childishness of the race

is the more apparent iu this carnival time. They cheat, are lazy,

shiftless, and immoral ; they will work only three or four days in

the week, and, like most tropical races, live from hand to mouth.

Drinking ana gambling are the usual amusements. The streets

are filled with ruts, stones, rubbish, and filthy water, wherein the

soldiers masquerade proudly in blue denims.

The next day, a small party of us arranged to make an expedi
tion into the country and ascend the mountain to the Citadel of

Christophe. Mounted on horseback, fortified by "Joe," the peon,

a government permission, and several bottles of rum as a medium

of exchange, we found ourselves in the country roads, lined with

blacks of both sexes, on mules and on foot, going to and from the

markets. Roads, which in the wet season wTere impassable

swamps, were, in the present dry season, lined with beaten

paths on which it was necessary to ride single file. The

path carried us at times under the branches of trees, whereby
the official member of our party was rolled off his horse

by the bough of a tree; but no damage was done. "Joe"

having been left far in the rear, I am pushed into the position of

interpreter of the miserable patois of French as we inquire the

way. Fine tropical vegetation by the roadside, the plantain, ba

nana, coffee, guava, mango, soursop, and orange trees, royal
palms, star-apples, bread-fruit, etc. , accompany us until we begin
to reach the mountain road, which is only a path among the stones.

Eate in the afternoon we arrive at Milot, in a lovely valley,
where bursts upon us a beautiful, picturesque ruin, a model of the
palace of Sans Souci. Galloping up impressively before the quar
ters of the Commandante at the Plaza, we dismounted, and with
all the state possible I unfolded our ofiicial permission to visit the

citadel on the mountain, and requested provisions for our horses,
lodgings for the night, and a guard up the mountain in the morn

ing. My dignified ofiicial manner was interrupted by a hissing
"

sacr-r-r-e" in my ear, which led to the discovery that I was
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standing on the bare toes of a guard of honor at the door. An

evening stroll through the ruins of the palace in the moonlight
gave some conception of its exquisite beauty and picturesqueness.
A fine arch of thirty feet in the front led to a massive flight of

steps. There were twenty-four large arches in the front of the

main building, from which the view down the valley to the east

was charming. In the evening the soldiers crowded in upon us,

which gave "Joe" his opportunity to deliver a vivacious oration

in French, in which, his one eye lighting up with enthusiasm, he

vividly pictured the magnificence of the captain as he stood upon
the bridge, and produced a distinct impression upon his audience.

They are sly fellows, and our charges were extortionate.

By daylight in the morning, at five o'clock, after a poor sleep
in a room without air, we start up the mountain by a road leading
through the ruined palace to the citadel, which lies about six

miles up the steep mountain, and is gained only by a bad bridle

path full of mud-holes and rocks, and running along the edge of

deep descents. The citadel is a remarkable ruin, much larger
than the Castle at Heidelberg, its walls ten feet thick, and on

some sides fifteen hundred feet above the surrounding mountain.

To sit on the wall with legs dangling over was a test of coolness

and nerve, which only the captain ventured. The difficulties

of construction were enormous, and all materials were brought up
at great cost. In the building of this castle, which was erected

about the beginning of the present century, it is recorded that full

thirty thousand lives were lost. A red exudation from the stone

gives a fine color to the outside of the ruin. There are unlimited

corridors, chambers, treasure vaults, casements, etc., etc., still

containing fine bronze guns presented by England (bearing date

of the year 1742). The view from the parapets over the broad

savanna was soon obstructed by clouds, and after satisfying our

selves that the bones of Christophe, supposed to be in a tomb in

the castle, had no existence, we leisurely descended again to

Milot. The dinner madeready for us was chicken prepared by

years of waiting for this roasting, cooked with lard in a kettle

turned upside down, so that it was served in a fine black and oily

condition. Native cooking was too much for us.
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On our way home a distant cheering, like that which occurs at

our own national game, excited my curiosity. Eeaving the road

v^ith C ,
we passed soldiers with bayonets and found ourselves

in a ravine with a shouting bedlam of men surrounding a cock-pit,

where the national sport, cock-fighting, was under full headway.

A worse-looking group of creatures was never collected together.

My curious interest in the scene was suddenly interrupted by a

blow on the cheek from a burly ruffian who naturally understood

that I had no rights there ; and, indeed, in Hayti, a negro is

better than a white man. Self possession would have been a

virtue ; but it did not require more reflection to convince us that

this was no congenial spot. We had gone upon their ground and

must take the consequences. It was fortunate that we found our

way back to our horses.

When the city of Cape Haytien was reached, and a boat had

carried us from the wharf to the Ozama, as we looked back over

the rich colors of the foreign-looking town and the splendid sweep

of hills rising above with their luxuriant vegetation, we could not

help feeling charmed with the scene, nor a sense of relief and

thankfulness that we had escaped further contact with a peoplewho

are conducting a most unpromising experiment in government.

Under the awnings on deck, with fresh Haytian oranges heaped
close by, we looked back to the southward where on the distant

mountains could be faintly discerned the regular outlines of Chris-

tophe's Citadel against the clear sky ; it was the land of Tous-

saint l'Ouverture ; sea, air, cloud, and tree conspired to create

such poetry as should fascinate us with a dreamy life where

nature lends everything to man without return. The picturesque
outline of the castle was palpitating in the hazy distance ; close

by was the vulgar, perspiring group of black laborers, loud in

their cries and oaths, finishing the discharge of our cargo. It is

a land of magnificent contrasts.

J. Laurence Laughlin.
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ENGLISH AS SHE IS WRIT AT CORNEEE.

OOMEWHERE in the Register is this sentence of ominous im-

^
port to prospective Freshmen : "No student markedly defi

cient in English will be admitted to any of the courses in the

University.
' '

Perhaps no candidate ever noticed this little remark,
or noticing, would think of applying it to himself. Yet as the

student merely proposes, while the Faculty disposes, it may be

that here is the key to many an unfortunate issue unjustly laid at

the door of
"

O. W. J." On the other hand, with all respect to

the gods that be, it may be assumed that sometimes in the last

great stress of bringing a new class into existence, this rule, like

some others, has broken down. Nor does the Department of En

glish complain. Heaven help the Freshmen instructor were it

not so !

Eet me hasten to say that the creditable essay is one very much

desired by the Freshman instructor; and, indeed, that it is the

main part of the pabulum prepared for him. Still the creditable

essay, not always in itself and intrinsically of great or startling

interest, may become, when much multiplied, a wearisome thing.
Then it is that those markedly marked essays and examination

papers, violently explosive in their nature, come in to soothe and

refresh and lighten the aforesaid instructor's weary way.

Eet it be understood that what is here given of literary compo

sition at Cornell belongs entirely to ancient times, to the Cornell

that was and the students that were. Nothing that follows, I

believe, is the product of any one now in the University ; or if

this statement is not strictly true in every instance, I feel sure that

the authors would be the last persons in the world to recognize

these strange creations of their sorely puzzled brains.

It is needless to add that the extracts given are perfectly gen

uine ; they defy concoction, and can be obtained only by those

fortunate enough to have access to nature's mint. They appear,

as far as possible, with all the accompaniments of spelling, punct

uation, and paragraphing which distinguish the original manu

scripts. In some cases they represent sheer ignorance ; in some

that
' *

best guess
' '

which students under examination are always
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urged to give ; in some, desperate strugglings with ideas half

grasped and not at all understood ; and in still others, I fear, they

show the student fallen into traps unwittingly set for him.

But why exhibit what is not at all representative of the students'

work even in the ancient days here referred to ? There is some

sort of justice in it. Mr. Earl Barnes has disclosed to Magazine

readers the
' '

average student,
' '

with reference to whom all courses

are supposed to be laid out. But in those old days, at least, there

was one exception. The theory then rampant was that the

student first spent all of his time upon mathematics. What

was left he gave to modern languages or other necessary work.

Then, if there were any rag tags and bob tails of time which the

English department could get hold of, it was welcome to them.

Naturally the course was laid out rather with reference to the

under-average student. And one of the things which we used to

do was to drag our victims through a great mass of bad English
in the hope, I suppose, that by a process of exclusion something
good would be arrived at. To this purpose museums of patholog
ical English were introduced to the student, who was expected to

work out a correct diagnosis and remedy for every rhetorical dis

ease. The process, for the under-average man at least, was one

of small profit. The untutored student is absolutely uncritical.

Even the words in his own limited vocabulary string themselves

together in a sort of nebulous mass. He certainly needs to culti

vate accuracy of thought and to be taught to notice words ; but

to put before him half-grasped sentences embodying some misuse

of language which he himself would not think of making, whose

thought indeed is perhaps beyond his range of expression, is, it

may safely be said, a pretty worthless exercise.

But not to turn this article into a disseration on the teaching of

English, I proceed at once to give some gleanings from those

ancient days. In an examination for passing up the first year's
work I once gave the following sentence for correction :

"

He is
fond of reading such fictitious writers as Hawthorne ?" One cor

rection, with its reason, was as follows :
'

He is fond of reading Hawthorne and other such fictitious
writers.' When written as first it is obscure because one could
not tell whether He was more fond of reading than was Haw
thorne, or whether the other meaning is meant.
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Bidding good by to the guests, the carriage drove rapidly to

the station," was another sentence in the same paper. The same

brilliant commentator attacked it thuswise :

*

Bidding good by to the guests, the carriage drove speedily to

the station.' Rapidly means quickly with fear or danger while

speedily means quickly without fear or danger.
Another sentence, which it was hoped the student would ar

range in a climactic order, ran thus :
"

I sink into the bosom of

the grave, it opens to receive me, my race is run, my lamp of

life is nearly extinguished." Another candidate for rhetorical

promotion gave this version :

4

1 am an old man, and now I am dying.' A person could not

sink into the bosom of the grave because it has not got any.
Neither could it open to receive anybody because it is inanimate

and a person when he is alive he does not carry a lamp of life

which is put out when he dies. This sentence was personifica
tion.

Puzzle number five read as follows :
' '

Mr. Blank has got into

financial difficulties which will likely culminate in himself and

his business being separated." Student number one evolved this

result :

'

Mr. Blank and his business being separated has got himself

into financial difficulties which will likely culminate in himself.
'

It was ambiguous.
Student number two gave himself up to the task with all his

might :

*

Mr. Blank has placed himself into financial difficulties that

will likely culminate within himself and cause his business to be

separated.'
As at ist is wrong because

'

got' is unnecessary or is not in

with the requirements of propriety.
'

Which' is the wrong rela

tive pronoun to use because which is used to distinguish.
'

Cul

minate in himself and his business' is wrong because it is a viola

tion of obscurity.

The student was asked to combine the following sentences into

more connected discourse :

"

Many a wife becomes a mere housekeeper. The husband

accepts the arrangement. One is not expected to stay in of an

evening to please her. These things explain the condition of

some households. Such households are not the happiest."
Behold the metamorphosis :
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Many a wife becomes a mere housekeeper when the husband

accepts the arrangement. They are not expected to chat with

another's housekeeper or to stay in of an evening to please each

other. Households having these things to explain their
condition

are not the happiest."

"Can we assume that blood replaces teaching?" was another

conundrum. The solution :

*

While teaching can we assume that blood is replaced ?' The

blood does not replace itself in some time.

The sentence "He that hath planted the ear, must surely be

able to hear," was
'

made stronger' in this wise :

"Who has not heard that hath planted his ear ?
"

Of definitions and nice distinctions, the following examples il

lustrate the mental confusion of our under-average student when

stretched upon the rack :

Alliteration is taking away ideas one after another until only

the right one remains.

Redundancy is the effect produced in a sentence by using words

which have a rotund emphasis.
The term

' '

Keeping'
'

means to keep the words which express

your thoughts in the confines of your principal thought. Use

words which are known to ordinary readers. And in general to

word your selection under the rules which determine a good
selection.

[Keeping] is secured by reading the sentence or paragraph
over carefully, and then rewriting it.

Epigram is an inscription written on a tombstone—In life a

hero, in death a victor.

Fine writing as distinguished from circumlocution is not so

plane or so elegent. The latter is much more easily understood

and therefore planer as most of the common people are acquainted
with circumlocution.

as people do not live=circumlocution

but reside in residences=Fine writing.
Truth is a proper statement of a fact. Veracity is a statement

that varies.

Truth is the thing, veracity the person.
Truth— a person may tell a thing that is so one would say then

he speaks the truth while veracity has an additional meaning that
the person not only speaks the truth but is known to be that kind

of a person that cares only for truthful things.
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A narration is a story in which the objects move, and in which
there are people who speak while a description is a story about

places or people.

The following from an essay on "Founder's Day" is of interest

only for the quaintness of a foreigner's struggles with our En

glish tongue, and possibly for its unconscious reflection upon the

character of one of our most popular social events :

"For sickness of Mr. Woodford or rather for cause of the

weather being so bad and chilly, which prevent his coming to de

liver to us his oration, we had nothing notorious that day but the

military hop which took place ou that evening."
In one of our term examinations it occurred to my colleague to

test the notion of one class of our students as to the value of the

efforts we were exerting in their behalf. "What are the particu
lar advantages to technical men of being able to write clear En

glish prose?" the question ran. Evidently, since Sibley College
men are not now permitted to partake of the advantages of Fresh

man Rhetoric, the following answer no longer represents the sen

timents of that progressive institution :

"The advantage of writing good English Prose to technical

men is, if they should get patent which \foey wished to have pat

ented, they would have to write to the government and in doing
so it would be thought more of if written in good prose.

' '

1

What is glory, what is fame ?
'

queries the poet. Evidently

magazine fame is considerable, as witness the following regarding
the instructor just mentioned, from an essay reviewing "The Feb

ruary Magazines" :

"A leading feature of this article [Walter Scott's Method of

Work] is a group of fac-similies of proof sheets of
'

Peveril of the

Peak,' which Mr. Woodruff, the author of the article, secured

while in Eondon some 20 years since with Andrew D. White,
whither they had gone to secure men and material for the Cornell

University which was then in an embryo state."

Perhaps the humor of the following is not very apparent. It is

from an essay on "The Story of Mordecai," and gets its point

from the fact that the students had been repeatedly warned

against falling into the peculiar diction of the Bible :

' '

Mordecai put on sackcloth and ashes and went about the city

mourning, and stood before the palace. WThen Esther heard of it

she sent him a good suit which he refused."
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Our philologists will be interested in the following contributions

to the Science of Language. They may be taken as merely ten

tative, and the authors would probably wish to have it understood

that they reserve the right of changing their minds should further

researches throw light upon this most interesting subject :

"The bow, wow, theory is said to come from the immitation of

animals."

"The Max Muller or dig dong theory claim the origin to be

connect with inanimate objects, such that when an object is struck

it emit a sound so."
' '

The third theory is the emotional theory : It claims the ori

gin to come from the flowing of a brook, the noise of a falls or

the rustle of the trees."

The interjectional theory where the cry of the infant and the

shout of the savage account for many words. The Muller theory
which accounts for the presents of many words but fails to account

for others. The ring of the silver dollar and the like noises. (The
silver dollar as compared with the lead one.)
"Oriental poetic (bow-wow) theory states that everything in

nature has a sound peculiar to it's self, words were chosen to rep
resent these objects which had the same sound as the object. In

terjectional theory, (po-po) everything in nature leaves an impres
sion on the mind which is always the same, words were chosen to

represent these impressions. Miiller's theory (ding dong) is that
when a thing is struck it has a ring peculiar to it's self."

4 '

In the beginning man gave forth sounds like the hissing of
the snake and like the barking of a dog when struck, which grad
ually became condensed into some kind of a language."

' '

Language was supposed to have originated with a tribe of
natives in the highlands of Asia. Parties of natives migrated to

different parts of the continent. The first party went to India and
founded that language there. The 2nd party went west &
founded the Iranian and another party settled in G. Britain Gaul
and Ireland. From these different tribes it was supposed that the
language originated. It has been settled that the English lan

guage came from the Sanscrit."

Space will permit of only two examples ofmore elaborate work.
With reference to the first, it is only necessary to say that the stu
dents were asked to tell the story of Rip Van Winkle. The sec

ond (which, by the way, belongs to the Cascadilla School) may be
prefaced by a word. Many of our foreign students come to the

University with an excellent command of English, and their essays
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are uniformly among the best we get. Others have a severe strug

gle with an unknown tongue, yet what is lost in correctness of

idiom is often more than made up by the naive simplicity, the di

rect concrete expression, and the genuine feeling displayed.

RIP VAN winkle.

Composition writing has always been considered by students

the great bane of their lives. Such was certianly my opinion when
I read over the four subjects from which I must select one. I had

never had vacation or camping-out experiences that would be in

teresting to students ; so the choice lay between Evangeline and

Rip Van Winkle. I selected the latter because it is shortest and

as I strongly dislike paraphrasing I will simply write down the

thoughts that occurred to me while reading the narative which

you either are or ought to be thoroughly familiar with.

The author first gives us a picture of despotism by describing
its worst victim, a henpecked husband. What figure could be

more complete ! No oriential despot can compare with the woman

who ever since she caught her victim at the foot of the alter, has

never ceased to lay sole claim to all his belongings, to blame him
for every ill that befalls her little world and to blow his head off

every time he comes within reach. Or what slave can compare

with the poor husband, picked up from his native independence by
the slave trader of firey love and carried off to a sirvitude where

he is constantly blamed for not working, but found fault with still

more if he attempts to do anything, all this by one whom he

thought loved him and to whom he is bound by life-long bonds.

Such a school cannot make a thrifty man. Rip Van Winkle acted

very naturally when he betook himself to the solitary forests for a

twenty years sleep spiced with dreams well intended to take the

place of the domestic excitements to which he had become somuch

accustomed.

During this long time many changes have taken place. His

home is changed. He suddenly and unexpectedly finds himself a

free man, no more to be bound down by the fetters of unfriendly
love and kindred, no more to be shot at from every hedge and door

way, but he is free to roam where he will and to enjoy life for the

rest of his days. His country is not less changed. We who know

only the present, cannot fully appreciate the meaning of those acts

of tyranny ; which forced our forefathers to deeds of daring and

deprivation, whose history we cannot read without the greatest

admiration for their self-sacrifice. And while we are captivated by
their patriotism, we must not forget that the liberty that they so

dearly bought has been entrusted to our keeping and it is for us to

labor as diligently and courageously to make the most of it. \
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ON THEATRE.

Theatre is the place of recreation, the place where thoughts get

practice on the way of life. He not only distracts us, but in

structs also.

Life withought amusements is a premature sepulchre, it passes
slowly like the water that moves lazily among the black rocks.

God has given to man the ways softening the painful and

troublesome time of life . . . amusements : hours in what man

passes time unprovided, making his soul walk into joyful thoughts,
and forgetting the tortures of Past.
Theatre is one of these ways given by the Lord of all things.
As so good many plays are useful for the physic, also theatre

is the Gymnasium of thoughts.
Orrin Leslie Elliott, '85.

THE VOICE OF NIGHT.

Winter's robe of glistening white,
Pure and clear on wintry night,
While the moon its pale, cold light

Sheds on thee,

From my window as I peer

Through full many a frost-elve's spear-
Hark ! an echo, soft and clear

Comes to me.

' '

As this earth below doth lie

Cold and dead 'neath star-lit sky,
So shalt thou as surely die,

But too soon.

"

Not less peaceful shalt thou sleep,
Naught shall mar thy slumber deep,
While the

'

Bear
'

his watch doth keep
From above.

But, as when the breath of spring
Pure, new life to earth shall bring,
Quick' ning each dull, senseless thing

With touch of love,
"

Thou, too, when Time has passed away,
Like them, shalt wake—to live for aye,
See that thou wake aspure as they—

"

The voice was gone.

fohn Alan Hamilton.
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PSYCHICAL PHENOMENA.1

I.

U OUPERSTITIOUS times easily accuse new opinions of im-
^ piety, and not the less easily do incredulous times accuse

them of folly. Opinions differing from the dominant spirit of
the times, whichever that may be, always scandalize the populace.
Study and examination alone can. give that liberality of judgment,
without which it is impossible either to acquire new light, or to

retain that even which we have ; because we surrender ourselves

to certain accepted ideas not as to truths, but as to a power ; and

thus it is that human reason accustoms itself to servitude in the

very field of literature and philosophy."2 In other words the

saying
"

man is a reasonable creature, does he not persuade him

self to believe that, which he wishes to believe?" expresses the

same idea from an altered standpoint. To this endeavor to make

certain facts, ideas, or theories fit into a frame of preconceived
notions, science has kindly given the name of auto-suggestion,
translated in this instance by the popular tongue into narrow-

mindedness.

To my mind the development of hypnotism as a scientific study
is a striking example of unwillingness on the part of science to

take up in timely and adequate manner a study which is subjected
to the scrutiny of popular incredulity. For this reason to a great

extent it has taken about a century, not to explain, for the expla
nation is still due, but to recognize, what actual value there was

in mesmerism, and that amidst all his peculiarities Mesmer was

not altogether a charlatan. It is to be regretted that the last at

tempt to put hypnotism upon a practical legal footing in the

Affaire Michel Eyraud et Gabrielle Bompard met with a crushing

defeat, happily not in the smallest degree affecting the scientific

bearing of the question ; and while at the present hour the sensa-

1 Most of the facts relied upon in this article will be found in Hypnotism
by Fredrik Bjornstrom : Humboldt Library, Aug., 1889.
De la Suggestion et du Somnambulisme dans leurs Rapports avec la Juis

prudence et la M£decine legale par Jules Liegeois, Professeur a la Faculte

de Droit de Nancy, Paris, 1889.
2 Madame de Stael De I/Allemagne.
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tional events of a murder trial are the means of introducing the

greater public to so grave and important a question, it is to be hoped,

that, general curiosity once aroused, hypnotism will at an early

date receive that attention, and above all that treatment, which it

eventually will necessarily demand.

Among psychical phenomena, one of the most simple to us

is ordinary sleep. Notwithstanding its daily occurrence, it is a

wonderful illustration of mental and physical existence radically
different from waking life. Once in every twenty-four hours the

body of man becomes very nearly dead to the world, an inert, help
lessmass, without instincts and without defences, while with micro

scopic minuteness the brain, in ceaseless labor, revolves a chain

of ideas devoid of all thought. Pleasantly or in ghastly terror the

mind of slumbering man roams through the land of dreams. As

science has been reluctant to relinquish the safe position of igno

ramus, the entire theory concerning dreams is of late origin and

but few general principles can be confidently laid down as estab

lished. Queer as it may seem, everybody dreams at all times ;

the brain is absolutely never at rest. Most persons after awaking
remember nothing of what they dreamed, others but an insignifi
cant portion soon to be forgotten. However, by critical attention

and careful study in the course of years, it is possible to recall

every dream, in which case the thought to be gained from this

new field of ideas may be of great scientific value. Furthermore,
nervous and cerebral activity is enormously increased during
sleep so that all the experience of hours and days passes through
our brain in the small fraction of a minute.* Natural sleep is

partly caused by auto-suggestion, a fact I will not attempt here to

explain, but persons may also be induced to fall asleep by the un

known substitution of some harmless solution for a soporific
potion ; fear of punishment will have the same effect, and in both

these cases such slumber is purely the result of auto-suggestion.
Again, it may be brought about by the command or the reassur

ing presence of another person, and then we distinguish, under
normal conditions, a faint exercise of that power and force which
in hypnosis becomes entirely dominant.

* S. Sergueyew : I^e Sommeil et les Nerfs. Paris, 1890.
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In certain individuals the manifestations of mental activity dur

ing sleep approach those of the waking mind, they dream aloud,

carry on imaginary conversations, and sometimes leave their bed

to walk about. The dreamer has become a somnambulist.

Neither is he, as might be supposed, limited to walking off the

affects of his abnormal slumber ; here also we find the activity of

the brain intensified in the highest degree, we touch upon phe
nomena as inexplicable as they are remarkable. For instance, a

somnambulant monk was in the habit of writing his sermons

while fast asleep. Having finished a sheet he would peruse what

he had written in a loud voice, making with his pen all necessary

corrections or alterations even to the crossing of a t. All this was

done with closed eyes, but to make sight absolutely impossible,
the Arch-bishop of Bordeaux, who was carefully observing him,

interposed a piece of card-board between his eyes and the paper ;

the monk, however, continued writing and paid not the slightest
attention. Blank sheets substituted for those he had written upon

bore his intended corrections in exactly corresponding places. He

even wrote music, ruled five parallel lines, carefully put in clefs

and the like, made all his notes half-notes, and subsequently with

neat precision filled up the little ovals with ink for the quarters.*
The following is not less astonishing. A young man subject to

attacks of somnambulism, while fast asleep (his eyes being shut

so tightly it was next to impossible to open them) went on work

ing at his trade, the making of shoes. Thus asleep he walked

from Schaumburg to Weimar several times, jumped over some

wood which he found in his pathway, the most affirmative evi

dence that he saw it ; and avoided as carefully all carriages and

passers by. On one occasion he rode through a wood on horse

back. After watering his horse in a brook he trotted on to

Weimar where he proceeded to the market place, guiding him

self with care through the crowd, dismounted and fastened the

animal to a ring in the wall. He then visited one of his busi

ness friends, where he suddenly awoke, and with great astonish

ment, f

*I/Encyclopedic I'er Edition, article Somnambulisme.

f Alfred Maury, Annales m£dico-psychologiques Janvier, 1861, p. 95 et 96.
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These examples and many more sufficiently prove, that the

somnambulist, deprived of what we are wont to call sight, namely,

with his eyes closed, can see perfectly well and executee the man

dates of his brain with an accuracy occasionally even surpassing

that of the normal state. Entirely unconscious of all his actions

from a normal point of view, the somambulist is less responsible

than a child, and for crimes committed during such sleep,— there

have been such—his criminal liability ought to be the same as

that of the insane, although legal test of insanity could hardly be

applied.
Somnambulism can easily be produced artificially and it is then

one of the regular degrees or stages of hypnotic sleep. The same

is likewise true iu regard to hallucination, that is perception with

out corresponding reality. After much contention it has finally

been accepted that such illusions are entirely compatible both with

perfect health and soundness of mind. These phenomena are called

spontaneous hallucinations in contradistinction to the suggested

hallucinations, under hypnotic influence. As hypnotism, how

ever, furnishes us an admirable collateral method of studying the

characteristics of such illusions minutely, I may be excused for

classifying under general hallucination observations, which would

more properly belong under the head of hypnotism. Experiments
need not be sensational in kind necessarily. It seems to me, that

the less marked such a tendenc}^ the more comprehensible the

phenomenon is likely to become. A simple and complete illusion

concerning the relative value existing between two realities is the

following. It is a common observance to all how in certain wall

paper pattern it is a matter of individual will to make the back

ground stand out as patterns and the pattern appear as back

ground or vice versa. This is willful hallucination. More weight
is naturally carried by what Professor Deboeuf at Liege tells us of

his own singular experience.
' '

One day upon awakening, I

saw my deceased mother sitting by my bedside. She was looking
at me with unusually brilliant eyes and the lips seemed about to

move, yet I noticed that her position and attitude were the same

as in one of her photographs. The apparition lasted quite a while,

perhaps five minutes or more, and all this time I was well aware

that I was laboring under a spontaneous hallucination. What
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seemed so remarkable to me, was that the apparition did not move

in the slightest and was entirely opaque, screening all objects be

hind it from view. As the figure grew dimmer it became more

and more transparent and gradually faded away."*
As the hypnotized hallucinations, are easily produced by sugges

tion and as the powers of the hypnotizer are prodigious, their va

riety is enormous, but may be classified under four general heads.

Positive hallucination, seeing that which is not ; negative halluci

nation, not seeing that which is, and in point of time either retro

active or such as are to take effect in the future. The number of

such .scientific experiments made constitute by themselves a for

midable branch of both medical and legal literature. The following

illustration taken from amongst a vast collection is exceptionally

fortunate, inasmuch as the simultaneous occurrence of both nega

tive and positive illusion is very nicely demonstrated.
"

A real

bottle standing on a table, was shown to a somnambulist ; it was

then removed, but she was told that it still remained. Upon

awakening she saw only the imaginary bottle ; the real one could

be held before her eyes and she did not see it ; put into her hand

and she did not feel it ; struck with a key and yet see did not no

tice it. The perception of the real bottle was paralyzed by her

perception of the imaginary one."

It was hitherto believed that such an imaginary illusion being

a thought of the brain, would not be projected further than upon

the retina of the eye, and as no real rays of light either entered

or emerged, such image could in no manner be subjected to the

laws of refraction or reflection. Such is not the case at all, and I

compile the actual result as established by very numerous experi

ments. A person hypnotized is by means of suggestion induced

to see an imaginary picture upon one of several similar pieces of

paper. No matter how these various sheets are mixed or turned

he will pick out the proper one among them. This imaginary

picture is reflected by mirrors, enlarged by a magnifying glass ;

the microscope enlarges the outline but fails to produce any de

tail not perceptible to the human eye, opera glasses either ap

proach or distance the image and must be adjusted to suit differ

ent eyes. A prism will double the picture and the somnambulist

*Revue philosophique 1885 1. xx p. 513.
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will show correctly the to him unknown index of refraction cor

responding to the power of such prism. If photographs are taken

of these blank sheets of paper he will still pick out the photograph

of the correct one. Nor does the rule that hallucinations disap

pear upon waking hold good in regard to all visual illusions ; for

years the plain card board may still seem a picture, and as it

gradually fades away the individual concludes that the photo

graph was poorly fixed. In the case of retroactive hallucination

no actual illusion takes place. During hypnosis the individual

is simply led to believe that such and such things did occur at

some time in the past, which may be definitely specified. Long

after awaking this same person can be induced under the

solemnity of an oath to narrate in a court-room the most compli

cated stories of what he believes he had seen. As an expert liar

he is the most unqualified success with his convincing precision

of detail for the benefit of the jury, the confusion of the advocate

and the general detriment of the cause. From such a point of

view we must obtain a clear idea of the far reaching importance
of our subject and the fearful fallibility of human testimony.

The Tisza-Eslar trial, which but a few years ago created such an

extraordinary commotion throughout Austria and the civilized

world, is according to the opinion of authoritative legal medicine

clearly in point. Hallucination a long echeance, as the French

call illusions which are to take place in the future, are not less

interesting, because they bring out a remarkably peculiar and

hitherto entirely unknown power of our brain, namely, that of

measuring accurately a given quantity of time without any refer

ence either to clock or calendar. Liegeois has succeeded with a

suggestion of one year's duration.
"

Qn October 12, 1885, he hypnotized a young Paul M. The
hallucination not to take effect until a year from date. Liegeois and
Liebault, at whose clinic the experiment was made, naturally kept
the suggestion a secret, so that the somnambulist might not get
any knowledge of it. One year later,—on the 12th of October,
18.86,,

—

Liegepis was at Liebault' s before 9 a. m. .At 9.30, as no
body had arrived, the former considered the experiment a failure
and returned to his rooms. But at ten minutes past ten, the youth,
Paul, who had better remembered the hour, came to Liebault and
thanked him, but also asked for Liegeois. Called by a messenger
the latter arrived immediately. Paul arose, rushed to meet him
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and thanked him also. In the presence of fifteen or twenty reli
able witnesses, the hallucinations now clearly developed themselves
in Paul as they had been predicted one year before. Paul saw a

monkey aud a dog enter; he was amused by their antics and

grimaces. Then he saw the dog approach, holding a box in his

mouth. Paul borrowed ten centimes from Liegeois and made a

gesture as if to give them to the dog. Then the trainer came and

took away the monkey and the dog. But no bear appeared, nor
did Paul think of embracing any one. With the exception of these
two details, the suggestion had been fulfilled. L- now hypnotized
him and took occasion to ask for information about what had just
happened. 'Why did you just now see that monkey and that

dog ?
' '

Because you gave me suggestion of it on the 12th of Oc

tober, 1885.' 'Have you not mistaken the hour? I thought I
said 9 a. m. ?

' '

No, it is you who remember wrong. You did not

hypnotize me on this sofa, but on the one opposite. Then you
let me follow you out into the garden, and asked me to return in

one year ; just then it was ten minutes past ten, and it was at that

hour that I returned.'
'

But why did you not see any bear, and

why did you not embrace Liebault and me ?
' '

Because you told

me that only once, whereas you repeated the rest twice.'
"

I have dwelt with some length upon hallucination for it has al

ways been a question of great interest. We understand now, how

it was that Joan of Arc heard voices, and Pascal had visions ; and

all other much debated apparitions may in this manner be equally

well accounted for. Such illusions generally are in no way con

fined to visual matters only ; voices of the unknown are made to

sound like those of friends ; in complete silence noises are heard ;

raw potatoes taste like peaches ; vomiting is caused by declaring a

draught of water after it is in the stomach an emetic ; assofcetida

has the fragrance of roses and ammonia has no odor at all ; light

objects seem heavy and vice versa,
—

nay, even the hypnotized in

dividual believes himself to be somebody else, and in a double sense

might he not solve the famous question, who
am I ?

George Hale Emerson.
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SOME GAMES OF CHILDREN.

ALTHOUGH
the games which children play form a large

- measure of the sunshine which, to older people, seems to

glorify their lives, there is not so wide a literature in regard to

them as we should naturally expect. Many as are the stories of

child life, and charming as the descriptions often are of the doings

and imaginings of the little ones, we yet find that it is the indi

vidual and peculiar doings of particular children which are related,

rather than those games which have been perhaps the common

property of the whole child world. It is true of all children, as

Thomas Hughes says particularly of school boys, that "they are

the true conservatives," aud it seems not improbable that in such

games as children play in all parts of the country, may be found

material of true historic interest.

The plays with which children amuse themselves might be

roughly divided into two great classes ; the
* *

imitation-plays,
' '

in

which there is free opportunity for invention and variety, and the

"

games" in which a certain fixed order must never be violated.

To the imitation-plays would belong
"

playing house," "doctor

ing," always a noticeably popular game with children, and the

various ways in which the life of the grown people is rehearsed by
the little ones. The games proper form an equally large class,

comprising those requiring certain paraphernalia, as "Ball,"
"

Jackstones," or even the
"

Duck and Drake
"

described below ;

the running and hiding games, from "Tag" and "Hide-and-

seek," to "Pom Pom Peel Away" and "Yard Down"; and the

pretty dialogue and musical games, where simple songs and more

elaborate formulas are employed.
If it were possible to trace the games in this latter series to their

origin, it seems natural to suppose that we should find the}^ arose

in the passion for imitation, which seems to be an invariable char

acteristic of child-life. May not the game of Hide-and-seek be a

suggestion of the time when chase and capture, flight and con

cealment were the normal conditions of existence? The bows

and slings in the hands of our boys are clearly enough relics of

the ancient warfare ; perhaps the ball dates back to still earlier
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times, when the savage threw with his arm the weapon which

afterward he discharged by the recoil of his bow-string. So the

songs aud dances which linger in our district schools might be

traced with the May-pole and the April-foolery, to ancient religious
festivals. Such a derivation of the children's games does not

seem far-fetched in au age when the distinguishing characteristics
of women are traced back to those early conditions of the race,

as, for example, their appreciation for display of physical strength,
even when mere brutality, is referred to the ages when they could

be protected from harm only by such brute force.

But if there are mists overhanging the subject of our discussion,

they are not the mists that shadow the pre-historic ages of the

race, but those which dim for each of us, the remembrance of

our childhood. The task before us is simply to describe a few of

the games which are still in vogue, but threatening to disappear
in the substitution of the graded schools, with their many limita

tions on the spontaneity of childhood, for the old district schools

where recess and noon-time offered rare opportunities for sport.

In locating these games I have not been as exact as could be

wished. Many games have been domesticated in one state which

were derived originally from another. Those which are described

as coining from New Jersey were more accurately called New

York games, as they were played by children belonging to fami

lies that had left the noisy city on Manhattan Island.

I have become very much interested in the game above referred

to as
"

Pom Pom Peel Away." It seems to be played by the

children everywhere, although under different names. The

arrangements for it are very simple. A large, oblong space is set

apart as neutral gronnd, on which the catcher, who possesses

the euphonious title of "it," may make his captives. The other

players are gathered along one side of the dangerous territory,

but at the sound of the magic words,
"

Pom Pom Peel Away,"

they are obliged to cross to the other side even at risk of capture.

All whom the catcher may grasp during this run across the space,

are then his assistants in capturing their former companions.

When all have been made prisoners, the game begins anew with

that one for the new "it" who was caught first in the previous

game. Great agility and dexterity are acquired by the successful
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runners, for as the number of
those who are catching increases,

and their attention becomes concentrated on the smaller and

smaller numbers of the fugitives, it becomes very difficult to pass

untouched through their midst. He is very triumphant who is

the last caught, especially if he succeed
in escaping for more than

once the combined attempts of his schoolmates.

The game is played in Illinois under the title of
"
BlackMen,"

and even the more common name is corrupted into "Pom Pom

Pull Away," in some places in this state. In Essex county the

game is sometimes called "Holloway," while in the western

towns, and in this vicinity, it is both "Muzzy," and "Mossey".

In Vermont we played it under two titles. In
"

Kangalo" the

catcher used to chant,

"

King, King Kangalo,

You come and I'll go."

The other was still more elaborate. The runners would inquire,

"

How far is it to Barney-gate ?"

and the catchers respond,
"

Three score miles and ten."
"

Can I get there by candle light?"
"

Yes, and back again."

It has been suggested that this is perhaps a reminiscence of the

old responsive party, such as we find among early nations like the

Hebrews. "Dixie's Land," which is also known as
"

Peggy's,"

and
"

Van Dieman's land," may be a variation of this
"

Kanga

lo." A limited space is allotted to Dixie and invaded by the

other players with the taunting statement, in bad grammar,
"

I'm on Dixie's Land

Dixie ain't to-home

Dixie's got a sore toe

And can't run at all."

Dixie proves the falsity of this remark by chasing his accusers

from the forbidden territory. Those whom he catches before they
are off the limits, must then stand in the middle until the others

are also captured. And in this game again the rule is,
* *

The
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one who's caught first has got to be it," in the succeeding game.

The games of "Tag" are perhaps too simple to need any des

cription. "Squat tag," with its crouching position suggests an

attempt at concealment, and one wonders if the crossed fingers,
which secure safety in "Cross-tag," are remnants of some old

charm by which it was once hoped that pursuit might be evaded.

"Hi Spy" or "I spy," "Yard down," and "Yardstick," or

"Guard the Stick," as it is called in this vicinity, are all slight
variations of a hiding game. The goal of the first two mentioned,
is represented in the latter three by a single stick braced against
the wall. The player who is "it," closes his eyes while counting
a certain number, in order to give the others an opportunity to

hide themselves. When the counting is done he sets out in search

of the concealed players. If his distance from the goal is allowed

to increase until there is a fair chance for any of the hiders to in

tercept him and "touch the gool," they are fortunate players.

If, on the other hand, he espies some of them at so great a dis

tance that he first
' '

touches the gool on them,
' '

the victory be

longs to him. Sometimes the racing is very exciting. In the

games where the stick is used, the victory belongs to him who

first throws it down, and in all the games, that catcher cheats who

touches the goal against, and so declares captured, any one whom

he has not fairly seen.

In all of these games the element of pursuit and escape forms

the greatest charm. Perhaps, it offers the material from which

our uneasy dreams are formed in later years, when we fancy our

selves pursued by some unseen enemy whom we cannot escape.

London Bridge is too familiar a game to need description, al

though its origin must date back to the days before our ancestors

left England. I have found an interesting variation in Cortland

County in this state where the following stanza is sung :

' '

Lift up the gates as high as the sky

And let King George's army pass by.

Here comes a candle to light you to bed,

And here comes a hatchet to chop off your head."

At the last words the "gates" fall, and the victim is required to

state whether he likes oranges or lemons the better. His choice
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assigns him to one side or the other in the subsequent
' *

Tttg-of-

War."

I have received descriptions of Hop-scotch from Massachusetts,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, and it is played at least in this

part of New York, but I do not think it a common game in Ver

mont. A diagram is marked out upon the ground in which there

is a regular progression of little squares. The player, while bal

ancing himself upon one foot, must, with the same foot, propel a

stone in regular order from one of these squares to the next. It

was described as a feat requiring great agility, to kick in this way

with the single foot upon which one was permitted to stand.

Another game played with stones seems to have been a widely

known favorite. The "drake," a stone which belonged to the

catcher, was perched at some convenient height, preferably upon

another large, flat stone. Each player had his own stone, called

the "duck," with which he sought to dislodge the "drake" from

his position. If he failed in this attempt, the stone must be left

lying where it fell until some more fortunate player had succeeded

in his aim. At the fall of the "drake" every one must regain

possession of his own "duck," if possible, and the owner of the
'

'drake'
'

seeks to capture some one of those who have left their

goal, and the one captured must then take his place.
The "Old Witch" seems to be of New England origin, and

recalls the times when even the play of the children must have

been as full of the delusion as were the hearts and minds of their

elders. There is a motherwith a flock of children, and a decrepit
old woman for the witch. Business calls the mother away, and she

places her children, who are distinguished by the names of the

week days, in charge of the eldest who is Sunday, with the charge

"

If you let the children go

I will beat you black and blue."

After her departure the old witch appears, and with various

allurements persuades the youngest to leave her sisters. The

mother then returns, and Sunday is punished according to the

threat. It does not seem to have much effect, for, during her re

peated absences, the family is carried off one by one until even

Sunday does not remain to be beaten. The mother, in despair,
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seeks the abiding place of the witch with inquiries as to the where
abouts of her children, and the witch, with assumed sympathy,
sends her down the lanes leading in different directions.

"

Fall

Down Lane," where she must fall at every step, "Crooked Lane,"
where it is impossible to walk straight forward, and others of such

peculiar byways. At last she demands entrance at the door of the

witch's domicile, aud is admitted after some parley in regard to shoes
aud stockings and feet, which do not come up to the witch's ideal of

neatness. Once inside, they go together to the pantry, where the

mother finds her children metamorphosed into pie. A taste of

mince-pie reveals her daughter Saturday, who is then sent home

in haste, the apple-pie turns out to be Friday, and soit goes through
the list until the witch's cupboard is bare, and she is driven from

the country.

There are numerous variations of this game, but it is found in

the essential features in Massachusetts, Vermont, New York, Ohio,

New Jersey, and among New England people settled in Kentucky.

Another witch-game is played in New Jersey. This time the

old witch is in hiding down in the cellar, and the mother bids one

of her children to "go down cellar and get a piece of pie.
' '

The

child goes down, and is at first frightened by the sight of an old

woman grubbing about the cellar floor. The following dialogue
ensues :

' '

What are you there for ?'
'

"Picking up pins and needles."

c '

What are you picking up pins and needles for ?'
'

"To make bags with.

"What are you making bags for ?"

"To put sand in."

"What will you do with the sand?"

' '

Sharpen knives.
' '

"What do you want to sharpen knives for?"

"To cut your hands off." Whereupon the witch springs upon

the child, who runs for her mother's protection. It is interesting

to note how, in such a long formula as this, any smallest change

of wording is frowned upon, and the endeavor is rather to sm>

pass each other in exactness
of repetition and inflection. And in

the general scramble that ensues at the end of each game,
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although often the position of catcher is the most desirable, a

sense of honor forbids any cherishing of a willingness to be

caught. In fact, the desire of escape when one is pursued is al

most sure to overcome any ulterior wish.

I do not know the name by which the following, played in

Western New York, is known. The children make a ring around

one sitting in the middle who represents the grandfather. They

sing :

"

Grandfather's dead aud lies in his grave,

Lies in his grave, lies in his grave,

Grandfather's dead and lies in his grave,

Lies, oh, lies in his grave.
' '

Then one enters the ring and stands at the grandfather's head

to represent a tree, while the chorus goes on :

"

There grew an old apple-tree over his head,
Over his head, over his head,
There grew an old apple-tree over his head,

Over, oh, over his head."

Then follows :

"

The apples grew ripe and began to fall,

Began to fall,—
"

etc.,

when another from the ring goes in and begins to pick up the

fallen fruit. The singing proceeds :

There was an old woman came picking them up,

Picking them up, picking them up,"

and then :

"

Grandfather rises and gives her a kick,
Gives her a kick, gives her a kick,
Grandfather rises and gives her a kick,
Gives, oh, gives her a kick."

As the grandfather immediately proceeds to do.

There are a great many of these games which are accompanied
with song, and I have taken these few which follow almost at
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random. This one is played in Pennsylvania, as an accompani
ment to a little dance :

"

Kitty Macrauky is a fine song,

We'll sing it and dance it all the day long,
First the heel aud then the toe,

Kitty Macranky, here we go."

The following came from New York. Two lines of the players
are formed, and ranged vis d vis at some little distance from each

other. One line advances with a slow, dancing step, singing, as

they come :

' '

There came three dukes a roving,
A roving, a roving,
There came three dukes a roving,

For Prancy-dancy day."

The other line responds :

"

Pray won't you take one of us, sir,

One of us, sir, one of us, sir,

Pray won't you take one of us, sir,

For Prancy-dancy day."

The first line then retreats in great indignation, singing,

"No you are all too black
and homely,

For Prancy-dancy-day."

And in equal indignation the others retort,

"

We're just as white as you are,

As you are, as you are," etc.

At the close of the stanza the altercation
is compromised by the

selection of at least one of the aspirants after the honor of being

"Prancy-dancy-day," who is thus added to the line of the

"

Dukes." Then the proceedings are repeated until but one line

is left and everybody is white.

A kinder-garten game which
antedates the kinder-garten, is the

"Barberry Bush," and is usually played only by little girls.

Clasping each other's hands they circle around some center, sing

ing,
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"

Here we go round the Barberry bush,

So early in the morning."

At the end of the stanza, filled with many repetitions like those

in the "grandfather game," they pause, and, accompanying the

words with appropriate gestures, sing,

' '

This is the way we wash our clothes

Early on Monday morning."

Then comes another dance around the Barberry bush, and Tues

day's duties come.

' '

This is the way we iron our clothes

Early on Tuesday morning."

In similar order follow the other days of the week. Wednesday

is mending day, Thursday is calling day, and wonderful are the

bows and smiles, the primness and graciousness that characterize

its deeds. Friday is cleaning day, and Saturday is baking day,

just the order in which the houskeepers find their work arranging

itself naturally. Perhaps the irrational choice of Monday for

washing day would not have been so long persisted in had it not

been thus impressed upon the ideas of the little maidens that no

other day would do.

These are only a few of the many games with which we used to

fill our leisure minutes, and for which our more elaborate system

of education now seems to have so little time. It is said that in

Germany, the most edncated of our modern nations, the children

do not know how to play. If such is the result of our modern

methods, would it not be worth while to extend the list until all

of the common games at least should be rescued from complete
oblivion ?

Sarah E. Hawley.
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HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

^pHE substantial and elegant editions of Kipling that are now

-*■
beginning to appear in America force all to recognize that

this author has won his spurs in literature and taken a place that

is not to be shaken by any fortuitous censure of the press.
America however has not taken to him kindly, I fear, though that
is a mistake that is very pardonable. Kipling is India personi
fied, and Americans do not trouble themselves as a rule with the

Indians in the Eastern hemisphere ; there are enough and to spare

in the West. But as for Kipling, if you really want to try to en

joy this man from the Orient get the Encyclopedia Brittanica and
read the article on India. Then read Lady Dufferin's account of

her work among the women of the country, and then any other

books on the subject you can lay your hands on. Finally try Kip

ling, and even then you may like him aud you may not. Probably

you will appreciate what you read however, a thing you could not

have fully done before. He will never be very popular, I admit.

Women as a rule make a writer's reputation and they, for the most

part, find Kipling unbearable. He is pre-eminently a man's man.

His books appeal to men and his strongest admirers will be among

the educated of his own class. Though how any woman could be

callous to the pleasant things he says about American girls is in

comprehensible.
"

They are all pretty. Sweet are the maidens of

Devonshire, fascinating the damsels of France, excellent is

the Anglo Indian
"

spin" in her second season, but the girls of

America are above and beyond them all. They are clever.

They can talk, yea, it is said they can think. Certainly they

have an appearance of so doing that is delightfully deceptive.

They are original. They understand. They are self-possessed

without losing any of the tenderness that is their sex's right.

They can take care of themselves. They are sublimely indiffer

ent." What could be nicer than that !

As a rule, however, American women prefer to read something

easier to understand than Kipling on India, somethingwith which

they are familiar already. A clever woman, however, should be
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able to appreciate the satire, the tenderness, the comedy,
and sug-

gestiveness of his writings, and there undoubtedly
are many such

on the continent.

Kipling is very frank. His style is more French than English,

epigrammatic, reserved. He says what he has to say with force

direcuess and brevity. Pie has much grave humor, a fault unfortu

nately not easily to be forgiven by the fair sex. His stories

should not be read rapidly, or many at a sitting. There is too much

in them, and like Pickwick they are made to be read aloud. It

discredits him with a class of readers, that he calls a spade a

spade
—mind you he does'nt say he approves of spades, but he

calls them by their name. He doesn't write for children any

more than Balzac, and has evidently read Victor Hugo's principles

of artistic treatment, in the introduction to Cromwell.

Kipling does not pretend to express an opinion on what he

offers. He dashes it down in pen pictures, like an etching drawn

in with a few vigorous strokes, and but little shading. There it

is, take it as you will. All rises before you, soldier life, native

character, military society, in all its varied forms. Some of the

scenes are anything but pleasant, while some move one to tears in

their pathos.

Kipling's poetry is not as widely known as his prose, and yet

it is as suggestive and interesting, in its way. He had a vast ad

miration for Lady Dufferin and sympathized greatly in her work

among the child widows, and wives of India. He has tried to ex

press this in a few stanzas entitled,
"

The Song of the Women."

"

How shall she know the worship one would do her ?

The walls are high and she is very far.

How shall the woman's message reach unto her

Above the tumult of the packed bazar ?

Free wind of March against the lollen blowing,
Bear thou our thanks lest she depart unknowing.

Haste, for our hearts are with thee take no rest

Loud voiced ambassador, from sea to sea

Proclaim the blessing manifold confest,
Of those in darkness by her hand set free.

Then very softly to her presence move

And whisper,
'

Lady, lo, they know and love.'
"
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Under the title of Barrack Room Ballads, are collected a number
of poems in the cockney vernacular. They are supposed to voice

the feeling of the British private soldier and may be styled unique.
It is said that the notice drawn by Kipling in this way to the

sufferings of the Anglo-Indian Infantry has already procured al

leviation for many of their discomforts. I can't refrain from clip
ping and inserting bits from a choice composition called

"

Fuzzy
Wuzzy." The title refers to the fighting man of the Soudan and

the verses look back to the time of Gordon and Khartoum.

We've fought with many men acrost the seas,

An' some of 'em was brave an' some was not,

The Paythan, an' the Zulu, an' Burmese ;

But the Fuzzy was the finest o' the lot.

We never got a ha'porth's change of 'im ;

'E squatted in the scrub an' 'ocked our 'orses

'E cut our sentries up at Suakim.

An' 'e played the cat an' banjo with our forces .

So 'ere's to you Fuzzy Wuzzy at your 'ome in the Sowdan ;

You're a pore benighted 'eathen, but a first class fightin' man,
We gives you your certifikit an' if you want it signed,
We'll come an' 'ave a romp with you, whenever you're inclined.

'E rushes at the smoke when we let drive,

An' before we know 'e's 'ackin' at our 'ead,

'E's all 'ot sand an' ginger when alive,

An' 'e's generally shammin' when 'e's dead,

'E's a daisy, 'e's a ducky, 'e's a lamb,

'E's a injia-rubber idiot on the spree.

'E's the on'y thing that doesn't care a damm

For the Regiment o' British Infantree.

So 'ere's to you Fuzzy Wuzzy at your 'ome in the Soudan.

You're a pore benighted 'eathen but a first class fightin' man,

An' 'ere's to you Fuzzy Wuzzy with your 'ayrick 'ead of 'air

You big black boundin' beggar, for you bruk a British square.

To return to prose. Reach down from your shelf DeQuincey's

confessions of an opium eater, and enjoy the unapproachable die-
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tion. Admire the wonderful art of the master, as the stately
lan

guage stalks majestically forward in its magnificence, and horror,

an Iliad of woes. Now take up and read Kipling's House of a

Hundred Sorrows. He does not attempt to analyze emotion. He

merely notes a place, a period of time, and a few people as they

are revealed in the light in which he sees them.
"

Fung Chung

never told us why he called the place the gate of a hundred sor

rows, we used to find that out for ourselves.
' '

Misery, unutterable,

abject, crawling misery, like some hideous tancy of unsettled

reason. Let us pass on and leave it.

The two little stories
' '

Beyond the Pale
' '

and
' '

Without Benefit

of Clergy
"

might well be printed in tract form and distributed in

aid of the missionary society, although it is doubtful whether they

would ever be read under such conditions. Both sketches touch

upon the child woman under conditions of life that are unspeak

ably sad, and the presentation ot the facts is too vivid, and too ad

mirably done to be passed over carelessty. We, in America, can

have no comprehension of the terms child bride, child wife, child-

widow, do not understand how such a state of things can exist.

The facts came startlingly before my eyes yesterday, when I read

in a New York paper :

The Indian Government has decided to amend the marriage

code by raising the age of consent from ten years to twelve, but

it refuses to interfere further with the existing laws.

There is no need to ask if Kipling wrote with a moral purpose

in mind. It is to be doubted if Charles Read wrote his famous

novels, "It is Never too Late to Mend," and "Hard Cash"

with a moral purpose, or Charles Dickens wrote
"

Nicholas Nick-

elby" with an eye to the suppression of all Dotheboys Halls.

Kipling has drawn attention to a part of the globe that has been

unnoticed by previous pens. Although so young he knows India.

He has the power of vision, he has experience of every sort, and

writes from the native standpoint, a thing no one before him has

attempted. "No man can tell what natives think unless he

mixes with them with the varnish off.
' '
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Kipling says of his own writings, and let any who would cavil

at his subjects heed well these words :

' '

Lo, I have wrought in common clay

Rude figures of a rough hewn race ;

For pearls strew not the market place,
In this my town of banishment.

Where with the shifting dust I play
And eat the bread of discontent."

There is another English gentleman, who has recently walked

into English favor—Mr. J. K. Jerome. He has not the fresh

material to work on that Mr. Kipling is blessed with, but what he

has he manages very cleverly. We enjoy being amused, and

laughing, and Mr. Jerome is abundantly able to furnish both

amusement and occasions for laughter. His short essays, com

prised under the title of
' '

Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow
' '

are

cleverly written, aud between the exaggerated style, and extreme

truthfulness very entertaining. The dedication of the book is

unique. A page of ambiguous eulogy, and at the close, "To the

companion of my idle hours, the soother of my sorrows, the confi

dant of my joys and hopes
—

my oldest and longest Pipe, this lit

tle volume is gratefully and affectionately dedicated."

Jerome says that readers now-a-days ask that a book should im

prove, instruct and elevate, but his book,
on the contrary, wouldn't

elevate a cow, and is intended for a change. The paper that

seemed to me most accurate in its information, and most sympa

thetic, was the first essay
'

'On being hard up.
" "

There have been

a good many funny things said, and
written about hard-upishness,

but the reality is not funny for all that," and before the conclu

sion of the essay the point is proved, though who doubted it before.

"It is impossible to enjoy idling thoroughly unless one has

plenty of work to do. There is no fun in doing nothing when

you have nothing to do. Wasting time is merely an occupation

then, and a most exhausting one. Idleness, like kisses, to be

sweet must be stolen." We all know that, only too well most of
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us, and Mr. Jerome plainly speaks from experience. It is almost

possible to draw a biography from these sketches, and from them

it is to be inferred that our author did not trouble himself much

about his studies in the earlier part of his career. His French

however, seems to have left a powerful impression behind. "At

school the boy learns of the importance attached by the French,

nation to pens, ink and paper.
'

Have you pens, ink and paper ?'

is the first question asked by one Frenchman of another on their

meeting. The other fellow has not any of them as a rule, but

says that the uncle of his brother has them all three. The first

fellow doesn't appear to care a hang about the uncle of the other

fellow's brother. What he wants to know now is, has the neigh

bor of the other fellow's mother got 'em ?
l

The neighbor of my

mother has no pen, no ink and no paper,' replies the other man,

beginning to get wild.
'

Has the child of thy female gardener

some pens, some ink or some paper ?
'

He has him there. After

worrying enough about these wretched inks, pens and papers to

make everybody miserable, it turns out that the child of his own

female gardener hasn't any. Such a discovery would shut up

any one but a French exercise man. It has no effect at all,

though, on this shameless creature. He never thinks of apolo

gizing, but mildly remarks his aunt has some mustard."

Jerome's ideas ou dress are also interesting. He looks in the

glass sometimes at his two long cylindrical bags (so picturesquely

rugged about the knees) his stand-up collar, and billy-cock hat,

and wonders what right he has to go about making God's world

hideous. He would fain appear in lavender tights, red velvet

breeches, a green doublet slashed with yellow, and a light blue

cloak on his shoulder.
' '

Let philosophers get themselves up like

old crows, if they like ; but let me be a butterfly." Sensible man.

It has always seemed to me that our sisters monopolized far too

large a share of what was beautiful in dress. If some individual

gifted with artistic instincts would only start a crusade in that

direction, what joy it would be to appear in some of the gor

geously embroidered garments that are to be seen in the large
museums behind glass doors. If fashions continue to swing
around, perhaps our children will have the opportunity of setting
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off their charms to the best advantage, but unless someone initiates
some such a movement, I have reluctantly yielded all hope of

seeing my own chrysalis burst.

Without doubt, Jerome succeeds admirably in pleasing the

people of to-day. His most successful literary productions are

plays, and so great is their popularity that five were running
recently at one time, a record unprecedented in the annals of

play writers. The little play of Sunset, produced here last year

amid such applause, was by Jerome. It has since been put on

the stage in New York, and certainly deserves the popularity it

has gained. With his knowledge of stage life, and its peculiari
ties, Mr. Jerome has made a very clever thing out of his volume en

titled
'

'Stage Land.
"

It is absurdly funny in parts to an uninitiated,
and must be overwhelming to those who can appreciate all the

points. In an innocently inquiring way, reasons are asked why
the hero always wears patent leather shoes under all circumstances ;

in the African desert, at the North Pole, in a shipwreck, and they
are alway new besides. The hero's love making is so strange too.

The girl turns timidly away, and he takes hold of her hands from

behind, and breathes his attachment down her back. The villian

is unique, his sentiments if voiced would undoubtedly run as

follows :
' '

Better to be poor and villainous than possess all the

wealth of the Indes with a clear conscience."
"

I will be a vil

lain," he cries,
"

I will, at great expense and inconvenience to my

self, murder the good old man, get the hero accused of the crime,

and make love to his wife, while he is in prison. It will be a risky

and laborious business for me, from beginning to end, and bring me

no practical advantage whatever. The girl will call me insulting

names, when I pay her a visit and will push me violently in the

chest when I get near her ; her golden-haired infant will say I

am a bad man, and may even refuse to kiss me. The comic man

will cover me with humorous opprobrium ; and the villagers will

get a day off, and;hang about the village pub. and hoot me. Every

body will see through my villainy, and I shall be nabbed in the

end. I always am. But it is no matter, I will be a villain, ha,
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"The thing that the stage sailor
most craves in this life is that

somebody should shiver his timbers. "Shiver my timbers!" is

the request he makes
to everyone he meets, but nobody ever does

it. His chief desire with regard to the other people in the play

is that they should
"

Belay there, avast !" We do not know how

this is done ; but the stage sailor is a good and kindly man, and

we feel convinced he would not recommend the exercise if it were

not conducive to piety and health." On stage peasantry, he says

their prompt and unquestioning compliance with the slightest

wish of any of the principals is beautiful.
"

Leave me friends"

says the heroine "beginning to make preparations for weeping,

and before she can turn around, they are clean gone
—

one lot to

the right, evidently making for the back entrance of the public

house, and the other half to the left, where they visibly hide
them

selves behind the pump, and wait till somebody else wants them."

* *

Amusing as are his little essays on different subjects, the amount

of solid truth weaved in throughout is undeniable. They are

chatty and exaggerated in style but very much alive, while there

are passages in his books, in "Three Men in a Boat," and "Idle

Thoughts" that suggest a command of language and skill in its

use, really beautiful
—when the author grows serious, and forgets

himself.

Much more might be said about Jerome, for the story of

his life would interest the most indifferent
' '

but that is another

story."
Phillip Ogden.

NEW BOOKS.

Studies in Letters and Life.*

This book consists of a series of literary essays reprinted from the Atlan

ticMonthly and the Nation. The book is not an introduction to the study
of any of its subjects, but rather an after-talk, calculated to arouse opinions
and ideas in the minds of the readers. Each is in itself complete. The

^Studies in Letters and Life. By George Edward Woodberry. Boston

and New York : Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1890. Price $1.25.
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chapter on Darwin's Life, for instance, gives a very interesting outline

sketch of the scientist's life, pointing out the stages in its development, the
fulfilled essentials to his success, wherein his greatness consisted and what
his deficiencies as a man were. It is fair, clear, impartial.
The chapter on Shelley is especially attractive. Shelley was a head

strong, heart-strong boy ; restive under discipline ; overflowing with a pure
and trustful love. His family, teachers, and country had not the faintest

idea of how to correct his wrong tendencies. But correct them he did him

self after years of rich though painful experience, in spite of the contrary
bent his superiors gave him by their misapplication of discipline. They
would not let him follow out his own nature in his own way. People are

not content with the flower growing wild as it naturally does among the

rocks ; they must have it potted and conventionalized in a hot-house. Be

ginning with his father when, displeased by Percy's expulsion from Oxford

he tried to force him to give up his new ideas, and ending with his country

when, by her gossipy and uncharitable abuse she drove him from England,

they all wanted to overpower his obstinacy and compel him to conform

unquestioningly to their own ideas and principles. This his impatient and

intellectual authority refused to do. He must look into things for himself.

He persisted and for a while went to an extreme. When he had just passed

thorough this skeptic period he died. In the first pages of the essay, the

author speaks of the strong personal affection his admirers form for Shelley,

such, indeed, that they are ready to like one of his poems before they have

read it, simply because it is by him.

Mr. Woodberry seems to look upon Crabbe as a man who wrote under

the principle of
"

L'Art, pour Part," who, for no particular reason, made a

study of copying the dark side of the poorer classes. I cannot believe this.

Crabbe had a strong, unswerving purpose constantly at heart. He was,

above all else, a practical country parson devoted to the care of his peo-

ple>
—not a literary man. He plead the woes of the degraded lower classes

of England, and called to account the aristocracy who had not alleviated

that wretchedness. He could not do this effectually by addressing the up

per classes directly, but he could under a literary mask, by writing these

plain-spoken poems pointing to the actual facts. He was a clergyman in

verse rather than a poet in the surplice. Mr. Woodberry himself quotes

(though only in reference to the metre) a passage in which Crabbe directly

challenges the public sense of duty :

"
Where is that virtue which the generous boy

Felt, and resolved that nothing
should destroy ;

He who with noble indignation glowed

When vice had triumph ; who his tear bestowed

On injured merit?

*****
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Knight, hero, patriot, martyr ! on whose tongue

And potent arm a nation's welfare hung,
—

Where now this virtue's fervor, spirit, zeal ?

Who felt so warmly, has he ceased to feel ?

Or are these feelings varied ? Has the knight,

Virtue's own champion, now refused to fight ?

Is the deliverer turned th' oppressor now?

Has the reformer dropt the dangerous vow ?

Or has the patriot's bosom lost its heat

And forced him, shivering, to a snug retreat ?

Is such the grievous lapse of human pride !

Is such the victory of the worth untried !
' '

The critic apparently considers the principal value of Crabbe's poetry to be

merely historic, to serve as one of an interesting pair of pictures
—Before

and After—to illustrate the progress of the Methodist religious revival. In

fact this poetry, by stinging the English conscience, was one of the causes

of that revival. Crabbe drew his pictures severely. Pictures of crime they

were, true in every detail to the originals. Judging by Sir Phillip Sidney's

definition, "having the end to teach and delight," I should scarcely say

that Crabbe's verse, as a whole, was entitled to the name of poetry. Teach

it certainly did, but not delight, nor, do I think, was it ever intended to.

In all these papers is noticeable a finished unified character, and a cer

tain free, just manner in examining literary qualities, enthusiastically

recognizing talent or genius and at the same time seeing defects, without

that smallness of vision which has come to be called the criticizing spirit.

W. C. Langdon, fr.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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WHAT RICHARDSON DID.

I.

EVEN
the most indifferent observer of recent American archi

tecture, as exemplified by the better class of buildings in our

larger cities, can scarcely fail to notice that the results there pro

duced, are obtained by two entirely different methods ofexpression.
In one noteworthy building, for instance, there will be presented a

wall surface almost unbroken by projections ofany kind save those of

the horizontal molded courses which serve to mark the story di

visions, and its expression of quiet dignity and nicely balanced

repose obtained by strong emphasis of the horizontal lines of the

structure and by the use of square-headed openings of nearly uni

form size ; what variety of expression its designer may have at

tained, resulting chiefly from the collecting of the windows into

groups of twos or threes, as the
case may be, and in the delicacy

and refinement of the minor details of the ornament. One of its

neighbors, or more probably both, will, on the contrary, present

an entirely different aspect. The wall surface of these so far from

No. 6.
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concealing from outward view its organic structure will have its

principal lines of stress clearly emphasized by boldly projecting

pilasters or butresses ; all of its varied openings will be spanned

by arches massive and deeply molded ; while the motive of the

ornamental details will be chiefly based upon natural forms, and

composed of large and vigorously modeled parts.

The contrast between the expressions of the several structures may

be accurately compared to the outward aspect of two men of
different

habits of thought ; the one of the highest culture and refinement, the

play of whose countenance has been brought under perfect control,

and who never permits himself to express outwardly the passing

emotions of the moment, but who has attained the power of always

presenting to the gaze of his fellow men the mask of a serene and

dignified bearing ; while the other, of more impulsive tempera

ment, expresses in his changing countenance his more vigorous

individuality and, having the courage of his convictions coupled

with an indomitable honesty of purpose, sees no just reason why

he should not wear his heart upon his sleeve. And this analogy

is of the deepest significance ; for, in its ultimate analysis it yields

the secret of the origin and development of the two styles of archi

tecture, illustrated by our typical buildings ; the one based upon

the mode of expression elaborated during the more polished and

artificial age of the Renaissance ; the other derived from the more

vigorous though less nicely balanced motives of the art of build

ings as practiced in the Post-Roman and Mediaeval period.
Most of us who may have had occasion to study the fashions

of building in vogue twenty years ago can remember that no such

"battle of the styles" was then waged, in this country at least.

In fact there was no conflict in any sense of the word, for conflict

necessarily implies vigorous life, and the art of building then was

moribund. To give some account for the untechnical readers of the

Magazine of the man who first roused American architecture

into a state of activity, who by his commanding personality precip
itated the contest which has not yet spent its force, and compelled
all those concerned in the practice of architecture to range them

selves upon the one side or the other, is the object for which these

pages have been written.
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Henry Hobson Richardson was born in Eouisiana in 1838.*
His father was a native of Bermuda of English descent; his

mother, a grand-daughter of Priestley, the discoverer of oxygen.

His earlier years seem to have been passed within the confines

of his native state either in New Orleans or ou his father's planta

tion, and the family property yielding an ample income, his train

ing and surroundings were not materially different from those of

other well-to-do lads in the palmiest days of a southern slave state.

In 1855 he was sent to Cambridge to prepare for Harvard College,

where he was matriculated with the class of '59. He seems, from

his earliest school days to have shown special aptitude for two

things, which doubtless led to his after choice of a profession
—

drawing and mathematics—and in the latter subject his promi
nence during his college days is especially remembered. He is

described as having been in those days, as he was in after years,

handsome and distinguished looking, "vivacious and sympathetic
in manner, forcible and amusing in conversation ; clever, ardent

and impressionable
—rich, too, and generous to a fault." He

took an active part in all athletic sports, of which he was specially

fond, and went out a great deal into the society of Cambridge aud

Boston. With these characteristics he naturally made many

friends in college, who, in after years, on the reversal of his for

tunes, were both able and willing to give him valuable help when

he returned to Boston to earn his daily bread.

Immediately after his graduation he went to Paris to prepare

himself for his chosen profession of architecture in the Ecole des

Beaux Arts. His ignorance of descriptive geometry, which,

thirty-five years ago was not very adequately taught at college,

delayed his entrance into that school for nearly a year.

Richardson's Paris letters have, unfortunately, mostly disap

peared, but there is one in which he gives some account of his ex

perience while taking the entrance examinations.

* For the details of Richardson's life prior to his return to America in

1865, I am entirely indebted to his biographer, Mrs. Van Renssalaer, whose

monograph deserves an attentive reading by every student of architecture.

I have dwelt at some length upon Richardson's personality, for
the charac

teristics of the man and his works were so intimately interwoven that the sig

nificance of the one can not be rightly interpreted without a knowledge of

the other.
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"

Suffice it to say they lasted one month, were public, and car

ried on entirely in French. I was once sick and was obliged to

present an unfinished design ; but notwithstanding I entered well.

One hundred and twenty presented themselves, sixty only wTere

admitted, I being the eighteenth. I had the disadvantage of being
a foreigner

—

got confused at my mathematical examination and

that brought my average down."

The whole of his student life seems to have been passed iu the

atelier of M. Andre, a distinguished architect with whom he

formed a lasting friendship. In other letters of later date he says :

"I am at the atelier every day until six p. m. . . I return

at eight p. m. and remain till eleven p. m. That is my regular

day's work. . . East Friday I was at the atelier all night

working for another man. . . East night I came home.

sat down iu my easy chair took up my pencil and began to com

pose, meaning to pass half an hour or so. One of my candles

burnt out. I got up to get another, when, turning to the window

I saw the twilight. I looked at my watch—it was nearly five

o'clock in the morning! . . . The more I see and know of

architecture the more majesty the art gains. Oh, if I had begun
at nineteen to study it ! . . . I can't say how long I may re

main in Europe ; you would prefer to have me remain a few months

longer. . . than return to America a second-rate architect.

Our poor country is overrun with them now. I never will prac
tice till I feel I can at least do my art justice."
Outside of his professional studies Richardson's life seems to

have been uneventful. His social instincts were as carefully cul

tivated in Paris as they had been at Cambridge, but, though he

was alwa3^s ready for a dinner party or a dancing party, it is the

testimony of his friends that he never allowed such relaxations to

interfere seriously with his work, and he is remembered as having
often returned from a party to his rooms or his atelier to finish the

night in work. Only once do we hear of his bearing a part in

that phase of student life which is characteristic of Paris. The

now historic revolt of the students of the Ecole des Beaux Arts

against the appointment of Viollet-le-Duc occurred during his own
student days ; and taking part in the street parade, he was cap
tured by the police and locked up in a cell with

' '

a strange look

ing long-haired gentleman, of enchanting conversational powers.
Half the night had passed merrily between them when the door

was thrown open and a dignitary appeared in evening dress, blaz-
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ing with stars and ribbons. This proved to be Nieuwerkerke the

offending and now in his turn offended Minister of Fine Arts, and

Richardson's companion in answer to whose appeal the great man

had come, proved to be Theophile Gautier.

The operations of the Civil War at home produced a radical

change in Richardson's mode of life—a change which though

seemingly a great misfortune, was doubtless, as the testimony of

his best friends bears witness, the direct cause of much of his suc

cess in after life.

Remittances from home began at first to grow irregular, coming
at wider and wider intervals, and one morning Richardson woke

to find himself not famous, but penniless. The shock to a man

of his temperament must, and is known to have been, very great,

but with characteristic promptness Richardson accepted the in

evitable and did the only thing possible. We hear of him next

working as a draughtsman in a Paris office, carrying on his

studies in the evening when he could spare the time from his

business. An extract from a letter of this period gives a graphic

picture of his change of life.
"

I rise before eight, take a cup of coffee in my room, go to my

office and remain there until half-past five or six p. m. . . I

dine about seven p. m. (for thirty-five cents). After n^ dinner I

go to my room, smoke and think. . . until nearly nine, then

to my studio until eleven p. m. Sometimes in the evenings
—

rarely
—I make calls. I spend hardly anything. . . Economy

is my hue and cry just now. I breakfast for twenty-five cents,

dine for thirty-five, and pay fifty francs (ten dollars) a month for

my room, otherwise I spend very little. I never go to any place
of amusement."

These were his darkest days. As his ability became more evi

dent, he was entrusted with the design and superintendence of

important works, which brought an
income relieving him from the

great financial stress to which he was for a time actually reduced.

It has been written of him by M. Phene Spiers, now an eminent

English architect, who was a fellow-student of Richardson at that

time :

"I am sure that these years he passed in Paris, battling with

adverse fortune, were not useless to his talent. Misfortune gave

him a maturity of mind which is rarely exhibited by men of his

age. By the very stress of circumstances
his thoughts were con-
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centrated wholly on his work, . . . and probably by this

accident were laid the foundations of his future career. The

practical work of which he acquired a knowledge in the working-

office and on the works is, I may say, never sought for by those

who intend to practice in other countries, and who go to Paris to

learn the art only."

In the autumn of 1865, after the cessation of the war had en

abled the family fortunes to be set in order once more, Richardson

returned to America, and on the advice of his friends first went to

New York to seek an opening. Eet one who first made his ac

quaintance at this time describe him :

"In the year 1866 I was boarding in Brooklyn, N. Y. One day
on returning from my daily walk, I noticed some large brass-

bound boxes in the hall, marked 'Paris,' and also 'Etats Unis.'

I said to myself, we have a new boarder ; and those who make a

home in a private boarding-house, know that there is much curi

osity felt at the advent of a new comer. At the six o'clock din

ner there appeared at table a gentleman whom I judged to be

about twenty-six years of age. Eet me describe him exactly as I

recall, to-day, his looks at that time. He was of good height,
broad-shouldered, full-chested, dark complexion, brown eyes,

dark hair parted in the centre, and had the look of a man in per

fect health and with much physical vigor. He wore his clothes,
which fitted him well, with an indescribable air of ease, differing
much from the other gentlemen at table, who, though no dudes,
followed the fashion closely and seemed self conscious of their

good appearance. The stranger appeared to me like one who

had dressed himself properly in his room, and thought no more

about it afterwards than he did about the color of his hair or the

shape of his head. . . . We met often in going to and from

the dining-room and naturally learned something of each other.

He said that he had just come over from France, where he had

been for some years in the Polytechnique School. ... I

could not talk French with him (he preferred that to En

glish, for he had used it so long), but I read the language easily,
and he kindly offered his books for my reading. These books ex

plained his profession. They were upon architecture and kindred
studies ; how valuable I was not aware at the time. . . . He

said that immediately on coming to New York he had entered

into partnership with a gentleman whom he met in Paris, and

who had offered him a position when he (Mr. Richardson) should
arrive in the United States. . . . After a few weeks he came

to me and said,
'

I have dissolved my partnership. I stand alone

in the world without the means to pay my way.' There was a

proud humility in his manner which amused and interested me.

. . . I did not know the man well enough to understand his
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strength, and the veiled genius that walked by his side was hid
den from my eyes. I knew he was in perplexity, but I failed at

the time to fathom the undercurrent of despondency which

troubled his life. One evening he said to me,
'

I am going to

Tiffany to see if I can get work in shaping and ornamenting gas-
shades.' . . . Gas shades at that time were neither artistic

nor beautiful. If Richardson had taken them in hand they
would have been unique and attractive. Whether Tiffany had

need of such work I never learned. . . . He was going to

the Century Club one evening, and as he passed out of his room
he said,

*

Eook at me, I wear a suit made by Poole which a

nobleman might be pleased to wear, and I haven't a dollar to my

name.'* He said this so cheerfully and with that same proud
humility to which I have referred, that even then I did not

realize his despondency.
"

It was a dark hour to him. Such hours come to all men who

achieve greatness. They are inseparable from that patient slow

climbing which all men of genius understand. It was the trial

hour of the great architect, and he came out of it the stronger for

the struggle, like the strong swimmer who, breasting wind and

tide, finds the innate strength of which he had not been conscious,
and reaches port in safety. ... At last Mr. Richardson dis

appeared for a day or two. On his return he said that ... he

was to be the architect of a new church in Springfield, Mass."f

This work was awarded to him in competition, and we are told

that he went to Springfield himself to learn the committee's de

cision, and
"

was awaiting it in an outer room. When it was told

him he burst into tears and exclaimed,
'

That is all I wanted—

a chance.'
"

We will leave him here, upon the threshold of his final career ;

and I shall endeavor in a concluding paper to present him to the

readers of the Magazine at the height of his success, standing

facile pri?iceps in his profession, and executing that splendid series

of works which bear so indelibly the marks of his characteristic

genius, and which whenever the history of American art shall be

written, must be reckoned as the flower of the first great epoch in

the architecture of our country.

C. Francis Osborne.

* Love of fine clothes was always a ruling passion with Richardson, and

one that grew upon him in later life. His college soubriquet, ''Nothing-
to-wear," was gained by the variety and extent of his wardrobe.

f From a letter in the Boston Transcript of Oct. 8, 1886. Quoted in the

American Architect of Oct. 23, 1886.
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NOBEESSE OBEIGE.

IT
is a fact unpleasant to face, that in the whole domain of in

dustry, there is nowhere such chaos, such suffering, degrada

tion and boundless enslavement as in the trades in which women

and children minister to the wants of women and children, i. e.,

in the clothing trades. It is the women of the nation who pur

chase the major part of its clothing, either ready-made or in the

form of materials to be sewed. It is women and children who

spin and weave and fashion garments at cost of life and health.

The men who perform the work of administration are few in com

parison with the producers and the purchasers.
In the growth from the primitive farm life and hand work of a

hundred years ago, through the anarchy and confusion of planless

production by steam and en gros, towards that orderly work which

is our hope for the near future, we have seen one great domain of

human industry after another reduced to a state that gives promise
of coining rational administration.

The telegraph concentrated in a single hand, ready for govern

mental management whenever the fitting moment comes ; the rail

roads owned as "systems" and approaching a final consolidation,

the oil, coal, iron, steel, sugar and other industries passing beyond
the stage of management by private owners into that of adminis

tration by trustees, every where we see order evolving out of

chaos, administration upon the largest scale supplanting the cut

throat competition of the horde of small producers.
But the clothing trades in America to-day are precisely as Fred

erick Engels described them in England nearly half a century

ago. The same chaos of blind competition among petty employ
ers, the same reckless, planless production, the same multitude of

starving, shivering men, women and children, stitching in mad

haste twenty hours a day, only to languish through subsequent
months in despairing idleness.

What shall be done about it? What can be done about it?

How shall rational administration and humane distribution of

work and reward be attained? How shall the stain of complicity
in the horrors of "sweaters' dens" be cleansed from the brow of

American womanhood ?
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During the past year an effort has been made to secure one

small oasis of rational order in the raging wilderness of clothing

production. In the poorest quarter of New York, the most down

trodden of all the workers, the cloak and mantle makers, foreign
ers, Hebrews rebelling against employers of their own belief and,

therefore, deprived of all help from charitable societies, by dint of

a struggle involving weeks of hunger for thousands of men,

women and children, (with death from hardship in more than one

family), wrested from their oppressors some trifling recognition of

their manhood. But far more worth the struggle than the paltry

pennies gained, was the conscious unity, the reciprocal support
which came of the summer's campaign to those soldiers of the

passive warfare. In the strikers of last summer then, there is,

in New York city one little nucleus of men and women who may

be depended upon in the effort to humanize the clothing trades.

Another nucleus may be found iu the small organizations of

women who urge the enforcement of factory legislation, the ap

pointment of women inspectors, medical inspectors, the abolition

of child labor, erection of day nurseries and prohibition of tene

ment house labor. But they are few in number, their efforts are

scattered, and the difficulties of the task are as enormous as the

evils to be overcome.

My poor friend in her reeking garret, stitches from five in the

morning until dark, earning fifty cents if she finishes five pairs of

pants. Her consumptive daughter explains that
"

Mother can't

earn as much now, she has to stop and cook something for me at

noon." For before the illness there was no cooking done at noon,
"

Mother
"

had merely a swallow of tea at intervals of stitching.

There is hope for the consumptive daughter now as never before.

But for
"

Mother?"

There can be nothing for it but a movement upon a large scale,

legislation which shall make it an offence punishable by heavy

fine, to sell any article of clothing manufactured in any dwelling.

So only can tuberculosis, diphtheria, small-pox, scarlet fever, and

that nameless malady more terrible than all
,
be kept from spreading

through the length and breadth of the land, from these pest breed

ing tenement
"

homes."

Hand in hand with such legislation must go provision for the
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little children, whose mothers will be driven to follow their work

from home to the factory, and farther provision that the factories

themselves shall be wholesome and the working day short.

Factory acts, wholesome houses, short hours, good pay, steady

work, and no child toilers,—it is a large task that awaits the or

ganizers, who shall bring thus, much order out of the present chaos

in the clothing trades.

There are, however, certain helpful influences at work. For in

stance, it is cheaper, to-day, for the manufacturer to let the sewing

machine in the garret destroy the health of his slave, who is using

it, than to pay the rent of a wholesome workshop, and run the

machine by steam. But the electric motor's speeding powers will

make the workshop more profitable when the city supplies power

at a price proportional to cost.

Again, an organization being formed and a label adopted, every

purchaser can help the worker by insisting that the article bought
must carry the label as a guarantee that the law was really obeyed
where the garment was made. The experience of the cigarmakers
with their label has educated thousands of workingmen to dis

criminate in favor of goods made under the best conditions attain

able at the moment. And this experience must be turned to ac

count by women, for women and children.

And the
' '

sweater
' '

must go. He must become an employer on

a scale large enough to give his
' '

hands
' '

air, light, a dinner hour,
a normal working day, and living wages, or he must sink into the

ranks and work for another.

Then, at last, the clothing trades will have entered upon the

course of development common to all the great industries, with

capital on one side and labor on the other, both organized, both

concentrated, the evils of the unripe state overcome, and the path
of farther industrial development open ahead.

Is it not the duty of women immediately to possess this field of

activity? Shall we longer stand passive spectators, accomplices
by tacit consent in the daily crimes against the women and chil

dren who toil to clothe the nation ? We have shared the best that

our age affords, Noblesse Oblige. Eet us put our shoulders to the

wheel !

Florence Kelley Wischnewetzky\ '82.
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PSYCHE.

The name given to a pet butterfly that made its home one fall in a

window of plants and became so tame as to light on the finger and drink

its sugar and water from a feather.

It is, bright Psyche, far from my belief

That thou, as they insist, wast e'er a worm,

Along the apple-orchard fence didst squirm
Or dangling drop from some half-eaten leaf.

One source alone thy colors can have had,

For only in that rainbow were they seen,

Which arched across the valley, on the green

Fresh April day our flowers first made thee mad.

Believe or not, howe'er, it still is true,

The crawling worm alone can claim each hue

That makes the flowerless colias burst in bloom

And sips its sweetened water from a plume,

Imprisoning here among the window flowers

Some rainbow fragment lost in April showers.

W. C. Langdon, fr.

JOURNAEISM AMONG THE ROMANS.

IT
is by no means uncommon, in this age of historical investi

gation, to seek in the life of the ancient civilizations analogies,

if not, indeed, the bases, of present institutions, customs and be

liefs. Being inflated with ideas of modern progress and almost

bewildered by the manifold variety of human activity one is often

surprised, when studying, for example, the life of the Greeks and

Romans in comparison with our own age, to find marked similari

ties between their thoughts and feelings and our own, and between

the modes of their manifestation. But it is not strange that such

analogies should exist. The law of demand and supply works in

other fields than the economic, and when any need is keenly

felt by a people it will be supplied in some way, more or less per

fect.
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When a man, in this day, takes up his morning newspaper he

is apt to think, if he considers the matter at all, that it is a quite

modern means of gathering and distributing news. But if he

takes the trouble to ask himself how the Romans, nearly two

thousand years ago, got information from all parts of their vast

empire, he will learn that at least the idea of the newspaper is not

of recent origin.

It is not unnatural that the Romans at the height of their power

should have been familiar with journalism. They were a de

cidedly utilitarian people. There was an extensive empire to be

ruled and governed from its capital Rome. To this end great

roads had been constructed and the facilities for keeping in touch

with even the more distant provinces were quite complete. It was

essential to the politicians of that day, as of our own, that they

be informed of the daily events. There was also a great leisure

class to demand such information ; and business men, though to a

less extent than now, would derive benefit from it. To be sure,

the invention of printing, and the more general demand for a

rapid transfer of news in detail, have given journalism a develop
ment that no one would expect to find in the period now under

consideration ; yet, in Rome, for more than a century before the

end of the Republic, a daily record of events was published for

circulation.

Before taking up the acta diurna, the journals proper, it may be

better to consider briefly the mode of recording events prior to the

time the journals came into vogue and also to distinguish some of

the different records contemporary with them. It will be well to

do so because the journals followed close upon the cessation of

the annals and partook largely of the combined characteristics of

the contemporary records, being made up chiefly from them.

There is no doubt as to the time when the annates ceased to be

kept, but authorities differ in regard to the date of their origin. It

is certain, however, that they were kept from a very early time.

Cicero dates them from the beginning of the affairs of the Ro

mans. According to Eivy such records were first made during

the reign of Anctts Marcius. Others do not admit their existence

before the battle of Eake Regullus, the time when the .mythical
period of Roman history is said to end. The annals undoubtedly
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ceased to be compiled 131 B.C., the time of the pontificate of

P. Mucius.

The annals were compiled by the head of the religious order.

The Pontifex Maximus collected all the important events of the

year and wrote them on white tablets, which he exposed in his

room for the public to consult. Being thus closely connected with

religion, in which at this period there was much superstition, these

compilations were naturally to a large extent filled with accounts

of prodigies, miracles aud prophecies. They also took notice of

eclipses, the names of the consuls, triumphs, the most important

political events of the year, and the like. Though these records

were much consulted later by historians and literary writers, yet

they cannot be implicit^ relied upon. The original entries were

often incorrectly made, or afterward "doctored" to accommodate

the pride of patrician families, in a manner not unknown to many

modern writers. Facts which never happened were sometimes in

serted, and those unfavorable to the leaders in the state were sup

pressed. The sturdy Cato protests against this, and says that

Nepos, in relating the history of wars, did not mention the gen

erals, simply that he might avoid writing the names Cornelius

and Fabius. The style of the Pontiffs in keeping these records

was simple, grave and austere. According to Cicero, they con

sidered brevity to be the chief merit of speech. The thought,

however, was not always clear.

The annals can hardly be said to have performed any of the

functions that belong distinctively to the newspaper. They did

not circulate ; the record of events was incomplete and made only

at intervals. Their significance in this connection is, that the

diurna began just where the annals ended, and took on many

characteristics of the latter in point of style, subject matter, and

mode of production.
The term acta, acts, is a general one applied to any record made

after the annals ceased to be kept. There were, corresponding to

the different departments of the state, several distinct classes of

these acts which must be carefully distinguished from the acta

diurua. The "acts of the civil state
"

were the earliest of these.

They contained accounts of such affairs as came under the control

of the censors, questors and prefects, including a daily record of
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births, marriages, divorces and deaths. The "acts of the forum"

were of two kinds : those of a judicial nature, including arrests,

litigations, etc. ; those of the popular power, comprising laws,

plebisciti, the results of elections, edicts or proclamations of the

tribunes, ediles and other magistrates of the people. The term

acta was applied in a limited sense to discourses pronounced in the

public tribunal, in the basilicas, or in the comitia. There were

the
"

acts of the senate," first made public by Caesar; and the

"acts of the army." Then there were also a large number of

acta belonging to individuals. These private journals often resem

bled closely the journal of the city and are one of the chief means

of determining the contents of the latter. The journals, although

entirely distinct from the above mentioned records, reproduced
such portions of them as were of general interest together with

other subject matter.

A peculiar feature of the Roman journal was its publication
under the authority of the government. There was an officer

especially appointed to edit it, and he might call upon any of the

state departments to furnish such information as it was thought
advisable to give to the public. Indeed, it was a regular duty of

some of the officials to put into the hands of the editor such facts.

The work of manifolding the journal was not the duty of the

editor. He merely prepared each day a copy of the journal and

exhibited it in a public place. Hither came the "publishers"—

persons who made copies, in much the same manner as was done

with the annals, and disposed of them for a compensation. There

seem to have been regular subscribers. After the original copy
had been exposed for a sufficient length of time it was taken down

and carefully placed in the public archives for preservation. The

journals went by various names with which, however, we need

not now concern ourselves.

That these journals existed in the early empire throughout all
its domains, can be seen by reading Pliny, the elder, Suetonius
and Tacitus. Tacitus says they were read with eagerness in the

provinces and in the army. Petronius declares they were made

by many of the subjects of Nero to be read at their meals. Ac

cording to Seneca, women read them to learn of the most recent

divorces ; for, he says, the years of the most illustrious women
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were counted not by the consuls but by the number of their hus

bands. Pliny, the younger, asked to have the diurna sent to him

while in the country. Commodus considered it a pleasure to re

count in the journals his cruelties and infamies.

The date of the origin of the journals is disputed. Suetonius

says that Caesar
"

entering upon his office, [59 B. C] was the first

to make it a practice, that the acts of the senate, as well as of the

people, be written out and published," implying that the acts of

the people had been published before this time. P. Sempronius
Asellio. who served in 134 B. C, as military tribune under Scipio
at the siege of Numantia, in the first book of his history of that

war, establishes for the first time the difference between annals and

history. He says,
"

the annals indicated only the deed, and the

year of the deed, as those who [now] write a journal [diarium] ;

but we think that it is not enough to say that a thing has been

done. It is necessary to say with what intention and by what

means." The inference is that when the annals ceased to be com

piled three years after the taking ofNumantia, or very soon there

after, a daily publication took its place. The political circum

stances of the year 131 B. C. and those immediately following
were such as to create a demand for the journals. G. Gracchus

had already prepared himself for the struggles of his tribunate.

A law had been put through opening the senate to the tribunes of

the people. There was need of an organ to inform the people on

the stirring events of the period. However useful the annals may

have been for the primitive Romans, they had become at this time

inadequate to serve an empire which was rapidly taking within

its limits the whole civilized world. Ambition and curiosity could

no longer be satisfied by the inscription of some names, deeds of

arms and triumphs on the annual tablets of the grand pontiff.

Some give a different translation to the passage quoted from

Suetonius, believing that a daily publication of news had been

carried on privately before the consulship 'of Ceasar, and that it

was only made regular and ofiicial by him. In any case the jour

nal once established, was found to be so well suited to the needs

of those traveling, or living abroad, as well as to the population

of Rome itself, that its publication continued until Constantinople
became the seat of government.
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We possess no fragments of the journal whose genuineness is

certain. As concerning so much of the history of early periods

we have to gain our information from scattered sources. The

first data for determining the contents of the journal are found

soon after the first consulship of Caesar. A Roman knight, M.

Celius Rufus, was the literary aud sometimes the political corre

spondent of Cicero. He wrote from Rome giving the simple news

of the city, and the more important political events in the great

struggle with Caesar. Cicero tells us he saw the same statements

in a Roman journal in Asia. The following are some of the

events of which Celius wrote : the disturbances of the city ; the

false news of the death of Cicero; exaggerated reports of the

achievements of Caesar in Gaul ; many prosecutions ; the unjust

discharge of Messalla and the reception of his advocate, his uncle,

at the theatre with murmurs and hisses ; the death of the latter ;

the intrigues of the comitia ; the divorce of Dolabella and the

officious means of Celius to force him to espouse Tullia ; of other

divorces ; of other marriages ;
* * # .

many declamations

against the ordinary vices and the corruption of the age, a thing

very common in these writings ; expressions in which we see that

Pompey lacked spirit and Caesar truth ; the invasion of Italy by
Caesar.*

In a passage of Petronius the steward of Trimalchio is repre

sented as reading from a private journal, which he says resembles

the acta urbis, as follows : On the 30th of July, ou the Cuman

farm belonging to Trimalchio, were born thirty boys and forty

girls ; there were brought into the barn from the threshing floor

125,000 bushels of wheat ; 500 oxen were broken in. On the

same day, the slave Mithridates was crucified for having slandered
the tutelar deity of our friend Gaius. On the same day, 100,000

cesterces, that could not be invested, were put into the money-box.
On the same day, a fire broke out in the gardens of Pompey, which
arose in the steward's house. There are also recorded the ordi

nances of the ediles, wills, in which the rural bailiffs say why they
have left nothing to Trimalchio, the debts of tenants. f

*Le Clerc, Des journaux chez les Romains.

flbid.
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The contents of the journal depended to some extent upon the

character of the reigning emperor. Some emperors made no effort

to suppress the attacks made by the people upon the government ;

others kept the informers ever on the watch and exercised a severe

censorship over the journal. Dion Cassius records that a large

part of Rome being destroyed at a blow was repaired by the mar

velous industry of au architect whose name remains unknown

because the jealousy of Tiberius would not permit the name to

be inscribed in the journal.
The spirit of these journals may have differed from that of our

own, but the subject matter wasmuch the same. Therewere discus

sions on the administration of the state, partisan statements con

cerning public men, the agitation of questions of general welfare,

accounts of the latest rabble and the most offensive crimes and

misdemeanors. The diurna are but another testimony to a great

people who, in an age of much corruption, have, in spite of that,
left us much to admire. In their disappearance we partly trace a

great civilization giving way before a freer, ruder and hardier

race, and yet preserving in the resulting combination of character

many of its essential features. The old was not wholly lost.

Coming out of the gloom of the Dark Ages civilization reasserted

itself. If the German news letters of the sixteenth century, the

forerunners of our present newspapers, seem to begin where the

Roman journals left off they were, after all, upon a different ba

sis and contain the germs of a new life—more free, more pure,

more real.

A. Willis Abrams.

PSYCHICAE PHENOMENA.

II.

Hypnotism is the science of a sleep-like state, which is pro

duced in susceptible individuals by the influence of others. The

power of such influence has long been known ; it was known in

ancient Egypt, also in India, where the mystic fakir has ever en

joyed a most wonderful renown. Historically speaking, then,

suffice it to say, that by gradual evolution the knowledge of
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heterogeneous phenomena has of very late years become a science

and the experience of some thousands of years thereby rendered

comparatively intelligible. This felicitous result is due mainly to

Charcot, the famous neurologist of La Salpetriere in Paris, whose

careful investigations of the effects of hypnotism on hysteria, im

mediately placed what had heretofore been judged either quackery

or charlatanism upon a strictly scientific basis. Another cele

brated school of hypnotism formed itself in the university at

Nancy, consisting notably of such men as Liebault and Bernheim,

members of the medical faculty, and Liegeois, professor of medi

cal jurisprudence. Between these two factions—Paris on the one

side and Nancy on the other—disagreements soon arose. The

discussions, which followed, turned partly upon the peculiar stages
or degrees of hypnosis, but preeminently upon the susceptibility
of different individuals to its influence. Charcot and his follow

ers maintained, that those only could be hypnotized, who were

already hysterically inclined : whereas the Nancy school declared

all the more emphatically, that any person might by hypnotized,
with the exception of but a few absolutely refractory individuals.

It is not a matter of surprise that the dispute over so sweeping an

assertion, which suddenly seemed to take away the absolute

mental liberty of man, should have been followed with the keen-'

est interest by almost everyone. The question was finally settled

definitely at the International Congress of Hypnotizers, held at

Paris in 1889. The Nancy school relied on some eight thousand
or more data, all of them gathered from personal experiments, to
bear out the truth of its startling statements. Among these ob

servations, a series of 1014 cases showed the percentage of abso

lutely non-influenced persons to be but 2.6. In short, the repre
sentative of Nancy, Dr. Bernheim, in a series of joint debates,
gained a brilliant victory over his great opponent, Charcot.

Liegeois himself has the pleasant satisfaction of knowin o-, that
he is one of the refractory individuals. With all other persons
the possibility of being hypnotized is much greater than the
chance of escaping from its influence, and when we consider the
various monotonous and fatiguing methods to bring about hyp
nosis, it is not hard to understand why anyone might not readily
be induced to fall asleep. At first, several attempts are very apt
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to remain unsuccessful, but they become easier every time they
are repeated until the ultimate power of the hypnotizer is phe
nomenal. Can anyone be hypnotized without knowing it? at a

distance from the operator without previous agreement? against
his will, and in spite of strong resistance? To all these questions
au affirmative answer must be given. Experiments made seem to

show, that there is no power yet known that will hinder one mind

from wandering away at the call of another. The question, then,
is : who can hypnotize ? What are the functions of the operator ?

Do the hypnotized give themselves up voluntarily by self-sugges
tion, or, do they succumb to a powerful influence wielded over

them by the hypnotizer? It is now known, that the hypnotized
individual will remain en rappoi't only with his operator. For in

stance, when certain motions or more complicated actions are

suggested by way of command, the operator is the only means of

conveying the idea of such actions to the sleeper, the latter hav

ing already abandoned or lost all control over his own mind. So

much is comparatively simple and open to some explanation.
But when we discover, that by unuttered thought the hypnotizer

may compel a person thirty kilometers distant to become hyp
notized and then to carry out whatever was suggested, the func

tion of the operator becomes itself an inexplicable phenomenon.
Viewed from such a standpoint, however, mind reading has found

a scientific foundation, for it seems but logical, that it is always in

the power of one under hypnotic influence to read the thought of

him, whose thought he is in reality representing. How this is

done no one has yet been able to explain. It is certainly not a

pleasant thought, that one man can, by his own suggestion, make

the very heart of another beat either fast or slow.

Omitting a necessarily tedious enumeration of all the many

degrees of hypnotic slumber, we have now seen, that hypnosis

may reduce free aud thinking man to the level of a machine,

which executes the mandates of another's brain with the precision

of an automaton and the fatality of the falling stone. Our next

inquiry will therefore naturally concern the powers of this living

instrument, its physical and psychical characteristics.

Involuntary muscular contraction is too well known under the

form of cramp to deserve any special notice. For the caution of
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those, however, who may desire to be hypnotized, it is highly im

portant to say, that the cataleptic stage is usually the first among

all degrees of hypnotic slumber, and as the muscular rigidity or

tetanus, as it is called, of this condition, shows an increasing teu-

denc5^ to spread to groups of muscles, such experiments are so

much the more dangerous, in that the tetanus ma}'' also extend to

the respiratory organs and the heart, whereby life becomes en

dangered.
The sense of feeling, we know, reposes in a complex system of

nerves, which fulfill their task for the most part in such an auto

matic manner, that our consciousness is not always called into

play. We depend moreover to a greater extent upon our sense of

sight. It must be understood, that even among the blind the

sense of touch is not at all increased, but only more highly devel

oped. We must bear this important distinction in mind, because

during hypnosis, by actual instrumental measurement, the pri

mary sensibility of the skin is treble that of the normal condition.

This sense is in consequence very much sharpened, so that the

smallest current of air is keenly felt several yards away ; the faint

est touch of a hair is accurately localized ; the ultra red or violate

rays of the Drummond light refracted through a prism cause mus

cular contraction ; even the ticking sound of a watch, directed

toward the skin, produces muscular movements in the same rythm.
Braid endeavored to show that it was this increased sensibility,
that enabled the somnambulist, with closed eyes, to see things
and to help himself to them, or to walk about in complete safety.
He did prove, that the somnambulist could recognize and describe

objects, held within two or three inches of his neck, apparently
by the mere sense of feeling. Such an explanation is peculiarly
interesting, as palaeontological research also seems to demonstrate,
that the eye was gradually formed from the outer skin, the retina

proper from an inner skin, and seeing is consequently but a

strangely developed form of feeling. It has very lately also been

shown, how objects in a dark room can be pictured upon a sensi

tized plate by means of a camera and a letise of rock salt, a pro
cess somewhat analogous to photography. Braid's explanation is

a good one if applied in a limited manner. Yet while such sensi

bility of our skin may be perfectly true as to larger objects, such
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as a wall, etc., it is doubtful whether its application can be pushed
much farther. Human credulity certainly has some limits and it

is next to impossible to bring oneself into a frame to believe, that

in such a case as the somuambulant monk, alluded to in the pre

vious half of the article, he should have perceived the words he

had written by the means of feeling the unequal radiation of heat

from black characters and from a white field, let alone when a

cardboard was interposed.
The sense of sight is sharpened just as remarkably. So it has

been found, for instance, that the somnambulist is able to see

through the smallest opening between apparently completely closed

eyelids, and it is further thought quite possible, that he can see

directly through his moderately translucent eyelids. Such aug

mented visual power has been very carefully measured, though

just to what extent it may surpass the normal is not known. An

example will sufficiently illustrate its possibilities. "We put N.

into a somnambulistic state and hold before her a flat object usu

ally one with a dull, not reflecting surface, a piece of pasteboard,
for instance. Behind her head, yet so that their reflections in the

pasteboard can reach her eyes, we place various objects, such as a

ring, a watch, etc. ; she sees them, describes and names them,

sometimes slowly, however ; for instance, when instead of a watch

a ten centime piece was rapidly exhibited, she still tried to read the

hour ; but suddenly she exclaimed :
'

The watch is gone ! That

is two sous.'
"

The sense of hearing, Braid tells us, is sharpened in hypnosis
to fourteen times the normal, and the speed with which the sound

is heard (the time of reaction) is similarly increased. But what

is even more astonishing is, that the sense of smell, which has

hardly any function in civilized daily life, suddenly under hyp

notic influence assumes a disproportionately important part. The

experiments are striking. Among others mention is made of a

lady, "who had so acute a sense of smell, that at a distance of

forty-six feet, blindfolded, she could follow a rose just as surely as

a hound follows a hare." In another case
"

a young girl is sub

mitted to a most critical test. A visiting card is torn into small

pieces, which are hidden under the carpet of another room, be

hind furniture, in flower-pots, in the stove, in the pockets of those
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present. She is then given a piece of the card, smells of it several

times, reflects a little, aud rushes out into the other room, runs

around and sniffs and searches like a dog for the bits of paper.

After she has found most of the pieces, she fits them carefully to

gether into a whole and deciphers the contents of the text. Even

with blindfolded eyes she can fit the pieces together. If we try to

mix in pieces of another card, she immediately finds the right

ones by smelling of them and throws away the wrong ones. If

objects that have been carried by different persons are placed on

her bed, she can give each one his own, by smelling of the objects
and of the persons. After half an hour's exertion, she does not

succeed so well, for she becomes tired, so that her sense of smell

is also weakened. After awaking she remembers nothing of what

has passed."
With such marvelous powers at his command is it astonishing

any longer, that the somnambulist wanders about in the dark in

complete safety, passes easily around difficult obstacles, or walks

lightly over a dangerous torrent on some scanty trestle work,

which, suddenly awakened, he has not even the courage to crawl

back over on hands and knees ? An amusing story is told by one

who returned home rather late one night, loudly whistling his

favorite melodies iu the quiet street. Meanwhile a somnambulist

pacing the roof eaves of a little house and being so suddenly
awakened by the noise, lost his balance and fell down on the

head of the nocturnal warbler, to the great astonishment of both.

To judge of the intellectual ability of the hypnotized subject is an
intricate problem. In general it may be said, that it keeps pace
with the increased powers, notwithstanding the fact that in so

many instances the persons under hypnotic influence remain al

most entirely under the control of a particular operator. Toward

others, however, they will show independence of judgment as well
as great freedom of action.

The simplest function of mental activity is in itself a riddle

which has never been solved. How distressingly complicated
would the task therefore become, should we further attempt to

trace the effects resulting, in the mind of a hypnotized man, by a

greater increase of physical powers. Everything will indeed
leave a stronger impression upon the brain ; ideas will flash
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through the mind with electric rapidity and nevertheless stand

out in our consciousness with striking precision of detail. But of

what use are chaotic ideas, without a greater power ? Thought
consists of organized ideas, the senses alone can never teach us

that noblest of all arts, thinking. Is this the sole psychical effect
of hypnosis ? A photograph among the infinite number of rough
sketches in our brain ? A better impression and a better memory ?

Even if it were all, would it not be of fabulous importance?
Memory is the life of the past. The aged man without a recollec

tion is dead to the past, and his life of less value than that of the

ephemeral fly, born at day break, dead at night. We progress in

this world because we think,and we are able to think because we can

retain at least more than one idea in our mind at the same time.

Hypnosis, as I have intimated, has the greatest psychical influ

ence on the memory of man. The inference is justified, that the
brain remembers everything, while we have the power to recall but
a portion of our own impressions. With the hypnotized it is differ

ent, they never forget, unless ordered to do so. Not only do they re

callwhatever happened in prior hypnotic slumbers, but while under

this power they will also remember those events of their every day life,
of which awakened they have uo recollection at all. Miss H., for

instance, who was hypnotized for therapeutic reasons, suddenly be

gan to recite the verses of a poem, which were not known to any of

the bystanders. This experiment was then tried. As she lived some

distance away, Liegeois sent her the following suggestions by
letter :

"

When you have finished reading this note, you will be

come hypnotized, while asleep recall the poem you recited at Dr.

Liebault' s, sit down to your desk and in a somnambulant state

write down the stanzas, telling also where and how you have

learnt them. After awaking you will feel perfectly well. All

day long however instead of a written page, you will see but a

blank sheet of paper. The following day you can copy this and

send it to me by mail." Liegeois received the letter in exact

obedience to the manner prescribed by him. The poem was

L'Anniversaire an elegy by Millevoye. The elegy contains two

hundred and sixty-two words in thirty-two lines, and Miss H—

.

had heard it recited once only by a student in K— .* In a sinii-

*Liegeois. La Suggestion, etc., p. in.
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lar way a criminal, if hypnotized, might be induced to tell the

story of his deeds, wholly unconscious of the consequences.

How much of our life depends upon memory alone is well illus

trated by the famous case of an American lady, told by Mac-Nish.

She awoke one morning after protracted slumbers with no memory

at all, without the slightest recollection or notion of either words or

things. She had to be taught everything anew, to read, to write, etc.

This abnormal condition lasted severalmonths when without cause

she awoke one day in her normal frame of mind. It was not long
however before she relapsed into the second state once more, to

revert back again to the normal some time later. This alterna

tive existence she led for a number of years, and during all this

time her new and second self was limited in knowledge to those

acquirements she had been taught in the preceding attacks. With

great difficulty she thus wrote the awkward hand of a school-girl,
and penned again with pains the letters her fingers knew how to

form most fluently and had written many thousands of times.

Not the hand, the memory was at fault, so much so, that her

normal life was a total blank to her.*

Glancing back again over the singular phenomena of our body
and mind, we cannot help but marvel at that wonderful compound
of life 'man.' To be sure the various phenomena did not occur

at the same time, in the same hypnotic stage, nor in any one par
ticular person, so that our collective generalization would be hope
lessly exaggerated were it not for an all important fact. The phe
nomena did all occur to man, and that man was hypnotized. No

matter how we may strain our eyes, we shall but see the worse

and though we listen most attentively we shall never hear any the

better. How is it then, we do all this and more while hypnotized ?

The explanation is still wanting. Some say, the act of going to

sleep aud awaking is not primarily the function of the brain but
of the ganglia. Others tell us, that many of the most singular
phenomena are caused by an unequal distribution of work in the
two halves of the brain. Numberless experiments show, that our
face may smile on one side, cry on the other, that one half of our

body may be lethargic, the other cataleptic. The sharpened

*Mac-Nish. The Philosophy of Sleep.
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power of the senses is still differently accounted for. All other

functions at rest, the particular sense is supposed to receive in

superabundance the entire nervous power of the whole body.
How this takes place we cannot know, we do know however, that

our body, as it is, without further aid from any source, can ac

complish things most wonderful. Will the genius of time ever

show mankind how to concentrate all nervous energy upon a

single function, or, and far better, will it let us augment this force,
whatever it may be called, so as to render phenomenally

efficient, those functions which at present we see most clearly
are as yet undeveloped and some of which before their bloom are

already fading away. It is not the labor of a life-time, but the

sisyphean task of thousands of years, and as we dream of the

possibilities of the future, a question from the past stares blandly
into our faces. How is it, that a boulder of granite rolling down

the channels of time should suddenly gleam forth in a polished
lustre it could never have acquired by reason of any circumstances

of its tedious journey ? Will not some evolutionist explain, how

does it happen, that the faculties of our mind and body suddenly

shine with a splendour of power thousands of years ahead of the

time ? We have not fallen from a starry height, 'tis not the

golden spot untarnished by the rust of ages ! What is it then ?

Think,—how the faded leaves, gently floating down to us, re

vive the memory of expended life in a bygone time. It takes a

deal of philosophy to explain the things we see every day, said

Rousseau ; and in his way, Spinoza queried in the selfsame strain :

' '

Why, limit yourself to stupid astonishment ?'
'

He was the

more encouraging of the two.

George Hale Emerson.
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REVEL SONG.

Bring the cup, bring the cup,
Drink deep from the bowl,

The wine of the vineyard's the fire of the soul.

Warm the heart, warm the heart,

Loud and long be the song,

My praises to Bacchus sing loud and sing long.

Down with care, down with care,

Let's live while there's life,

Let's emulate Bacchus in reveller's strife.

Be a Greek, be a Greek,

The muses divine,

Sing sweetest when fired by the fruit of the vine.

Kennedy F. Rubert.

THE SAINT.

U T THINK I had better go and see Juliana once more," the

■A- husband suggested. The wife did not even open her eyes,

did not make any movement of approval or disapproval
—

so weak

had her long illness made her.
"

Because," the husband continued,
"

all these medicines that

the physician gave us Saturday before last in the city hospital do

not help a peasant woman. They are good only for gentry, not

for hard working people. And no medicines can be as good as

our saint's prayers."
And he regretted the expenses he had been obliged to incur for

a journey to the city, to take his wife to the physician. Was it

not foolish to distrust the prayers of a saint that had helped people
for about thirty years ? It is true that the saint had not helped
his wife as yet; notwithstanding that a good deal of money had

been spent on convents, churches and alms. But did not Matthew

disbelieve the saint, and was he not being punished for his unbe

lief by the lack of success in his wife's recovery ?
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Having thrown a glance on the deathlike face of the wife, he

stepped down from the large Russian clay stove, where she was

lying though it was in July. He put on his cap and went to the

end of the village, to the little izba of Juliana, mediator between

the faithful and the hermit saint.

While approaching her house, he heard her mild, weak voice :

she was reading a description of the convents on the mount of

Athos to an aged peasant, whom Matthew found sitting on a bench

at the door. The peasant was one of the devotees that collected

offerings
"

for Athos" in villages and cities. He had visited the

Holy Mount, and had brought back images of saints and other

curious objects, as well as the book that Juliana was reading.

He was illiterate, and his part in the reading was to approve as an

eye-witness whatever Juliana read about.

Soon the collector left the small, neat room, and Matthew asked

Juliana to lead him once more to the saint, as there was no im

provement in the state of his poor wife.

"I went to see him day before yesterday, but I did not find him

in his cell," Matthew said to the old woman.
"

Sorry, that I did

not come for you." .

' '

Certainly, that would have been better,
' '

Juliana said.
'

'You

know how he dislikes to be disturbed by anybody who does not

know when he can be received. I saw him yesterday. He said

he would not be able to talk to anybody before vespers to-day.

Will you wait till then, while I will read
to you from this book ?"

No, he would not. He would better go to his wife and come

again after Juliana at vespers.

He did not find Juliana at her house, and he went alone to the

forest where the saint used to live. He passed by the fields that

were already yellow, broke a head of wheat from his lot, shelled

it, counted the kernels, and descended to the bottom of a gorge.

The dry bed of a brooklet served him for a road between the

bushy sides of the gorge. He met a file of women with children

in their arms ; they were returning from the saint, who preached

to them very long and in a very touching manner.

Matthew reached at last the little meadow where the saint's hut

stood. He approached the bench under the old thick elm tree

where the saint used to sit when preaching, and stopped irreso-
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lutely with his eyes fixed upon the hut door. Juliana appeared in

it, and looked somewhat uneasy at the sight of the peasant. Then

she rushed toward him :
' '

Why did not you come in time ? The

saint is tired now, and cannot reeeive you."

But Matthew insisted on seeing the man. "I will enter without

you," he said to Juliana ;
"

my poor woman suffers too much, and

I want to see him. . . . She has not eaten anything this week, only

drinks a little water. ... It cannot go on this way," and he

turned toward the door.
"

No, wait a moment," Juliana stopped him."
"

I will go and

tell him all this—he will talk to you.
' '

It was not until a few min

utes had passed
—the saint's mind was hard to be changed

—that

the door opened and the old man stood in it nodding slightly to

the peasant. The latter approached and spoke of his misfortune,

of the inefficiency of his donations to the churches and convents,

and of his alms, and asked for some other means to relieve the

sufferings of his sick wife.

The saint seemed to be musing. His black figure in a tight coat

reaching his heels, stood motionless in the frame of the door. Only
the black veil under which the man's face was concealed (he had

made a vow not to show his face to the people, and nobody had

seen it for the thirty years he had lived here) showed the current

of air going out and coming into his mouth. The saint entered the

cell for a moment and returned with a little bottle.
"

According
to your faith it shall be given you. Give your wife this to drink,

' '

he said.

"Have you given anything for the Mount ofAthos ?
"

the saint

asked. "No ?" then give something
—I will send—you may

hand money to me through Juliana." . . . And he spoke of the
monks of Athos, of the precipice of the bare mountain, of the

wants of its pious inhabitants—just as Juliana was reading that

morning.
An expression of doubt crossed Matthew's face. He fell at the

saint's feet and embraced them. When he rose the door closed

after the hermit. Matthew was about to go out of the gorge when

Juliana overtook him. They walked together in the twilight, the
old woman talking all the way to the village about the hermit's

sanctity, his abstinence from food and drink, his long prayers, the
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diseases he had cured during his long residence in their forest, the
number of donationsmade by him to the convents of Athos, about

relics and rare stones from the Holy Land, and the water in which

one of these had been washed, had been given to Matthew.

Early the next morning Matthew went to Juliana's izba, with

the money. He found her busy with her cooking, half-dressed,
bare-footed. At the entry of the guest she took her shoes from

under the bench and dusted them with a rag. The left shoe es

pecially attracted her attention, there was a white line along its

outer side. "What may this be?" wondered the old woman.

The guest wondered not less than she ; yesterday he had drawn

this line with a piece of chalk on the shoe of the saint, while kneel

ing before him.

Matthew made up his mind immediately. "The water helped

very much," he lied. "Can I go to-day to ask for some more

and to hand to the saint the money he was speaking of last even

ing?"

Juliana suggested he certainly might do it by-and-by in the

forenoon. Matthew went home after the bottle. He took two

friends of his, and about noon the three knocked at the door of

the cell.

Matthew told the saint that he had brought the money for

Athos, but asked the hermit first to unveil his face. All three in

sisted upon this. Was it really such a great sin to show his face

once in thirty years ? And then, they were ready to take the sin

on themselves. "Juliana says, you speak to her unveiled"

. . . . And they wished to see with their own eyes the

grey beard, the large sparkling eyes, the dry bloodless face, that

the old woman used to describe to the people.

In vain the hermit extended his weak hands in order to prevent

the violation of his vow. Two of the impious ones took hold of

his hands, while the third tore off the veil.

And all three saw the familiar features of Juliana.
Alexis V. Babine.
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HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

It affords me a certain melancholy pleasure to comply with the

request of the editors of the Magazine to write once more for this

department, as may readily be appreciated by any who will take

the trouble to consider the meaning of the words Here and There

under the present circumstances. On the previous occasions that

I was allowed to bask myself in these pages, theymeant about the

same thing
—with the difference, perhaps, of one or two alcoves.

Now, however, they indicate two different points of view, for as

far as I am concerned the Library of the Deutsches Seminar at

Halle is Here, but to most of the readers of these remarks it is

most decidedly There. And that makes a world ofdifference.

In other ways, too, is there a difference in circumstances as will

become sufficiently apparent in the following pages. For the Li

brary with which I am at present most familiar, was not founded

on those broad principles which have governed the seclection of

books ofMr. Harris's collection. It is, on the other hand, entirely
made up of works on German Philology

—

a subject that does not

lend itself to the kind of treatment that was dear to me at the time

that I used to offer my wandering speculations monthly to the

readers of the Magazine. So, as I hear almost every day (from
Professors to whom the fact causes the most extreme delight).
"

The matter presents great difficulties."

As may be inferred, the books in this Library are chiefly in

German, and that is a language of which at times I become some
what weary. It has always been so since I was a Freshman, and

though the German Language is in general a delightful one, yet
I am inclined to believe that if, as is held by a learned authority,
Adam and Eve really spoke High German all the timein the Garden
ofEden, there must have been at least one drop in the otherwise in

sipid cup of happiness. However that may be, I sometimes get a
bit tired of it and turn for relief to such books as exist in the En

glish language. These unfortunately are few in number in this

Library, and, from a general point of view, not inviting in charac
ter. The first in importance and interest is the Cleasby Vigfusson
Icelandic Dictionary.
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Now a dictionary isn't bad reading, although, as someone said,
it lacks connection as far as narrative is concerned. But Emerson
remarks with much truth,

"

It is full of suggestion, the raw ma

terial of possible poems and histories. Nothing is wanting but a

little shuffling, sorting, ligature and cartilege." And Archbishop
Trench is good witness that one can have lots of fun with a dic

tionary. Even in Skeat may occasional jests be found, and John
son is replete with humor. But this Icelandic Dictionary is now

to me especially dear in that it posesses a Life of Richard Cleasby,
written in good plain English that any one (with any sense) can

read without difficulty.

Cleasby was an Englishman of sufficient means and an interest

in Germanic languages, who spent the greater part of his time in

travel and study in his favorite realms. He collected materials

for this dictionary but died before he could finish it and the work

was carried to completion by GudprandVigfusson. But when the

learned labors were finally at an end, it was very properly

thought that some account of its projector should be prefixed, and

therefore was written this life that I speak of by Dr. Dasent, to

my great subsequent pleasure.
For Cleasby himself, I have had great respect ever since I saw

that he alluded to the great Grimm, with whom he was on friendly

terms, by the familiar name ofJacob. It surely argues something
for a man that he should be able to call by his first name the great

authority who made that law that since his time all Indo-Euro

pean languages have been compelled to obey. It gives this life a

sort of mythical, heroic character, and makes one feel as though
he were reading of Hercules or Achilles.

As he wandered through England, Germany and Denmark,

Cleasby 's life must have been an interesting one. Possessed of

means and leisure, he made the acquaintance of everybody in the

lines of his interest, who was worth knowing, and saw much that

was interesting. He "heard the famous amateur piano player

Mendelssohn, quite a young man ;
"

he heard Christopher North

lecture on Political Economy and remarks,
' '

I regret to say he had

neglected to get up the subject ;
"

he heard Jenny Lind in Copen

hagen, by whom he was delighted and adds : "Such was the rage

to get a seat in the theatre to hear her,
that people stood, lastweek,
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in the most horrid storm and rain all the night till eleven o'clock

the next morning, when the doors were opened again for the dis

posal of tickets.
' '

And ofmen famous in Philologic paths, he saw

or heard many. He talked ou Germanic languages with Jacob

Grimm and heard Hermann, the hero of Porson's famous epigram.

Also August Schlegel, ofwhom 'tis said (not by Cleasby however,)

that he informed his class that there was but one man who had

so translated Shakespeare that a reader who had previously known

neither, would be unable to tell which was the original and which

the translation. It is hardly necessary to say who that one

man was. The class to whom he was lectnring knew right

away. He heard, too, many other professors whose names

we now see on the backs of big books, Graff, Ranke, Lach-

mann, Boekh, Massmann, and altogether his life with the extracts

here and there from his letters and journals is very interesting.

In the course of his wanderings, it may be remarked, Cleasby

came to Halle. I can hardly think that he would have cared to

have spent a semester there. "A more narrow, cornering, dirty,

wretched built town I scarcely recollect,
"

he remarks. And be

ing compelled on another occasion to pass through it he thus com

memorates his transit :
' '

Halle has always appeared to me the

ugliest, least-liveable town I know, and appeared so this time in an

almost increased degree.
"

But I think the inhabitants have for

gotten that he didn't like the place. They appear fairly contented

with it as far as I can observe.

Beyond the Icelandic Dictionary there is not much English in

my present library. A notable exception is, however, to be found

in a somewhat surprising place, namely, Kuhn's Zeitschrift.

Among the articles in this lively and interesting periodical are to

be found several contributions from Whitley Stokes, whom some

happy accident has induced to write always in English. If you

remember how it felt while in swimming to come from a streak of

cold water into a streak of warm, you will have some idea of how

these articles of Whitley Stokes look. So I inspect them with

pleasure. It is true that their subject matter is, to me at least,
somewhat arid. He writes on the subject of Old Irish Glosses,

invariably choosing as his theme the most obscure. It cannot be

said that these Old Irish glosses are, to one who is not versed in
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Old Irish, of a very interesting or exciting nature. My chief

interest therein consists in searching earnestly for some reminis

cence of the Gallic taught me at a very early age, by the worthy
Irish ladies who were in that golden period my constant compan

ions. Up to the present time of writing, however, I have found

no correspondence. I do not regard this as the fault of Mr. Stokes.

The extremely early period of the language he discusses would be

ample explanation for the non-existence therein of the forms com

municated to me by the above-mentioned authorities. And as

they none of them (as far as I can remember) knew how to read,
it may be that the vocabulary of the Glosses of their native land

had escaped their attention. Yet one would think that the word

pogue must have always existed, especially in Irish, although it

is quite possible that in Old Ireland (or wherever else Old Irish

was spoken) the phonetic phenomenon was always preferred to its

representation in language.
*

Beyond these two examples the Library with which I am now

most familiar offers no works in the English language except

Grein's Anglo-Saxon poetry. And in its other content I greatly

fear I could not induce the readers of the Magazine to take the

slightest interest. What does Keats say ?

' '

Do not all charms fly

Before the touch of cold philology?"

Either that or something very like it ; I quote from memory and

cannot be sure.

And while I regret that I cannot hope to fix the attention of

anyone upon my present wanderings here and there, I fear that I

must put off any attempt in that direction to some future day

when I may find myself in some Library of more superficial at

tractions, though perhaps not of more substantial worth,
than that

of the deutsches seminar of the University of Halle.

Edward Everett Hale, Jr.

*C. F. Sweet. Primer of Phonetics, \ 90. "Thus x (a sign invented by

Mr. Sweet, and not to be found in the type fonts of Andrus and Church) is

an ordinary kiss. ... In many savage languages these clicks are es

sential elements of speech." The truth of which remark will, I judge,

hardly be questioned, though to many Sweet will appear somewhat miso-

gynistic for describing said dialects as savage.
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The Unwritten Constitution of the United States.*

This is the title of a short work recently published by Professor C. G.

Tiedeman, of the University of Missouri, in which he endeavors to dispel

some popular notions regarding our National Constitution. The establish

ment ofwritten constitutions, he says, has not materially altered
the law of

constitutional development. All laws, including the fundamental principles

upon which a government rests, must be in accord with the popular in

stincts of the nation, and must depend for their potent existence upon
their

harmony with the life and thought of the people. The experiences of the

French, and of some other nations, have proved conclusively that this is

true not merely of unwritten, but of written constitutions as well. The

stability of the instrument framed by our forefathers in the convention of

1787 has been due to the fact that its leading features were not new and un

tried, but were the product of a long growth, and embodied, at the time of

the adoption, the prevailing spirit and the current political ideas of
the peo

ple. But it is not necessary that a fundamental law of government be

adapted to the circumstances of the nation merely at the time of its crea

tion ; it must keep pace with the national growth, and must yield to the

ever changing character of a progressive race. It is inevitable that, as gen

eration after generation passes, new circumstances will arise which could

not have been foreseen by the founders of the government, and that the po

litical ideas and the popular conception of the nature and functions of gov

ernment will undergo a considerable change. Constitutional law must be

capable of yielding to these new requirements or be shattered before the

irresistible power of progress.

The Constitution of the United States is not a rigid written instrument,

incapable of alteration except through the almost impracticable method of

formal amendment. In the regular manner it has had few changes ; in a

vast number of points, however, it has been tacitly
—almost imperceptibly

—

modified and developed. Indeed, the so-called constitution is but a mere

skeleton of government, and there is in addition to this a large body of

fundamental unwritten principles as potent and as truly constitutional as any

portion of the unwritten constitution of England. The ineligibility of the

President to a third term, the requirement that presidential electors shall

cast votes only for the regular candidates of their party conventions, the

war powers of the president, the final verdict in the State Rights contro

versy, and several other well-known principles, are cited as the leading pro
visions of our unwritten constitution, and are discussed at length in view of

their bearing upon the main proposition.
E. L. Phillips.

*The Unwritten Constitution of the United States : A Philosophical In
quiry into the Fundamentals ofAmerican Constitutional Law. By Chris

topher G. Tiedeman, A.M., LL.B. G. P. Putnam's Sons. New York and

London.
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Over The Teacups.*

The papersmaking up this volume are brought together from the various
numbers of the Atlantic Monthly, in which magazine they first appeared
under their present title,

"

Over the Teacups." They have attracted great
attention and for several reasons. In the first place, the public hardly had
the right to expect further literary work from Dr. Holmes ; he has long
passed the time of life where creative activity in literature usually ceases, and
lacks but a few years of that advanced age at which the most illustrious of

American historians has at last laid down the pen and confessed his inability
to do more.t And in the second place, in this latest volume, the author has
written in a vein already well<worked;in the three volumes of the "Breakfast
Table

' '

series. It has taken unusual courage to attempt the task under such
hazardous conditions, and still more remarkable ability 10 accomplish it so

successfully. A peculiar interest attaches to the book in that this series of

talks about the tea table are in all probability the last of these delightful
papers. As the author says, in his own inimitable way :

"

As I am not in

the habit of indulging in late suppers, the reader need not think that I shall

spread another board and invite him to listen to the conversation which

takes place around it. If, from time to time, he finds a slight refection

awaiting him on the side-board, I hope he may welcome it as pleasantly as

he has accepted what I have offered him from the board just now being-
cleared."

The plan of the volume is very similar to that of its famous prototype,
the "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table." The company is gathered now

about the tea-table ; in the place of our old friend, the Autocrat, sits the

Dictator, presiding over the Teacups. The Professor is the only one of the

Breakfast party that we meet at the tea-table, and he has very little to say ;

but the new faces are interesting—the two Annexes and Teacup Number

Five, a beautiful picture of young womanhood ; the Counsellor, the Young
Doctor and Teacup Number Seven, the man with the squinting brain.

There is no premeditation in the selection and arrangement of the topics
discussed among the Teacups ; and there is a happy mingling of verse and

prose, of pathos and humor, of fact and abstraction. And here, as in the

former books of this series, the reader is constantly surprised and delighted
to find the writer telling him something that he has long known or felt, but

which he has never been able to put into words. The unravelling of a little

romance among the Teacups adds a further interest for those who are apt to

be wearied by discussions which occasionally become a trifle abstract.

There are a number of pretty bits of poetry interspersed, such as the ones

entitled
"

Tartarers
"
and

"

After the Curfew."

* Over The Teacups. By OliverWendell Holmes. Boston and NewYork,

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1891.

f Mr. Bancroft's death has occurred since this was written.
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Probably the strongest feeling that remains after reading
"

Over the Tea

cups," is that it is so much more sombre than the preceding volumes of the
' '

Breakfast Table
' *
series. The source of this feeling is found in the charac

ter of the topics discussed in the circle ruled over by the Dictator. There is

much said about Old Age, Death and Eternity. Such discussions give to

the book its peculiar tone and direction ; as the author avows in his prefa

tory chapter
"

To the Reader," it is a message from one "who has reached

and passed the natural limit of serviceable years," yet who "has some

things which he would like to say and which may have an interest for a

limited class of readers.
"

It is a message from the aged to the aging, from

a traveller on the summit of the
"

Mont Blanc of fourscore
"

to those on its

incline, from one of the brightest and bravest of that thinned advanced

guard of very old men which the author somewhere speaks of to the ever

widening ranks of the decades which follow.

F. O. Bissell.
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FIELDING AS A PLAYWRIGHT.

IT
is curious to observe with what selective severity the general

public treats the works of even the greatest writers of the

past. Almost without exception it refuses to acknowledge the

large mass of their books ; and while it stamps its impri?natur on

this or that favoured volume, it consigns the rest of their produc

tions to those sombre cemeteries of genius
—

our public libraries.

Thus, for instance, it has happened that while Don Quixote is

placed by common consent amongst the great things of the world,

Persiles y Segismunda is looked at only by professed students of

Spanish literature ; that even the European reputation of the

ferusalem Delivered is unable to invest LAminta with anything

more than a faint and limited interest. Great authors live by

virtue only of a very small, and quantitatively considered, a very

insignificant portion of their writings. I do not complain of this.

In these days of ever-increasing press-activity, when it is no

longer physically possible for a man to make himself master of

half that has the best claim upon his attention, it is unquestionably

well that such a process of natural
selection should work onwithout
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interruption ; indeed, such a process furnishes the surest safe

guard against the injudicious earnestness which leads many

scholars to attach an exaggerated importance to every scrap of

rubbish which has floated down to us from the generations which

have gone by. Yet I cannot but think that the failures of great

writers must have their own special interest and value ; and for

that reason I desire here to call attention to an almost uncared-

for part of the life-labours of the celebrated novelist whose name

stands at the head of this page. Fielding's passport to posterity
will ever be those three great works of fiction with which his

name is now almost exclusively associated ; but, all the same,

it may be well sometimes to remind ourselves of the fact that

these form only a meagre part of his collected works ; that he

served his apprenticeship in a quite different department of the

literary workshop ; and that it was only after many wasted efforts

and ill-directed experiments that he found out where his strength

really lay.

Thrown on his own resources by the inability of his father to

support him during the continuance of his legal studies, Fielding,
when just entering manhood, had no alternative but, in his own

phrase,
"

to become a hackney writer or a hackney coachman."

He chose the former, and probably the less remunerative course.

foseph A ndrews was as yet undreamed of ; and the suggestion to

write a novel—which occurs with such fatal results to so many

immature persons at the present day
—

probably never entered his

head. He turned his attention to that which lay nearest his hand,

and, it would seem, nearest also his heart* ; and, in eighteenth

century phraseology,
"

commenced dramatic author"

He was far more fortunate than most young men who aspire to

such a career
—

more fortunate, for instance, than his contemporary,

Smollett, the melancholy fate of whose unacted tragedy The

Regicide, was a source of so much bitterness to him in the early

years of his literary life. Fielding, indeed, caught the mana

gerial ear with extraordinary ease ; for he had not been in London

many months before his comedy, Love in Several Masks, was

*See his preface to Don Quixote in England, in which he says that

though the piece was not produced till 1734, it was commenced while he

.was still a law student at Leyden, as early as 1728.
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brought out at Drury Lane. The young author—he was then

only just over twenty—was hardly dealt with by circumstances

in this first appeal to the play-going public. "I believe few

plays," he says in his preface, "have ever adventured into the

world under greater disadvantage than this. First, it succeeded

a comedy, which, for the continued space of twenty-eight nights,
received as great (and as just) applauses, as were ever bestowed

in the English theatre. And secondly, as it is contemporary with

an entertainment which engrosses the whole talk and admiration

of the town." This entertainment, satirized by Fielding in his

poem, The Masquerade, was the Italian opera, then popular in

Loudon under the direction of the notorious Count Heidegger ;

and the comedy referred to as having enjoyed what was then so

remarkable a success, was the Provoked Husband, the joint pro
duction of Vanbrugh and Gibber. In his prologue Fielding com

pares this mature piece with one of Raphael's pictures, and his

own boyish venture with the crude sketch of a young artist ; and

asks what reception he could possibly expect under such adverse

conditions. But in spite of all his fears as to the result, Love in

Several Masks, proved fairly successful. Wilks and Gibber were

both in the caste, and the celebrated Mrs. Oldcastle, though worn

out by her brilliant series of performances as Lady Townly in the

Provoked Husband, played the leading lady. It is not clear how

often the comedy was given ; but Fielding says that it "was re

ceived with greater satisfaction than I should have promised my

self from its merits."

After this experiment, Fielding did not allow the grass to grow

under his feet; but the appearance of The Beggar's Opera at

Lincoln's Inn Fields, and its unrivalled run of popularity during

the season of 1727-8, probably caused him to experience more

difficulty in getting his second play on to the boards than he had

found with his first. But in 1730, the Temple Beau was brought

out at Odell's new theatre in Goodman's Fields. In the man

agement of incident and dialogue, in power of characterization

and in the just proportioning of parts, this comedy showed a

marked advance upon its predecessor. Nevertheless,—owing

largely to the ill-fortune which
attended Odell's house,—it metwith

only a fair success, and left its author but little advanced on the

the road to wealth and fame.
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But Fielding was not easily discouraged. Necessity pressed

him hard ; and in the spirit of a thorough Bohemian, he was

ready to present the stage with hastily written pieces of the most

various descriptions as fast as he could find managers willing to

accept them. His English biographer, Murphy, tells us that

when he had arranged to furnish a comedy or farce
4 '

he would

go home rather late from a tavern, and would the next morning

deliver a scene to the players, written upon the papers in which

he had wrapped the tobacco in which he so much delighted."

Thus, writing under the goad of mere daily want, he continued,

during the next few years, to throw off pieces with astounding

rapidity. The greater number of these were written before the

end of the year 1737 ; so that by the time he was thirty
—the age

at which Congreve was practically taking leave of the stage with

the laurels won by four comedies and a tragedy, he had produced
some three and twenty plays. During his whole career, as writer,

translator, or collaborator, he had a hand in no fewer than

twenty-eight dramatic productions.
These pieces met with widely varying receptions. Some, like

his Miser, adapted from Moliere's L'Avare were successful on

account of certain intrinsic merits ; some, like Pasquin and The

Debauchee, secured a run by virtue of their topical interest.

Some, on the other hand, fell flat ; and several were literally
driven from the stage. To enumerate the mere titles of these

plays would be tedious and uninteresting ; and it is not possible
in the space of a few pages to give any outline even of the best.

All we can here do is to take a hasty glance at Fielding's dra

matic work as a whole, before we pass on to the consideration of

the question why that work is, comparatively speaking, of such an

inferior character.

During the ten or twelve years in which his productive activity
continued to be so remarkable, Fielding tried his hand in a variety
of dramatic styles. Nothing short of actual tragedy seemed to

come amiss to him. Elaborate comedies, farces, operettas (or
ballad-farces as they were then called), mock tragedies, or bur

lesques, and strange satirical medleys to which no recognized
name can be justly given, all go to make up the sum total of these

early labors. It will be sufficient if we here confine ourselves to
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a small portion of this varied work—to that portion which in

cludes the burlesques and the comedies ; upon the merits of which

any judgment of Fielding as a dramatist must iu the end be based.

^

In his second play, The Temple Beau, Fielding had for the first

time appeared as a direct satirist of his age. Pincet, a servant,
is there disguised as a lawyer and frightens Sir Harry Wilding
with his legal eloquence ; the author finding in the amusing scene
between them a fine opportunity for ridiculing the quips and

cranks of the profession for which he had himself been trained.

His next production, The Author's Farce, proves that in making
this experiment he had begun to realize something of his own

power of raillery ; for the new piece was a keen and vigorous on

slaught upon some of the most obvious extravagances of the time.

In his subsequent career Fielding more than once followed up this

attack. Pasguin and The Historical Register for 1736 show him

in unyielding conflict with the political aud social abuses of

eighteenth-century England, with its electoral corruption, its dis

honesty, and its heartlessness ; but these are to-day less interest

ing than To?n Thumb the Great and The Cove?it Garden Tragedy,
which justly retain a certain place in the history of the English

stage. The former piece, particularly, is still well known, at any

rate by name. It is a burlesque tragedy, directed against the

bombastic language and high-flown extravagance of Dryden, Lee,

Rowe, Young, Thomson, and other writers whose compositions

then held the boards. Somewhat similar in design, but written

directly against one particular piece, is the Covent Ga?'deu Tra

gedy, a most amusing production in which Ambrose Philips' s

Distressed Mother is mercilessly lampooned. Philips' s drama was

a stiff and lifeless translation or adaptation of Racine's A?idrom-

ache ; a composition which, in its narrowness of conception,

artificial balance of character, and limited range of action, re

minds one forcibly of Alfieri. In place of the loquacious Greek

heroes and decorous matrons of Philips, Fielding gives us the

lowest types of Covent Garden—then one of the most disreputa

ble parts of London ; and the result is a work which, if not over

decent in its fun, is amusing as a piece and telling as a satire.

The misfortune attending all such compositions as these, how

ever, is of course the ephemeral character of the interest which
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they excite. They fail to attract posterity by reason of the very

traits which commended them to their contemporaries ; and too

often consign themselves to the oblivion which they prepare for

the follies against which they are aimed. To a large extent this

has been the case with the plays in question. A wide acquaint

ance with the daily life and habits, with the notorious characters,

political events, and literary movements of Fielding's time, is

necessary before one can fully appreciate their keen-edged satire

and well-directed blows. Pasquin and The Historical Register are

crammed with references and allusions which must inevitably be

caviare to the general reader of the present day ; much of the

point of The Author' s Farce is lost on those who know nothing

of Henley the Orator, Hurlothrumbo ,
and Count Heidegger ; and

Tom Thumb, like Carey's Chrononhotontholagos can only be

faintly understood of those who are ignorant of the vapid rant

and fustian into which English tragedy had then degenerated.
With all literature which aims at showing "the very age and

body of the time, his form and pressure," this difficulty must to

some extent be felt, and this is why some of the comedies of

Moliere which were most justly successful upon production, ap

pear so dull and lifeless to readers of to-day. Even many of

Shakspere's characters,
—such for instance as Holofernes, Armado,

and Sir Andrew Aguecheek
—lose much for those who know little

or nothing of Elizabethan idiosyncracies and affectations. But

Shakspere has endowed all his characters with a universality
which causes them to transcend the bounds of mere temporary or

local interest ; because Shakspere saw through the superficial
fashion of humanity, which is forever changing, down to the es

sence of humanity, which, from the dawn of all literature at any

rate, has changed hardly at all. But such universality does not

belong to Fielding's burlesques ; and hence in spite of their un

deniable cleverness, they are likely to hold their places among

that vast mass of literature which is more talked of than read.

While his burlesques must always be considered in their way as

masterpieces, Fielding's comedies on the other hand, can only be

read with disappointment. It is not only or chiefly that we come
to their perusal with so high an idea of their author's dramatic

talent, gained from his novels, that we form undue expectations.
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It is principally because in almost every piece we are made aware

of an amplitude of good material of which no adequate use is

made. Fielding possessed nearly all the qualifications which go

to the making up of a great dramatist. He had a wide and deep

knowledge of human nature, and a keen insight into the springs
of human action ; he had broad sympathies and a marvellous fund

of humor ; and along with remarkable power in the manipula
tion of character, there went a power of conducting and managing
a plot, scarcely less remarkable. Of the possession of these vari

ous gifts many of his comedies bear striking proof. The Con-

greve-like glitter of dialogue in Love in Several Masks is relieved

hy one character sketch which gives some faint promise of the

future Squire Western—that of Sir Positive Trap, whose "fantas

tic pride," ignorance, brutality, and "surfeiting genealogy" are

brought out with some degree of success. Similarly in The Coffee
House Politician—a very gross and very amusing play

—the

sketches of Justice Squeezeum aud Politick are both decidedly

good. The latter character especially is excellent ; the idea of a

man becoming so absorbed in the affairs of state as to allow his

own private matters to go to rack and ruin, being admirably con

ceived and worked out.* So, too, in the development of his plots.

There are scenes in several of Fielding's plays which are quite

worthy of the hand which was by-and-by to unravel the history

of Tom fones. Excellent, for example, is that portion of The

Temple Beau in which Sir Harry Wilding coming up to town,

makes a raid on his son's chambers, and is led to believe that he

has broken open the strong box, not of his son, but of a certain

belligerent captain who is likely to take summary vengeance in

consequence. But with so much good material in the rough,

Fielding's comedies are still failures. A few brilliant scenes, or a

couple of well-drawn characters, are rarely enough to redeem a

play otherwise devoid of dramatic interest ; and more than this

Fielding never gave. Thus it happened that from his first
' '

frolic

* The same idea, it may be remarked, was made use of by the great

Danish comedian, Holberg, in his Den Politiske Kandstober ( The State-

Monger.) This excellent play was performed for the first time at Copen

hagen in 1722 ; but of course it is
not to be supposed that Fielding was in

any way indebted to it for
his own sketch.
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flights of youth," as he afterwards called his early plays, down to

his latest productions, he never succeeded in putting anything

upon the stage which, taken apart from his other work, would

have placed his name above the names of a dozen of his contem

porary playwrights.
And why was this? How does it happen that while his

novels keep their place among the acknowledged masterpieces of

English fiction, his comedies are not only unread, but, so far as

the general reader is concerned, are practically unknown even by

name ? Is it not curious that the author of Tom fones should,

after more than ten years of ceaseless activity, and nearly thirty

experiments, be reckoned to-day among those who, with other

good titles to fame
"

also wrote plays ?
"

And how is this appar

ent anomaly to be explained ?

In the first place, we must remember that Fielding quitted the

dramatic career while he was still very young ; and that, while

his plays represent his earliest efforts, his novels are the result of

his intellect in its maturity. He himself said, later in his life,

that he left offwriting for the theatre just when he ought to have

begun. It is commonly remarked that, under the age of thirty,
no man can write a good novel ; and there is probably a good deal

of truth in the statement. Still less, then, can we expect a good

play from a genius as yet undeveloped ; since the drama more

than any form of literary art
—

more even than the novel— demands

a wide knowledge of life and character, judgment, the power of

repression possessed by few young writers, and a long training in

technique. Thus it may very justly be said that one reason for

Fielding's failure is to be sought in the crudeness of his intellect

at the time when his plays were produced.
Another reason may be found in the circumstances under which

they were written. When he began to work for the stage, he was

a needy young man, of wild habits and careless ways of life ;

and, having to rely upon his own exertions for the means of sup

port, he aimed at satisfying his daily wants with the least possible
disturbance of his much-loved ease. Hence he wrote too hur

riedly and too heedlessly to give his comedies the time and atten

tion necessary to insure anything like finish. Fielding, says his

kinswoman, Lady Mary Wortley Montague, was "forced by
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necessity to publish without correction, and throw many produc
tions into the world, he would have thrown into the fire, if meat

could have been got without money, or money without scribbling."

Through the whole period during which he was producing for the

stage, Fielding was harrassed by debts, haunted by duns, tor

mented by the daily-recurring problem of how to make ends meet ;

and it may be urged with great show of reason that under such

conditions no really equal and good work was likely to issue from

his hands.

To both of these considerations due weight must be given ;

though, when we speak of the immaturity of his efforts we must

not forget the early triumphs of Congreve and Wycherley ; and

when we refer to the rapidity of his production, we must bear in

mind the life-facts of sundry of our Elizabethan dramatists.

When all possible allowance has been made, however, the una

voidable conclusion seems to be that Fielding was not adapted

for success as a dramatist. Had he continued in his early-chosen

career, he would doubtless have left behind him far better dramatic

work than at present stands credited to his name ; but that he would

ever have done anything really great
—far less have produced any

thing which in its way would have been up to the level oi Tom

fones or Amelia
—

no one is likely to believe who has ever given

a fair amount of study to the most promising of his plays.

The failure of this celebrated novelist in his efforts as a play

wright, raises the wide and very important question, why it is

that the great writers of prose fiction have
seldom reaped any de

cided success in the kindred field of the drama, though so many

have made the experiment. Cervantes in Spain* ; Le Sage and

^Cervantes indeed tells us that in his
first dramatic efforts he was success

ful—successful at any rate so far that he was
never "pippin-pelted from the

stage." These early plays have unfortunately been almost wholly lost;

and we have to judge of the author's dramatic genius mainly by the pieces

which he published in later years.
These strange and extravagant produc

tions have so puzzled the students of Cervantes, that the theory has even

been set on foot, that he wrote them
to burlesque the peculiarities of the

Spanish drama as Fielding wrote Tom Thumb to ridicule those of the

English. This theory is, however, untenable.
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Paul de Kock in France ; Smollett and Dickens, in England ; are

some among the many names which will occur to almost every

reader. With all a successful dramatist's component qualities,

not one of these found any real opening for his genius in a play

wright's career ; though each was beyond all things ambitious of

success therein. How was this ? How is it that in two fields of

literary activity which lie so closely together, the prosperous

worker in the one, should toil in the other almost, perhaps wholly,

in vain ? Space here unfortunately prevents us from entering

upon any discussion of this extremely interesting point. The

number of cases lying close at hand in which the inability of

which I speak has been most clearly exemplified, shows beyond

a doubt that it is inherent and not accidental ; and that the failure

of Fielding is conformable to general rule. It would seem indeed

that what at first blush, looks like an anomaly, arises from the

fact that, though the qualities demanded are much the, same for

novel and drama, the modes in which they are brought into

action are entirely different. The novelist and the playwright
work under totally dissimilar conditions. The one narrates as an

historian events which have previously transpired ; the other puts

into action events which are supposed to be now act

present ; the one may make free use of description, analysis, ex

planation ; the other is confined to dialogue ; the one may stand,

and to a certain extent must stand, outside his characters ; the other

must ever be absorbed in them. The more the matter is con

sidered, the more distinct will this essential difference between the

functions of the dramatist and those of the novelist, become ; and

it is to this essential difference, rather than to any personal

peculiarities, that Fielding's failure as a dramatist will, I think, be

found to be due.

William H. Hudson.
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A LEGEND OF THE WANDERING JEW.

"

'Tis sixteen hundred years ago,

Since I came from Israel's land ;

Sixteen hundred years of woe ;
—

With deep and furrowing hand,
God's mark is painted on my head ;

Must there remain until the dead

Hear the last trump and leave the tomb

And earth spouts fire from her riven womb."

—Anon.

TT is along the Rhine, the land of shadowy myth and strange
-*-

legend, that an old German chronicler, whose name has, alas,

been long forgotten, places the following strange events. Beside

that broad and rushing river, of which every German poet has

sung and every German exile dreamed, and which has been so

often described by our own poets and travelers that everyone is

familiar with its charms and beauties, on a fair spring day, a long

time ago, a train of merchants was passing slowly on its way to

the court of some rich prince. As might be expected, the mer

chants were Jews, and, accordingly, the more subject to wrongs

from the fierce robber barons, whose fortresses stood so menac

ingly forth on the right bank of the noble river. That is the

reason why they were accompanied by a band of hired warriors, ,

dark, swarthy men from the fair fields of Italy, where they had

learned their trade in many a sombre strife, while their souls had

drunk in little of the beauties of their surroundings.

So the little cavalcade wound slowly along, prepared for the

worst, armed men riding both before and after the merchants.

The precautions were well taken, but better would it have been

for them had they been able to double their guard when they ap

proached the dark gloomy castle of Frederick, surnamed "The

Robber." That was the one thing that marred the beauty of the

scene on which they gazed, as it arose on the rocky heights, an

emblem of the tyranny, wrong, and superstition of those dark

ages.

All around were spread the beauties of spring. The trees and

flowers looked their fairest, and the sun even lighted up the dark
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ravine which lay near the stronghold of "The Robber." Little

songbirds made the woods melodious with their warblings, and,

at a little distance, the waters of the Rhine foamed and glistened
as they fell over one of the declivities of the river bottom. The

scene was indeed a fair one, but it was, nevertheless, to be the

place of outrage and murder.

The baud of protectors and protected had passed the dark

castle and all were beginning to breathe more freely. But it was

only a wile of Frederick to secure a surer prey. At a short dis

tance from the castle the gloomy forest descended even to the

roadside and this was the robber's favorite place of attack.

There he had stationed a picked band of warriors, and suddenly,

as the travelers reached the chosen point, a wild body of horse

men galloped from their covert and closed in upon them.

The little band was taken somewhat by surprise, although al

ways to a certain extent on guard. The rush of the marauders

was overpowering and the guards were soon beaten back. No

mercy was shown. Wherever there was resistance the defenders

were ruthlessly cut down. The hired guards soon gave up the

fight as hopeless, for they were much in sympathy with the rob

bers. But the Jews fought as stubbornly as their ancestors fought
at Jerusalem. As a general thing they were worsted in the con

flict, however, for the robbers very much outnumbered them.

There was one important exception to the good fortune of the

attacking party. The leader, the robber Frederick himself, met

an unexpected fate. He was encountered by a young Jew, who

had apparently just attained to manhood, and who fought with
the fury of a demon and seemed the life of the defense. Frederick

made a rush at him, but the Jew was too quick for him, and

warding off the robber's blow, he returned a sturdy one on the

helm of his adversary. It was well sped and the chief dropped
from his saddle from the force of the blow. But the triumph of

the young man was brief. A dozen, stout warriors rushed upon

him and he was savagely cut down.

Soon the last resistance was overcome and nothing remained

between the robbers and their plunder. But the victory was a

costly one. The leader of the bandits was borne helplessly home

on the shoulders of six of his stalwart men, while others took
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charge of the rich booty or cared for their wounded fellows. On

up to the gloomy castle they passed and soon disappeared within

its portals.

In the castle of the robber baron there reigned an unwonted

stillness, for its lord was in sore distress. But the watchtower

was not deserted and from its height the retainer Rudolf perceived
the approach of a solitary footman. As it was unusual for the

rich to travel unattended, he paid little attention to the venerable

man who now approached along the road lately traveled by the

Jewish merchants.

Yet this personage was worthy of more careful attention.

There was something indescribable about his figure and demeanor

which would awaken at once fear and reverence. He was not

above the medium height, and in dress and general appearance
seemed altogether Asiatic. His figure was rather slight than

broad and his features were of a Jewish mould, but the charac

teristic expression of stubbornness and avarice was softened and

spiritualized. His age appeared to be about fifty, but he had

about him an air of long: experience. In his dark eye was ex

pressed a feeling of deep and compassionate sadness and at the

same time one might have observed in his features, though less

prominently, an expression as of the consciousness of some great

crime. He wore a long beard of iron gray which added much to

the venerability of his appearance. As to his nose, which deter

mines so largely the expression of the countenance, it was dis

tinctively of the Hebrew type, but scarcely as prominent or as

sharp iu outline as that of the ordinary Jew. Perhaps his fore

head would, however, attract the attention of the observer more

than any other feature. That which particularly called for re

mark was not the broad and but slightly wrinkled brow, but a

mark, like a brand, a little above the middle. It was of such an

appearance as to show at a glance that it was not a birthmark.

From its peculiarity of outline it seemed as if stamped with a hot

iron, and with this the peculiar character of the skin comported.

It was of a scarlet hue.

The old man approached the scene of the late assault, to which

the robbers had neglected to give a peaceful appearance, as their

custom was, so much did they feel the loss of their leader.
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Contrary to what would naturally be expected, the expression

of the traveler, as he gazed around upon the corpses of his coun

trymen, was not one of anger against their slayers, but that ex

pression of compassionate sympathy which seemed habitual to

him. The words which fell from his lips were so unusual as to

excite wonder and a desire to penetrate the mystery of his life.
"

Oh my God I pray Thee that Thou wilt have compassion on

Thy children, the slayers and the slain. Hasten the time, I pray

Thee, when the traveler may wander in peace along the green

banks of this life-giving stream and throughout the world, when

there will be no more strife and the strong will have mercy on the

weak. Would that I were as they, the creatures of yesterday.

Would that I too might lie down even though in blood beneath

the hand of the tyrant. But Thou knowest best. Thy will be

done. Thy deeds are just and Thy judgments are merciful.

Make me, I pray Thee, an instrument of good to Thy children.
' '

Having uttered this brief prayer, the old man turned once

more to the dead company, and as he gazed upon them his eye

fell upon the form of the youth who had struck that one good

blow upon the robber chief. There was a movement of recogni
tion and of personal grief:

"

Alas, and is it thou, my Raphael?
Alas for thy waiting mother whose hope thou wert. When I saw

thee sporting in thy pleasant home beside the Danube, little

thought I that thy bones would so soon lie beside the rushing
Rhine. Alas, mine is a hard task, to bear to her the sad news of

thy death. Thou wert one out of many, a chosen palm-tree,
—

but why should I murmur ? God's will be done. Yonder castle

which I saw rise I shall see fall, its race of robber chiefs I shall

see changed into ministers of good, and they shall become a

blessing to mankind. 'Tis the way of the Lord. The bad spring
from the good ; the good, from the bad. But in that final day
the good will prevail."
The old man passed on, but his words would linger long in the

mind of anyone who heard them. It was the Wandering Jew.

That night was the last of the robber Frederick on earth. In

response to the summons of Lady Bertha, a monk came from a

neighboring monastery, and received the confession of the dying
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sinner and administered the sacrament. In his last hours the old

baron softened. Perhaps his thoughts roamed back to the days
of his happy boyhood, to his courtship and marriage with Bertha,
the fair, the pride of the valley, whom he had won from many

suitors. It must have been hard for him to recognize the wife of

his youth in that careworn woman, whom he had so much abused

and who still tended him so lovingly. Hers was the one good
influence in his stormy life. Ere his lips closed for the last time,

he said to her :

"

Forgive me Bertha, for the wrongs I have done thee, and

make of our son a better man than his father."

And she forgave him freely ; but her influence availed as little

with her rough son as with her husband.

Not far from the baron's castle stood a peasant's house in a

retired valley. It Was built after the German fashion of mingled

brick, wood, and stone work, forming a curious medley. It was

a small structure and of a comparatively neat appearance. The

crops about had grown up like a child which is left to develop as

it may without a mother's fostering care. Yet the peasant who

sat at the door was not of a shiftless or careless appearance. He

was, on the contrary, well-kept and showed as much energy as is

generally expressed by Germans of his class. His temper was

evidently good, for an old tabby-cat was arching her back as she

rubbed against his legs. One might say that Hans Vormann was

a fair specimen of the German peasant of his time. The time

was out of joint, not the man. Soon another figure appeared at

the door,—a maiden of perhaps eighteen years of age. She had

a sweet face, smiling deep blue eyes, and golden hair, and was

dressed in blue, which seems to be a favorite color with German

country-women. She came to announce the evening meal and

soon the two disappeared within the cottage.

On another day this same maid stood at the fountain drawing

water, when she was startled by the rapid beat of a horse's hoofs

on the highway, and stopping abruptly in the sweet little song

she was singing, she looked up and saw that it was, as she feared,
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Frederick, the j^oung lord of the castle. He rode up at a gallop

and, as he reached the spring, stopped and cried :

"Ha, my Gretchen, methinks thou growest fairer every day.

Thou must soon come to live with me in my castle yonder. What

sayest thou ?"

Gretchen turned her head aside and said with a troubled look :

"

My lord, I would that thou wouldst choose another. Thy

ways are not mine and I would soon die in yonder castle. Besides

I love another."

The proud youth in the saddle flushed with anger and his

horse sprang forward stung by the spur. But he was soon checked

with a strong hand and his rider angrily exclaimed :

"

By fair or foul, Gretchen, thou shalt be mine. Woe to him

who dares to claim thee."

He sprang from his steed and would have seized her, had she

not fled to the house for refuge. The disappointed youth galloped

wildly away.

A few months later, Gretchen was wandering slowly along the

wayside, picking a bright flower here and there and forming a

bouquet
"

for the mother." There was a contented look in her

face and her eyes sparkled with joy as she picked a beautiful

flower.

She was rudely interrupted in her pastime. Again she heard

the tramping of horses in rapid gallop and soon she saw the

young lord Frederick approaching. She would have flown to

shelter but there was none near enough and she must perforce be

seen. So she pulled her bonnet closely over her face and awaited

the coming of the horsemen. The young baron soon came up

with several companions, and it was evident that all of them had

been drinking deeply, being thus well prepared for any devilish

deed.
"

Well my lads, what have we here ? Thank heaven, it is she,
Gretchen Vormann. What sayest thou now, my little hussy ?

wilt thou go with me or no ?" said the wild youth.
Gretchen looked up with pleading eyes and gazed not at the

leader but at his companions, still clasping the pretty flowers, and
said :
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"

I pray you, have mercy upon me. I could not endure it, and

my poor father would die without me."

"Then let him die," he replied. "Thou shalt go with me to

my castle whether thou wilt or not."

She turned to flee, but there was no escape.
"

Seize on her, Rudolf," cried the young brute,
"

or the young

hussy will have a hornet's nest about our ears with her screaming.
These cursed peasants hold their brats too dear."

The retainer would have done as bidden, but the girl eluded his

grasp and running onward nearly rushed into the arms of an old

man who was approaching from the opposite direction.

It was the mysterious Jew who had thus unexpectedly ap

peared. Ten years had passed since he was last seen in the Rhine

country, and he was moving along with the same dignified man

ner noticed before, when his attention was attracted by the

screams of the young girl. He hurried to her assistance, and, as

the robbers rushed onward, he stood before her in a protecting
attitude. He did not even raise the staff in his hand. Holding
the shrinking girl with one arm, he seemed to try the power of

his piercing glance on her assailants. But they were too much

intoxicated to heed gray hair or venerable mien. Frederick rushed

first upon him and cried :

"Unhand her, dog, or I will cut thee down."

The old man never quailed. Gazing with a commanding look

upon the young lord, he said in warning tones :

"Beware. Wouldst thou have the judgment of God upon

thee?"

"I will have her in spite of God and thee," was the reply ; and

he rushed forward and cut with all of his might straight at the

old man's head.

Then occurred a curious thing. The young man was stalwart

and strong, and his comrades saw the blow delivered with good

address on the stranger's head. But, strange to say, the old man

moved not. He said in measured tones :

"Thou canst not slay what God has doomed to live."

"Ha. Hast thou dodged me? There is no God, and thou

shalt not escape again," cried the infuriated youth, as he reined

up his steed and rode again fiercely at Gretchen' s protector. Ris-
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ing in his stirrups with both hands on his sword-hilt, he struck

another and more powerful blow at the Jew. But as before it

produced no effect on him, and the blade passing onward cut

deeply into horse and rider. With a wild plunge the horse threw

his helpless master and galloped madly away, the blood stream

ing from his side.

The followers of the wounded man gazed helplessly on. One

of them, thinking he was in the presence of the devil, muttered a

prayer which his mother had taught him. The old man had in

the meanwhile turned his attention to the young girl who hung

lifelessly on his arm. Turning to the young men, he bade one of

them to bring some water, and then tenderly laying his charge on

his heavy cloak, he turned to the young baron. All of the party

were now thoroughly sobered, but seemed to be struck dumb with

wonder. Going up to the fallen knight, the stranger said :

' '

Young lord, your wound is not mortal. It will soon healwith

proper treatment, as to which I will instruct one of your retain

ers."

Then calling one of the men he assisted him to bind up the

wound, and then gave him a small flask containing a colorless

liquid which sparkled as he held it in the sunlight. He then con

tinued :

"Young men, you are evidently astonished at the things you

have just seen. May you and yours profit thereby. It seems

strange to you that the blows you saw struck did not accomplish
the object of the swordsman, wdio, doubtless, never delivered

better in a worse cause. But I am not as other men against whom

you have fought. It is my doom to live on forever, until the sec
ond coming of our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ, whom I spurned
when on His way to Calvary to expiate our sins. The seal is here

upon my brow."

"You, my young lord, have been as powerless to slay me as all

others. Neither fire nor poison, height nor depth, water nor steel
can grant me the boon of death until the Lord wills. Were I to

spring from the summit of yon precipice, I would be borne in

safety to the ground ; were I to plunge into the wildest sea, I

would be wafted in safety to the shore."

The young men listened dumbfounded, but could not doubt the
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evidence of their senses. Their companion arrived with the
water from the spring, and with it the venerable Jew revived the

fainting maiden, and placing his hand on her brow seemed to give
her added life. She gave most affecting proofs of her gratitude,
but he only said :

Render thanks to the Lord alone. He is just. May He have
mercy on us sinners. It is my doom to wander unceasingly from

place to place. I may tarry no longer with you. Farewell.

May the blessing of God rest upon you all, and may your lives
merit His approval."
Then he passed onward with the same stately step as before.

Iu spite of all entreaties, he would not tarry, and soon his form
was lost around a turn of the highway.
The group he left behind him would have made a subject

worthy of the greatest artist. Wonder and reverence, mingled
with superstitious awe, could be traced on each countenance. The

young baron seemed most affected. His proud demeanor was

gone. He turned to Gretchen and humbly said :

"Gretchen, forgive me; I have done thee wrong. God has

turned aside my evil intentions. Henceforth thou shalt have no

cause to fear me. My ways shall be changed. If thou wilt tell

me thy lover's name I will see to it that he shall prosper. Wilt

thou forgive me ?
' '

She replied freely and openly :

4 '

I forgive thee and thank thee, my lord. May God bless thee.
' '

Thanking her, the knight turned to his men and said :

"

My liegemen, what say ye ? Will ye change as I ?
"

and they

replied, even as Arthur's knights at Caerleon, "Yea, my lord."

Then, forming a litter, the retainers bore their lord carefully to

his castle, while Gretchen ran quickly homeward to tell the strange
tidings, which soon spread abroad and caused many to believe,
for some of them had seen the venerable man and remembered the

stories of his former visits to the country.

The young baron kept his word. He and his lead a most noble

life and were a source of good to all the land. Among the most

sacred relics of his castle, was the flask of the Wandering Jew,
venerated with all the awe which Arthur and his knights felt for

the San-Grael.
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In closing this legend, I cannot do better than quote with ap

proval the quaint saying of my chronicler :

' '

Those who look upon belief in extraordinary events as evi

dence of superstition, have no right to read this tale. It was not

written for them, but for those who can believe in the experiences
of others, even though unsupported by their own."

Louis Carl Ehle, 'po.

ARBUTUS.

I.

When Fairies left this world of ours,

As hostages they gave us flowers.

Arbutus hidden in its green

Was hostage for the Fairy Queen.
And over it this spell she wove,
As sweet as friendship, strong as love :

Whene'er we breathe the fragrance rare

These dainty goblets give the air,
The heart grows warm, the pulses thrill,
And mortals thus through Fairy will

Do sweetly dream, and, silent, send

A loving thought to absent friend.

II.

Oh, Fairy-trove, arbutus blossoms,

My senses in sweet odors steep !

I'll quaff from your fair brimming beakers
A draught to lull doubting to sleep.

For trusting hath given you beauty ;

You garnered your fragrance each day,
While crushed by the snows of December,
Because you had faith in the May.

You budded and blossomed though hidden,
Content with the loneliest fate,

Till loving hands gathered and gave you

To teach me to trust and to wait. A . H.
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SWIFT'S TALE OF A TUB.

TpvEAN SWIFT was one of the most original writers of his age.
-IS He was most successful in satire and pamphleteering. If

we rely upon the opinion of his contemporaries for our informa

tion, he was very eccentric, and a man seemingly out of harmony
with his time. In order to understand him well, one should know

his attitude toward life and mankind. He was a man of great
natural ability, but had the misfortune to imagine himself unap

preciated by his fellow men. Whilerin college he was continually
at variance with the faculty, was threatened, rebuked, and sus

pended. When he was graduated, his diploma bore the phrase

specialigratid. He scorned the philosophic training which the

colleges gave at that time, and cared not how much ignorance

might be inferred from his low class standing. Like many an

other young man, he seems to have scorned the opinion of the

world too much. He was too well satisfied with the goal that in

clination and the dictates of his own reason placed before him,

regardless of what society might expect of a man of his abilities

and opportunities. He knew not how to take defeat. When

society frowned on him he made no endeavors to pacify it, but

withdrawing himself, he frowned on society in return.

All things seem to have combined to make Swift a pessimist,

and, as is usual in such circumstances, the more he found fault

with his surroundings, the more he had reason, as he supposed, to

complain. As the world grew darker before his eyes and life be

came more dismal, he drew closer down upon him the darkening

clouds, until the lamp of reason grew dim, dimmer, and then flick

ered out. His life thus darkened, lingered for some years, and at

length faded into death.

Swift's unexcelled powers of satire give themselves full sway in

the Tale of a Tub. With all the recklessness of youth he attacks

every person and every thing that
comes in his way. He spares

neither surpliced priest, nor ermined judge. They feel alike the

sting of his sharp words. He hurls satire, sarcasm, and harsh

criticism at the objects of his hatred, nor does he hesitate to take

great liberties with the truth in order to make his point more em

phatic or to cast a greater slur
and disgrace on his opponent. He
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was at the indiscreet period of life, and had just learned the sharp

ness of his wit, but had not yet learned to restrain it. He was of

that age when men think that friends are so easily acquired that

there is no need to treat civilly those whom they now possess.
' *

He thought the numerous and gross corruptions in religion
and learning, might furnish matter for a satire, that would be use

ful and diverting. The abuses in religion, he proposed to .set forth

in the allegory of the coats and the three brothers, which was to

make up the body of the discourse : those in learning he chose

to introduce by way of digressions.
' '

He was a young man and

wrote to please young men, thus giving a greater liberty to his

pen than suited with maturer years.

In the apology, which was written in later life, he goes on to

say that "he acknowledges there are several youthful sallies,

which from the grave and wise may deserve a rebuke." Such re

marks influence one unconsciously to criticise less severely many

of the harsher passages. That there were objections to the book

Swift realized as well as any modern critic can. His maturer

years recognized what of value there was in the book, and he

clearly expresses it when he says,
"

There generally runs an irony

through the whole book, which men of taste will observe and dis

tinguish." There is an almost pathetic pleading that the future

will not judge the faults of his youth too harshly. One of the

happiest strokes ofhis wit is met with in his dedication of the book

to Prince Posterity. "Books, like men their authors, have no

more than one way of coming into the world ; but there are ten

thousand to go out of it and to return no more."
"

I profess to

your highness, in the integrity of my heart, that what I am going
to say is literally true this minute I am writing. What revolu

tions may happen before it shall be ready for your perusal, I can

by no means warrant ; however, I beg you to accept it as a

specimen of our learning, our politeness, and our wit. I do there

fore affirm, upon the word of a sincere man, that there is now act

ually in being a certain poet, called John Dryden, whose transla

tion ofVirgil was lately printed in a large folio, well bound, and if

diligent search were made, for aught I know, is yet to be seen."

He strives to snatch several other of his contemporaries from the

obscurity which he fears will soon enshroud them.
' '

That your
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highness,
' '

Prince Posterity,
* '

may advance in wisdom and virtue,
as well as years, and at last outshine all your royal ancestors,
shall be the daily prayer of, sir, your highness' s most devoted,
etc."

Correctly to appreciate the work, one must bear in mind that

the Tale of a Tub has no more to do with a tub than Artemus

Ward's Babes in the Woods had to do with the nominal subject of

that celebrated lecture. The dedication and preface and introduc

tion are all organic portions of the book. All are parts of the ma

chinery of his treatment of the subject in hand. He ridicules the

thought that it is necessary for the church to keep men busy that

they may not seek for faults and flaws in the church and its foun

dation. A grand committee was appointed to ward off the attacks

of the army of pamphleteers and they made a profound discovery,
i. e., "That seamen have a custom, when they meet a whale to

fling him out an empty tub by way of amusement." The com

monwealth was endangered by Hobbes's Leviathan,
' '

which tosses

and plays with all schemes of religion and government, whereof, a

great many are hollow, aud dry, and empty, and noisy, and

wooden, and given to rotation." The committee threw this work

to the wits, and hence the Tale of a Tub.

One can not but lose a great part of Swift's humor unless his

words are applied to the present as well as to the past. He does

not hesitate to take many liberties with the reader and plays the

fool with him as well as with his contemporaries. "Whatever

reader desires to have a thorough comprehension of an author's

thoughts, cannot take a better method, than by putting himself

into the circumstances and posture of life, that the writer was in

upon every important passage, as it flowed from his pen : for this

will introduce a parity, and a strict correspondence of ideas, be

tween the reader and the author. ... I have recollected,

that the shrewdest pieces of this treatise were conceived in bed,

in a garret ; at other times, for reasons best known to myself, I

have thought fit to sharpen my invention with hunger ; and in

general, the whole work was begun, continued, and ended, under

a long course of physic, and a great want of money." With

what a sigh of relief he says as he closes his book,
"

It is a great

ease to my conscience, that I have written so elaborate and useful

a discourse, without one grain of satire intermixed."
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The Tale of a Tub proceeds :
"

Once upon a time, there was a

man who had three sons, Peter, Martin, and Jack, by one wife

and all at a birth, neither could the mid-wife tell certainly which

was the eldest." When their father died he left them no legacy

save a new coat each. But these coats had two remarkable vir

tues—
"

They will last you fresh and sound as long as you live,

and they will grow in the same proportion with your bodies.

Wear them, clean and brush them often." Then he gave them a

will with full instructions concerning the wearing and managing

of their coats. Under no circumstances were they to be changed

in the least. They were always to live in one house like brothers.

The three sons set off together to seek their fortunes.
4 '

They

traveled through several countries, encountered a reasonable

quantity of giants, and slew certain dragons."

The great charm of the Tale of a Tub is found neither in the

matter alone nor the manner alone but in the combination of the

two ; each in turn furnishes that background whereby the beauties

of the other are best revealed. A few excerpts can best make

this apparent.
' '

Being now arrived at proper age they came up to town and

fell in love with the ladies, and especially three, who about that

time were in chief reputation ; the Dutchess d'Argent, Madame

de Grands Titres, and the Countess d'Orgueil* On their first

appearance, our adventurers met with a very bad reception ; and

soon with great sagacity, guessing out the reason, they quickly

began to improve in the good qualities of the town ; they writ and

rallied, and rhymed, and sung, and said, and said nothing ; they

drank, and fought, . . . and slept, and swore, and took snuff :

. . . they talked of the drawing-rooms and never came there ;

dined with lords they never saw ; whispered a dutchess and spoke
never a word ; exposed the scrawls of their laundress for billets-

doux of quality ; came ever just from court and were never seen

in it ; . . . got a list of peers by heart in one company and

with great familiarity retailed them in another. Above all, they
constantly attended those committees of senators, who are silent

in the house, and loud in the coffee-house ; where they nightly

Covetousness, ambition, and pride.
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adjourn to chew the cud of politics, and are encompassed with a

ring of disciples, who lie in wait to catch up their droppings.
The three brothers had acquired forty other qualifications of like

stamp, too tedious to recount, and by consequence were justly
reckoned the most accomplished persons in town ; but all would

not suffice, and the ladies aforesaid continued still inflexible."
Notice how in all his work he does not content himself with

the victim iu hand but cuts and lashes even the bystanders. His

words have to-day the same sharp sting they had two hundred

years ago. Age impairs but little the value of his work.
"

Genius writes for all time."

The brothers soon began to fall into disfavor with these ladies

who
"

were ever on the top of fashion," on account of changes in

style which they were plainly forbidden to follow. "Before they
were in town a month, great shoulder-knots came up ; strait all

the world was shoulder-knots." As they could not find authority
in the will for wearing shoulder-knots totidem verbis nor totidem

syllabis but at length tertio modo, totidem Uteris, they found

S-h-o-u-l-d-k-R c-n-o-t-s. Said the most learned of the three,
the word Calendae hath in Q. V. C* been sometimes written with

a K, but erroneously. . . . It is a gross mistake in our

language to spell knot with a K." All this because there was

no K in the will. To get sanction for wearing gold lace they had

to resort to what one of them declared he heard a man say he

had heard his father say. Oral tradition decided it. The only

thing in the will that referred to flame-colored satin was the ad

vice
' '

to take care of fire and put out their candles before they
went to sleep." They added a codicil themselves, and then

another, but finally they locked the will up in a strong box they

brought from Italy.

In like manner he takes up various innovations in religion
which he refers to Peter. His scathing satire of the Church of

Rome, as is shown in this book, we can but admire, howevermuch

or little we may be in sympathy with it. His wit sparkles in

every line and with ever changing variety.

Let us hastily follow the brothers. Soon Peter will not

be called brother Peter, nor father Peter, but Lord Peter. He

*Quibusdam verteribus codicibus.
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bought and sold whole countries ; instituted a
"

whispering office

and insurance office ; a puppet show and a universal pickle." He

had a bull which he prized very highly and he used it to scare

people. He invited his brothers to a feast and gave them each a

crust of bread, and assured them that it was mutton. They

thought that it looked a great deal like bread and ventured to

suggest as much to him, whereupon Peter became very angry.
"

Look ye, gentlemen," cries Peter in a rage, "to convince you,

what a couple of blind, positive, ignorant, wilful puppies you are,

I will use but this plain argument ; By G —

,
it is true, good,

natural mutton as any in Leadenhall Market ; and G— confound

you both eternally, if you offer to believe otherwise." Both hur

ried to acknowledge their error. His abuse grows worse and at

length with a band of troopers at his heels, he kicks them both

out of doors.

The main body of this book is made up of digressions, the dis

cussion of which the limited extent of this article forbids. The

author writes dissertation after dissertation, and then a digression
and then a digression in praise of digression. These various side

plays, while they serve to display the wide knowledge of the

author and add not a little to the interest, still in time become

wearisome and the reader wishes that he would digress and dis

cuss the subject.
It seems to be fruitless to try to discover any definite plan or

purpose underlying the entire work. The Tale of a Tub is an

incomplete mosaic, no design being fully brought out. The

mind is dazzled with the brightness of its individual parts but is

wearied with searching out the general purport. It is the idle,

careless wandering of a young man through the realms of

thought, here lingering over a pretty conceit, and there stopping
to deal some human error a titanic blow.

Dean Swift was afterward accused of expressing heretical views

in the Tale of a Tub. The worst that can be proved is that he

was irreverent. "The times" will not excuse his reckless use of

oaths. He was ever lacking in the sensitiveness of genuine
culture. Had he possessed the true religious spirit he could never

have stalked so brazenly into the sacred precincts of so many

human hearts, he never could have spoken so loudly and taunt

ingly of what men had held for centuries most dear. But he did
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not attack the English church ; he was during his whole life one

of its most ardent supporters.
He did not think that the sharp and merciless weapons that he

threw at the religious belief of others would be hurled back at

his own church. Little did he think that he was equipping such

an enemy of Christianity as Voltaire. He knew not what car

nage could result from the sharp weapons which he was handling
so playfully and gracefully in this little book. Smalridge said

"Not all that you and I have in the world, nor all that we ever

shall have, should hire me to write the Tale of a Tub."

There was a singularity in his life that seemed to separate him

from the rest of mankind. He often walked alone, wrapped

apparently in deep thought. In the midst of the gayest assembly
he seemed still to be alone. He had a life-long resentment

against most of his relatives. He seems never to have had a

bosom friend. He was constitutionally melancholic. Life for

him was one long succession of disappointments. He loved to

talk of them. His strong affections he looked upon as sins. He

was ever playing with the devil the losing game of life. Marron

traces through his life a demonic element and even in the Tale

of a Tub sees the dark demons tugging on the cords that hamper
their struggling victim. His whole life was one mad inexplicable

jumble. It ended in chaos ; he spoke but twice in the last three

years of his life.

This little work is much like his life—a jumble. It was a con

ceit wherein he exercised his wit and his style. The careless

manner in which it was written shows that he never intended to

publish it ; seven years did elapse before it was published. Inge

nuity and flights of imagination and originality characterize it.

In later life he viewed the work with astonishment, and is said to

have once exclaimed as he turned it over, "Good God, what a

genius I had wdien I wrote that book."

In the conclusion he says, "There seems to be no part of

knowledge in fewer hands than that of discerning when to have

done. I have one concluding favor to ask of my reader : That

he will not expect to be equally diverted and informed, by every

line of this discourse ; but will give some allowance to the

author's short fits of dullness."

L. D. Baldwin.
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THE FUTURE OF NOVEL WRITING.

IN
the year 188-, Henry Douglas Strong, Professor of History

in one of our large universities, spent several months over a very

complicated problem in the literary history of the last century,

which taxed his utmost patience and discernment. While endeav

oring to trace a rare but quite essential authority, in a library of

old, musty manuscripts, he became not only wholly oblivious to

his surroundings and lost to all the common world around but,

chronologically speaking at least, completely turned about.

While pursuing his course in such a retrograde direction, he came

across a small dust-covered pamphlet, a magazine of the next cen

tury, dated October, 1926, in which he found an article entitled,
"

Rantsom's Last Novel: A Review," by H. L. Kraulesson,

A.M.

It proved to be a favorable criticism of a new novel— in fact of a

new method of novel writing. It read as follows :

Rantsom's Last Novel—A Review.

Although James Casey Rantsom's last work
"

Trans-Atlantic
"

has been out for but a week or ten days, it has already caused

more discussion than any book published during the last fifty

years. This is not the first time Mr. Rantsom has come before the

public. For ten years he has been undisputedly among the first

of living authors, American or European.
"

Trans-Atlantic
"

is

written in the same strong, easy style as his other works, and testi

fies to his intimacy with the history of the earlier republic.
Mr. Rantsom has made a great departure from ordinary meth

ods in literature. He carefully draws vivid pictures of all his

various characters, describes the scenes in which the story is to be

laid. Explains the history, the manners and customs of the

period, and adds other matters incident to the circumstances—all

these separately, introducing them with subtle care in the most

effective order. These individual points he develops to the high
est degree ofsuggestiveness so that each will make a strong impres
sion on the reader and stimulate his imagination to supply the

narrative and all minor details. The reader, in fact, writes the

story himself, after he has read the book. Or, the romance is the
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result of the effect of the various elements above mentioned, sug

gestively presented, on the imagination of the reader, and of

course biased by his own character.

In chapter I, of our only concrete example of this method, Mr.

Rantsom gives a beautiful description of Lincolnshire, town and

country, city and farm, dwelling emphatically on the parts most

naturally connected with a story. This is entirely topographi
cal.

"

An English Earl's Household" are next brought before

the mind's eye, the characteristics of parents, sons, daughters and

servants being abstractly set forth, and short, lively, illustrative

examples being given. In the third chapter a "Sea Captain"
and all that appertains to him are set forth in a similar manner,

while the fourth (notice the order) gives a full and graphic account

of the manners and customs of the people of the time, frequently

introducing interesting comparisons from the habits of other

nations.

At this point there is a sudden break and the thoughts and at

tention of the reader are carried across the ocean, where in chap
ter V, "TwoVirginia Brothers

"

are placed before him. Immedi

ately following is a purely historical chapter on the "American

Civil War;" next "Some Other Characters" are introduced,

drawn from both sides of the Atlantic, and last, after a brief discus

sion on domestic relations and habits in "Southern Homes," the

book closes with an instructive chapter on
' '

English and Its Dia

lects
"

including the liberties taken by the London cockney and

the Louisiana darkney, the Cornish miner and the Pennsylvania

Dutchman. What can be more suggestive either in matter or ar

rangement !

To the nineteenth century reader of Dickens and Scott, this

method would, no doubt, have seemed preposterous. The beauty

of the tales ofWalter Scott consists in the narrative itself. In this

method a systematized quantity of material is supplied and noth

ing more—no trace of a plot. Where is the story ? True, the ma

terial alone is supplied, but, it is artistically prepared and suggest

ively laid before the reader. Suggestiveness is its strength, its

beauty, its perfection. The feast is served—the guest is to eat it.

1 '

Best art is that which easiest calls in play

Imagination's quick detailing sway."
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"

Trans-Atlantic
"

bears the same relation to "Kenilworth"

that a bold crayon of the rough school of art bears to one of the

exquisitely fine paintings of the 15th century,
"

Kenilworth
"

is

arithmetic;
"

Trans-Atlantic
"

is algebra.
Mr. Rantsom, instead of telling the story himself as Dickens

and Thackeray did, places his readers in the position of Dickens

and Thackeray, puts before them the characters and attendant cir

cumstances, and bids them write the story for themselves, follow

ing their own nature and not his. The world has progressed.
The reader now stands where the author used to be, and the au

thor concentrates his powers upon but a part of his former func

tions.

To be sure no two people will gather the same story from a book.

But what two people are ever impressed in the same way by any

great painting or musical composition. A sonata does not trans

mit to us the feeling of the composer. It does not and cannot. It

is but a hint, a suggestion. The result is different with ever}^ one

who plays it. Of course all renderings of Beethoven's Moonlight

Sonata must resemble each other very much and arouse the same

kind of emotions, but nothing more. Indeed, to such an extent is

his mere suggestiveness of music true, that a musical composition

may impress even its composer in various ways, as for example,

parts of Handel's Messiah were originally written as love songs

and afterward inserted in the oratorio. We are familiar with this

in music, but when it appears in literature we are somewhat taken

aback. Nevertheless, this is the very same feature that we find in

Rantsom's
"

Trans-Atlantic."

Something has already been said to the effect that this method

is not original with Mr. Rantsom, that it was used in the last cen

tury by Chambers, Appleton, and others in the encyclopedias of

that time, whence Mr. Rantsom has borrowed it. The encyclope
dias were only accumulations of matter, alphabetical^ arranged,

nothing more. Such a book as this would not have been publish-
able in those times. People could not appreciate the pleasures of

the imagination. They would not read a book if it required any

exertion on their part whatsoever. Everything, even the conver

sations, had to be written out and finished for them beforehand.

To write such a book well, is no small achievement. The book

must be suggestively presented. The characters must be impres-
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sively drawn, and the various elements introduced with the great
est skill and judgment. But in so doing, the author writes a book

suitable for all sorts and classes of people, frees circulating litera

ture from the narrow restrictions by which it has previously been

confined, and makes an inestimable step forward in literary art.

W. C. Langdon, fr.

HERE AND THERE IN THE LIBRARY.

MY
immediate predecessor in this department, Mr. E. E. Hale,

Jr., I .see, has anticipated me in his punning allusions to the

new and melancholy meaning that lies in the words,
"

Here and

There," under our present circumstances. For us two exiles they

have a special and even more aggravated meaning, for is not he

writing from the land where I was born and bred ? whereas I am

basking in the sunshine—to use a purely rhetorical figure
—of his

own Harvard and Boston.

Our mutual relations, however, evidently have remained un

changed. In the Cornell Library he had a way of drawing the

very books I was just about to call for, so that I had to follow

him to his room if I wished to catch a glimpse of them. Now he

takes my most inoffensive puns out of my
mouth and immortalizes

them in the MagazinK before my turn has come.

*
*

*

All that, however, is neither here nor there. No more, it may

be argued, are some of the French and Italian novels which I

have been reading of late ; for Emile Zola and Matilde Serrao are

certainly names which figure very slightly in the card catalogues

of either the Harvard or the Cornell Library. Books of fiction, I

believe, only stray into University Libraries when they are the gift

or bequest of some zealous
old novel-reader ; so I must not grum

ble if I do not find just what I want among the supply. Was it

not Benjamin Franklin,—or was it Helen of Troy,—who said,
"

You must not look a gift horse in the mouth?
"

If the books

of Zola or Matilde Serrao are not in the library, it must be because

no one has given them ; and the reason that no one has given
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them, presumably, is that the one is known too little, whereas the

other, M. Zola, is known all too well.

*

But I confess I was surprised to find only two or three of

the novels of Zola in the Boston Public Library. It could not

have been from any moral scruples, for they had ten or twelve

copies of
"

La Terre," which, next to
"

L'Assommoir," is perhaps
his most revolting piece of realism. "L'Assommoir" also was

there. What the third was, I have forgotten.
The fact is that M. Zola is not appreciated in America. I re

member well how surprised a Russian friend of mine was when an

American lady told him that she had never read a word of Zola.

In Russia they consider him the greatest novelist of the age ;

greater even than their own Tolstoi. We, on the other hand,

think that all is said when we pronounce him
' *

powerful, but dis

gusting ;
"

and for the rest, that the less there is said about him,

the better it will be.
*

^
*

Zola undoubtedly is disgusting. There seems to be no wTord so

low that he will shrink from using it ; there is no depth of human

depravity that he has not mentioned somewhere in his books.

Where others find happiness or food for laughter, he generally

digs about for crime and immorality, and drags it to the light.
The question is, why does he do so ? Most people say : In order

to make money. When he tried to be a gentle lyric poet, they

say, in the early days of his youth, he found that starvation did

not agree with his health, and that keeping to his bed for want of

clothes often proved exceedingly inconvenient. On the other

hand, when he wrote stories with plenty of vice and bloodshed in

them, he became the favorite of the public, and suffered no want.

Being no Chatterton, M. Zola, as a consequence, wrote nothing
but blood and thunder tales for the rest of his life. Voild his suc

cess. His books sell as no other books have sold in the world :

L'Assommoir, 117,000 copies ; Nana, 160,000 copies !

He himself gives another version of it. He claims that, like all

true artists, he is merely representing life as it appears to him

in reality. The only difference is, that he begins where others

stop. For him there are no halfwords, no subtle double-entendres
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which leave the truth half guessed, half hidden. With a brutal

hand he snatches the covering from vice, and reveals it in all its

naked ugliness. "Wherefore such lies? You deceive no one.

Under all those many masks we encounter, the faces are known to

us. As you pass by one another, you smile cunningly, as if to

say, 'I know all.' Into each other's ears you whisper scandals,
and racy stories, together with the sincere undertruths of life ; but

as soon as some one is bold enough to speak aloud, to tell all these

Punch and Judy secrets calmly and in an unperturbed tone of

voice, then you lift up }^our hands in holy horror, and try to drown

his voice with cries of feigned surprise and alarm. Thus you have

succeeded in hiding one-half of the life of humanity from public
view. Very well ; I shall be the bold man who speaks aloud

when all the rest are silent.
' '

He has kept his word.

It must not be imagined, however, that all his stories deal only

with the disagreeable sides of life. When he wishes to, Zola can be

as poetic and delightful as can well be. His most unblushing pieces

of realism even invariably contain some charming little love story,

some marvel of splendid description, which serves to set off all the

rest. Can a person who has read
"

Nana
"

ever forget the touch

ing incident of Le petit Georges, the boy-lover, who took his own

life when he saw that
"

Nana
"

preferred his elder brother to him.

One of the saddest features of that terrible story,
'

L'Assommoir,
' '

is the hopeless love between the honest smithman, whose heart is

as true as the steel he forges, and the heroine, whose inherited

tendencies are pulling her down to the lowest step of human deg

radation.

It is these scattered glimpses of poetry in his coarser stories,

which prepare us for such marvels of poetic beauty as:
"

Le

Rive,"
"

Une Page d'Amour" or
"

La Faute de VAbbSMouret."

"

Le Rive" is a story which any young girl might read. It is a

poem from beginning to end, another Eve of St. Agnes, only

longer than Keat's masterpiece, and in prose. In the case of

"

Une Page d'Amour"
—cette venure intime et de demi-teinte, as

Zola calls it—the title sufficiently indicates the character of the

story. But the most beautiful, by far the most beautiful of all his

books, is "La Faute de I'AbbS Mouret." It is nothing more or
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less than the story of the Garden of Eden all over again, only it

is turned into niodern life, and told in a way that only a modern

poet, a Swinburne or a Zola, could tell it. For his Garden of

Paradise he takes a vast seignorial park, standing somewhere in

the South of France where it has been left deserted for over a

hundred years. He calls it Le Paradon. In all literature there

is no other such description of a fairy-garden . Through chapter

after chapter of the story this wonderful park lives and grows be

fore us, with its limitless glimpses of sunlight and shadow ; its

far-stretching groves and meadows, its waving sea of trees, its

flowers, its grasses, its fruits, over which numberless butterflies

are flitting, while the never-ceasing song of birds comes from

above. For days and days we seem to linger in this wonderful

"Paradon" till at last we become almost as intoxicated with all

its beauties as the two lovers who loiter through its shades. Then

suddenly the sin is committed, the gate of the garden is shut on

us, and the story sinks back again to the level of ordinary actual

life.

When an author can produce such stories as these, it seems

strange that all his other work should deal with coarse and brutal

subjects. Again the question arises, Why does he do so? And

here we come to the heart of the whole matter.

The mistake that most critics make is to judge each of his

works by itself, whereas Zola intends them all to go together, or

rather to follow upon one another as the successive links to his

great story of the Rougons-Macquarts
— the history of the natural

and social development of a family under the second empire. In

the first number of the series, "La Fortune des Rougons" we have

the grandmother of the race, Adelaide Fonque, and her children

from two different fathers, Rougon and Macquart
—the one a staid

burgess of the town of Plassans, the other a sort of drunken vag

abond. All the other stories, and there are eighteen of them now,

only trace the inherited tendencies of the race, through all the

different members of the four generations. This thread of con

nection running through all, sheds a new light on some of his

most surprising character drawings. If Nana, for instance, is a

revolting character, we can at least find out the why and where-
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fore of her case. Her parents are the heroes of L'Assommoir, the

one a drunkard and a wretch, the other a woman of feeble char

acter who also falls a victim to alcohol. This person's parents,

likewise, are drunkards, and her father's mother again
—the

grandmother of the race— is subject to nervous fits which in the

end bring on insanity. Her mate in this instance, is Macquart,
the vagabond. And then critics ask why Zola painted the char

acter of Nana iu such hideous colors. The whole thing, as an

old French gentleman once said to me, is the most impressive

temperance lecture that ever was preached.
A few years ago Zola published a minute genealogical tree of

the whole family with all its intermarriages, and a brief descrip
tion of the most striking traits of each separate person. Referring
to it he wrote :

"

The publication of this document will be my response to those

who have accused me of running after actuality and scandal.

Since 1868, I have been filling out the frame work, which I then

imposed upon myself. This genealogical tree indicates its main

lines, without permitting me to branch off either to the right or to

the left. I must follow it stricthr ; it is both my propeller and m)r

regulator. All the conclusions have already been drawn.
' '

Later on I shall place the tree at the "head of my last volume

—there will be twenty all in all—where it will form part of the

story. My plan is to make it the result of the observations of

Pascal Rougo.n, a physician, and the only member of the family

who is different from all the rest. This person will be the subject
of the final story, which will be a scientific conclusion to the

whole work.
' '

At the present day I merely publish the tree in order to show

that all these novels which I have been turning out for over

twenty years, form part of a vast and gigantic whole, which was

conceived by me at the very outset, and at once. The larger

scope of the whole plan, must therefore be considered, in assign

ing each book to its proper place among my works. If this is

done, the judgment which is passed on my life-work will at the

same time be more just and more tolerant."

A man who conceives so gigantic a task, and carries it through

successfully, I hold is entitled to our respect, whether we approve

of the details of his labor or not. As for me I should already rise
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in my own esteem, if I conceived the plan of merely reading all

of Zola's novels through in their proper order, beginning with

'La Conquite de Plassans," and bringing up at "LArgent," the

novel which has just come out. If I did carry this plan through

successfully, however, I should probably be a hopelessly conceited

prig for ever after.

Speaking of "LArgent" reminds me of the other great object

of the Rougon-Macquart series, which Zola has omitted to men

tion in the little note that is quoted above. The working out of

the laws of heredity, though it is a great theme by itself, would

nevertheless be a pretty barren thing if there were nothing else to

relieve it. Setting aside the character naming, there would be

nothing to distinguish one story from another, they would all be

of an intolerable sameness. What Zola really intends to give

us, however, in this imaginary family under the reign of the second

empire, is the inner meaning and real significance of the second

empire itself, that is to say, a large and comprehensive picture of

the whole of French society during the third quarter of the nine

teenth century. Accordingly each of his novels takes up some

different general aspect, and tries to render that with all the

truth and power that modern realism is capable of.
'

La Faute de

VAbbe Mouret," for instance, shows the two fold influence of

nature and religion on modern man. In "Germinal,"—the story

of a tremendous strike in a coal mine,
—

we are confronted by the

labor problem in its most trying form. "Son ExcellenceRougon,"
describes the way politics were run under Napoleon III. "Nana"

I have always taken to be a sort of allegorical apotheosis highly
colored of the second empire itself. L' CEuvre,

'

one of the greatest

works of the whole series, is the double position of the artist toward
his work and toward the complex civilization that is surrounding
him. The theme of La Terre

'

as we all know, is the peasant and

his soil, that of Le Ventre de Paris
'

the market of a large city and
the food of man, and the traffic that is done in it. I believe M. de

Maupassant was the first who called it
"

The Symphony of Grub"
And so they all go. "LArgent" the last, of course deals with

the proper (or improper ?) r61e of money in the world. Like M.

Sardou's "La Famille Benoiton" it tells of the mad fever for
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speculation which seized the Paris stock-exchange, just before

the disaster of the Franco-Prussian war ; only it has none of the

delightful humor of M. Sardou's famous comedy. M. Zola's

humor, at it's best, is pretty grim.
Both books, however, cater right royally, to the fondness of the

French reading public, for large sums of money in fiction. It

always surprises me to read of these Parisian counts and artists,

who draw a yearly income of two or three hundred thousand

francs. Even we, who profess to have a millionaires' s club in

New York, which limits its membership to 1500, even we dollar-

loving, sordid Americans, do not fling money about as lavishly in

our fiction as the French do in theirs. In some of our broadly

popular dramas it often may happen that the hero tosses a purse

of golden ducats to the cringing villain, but the amount, I am

sure, is never definitely specified. In this respect, the great

French realist is as imaginative as any of his brother poets. Al

ready on the second page of LArgent we meet some insignificant
stockbroker who has just made "Une quinzaine de millions."

A little later on we run across a Spanish princess who is trying
her best to spend a fortune of three hundred million francs. By

dint of much charity she manages to get away with it, in less

than five years. As the book goes on, however, one gets used to

this, and presently one does not count the millions any more, but

merely keeps track of the percentage.

*
*

*

Speaking of money, I might take this as a good opportunity for

coming back to the other novelist, whom I mentioned in the be

ginning. I might show, for instance, how differently Matilde

Serrao conveys the idea of great wealth to the unsuspecting and

dazzled reader, without even mentioning a bit of money, simply by

letting her heroes and heroines of Italian aristocracy as it is to-day,

move amid such stylish surroundings, and such expensive habits

that it must be clear to any one that these people must have as

many millions of lire, as their French brothers in fiction, have of

francs.
This is what I might do, if I chose. But instead of that I pre

fer to be merciful enough to desist in time, or else it may happen
that the library will be closed on me forever.

Edwin Emerson, 'go.
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Professor Crane's Jacques de Vitry."*

In this late day of after-gleaning, to discover a new field of literature is

no common achievement. Yet it is hardly less than this that Professor

Crane has done by his work among the mediseval preachers. If a decade

ago any
field of human thought seemed dry and barren, it was surely the

popular theology of the closing centuries of the Middle Ages. But in this

desert Professor Crane has found a spring whence come draughts of the

most delicious refreshing.

It was in his little study on Medicsval sermon-books and stories, in 1883,

that the part played by the preachers as story-tellers in the diffusion of

imaginative literature was first clearly and comprehensively pointed out.

Already iu that essay it was shown that the tales of the popular sermonizers

were largely oriental in their origin, and that the main channel through

which they found distribution in the West was the facile memory of a great

preacher of the thirteenth century, whose anecdotes, familiar through his

borrowers and in manuscript, had never been given to the world in print.

This story-loving preacher was the eminent prelate James of Vitriacum, or

Vitry, in France—preacher of crusades and writer of histories, Bishop of

Acre in the Holy Land, then Cardinal-Bishop of Frascati and prince of

the Roman church—known to his own time as Jacobus a Vitriaco,

to ours as Jacques de Vitry. It was but natural, therefore, when

the English Folk-Lore Society wisely resolved to publish, from amanuscript

of the sermons in which he used them, this wealth of stories, that it should

turn for an editor to the one man who had shown himself master of all the

field.

But it is much more than an edition, even of this fundamental source,

that Professor Crane has given us. In a double sense the Jacques de Vitry
has but served him as a text. His hundred-page introduction, an enlarge

ment of his previous essay, is the first broad survey of the rise and spread

of illustrative stories in sermons and of the whole activity of the mediseval

preachers in their use. From their sparing employ by Gregory the Great

he passes rapidly to the great change in the spirit and method of preaching

brought by the rise of the Friars, dwells long and lovingly on what little

we know of the life and writings of Jacques de Vitry himself, then passes

to a more summary study of the later sermonizers who borrowed from his

store. Of their surviving productions he makes three great classes : col

lections of sermons using such illustrative stories, or exempla, collections

*The Exempla, or Illustrative Stories, from the Sermones vulgares of

Jacques de Vitry. Edited, with introduction, analysis, and notes, by Thomas
Frederick Crane, M. A. London, published for the Folk-Lore Society, 1890.
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of the stories alone for the use of preachers, and translations of these col

lections from the churchly Latin into the rising modern tongues. Ranging
over the whole of western Christendom with that breadth of research and

that rare bibliographic knowledge which always mark his work, pausing
here and there only to point out the true parentage of some collection or

version hitherto vagrant, he follows the pulpit story-tellers through all

their published utterances, till the Reformation, with its sterner sense of

the dignity of their calling, checked their garrulous tongues in both the

younger and the elder church, and on profauer lips their anecdotes found a

place among the unsavory facetiae of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen

turies. Yet not even from the pulpit did they wholly perish ; and Professor

Crane has dared so far to lift the curtain of the modern preacher's study as

to betray at least a handful of them still lurking in the collections of illus

trations for use—O mores ! —in the sermons of our own day.
It is not alone for the students of literature that the delightful volume

has worth. Not less is its value to history. These stories exhale the very

breath of their times. In an age when the wandering preacher was news

paper, library, lyceum, all in one, his words the only touch that came to

common folk of the swelling life and thought of the outside world, such

tales had a meaning it is hard for us to realize. Not the preacher himself

dreamed how wide was the scope of the influences he thus brought to bear

on the western peoples. Not alone the old legends of the Fathers of the

desert and the pious anecdotes of St. Gregory, but stories that had drifted

to him he knew not whence, in his wanderings throughout Europe or in

the far lauds of the Crusades : fables of Aesop and of Phaedrus, their pagan

authorship long forgotten, but still instinct with the common sense of

classic days,
—ingenious Indian tales, flotsam of folk-lore since the dawn of

civilization,
—wondrous creations of Arabian fancy, oddly linked to some

Christian moral. Yet there is much that is fresh : experiences and observa

tions of the preacher himself, as he faced down the heretic Albigenses, or

measured wits with the wily Saracen beyond the sea, or listened to the

maundering confessions of hysterical penitents, or drank in the weird hear

says and vaporings of his fellow clerks. It is in this labyrinth that there

comes to our aid the patient scholarship of Professor Crane's notes, point

ing out, so far as possible, the source of each anecdote, the channel of its

coming, the media and extent of its later diffusion, the varying forms in

which it has been clad.

All was grist that came to the friar's mill. Yet one must not too rashly

infer that this catholic hospitality seriously mars the value of his stories as

a mirror of his time. Each has had its Christian baptism and bears becom

ingly its Christian lesson. The story of themanwho, fleeing from a unicorn,

falls into a chasm, and clutching a shrub in his fall, beholds two mice

gnawing at the root of the shrub, four serpents eating
its trunk, below him

at the bottom of the chasm a dragon waiting to devour him, above his head

a sharp sword held only by a slender thread, but espies also a little honey
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dropping from the branches of the shrub, and, forgetting all his dangers,

reaches out after the honey, mirrors not less truly the whole religious phil

osophy of the Middle Age that it once was told on the banks of the Indus ;

for now the pursuing unicorn is death, the chasm is this world, the shrub is

the brief span of human life, gnawed by the white mouse of day and the

black one of night, the serpents are the four intermingled and dissolving
elements of the human body, the abyss is Hell and the dragon the Devil,

the sharp sword is the judgment of God, the drops of honey are the fleet

ing delights of life, the man's fall is its end. All is there but the miracle

which alone can save him.

Of the many old friends we meet among these stories, some
—like that of

the woman of the spilt milk
—make here their first European appearance ;

and it may well be doubted if they have since found a more charming nar

rator. Amazing to a modern reader is the wide range of knowledge laid

under tribute by the sermonizer. One must remember that to the ages of

faith the world was created mainly as a moral lesson, and that all natural

science found its end in the hidden spiritual meanings it revealed. Not a

little of Professor Crane's introduction is devoted to the attempts thus to

moralize into usefulness zoology, mineralogy, natural history in general.
That a study such as this could be made in our remote corner of the

world, far from the great collections of books and manuscripts, is a thing

encouraging to all of us. The works on which it is based, many of them

not reprinted since the fifteenth century, are among the rarest in literature.

However dearly it has cost its author, it cannot but be gratifying to Cor

nellians that there has thus been gathered by him upon our campus what is

probably the richest collection of these old preachers possessed by any

private scholar. May it long stay with us as a source of such delightful
work as this. G. L. B.
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VIVfiROES. .

^ c \r.
<^>, & sS\ f ^ '■

Beyond the sea, I know not where,

There is a town called Viverols ;

I know not if 'tis near or far,

I know not what its features are

I only know 'ts Viverols.

I know not if its ancient walls

By vine and moss be overgrown ;

I know not if the night-owl calls

From feudal battlements of stone

Inhabited by him all alone,

I know not if mid meadow lands

Knee deep in corn stands Viverols ;

I know not if prosperity
Has robbed its life of poesy.

It could not be in Viverols,

They would not call it Viverols.

Perchance upon its terraced heights

The grapes grow purple in the sun ;

Or down its wild untrodden crags,
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Its broken cliffs and frost-bit jags,
The mountain brooks unfettered run.

I cannot fancy Viverols

A place of gaudy pomp and show,

A "Grand fitablissement des Eaux,"

Where to win back their withered lives,

The roues of the city go ;

Nor yet a place where Poverty

No ray of happiness lets in ;

Where wanders hopeless beggary #

Mid scenes of sorrow, want and sin.

It cannot be in Viverols,

There's life and cheer in Viverols !

Perhaps among the clouds it lies

Mid vapors out from Dreamland blown ;

Built up from vague remembrances

That never yet had form in stone,

Its castles built of cloud alone.

I only know, should you and I

Through its old walls of crumbling stone

With moss and ivy overgrown

Together wander all alone,

No spot on earth could be more fair

Than ivy-covered Viverols ;

No grass be greener anywhere,
No bluer sky nor softer air

Than we should find in Viverols,

Together find in Viverols.

Eove, we may wander far or near,

The sun shines bright o'er Viverols,
Green is the grass the skies are clear ;

No clouds obscure our pathway, dear,
Where Eove is, there is Viverols,
There is no other Viverols.

David Starr Jordan , yj2.
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WHAT RICHARDSON DID.

II.

A PPROACHING Boston from the direction of Springfield and

-E*- Worcester one is usually afforded the opportunity of catch

ing a glimpse at least of some of Richardson's most characteristic

work, in the more recently erected railway stations which are to

be found at intervals along that route, from Palmer eastward.

If they do not attract quite so much attention now as when they
were first erected it is doubtless because they have been widely
imitated ; and, in fact, as was the case with so many phases of

Richardson's design, have set a fashion. Many of the noble,

with some of the less commendable qualities of his art are clearly
shown in them ; and even so small a structure as the little station

at Wellesley Hills might, for the guidance of the future archae

ologist, have fittingly carved upon the massive stones of its por

tal—ex pede Herculem. .

Without stopping at present to enquire what the characteristics

of Richardson's work, as evidenced by these and other of his

buildings may be, let us continue our journey to Boston and see

what he has done and what manner of man he has become since

we left him, unnerved at his first success, in the ante-room of the

Springfield committee. We shall indeed go not quite so far as

the heart of Boston itself but, stopping off at the city's western

most edge, make a pilgrimage to that shrine in Brookline where

Richardson has set up under a common roof his lares and

penates, and the altar of his muse.

As we walk along the beautifully shaded and trimly kept roads

of that famous Boston suburb, which in the luxuriant growth of

summer bears so striking a resemblance to suburban England
—

though lacking perhaps that superfine air of having been "fin

ished with a pencil'
'

which Emerson has noted—we come in view

ere long of a building whose unusual appearance is likely to at

tract the notice of any wayfarer. Not, indeed because it was, as

it might reasonably have been expected to be, a structure planned
and shaped throughout by the master's hand—that ideal dwell-
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ing of his own which every architect dreams of but seldom fixes

upon paper, and more rarely builds—but rather because of a cer

tain incongruous and incoherent appearance, which would make

any accurate guess as to its real purpose
somewhat difficult. In

its general aspect it seems a rather ordinary old fashioned

dwelling with a long rambling one-story wing extending toward

the rear of the lot. One's first impression would doubtless be

that it might be a school of some sort
—

as indeed it was—though

not quite in the sense in which that idea would be presented to

most passers-by, who would be apt to set it down after some ex

amination as possibly a boys' school
—

an impression likety to be

heightened by the appearance of the tennis courts and of the

young men playing upon them at mid-day, or idly lounging un

der the shade of the trees. Enquiries in the neighborhood would

be met with the reply that it was
"

Richardson's house," and an

expressed desire to learn who Richardson might be would be re

ceived with an incredulous stare. If we should be entitled to

ask permission to inspect the premises, we should find at once an

explanation of the anomalous appearance of the exterior. The

front part of the structure is the family residence,while the one story

wing and the kitchen-courtyard are the offices. The courtyard has

been transformed 03^ a roof and sky- light into a spacious atelier

where a score of young men are busily at work elaborating Rich

ardson's sketches ; while in the rear is a sumptuous room, part

library and part studio, where Richardson himself creates the

design of those splendid structures which have awakened so much
admiration and enthusiasm throughout the length and breadth

of his native country, and across the Atlantic, as well.
It was markedly characteristic of the man that he should have

chosen to combine in so intimate a connection his household and

his business under one roof, and, above all, in such a place. For

here, where other men have set up their household gods in order
that they may rest after each day's labor far removed from the

noise and distraction of the busy city, Richardson lives and works.
He does not seek his clients in the hurrying throng of the business
streets of the neighboring town—they must come to him, and

coming must be prepared to pay him roundly for his services and
above all, must not begrudge him money when he undertakes to

carry out their instructions.
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Twenty years have gone by since that day he hung trembling

upon the lips of the committee at Springfield, and he is become

quite another man
—

a personage, in fact. From Boston to Palo

Alto a multitude of buildings, among which are some of the most

important and magnificent on the continent, bear witness to his

popularity and success. He stands the acknowledged head of his

profession, and is followed in his work by a host of imitators, not

all of whom, it must be confessed, do credit to his teachings.
He has founded a school of design, and is making an impress

upon the art of his country which time is never likely to efface.

He is now at the full tide of his power and success, but, sad to

relate, he is nearing the end of his labors. For death, not wholly

unexpected nor unannounced will, ere many months, summon

him away, and the chapter of his mortal life will close abruptly.
The history of Richardson's progress since the days when a

commission to design so little a thing as a gas-shade would have

brought welcome relief from enforced idleness, is full of interest

ing detail ; and it will be profitable to examine it more closely,

for the sake of the lessons it contains. The course of this later

career of Richardson is the more interesting and instructive in

that it presents many unexpected features, and especially because

it does not show that steady and consistent development which it

would seem might have been safely predicated of a man so thor

oughly trained as he was.

It might have been reasonably supposed, for instance, that in

the weary months of waiting after his first arrival from Paris,

when the eagerly desired commissions did not come, a man of

Richardson's character would have had ample time, and the

strongest possible motives for determining upon some definite plan

of campaign. And it might have been further supposed that this

plan of action would have been based upon one of two theories.

Either that he would have decided to continue his work in the

lines of his Paris training, as Mr. R. M. Hunt had done before

him with considerable success ; or else, that he would have defi

nitely chosen some other clearly-marked line of action within the

limits of one of the other historic styles ; and this, especially,

that whatever he did would be good.

But as a matter of fact this was not so. His crucial design,
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that of the Church of Unity at Springfield, is a very indifferent

and even in some respects feeble imitation of the manner of the

English Gothic. Much better Gothic work had been done by the

Upjohns and Withers, and the only possible explanation can be

that he had forced upon him by circumstances the use of a style

of design with which he was neither familiar nor in sympathy.

To follow him in detail step by step would be foreign to the pur

pose of this paper, and we may content ourselves with a critical

examination of a few of his more important buildings.

Richardson's American work may be fittingly separated into

two parts, the boundary mark ofwhich is Trinity Church, in Bos

ton. Up to the time when the latter building was designed Rich

ardson had built nearly a score of structures of various kinds, none

ofwhich is noteworthy save the tower of the Brattle Square church,

which preceded Trinity by two 3^ears. This early period of his

work seems to have been for Richardson a time of experiment
rather than of development ; a time of trying here and there for a

suitable means of expressing his artistic convictions ; each attempt

apparently leading nowhere, aud a trial in a new direction being
undertaken at the next commission. In the Brattle Square tower

we do indeed catch a glimpse of the coming man in the sharp and

finely modelled lines of that.beautiful structure, and it may perhaps
be safely accepted as the first premonitory symptom of that as

tonishing outburst of genius which welled up unchecked from the

time of the conception of Trinity to the end. It was, in fact, dur

ing the preparation of the working drawings rather than at the

time of the first sketch making for this latter church that Richard

son seems to have received in its full power that inspiration regard

ing the best expression of his native genius. The accepted
sketches for Trinity differ very widely, one may almost say, radi

cally, from the finished structure.

It had been Richardson's intention from his first beginningwork
in this country, to abandon altogether the methods of the Parisian

schools, in which he had labored for so many years, and en

deavor to work out tor himself a style of design better suited to

American conditions.* That at least was his desire, but as we

*He had said shortly after his arrival in New York, "It would not

cost me a bit of trouble to build French buildings that would reach from

here to Philadelphia, but that is not what Iwant to do."
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have learned it was not until six years later that he first began to

see his path clearly marked out for him. The style which he

finally selected was as far removed as possible from the rigid for

malism of that official interpretation of the Renaissance which

characterized the buildings of the Second Empire, and strangely

enough it was iu France itself that Richardson found the material

for his composition ready to hand, where it had lain unheeded for

many generations.
It is not definitely known what first led Richardson to study

the capabilities of the Provencal architecture, but it seems to have

been due to a distinct process of reasoning. It has already been

pointed out that he had determined from the outset of his Ameri

can career to attempt the working out of a style which would

better express American thought and feeling and lend itself more

readily to the conditions of American social and business life more

freely than any yet exploited ; and by the time he had been able

to determine in his own mind just what such an architecture

ought to be and to express, he had also been able through repeated

experiment to satisfy himself that none of the current styles
of building were altogether adequate. It was, then, during the

preparation of the Trinity drawings that he seems first to have

fully realized the possibilities which the great round-arched styles
of mediaeval Europe offered, when adapted to modern problems.
The praises of the Romanesque had already been loudly sung by

Freeman, but they had fallen on heedless ears, and the Roman

esque revival dates from Trinity Church.*

It was said in the former paper that Richardson and his works

were so intimately joined together that the one could not be

clearly understood without a knowledge of the other. Physically
and mentally Richardson was a large man, a very large man

indeed. f His great strength and power as an artist lay in his

*The admiration of Freeman for Richardson's work, and his declaration

that the arches in the Senate Chamber at Albany were "worthy to stand

beside Ragusa," were keenly appreciated by the artist.

f Richardson's physical size was a constant source of astonishment to

strangers. An apocryphal story is told of Phillips Brooks, Richardson, and

a third American of equal breadth and stature, that an English lecturer on

America having remarked to an audience of his countrymen that all Amer

icans were under-sized, these three rose from their seats and protested in

the name of their own slandered countrymen against such a libel.
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broad and large conceptions of his subject. No critical examina

tion of Richardson's best works can be made without the conclu

sion being reached that he always grasped his subject as a whole

from the very beginning, and never permitted any consideration

of detail, whether in plan or elevation to interfere. In that sense

Richardson cared very little for detail, though he was capable of

very great delicacy and refinement in that direction when it de

manded his attention. The weakness of his executed art lay in

his over-delight in the use of large and boldly modelled masses,

both in structure and materials, in season and out of season, giv

ing his work oftentimes that gross and barbaric look which is

repugnant to so many natures, and which it must be confessed

was not infrequently out of place.* A typical example may be

cited in the exterior frieze of Austin Hall where, in place of that

subdivided detail and greater delicacy of arrangement, which

most historical precedent demands, there appears a line of large
and almost unhewn stones, entirely devoid of any ornamental

treatment whatever.

The success of Trinity Church was so immediate and complete
that commissions for important work succeeded each other in

quick succession, and during the ten years that followed, Richard

son had all that he could possibly do. A partial list ofhis works will

suffice to indicate their character. Sever and Austin Halls at

Cambridge ; public libraries and other buildings at North Easton,

Woburn, Quincy and other Massachusetts towns ; the Senate

Chamber and the room for the Court ofAppeals in the State Capitol
at Albany ; the City Hall in the same place ; the Armory building at
Detroit ; the Chamber of Commerce building at Cincinnati ; the

Pittsburgh court house and jail ; the wholesale store of Marshal

Field & Co. of Chicago ; f with numerous other commissions for

private residences, railway buildings, etc.

^Richardson was especially fond of unbroken wall surfaces, and often

regarded the necessity of windows as unfortunate. When the commission

for the Pittsburgh jail was put into his hands, he was congratulated by a

distinguished friend of his on having at last, a legitimate opportunity to

build a wall entirely without windows !

|It is a notable illustration of the difficulty with which architects of all

other artists, have in securing an association in the public mind between
themselves and their executed works, that so intelligently conducted a
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The necessary limits of these pages forbid a lengthened con

sideration of any one of the numerous phases of Richardson's

life and work, and on this point only a few words will be said in

conclusion. And what, first was the inherent tendency of Rich

ardson's own art? The only expression of his which has been

recorded regarding his shortened career, when he realized at last

how near its close he had drawn, is his remark to his physician on

the day he died, that he would like
"

to live two years to see the

Pittsburgh court-house and the Chicago store completed," ad

ding,
"

If they honor me for the pigmy things I have already

done, what will they say when they see Pittsburgh finished."

Such was the artist's own estimate of his work. Yet it is not

impossible nor, indeed, improbable, that posterity will judge dif

ferently ; for there is a distinct and unmistakable tendency in his

later designs towards mere bigness for the sake of bigness, with

less and less reliance upon detail and
"

ornamented construction."

From this point of view, such a structure as the Crane Memorial

Eibrary at Quincy is decidedly more pleasing. It is greatly to be

feared that these later tendencies of Richardson's were not in a

safe direction—safe, that is, with a view to the endurance of his

own reputation ; and that, more especially, for a reason presently
to be mentioned.

What, finally was Richardson's influence upon his own genera

tion, and what upon the future of architecture in America ? It will

be somewhat difficult to put the answer to these questions within

the compass of a few brief paragraphs, but the attempt may be

made.

When Richardson first began to practice, American architecture

was in a deplorable condition. There was, in the first place very

little interest in it, as an art, on the part of the public, and still less

intelligent appreciation of the principles which should underlie its

pursuit on the part of its practictioners. There seemed to be

neither theory, school, nor system of design, and most buildings
were made up of an incongruous mass of petty details, destructive

alike of breadth and repose. Richardson first showed his Ameri-

journal as Harper's Weekly in a recent biographical sketch of Mr. Field

should have referred to this building (which cost upwards of $Soo,ooo.)
as being, perhaps, "the best model of commercial architecture extant"

without any mention of the designers name.
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can public the value of a controlling motive, and of largeness of

parts and, especially, how little architectural effect is dependent on

minor parts and how much on a well proportioned mass. The

vigor and richness of his detail, too, as well as its invariable fitness

for its place, formed a marked contrast to the mechanical scroll

work and ill proportioned moldings of the
' '

carpenters classic
'

then in vogue. The large and bold way in which he used the
text

ure of his materials to produce some of his most characteristic

effects, was an excellent corrective of the smoothly finished and

uniformly colored surfaces, both in brick and stone, which were be

coming more and more destructive of vitality of expression in the

vernacular design.
What service he has rendered to the future of art is even more

important. There is, as there must inevitably have been in the

nature of things, a classic revival now in progress, and some very

excellent and lovely work is being rendered, more especially in the

Italian manner.*

In the hands of a master this style is full of admirable possibil

ities, but its invariable tendency has always been, in inferior

hands, toward that tedious mediocrity which so disfigures many
of the streets of Paris and other Continental cities. Richardson's

work will always inspire men to work in the naturalistic styles,
and out of the two will surely develop, and is even now develop

ing before our eyes, in many excellent examples, the characteris

tic American style which has been so anxiously awaited ; and

which Richardson's art alone might never have attained.

Although Ithaca cannot boast of being the proud possessor of

one of Richardson's masterpieces, Cornell University is perhaps
the better for having obtained from him his opinion (which may

be found expressed in a few brief and emphatic sentences in the

printed record of a now famous law-suit) of one of her most noted

buildings, Cascadilla,
—

an opinion which it might be w7ell to have

engraven on| a marble tablet, and placed within the mendacious

loggia which marks the principal entrance to that famous structure.
C. Francis Osborne.

* One of the best examples of this may be seen in the facades of the
"Hotel Imperial" at Broadway and Thirty-second street, the work of

McKim, Meade, and White, who are perhaps the cleverest exponents of
this style, which forms such a marked contrast to Richardson's methods of
.expression.
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OED NEW ENGEAND.

T)ROFESSOR Freeman said in an article published recently in

-*■
a New York weekly that he had seen in New England more

than one institution and custom which had disappeared from Old

England where they were born and where they once flourished.

In a volume just printed, by the Rev. Dr. A. P. Peabody,* we

are afforded many curious glimpses of this Old England, which

once flourished iu, but has now, in turn, disappeared too, from

New England.
In an appendix to his volume, Dr. Peabody adds brief sketches

of the first two Presidents of Harvard College. Here we find

several odd examples of old New England. Henry Dunster, the

first President of Harvard, although he had taken orders in the

English Church, had no sooner landed in Boston from his native

England than he enrolled himself as a member of the Ancient

and Honorable Artillery Company, an early and remarkable in

stance of
"

the fighting parson." In those distant days
—for we

are now speaking of events which occurred during the last half of

the seventeenth century
—

gifts to the young college often took the

form of
"

corn, malt, parsnips, butter, and even living calves and

poultry, all which were to be stored and utilized under the Presi

dent's direction. The bills of the students were paid in commodi

ties, not infrequently in edibles of so perishable a character that

payment would have been availing only in full term time, and a

thrifty housewife would have been the most suitable treasurer."

This picture of undergraduate life now appears strange indeed :

* '

What wonld be thought iu our degenerate days of requiring stu

dents at morning prayers to translate from the Hebrew Scriptures
into Greek, and at evening prayers to re-translate the English text

of the New Testament into Greek ? Eatin was the only language
authorized on the college premises, unless a special English exer

cise had been assigned. The college laws were written in Eatin,

and their whole
,
tenor shows plainly enough that 4the maxim,

^Harvard Graduates Whom I Have Known. By Andrew Preston Pea

body, D.D., LL.D. Preacher to the University, and Plummer Professor o£
Christian Morals, Emeritus. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1890.
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Ignorantia legis neminem excusat, was in full force. After two

admonitions, a third act of disobedience was punished by whip

ping, in which our fathers were not so far behind the age as is

commonly supposed ; for the last official whipping was performed
at the English Cambridge while Dunster was there. This form

of penal discipline was administered at the President's discretion

on students under eighteen years of age ; as to those of maturer

years, the advice and consent of the Overseers were resorted to,

not for mitigation of punishment, but to give it greater publicity.
In ordinary cases the executive office was performed by the Presi

dent himself. In the case of specially flagrant transgressions,

when the solemnity was graced by the presence of dignitaries
from beyond the college walls, the services of the prison-keeper
were had in requisition."
The story of Dunster' s dismissal from the Presidency of Harvard

is a striking illustration of the narrow Puritanism which ruled

with a rod of iron at the time. The Rev. Thomas Shepard, pastor
of the Cambridge (Mass.) Church during the first nine years of

Dunster' s term of office, speaks of him as
"

a man, pious, pain

ful, and fit to teach, and very fit to lay the foundations of the

domestical affairs of the College, whom God hath much honored

and blessed.
' '

But, although Dunster was a munificent donor to

the college, the architect of the first president's house and its en

ergetic President for fourteen years, he was chased from office

without thanks and without his salary being fully paid, simply
because he could not bring himself to believe in infant baptism
and refused to present his children at the baptismal font.

* '

The

alarm was at once given and taken. A conference was held in

Boston between Dunster aud nine leading ministers of Boston and

the neighboring towns. As he remained unconvinced, the Gen

eral Court passed a vote recommending to the Overseers of the

College and the selectmen of the several towns
'

not to admit or

suffer any that have manifested themselves unsound in the faith

to be continued in the office or place of teaching.'
"

But this

was not all. Dunster was presented to the County Court by the

Grand Jury for "disturbance of the Ordinances of Christ" by
his speech on infant baptism, and was sentenced to be publicly ad

monished on the next lecture day at Cambridge, by such magis-
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trate as might then be present. He was subsequently indicted be

fore the same Court, admonished, and put under bonds to appear

before the Court of Assistants in Boston, for failing to offer for

baptism yet another child, born after his resignation. So the poor

man fled from Cambridge and his persecutors and found peace and

congenial friends under the milder regime of the Plymouth Colo-

113^, where he finally died. Notwithstanding the heartless treat

ment which he had experienced from his Cambridge persecutors,

Dunster asked to be buried there. A few years ago his neglected

grave was found and the slab that covered it now forms a part of

the monument to his memory which bears an inscription com

memorative of his claims
' (

on the enduring gratitude of the

alumni of Harvard College.
' '

The presidency of Charles Chauncy, Dunster' s successor, pre

sents also some peculiar phases of old New England life. His

salary of ^100 a year was paid principally in Indian corn which he

finds it difficult to sell, and
"

if any part thereof by entreaty be put

off, twelve pence or eight pence in the bushel must be lost. There

is no ground belonging to the President to keep cattle upon, so

that neither milk, butter nor cheese can be had but by the penny."

At a later period, he says in a memorial to the General Court :

"The President hath no fit provision, either of land to keep so

much as one cow or horse upon, or habitation to be dry and warm

in." Thereupon £5 a quarterwas added to the worthy President's

previous salary.
But leaving the appendix of Dr. Peabody' s interesting little

volume of biographies, and running over the body of the book

one finds many more examples of customs whichsound somewhat

old to-day.

The plain living of the then well-to-do families is refreshing in

these extravagant times. Thus, when Nathan Dane, once a promi

nent Massachusetts member of Congress, was dining with Presi

dent Quincy, on a festive occasion, the usual desert of dried fruit

was put upon the table and
Dr. Dane was asked to help himself,

he replied :
'

'I will depart so far from my invariable rule as to

take three almonds."

The following anecdote of the Rev. Dr. John Pierce's college

days illustrates both the simplicity of the time aud the cooperative
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labors of near kindred, then often needed and employed to sustain

a son or brother at Harvard. We are told that the future clergy

man's sister, a little younger than himself, used to ride on horse

back to Cambridge every week, fasten her horse at some college

post or fence, give her brother the clothes which she herself had

washed, ironed and mended, and then take home with her such

of his apparel as needed washing or repairs.
When this same Dr. Pierce had become a well-known Unitar

ian clergyman, he used to rise at what seems now, if not then, an

inordinately early hour. In the summer he would work in his

garden for two or three hours before breakfast, and in the winter

would saw or split all the fuel for several wood fires. When he

went to Boston from Brookline, where he lived, he always walked

both ways. At an early period in his ministry, he began each

year with a year's salary in hand and a full year's supply of fire

wood.

It would seem from Dr. Peabody' s list of biographies that peo

ple born during the last century lived longer than those born in

these feverish times. Of the score of men whose lives are here

sketched, scarcely one died in early life, and most of them passed
four score before they were overtaken by death. Dr. John Pierce

lived to be ninety-six, while his father reached the advanced age

of ninety-one. Judge Daniel Appleton White was eighty-five
when he succumbed at the outbreak of the Civil War. The Rev.

Dr. George Barrell Emerson, the distinguished New England
teacher, died at the age of eighty-four, and his father, Samuel

Emerson, M. D., was "between seventy and etghty years of age

when I first knew him," writes Dr. Peabody. The Hon. Stephen
Salisbury, ofWorcester, Mass., must have been nearly ninety when

he died ; Mr. Nathaniel Wood, the once popular Harvard tutor,

seventy-nine ; the Rev. Dr. Caznean Palfrey, eighty-three ; Mr.

Nathaniel Silsbee, the first regular paid treasurer of Harvard,
over seventy-six ; the Rev. Dr. Jenks, eighty-nine, and Mr. In

crease Sumner Wheeler, the Framingham philanthropist, eighty-
two. Dr. Peabody himself offers a fine example of a vigorous
man of great years, great learning and great worth.

As Dr. Peabody is preacher to the University, where he long
filled the chair of Christian Morals, and as his biographies are
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limited to Harvard graduates, we naturally find the early inner

life of the American Cambridge, as depicted in these pages, re

flecting many curious examples of society in old New England.
Each class, during the first half of the present century, was

provided with a tutor, whose double office it was to grant certain

kinds of permissions and privileges, and to administer the (so

called) private admonitions to members of the class. "The col

lege discipline was micrological, almost infinitesimal, in its details

of requirement and prohibition," says Dr. Peabody, "and this

'particular tutor' as he was called, had, and was over-prone to

exercise, an unbounded power of annoyance. I am very sorry to

remember that some men who in after life were very lovable, held

this brief authority in a spirit by no means meek or gentle."
Dr. Peabody gives several other instances of this school-boy sys

tem of discipline some remnants of which lingered on at Harvard

until quite recent times. Thus, during the first quarter of the

present century there was a regular tariff of fines, small for ordi

nary offenses,—only three cents for absence from prayers ! "One

of my class-mates, in his Freshman year, was suspended," says

Dr. Peabody, "because when the class tutor notified him of a fine,

he sent him a dollar bill and requested change." Speaking of a

later period, during the Presidency of* Dr. Walker, which be

gan in 1853, Dr. Peabody sa3^s : "College laws and rules were

at that time needlessly rigid and irrespective of the moral distinc

tions that should have been first of all recognized. An irreverent

word to an intrusive proctor, who might himself have been in the

wrong, was punished with a severity befitting an absolutely

vicious act. The omission of a necktie in the early darkness of

morning prayers incurred for the offender an admonition from the

chairman of the parietal board ; the throwing of a snowball was

reported to the Faculty ; the question was raised whether the

making of a snowball without throwing it did not deserve censure ;

and the blowing of a horn was a capital crime." No wonder Dr.

Walker would not descend to the enforcement of such laws. Ed

ward Everett, when President, tried to destroy the system by

strictly observing it. The learned Jared Sparks, when he became

President, also disliked a "system which had nothing save its an

tiquity to recommend it."
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The mixing up of religion and college discipline was a funny

side of Harvard life at this time. Punishments were publicly an

nounced in the chapel at morning prayers, and Judge White re

lates one instance in which a student met a sentence of rustication

by brandishing a huge cane and swearing at the Faculty. On

this occasion one of the Professors moved a change of the sen

tence to expulsion ; the question was instantly put by the Presi

dent, and was carried unanimously. About this same time, the

students having complained of a keg of rancid butter, the Faculty

appointed a tasting committee ; and in consequence of their report,
the President was authorized to announce at morning prayers that

the objectionable butter would be used "only for sauce." Dr.

Peabody well remarks that "the chapel service was made in those

days the occasion for the transaction and promulgation of not a

few affairs very remotely connected with the religious solemnities,"
and, he might have added, with university instruction, too.
We might have expected that the piety and religious fervor of

old New England would be well brought out in this volume ; for

the author is a clergyman, and most of the Harvard graduates
whom he has known naturally belong to the cloth. But Dr. Pea

body has admitted to his gallery of pen-and-ink sketches, a half
dozen or more representative laymen ; and it is iu their lives

rather than in those of Dr. Peabody 's fellow ministers, that we
should look for that old religious spirit often so narrow and re

pelling,' now rapidly disappearing from modern. New England.
And we find many rare examples of it.

Joshua Fisher was a doctor of medicine, and as pious as he was

skillful as a practicioner. To the First Church in Beverly he be

queathed his dwelling house. "My earliest recollection of Dr.

Fisher," says Dr. Peabody, "is of an old man, rarely seen except
at church. The only instance in which I ever knew him to be

present at any public meeting, except on Sunday, was when he
made his appearance at a parish meeting for the settlement of a
new minister." Of Nathan Dane, the lawyer and Member of

Congress, Dr. Peabody says: "Dr. Dane was a sincerely re

ligious man, conservatively liberal in belief, in observance almost
Puritanical. Eiving hard by the church, he was never absent
from public worship, though for many years he heard not a word.
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He was a rigid Sabbath keeper." Mr. Samuel Atkins Eliot,

father of the present President of Harvard, was not a clergyman,

but, Dr. Peabody tells us, the most noteworthy of his works,

which has never been published, bore the title of "Observations

on the Bible, for the Use of Young Persons." "It bears ample

witness," says Dr. Peabody,
"

to the author's thorough study of

its subject, to the firmness of his religious faith, and to his pro

found reverence for its sacred records." Of Mr. Salisbury, of

whom we have already made mention, Dr. Peabody has this to

say : "Of the literature in, and of, the Bible he was not merely a

devout reader, but to no small degree a critical student." Samuel

HurdWalley, a very active Boston business man,
"

was," we are

told,
' '

a Sunday school teacher and superintendent for the greater

part of his life, and in connection with this work he viturally ex

ercised a Christian pastorate in the homes of his pupils."
In the sketches of the clergymen who, of course, occupy the

larger portion of this volume, we naturally expect to find more

than one example of old-time orthodoxy ; and we are not disap

pointed. Thus, the Rev. Dr. William Jenks had the old Puritan

horror for everything connected with the Roman Church. In his

Dudleian Eecture before the Harvard students, he applied to "the

Pope and papacy every foul name, vile epithet, and damnatory
utterance in the Apocalypse. He employed the unmodified Saxon

phraseology of our common version, and introduced such realistic

terms and imagery as cannot else have been heard in the college

pulpit since the college had a pulpit of its own." Dr. Peabody

was then a student, heard this sermon and the foregoing is his

description of it. He adds: "His charity had a mantle broad

enough to cover all forms of Protestantism, and I have no doubt

that in after years he appended an extra breadth to throw over

Romanism also.
' '

Eet us hope so for the sake of
* '

the Christian

character
' '

of the Rev. Dr. William Jenks.

The orthodoxy of Rev. Dr. Charles Eowell, father of the poet,

was of a less reprehensible nature. Here is Dr. Peabody' s ac

count of it :
"

In 1 83 1 I was at Newburyport at an ordination at

which he was the preacher. The old church had just been fitted

with lamps, and a service was to be held in the evening. He de

clined to attend it, and said that, as he stood in the pulpit in the
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morning, he had wished that he could break those lamps before

they were ever lighted. At that time few of the old churches in

and about Boston had been lighted ; and his associations with

evening worship had been formed by the doings of the more fanat

ical sects that were under less restraint by night than by day."

The important part played in old New England by the farm is

often depicted in Dr. Peabody' s pages. The Hon. Nathan Dane,

whom I have had occasion to mention two or three times already,

though he had studious tastes and habits, worked on his native

farm until he was of age,
"

and thus no doubt," Dr. Peabody re

marks, "secured the strength of body which lasted without de

cline through a long lifetime of close application and arduous

mental labor." By the way, may not this hard out-door exercise

in youth account for the longevity characteristic of the lives given in

this volume, and which was pointed out a few pages above? But

Mr. Dane is not the only one ofDr. Peabody 's heroes whoworked on

a farm. Mr. WilliamWellswas the son of a farmer-clergyman, and

JudgeWhite was one of seventeen children born on a farm. The

Massachusetts Pickerings are among those New England families

that are cited in illustration of the law of heredity.
"

It is believed

that no stain has ever rested ou the reputation of any of the race,"

says Dr. Peabody. In 1624 the first John Pickering bought in

Salem a farm, which is now a populous quarter of the city, and

built a house still standing, enlarged and modernized, having been

occupied by none but his descendants, and now the home of John

Pickering, the grandson of the scholarly John Pickering who is

the subject of Dr. Peabody' s sketch.

Teaching school was in old New England the main occupation
of college students and young graduates who were not born with

a silver spoon in their mouths. Perhaps more than half of the

successful men whose lives Dr. Peabody writes taught school for a

few, or for many, years. In fact the old Harvard college calendar
was arranged with reference to this custom. The one lon°- vaca

tion was of seven weeks in the winter. Most of the winter schools

in the country towns had terms of but ten weeks ; hardly any, of

more than twelve. The first three weeks of the second college
term were omitted by established rule to all teachers, and leave

for an additional two weeks' absence could always be secured by
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special vote of the Faculty. Before the grading of schools or

the prescribing of au unvarying course of study was thought of,

young men used to attend school often till they were married ; so

the Harvard student teachers often had pupils much older than

themselves. In order to liquidate the debt incurred for his col

lege education, Judge White passed two years, after graduation,
as the master of the public grammar school in Medford, Mass.

The Rev. Dr. James Walker, afterwards President of Harvard,

spent a year, after taking his bachelor's degree, as assistant teacher

in Phillips Exeter Academy, before he could afford to return to

Cambridge and enter the Divinity School. Jared Sparks, another

President, once taught a district school, and while in Harvard

earned a part of the necessary money by this same means. Dur

ing George Barrell Emerson's college course he kept school in the

winter,
' '

like the best scholars in general.
' '

On closing Dr. Peabody's volume, one is tempted to say of it

much the same thing as he says of a book devoted to the descend

ants of Dunster, the first President of Harvard, whose acquaint
ance we made at the beginning of this paper. "It is of no little

interest as illustrating the law of heredity," remarks Dr. Peabody,

who then continues : "It contains a singularly rich catalogue of

just such faithful, worthy, and useful men and women as would

indicate the succession to ancestral virtues and merit. Indeed,

the student in this department of biology can find no more fruit

ful field for research than in the genealogies of the early families

in the Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth colonies."

Theodore Stanton, yj6.

BAEEADE OF ANTIQUE FORMS.

I.

In those old days of love and war,

When chivalry it's trophies laid

On bended knee at beauty's door,

And with a smile was well repaid ;

When the blue eyes of some fair maid

The gentle minstrel's heart beset,
—

'Twas then were love-songs first essayed,

In Ballade, Ode, and Triolet.
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II.

When stately dancers thronged the floor,

And Cavaliers at gallants played ;

When madrigals and sonnets bore

The touch of masters at their trade—

That trade of love, whose bright parade
Dazzles our backward vision yet ;

Then was each quaint conceit arrayed

In Ballade, Ode, or Triolet.

III.

That age is gone ; the mask it wore

Has now been changed for one more staid.

But Fashion worships nothing more

Than forms and customs half-decayed ;

And Fashion's fads must be obeyed,

So, armed with pad and cigarette,
I hammer out, (with Dobson's aid)

My Ballade, Ode, or Triolet.

Envoi.

Poets, e'er young ambitions fade,

Try this, Dame Fashion's latest pet.

Eet your trite verses be displayed
In Ballade, Ode, and Triolet.

J. A. Hamilton.

THE STORY OF AN OED VIOEIN.

MINISTERS give out texts and preach sermons on everything
except the text, but they are forgiven if they say something

of interest and do not preach too long. So it seems to me with this

story of an old violin, but if one who is not a wearer of the cloth

can be permitted to tell a true story as it was told to him even if

not always harping on the string, if pardon be granted it will

seem to him that others may be forgiven and that the world is not

by all means stern.
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One night in June some summers ago, from the gallery of a

spacious hall I looked down upon a ball-room. The long floor,

white in its new crash, was ready for the dancers. The costly

decorations, oriental rugs, the rich, deep green of the palms
banked on every side, the gay furnishing of the boxes, the silver

gray of the Spanish moss pendant from above in huge dangling
bearded masses aided to complete the scene. There was the sup

pressed quiet, the subdued bustle that precedes a great event.

Presently the orchestra filed in, men with fat faces and thin, men

with full figures and lean ; among them I noticed one that has

never left me. A broad forehead, aquiline nose and finely chiseled

Teutonic features. There was withal an air of dreaminess that

told a living dweller in that great mysterious world of tone.

Then there was a tuning and scraping and screwing of fiddles

and then it all began. As the player hugged his violin so lov

ingly, a great lock of dark brown hair broke away from the re

maining mass aud stole down over the great white forehead.

Then the violin spoke the sweeter. That night, with mind full

of that great society ball, I wrote my report of what had hap

pened and who were there, and though his name was not on the

list of guests, the man with the great white forehead and dark

brown hair and clear cut features stood ever before me, like the

painting of a dream face. Eittle did I think then that I should

see it again. Months passed by and grew into years, and the in

cident was almost forgotten. One night an acquaintance, a musi

cian, was to introduce me to a violinist of name who had promised

to play that evening with him. He met us in that cordial German

way before we had scarcely reached the porch,
and in him I recog

nized the musician of years ago. In a moment they were turning

the leaves of music—Ee Gendre shall be first, he said. How can

I describe it,
—weird, wild, passionate, now low, now high, filled to

overflowing with soulful, longing, yearning minor ; now sad and

pathetic it was a love plaint, now
mad and headlong it was a frantic

passion that swept all before it.
It was ended ; the vibrant notes

ceased and the curly little heads of his children that had appeared

at the door silently withdrew from sight. Herr B. passed to the

other room for a good-night to them and when he returned he

said,
"

My wife said Ee Gendre went well to-night." His wife's
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keen sympathy had spoken well, for Ee Gendre was grand that

night. He sat a few moments as if lost in thought then from

what he said and what my friend told me I gathered the follow

ing. In the busy, bustling city of New York, in the confines of

one of the thousand and one offices that dot the city here and

there, of those who live by the dissensions and contentions of

others, there was a young man, tall and slightly stooping, busy

with deeds and mortgages and all the countless quips and quirks

of law. But his heart was not in the work ; and the secret of it ?

Eove ; a lifelong love that fired his inmost soul, that moved his

heart to daily worship, a love of passion that grew and grew until

it had enthralled him. Music was his mistress ; not that which

the ivory keyboard summons from the regions of enchantment,

but that which laughs or sobs, that smiles or moans, that is born

of sounding string and ^bow. Forbidden to play, he disobeyed.

The day's work done, the lonely office with its stately lines of

Blackstones and Cokes and State reports echoed and re-echoed

from the sounding strings.
One of our musician's favorite haunts was the shop of an old

music dealer who kept in a room by themselves a famous lot of

old violins, old, dark colored, time-worn instruments, some with

carven heads from Cellini's hand. Here were some of the best

that ever left the shop of Gaspar di Solo ; there a costly Stradi-

varius hung upon the wall. Into this charmed precinct he was

permitted to enter, there to play by the hour upon those instru

ments that talked to him in sweetest converse. Once, as he

played the Ee Gendre, the composer of it, Wienawaski, heard

him from the adjoining room. He could not believe his senses

when told that the performer was a mere boy, and he walked into

the room. When the piece was finished, with the authority of a

master he took the instrument and said,
' '

You play the notes well

boy, but listen," and the great composer brought from the strings
the wild notes of longing and desire. Again the young man

played. "That is better," said he, "but it would be better yet
if the woman you loved stood before you." Who knows but

what it was that wife, those children that made Ee Gendre go well
that night ? that made Ee Gendre grand ?

One day the young man met, in a business way, an old man
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who had heard of his talents, and who invited him to call and

examine some fine instruments in his possession. From that time

on for three years or more, the old man and his daughter received

each Sunday afternoon a call from the quiet young musician. But

in the young man there had awakened a new interest for law ;

the violin and his old friend alike were neglected, until he was

admitted to the bar. Still his thoughts were on his love, for from

the first money that he earned he saved five hundred dollars for

the purchase of a violin. He went to the old man and tried to

buy his precious instrument but to no avail. With the varying

years the two drifted apart once more. The y7oung man married

and love and ambition stirred him on to renewed exertion in his

profession. Yet his love for music, like the smouldering fire of

the forge, but awaited the breath of inspiration to glow with even

greater fierceness. Once the knowledge of it made him famous,

in a case that was striking for the originality and boldness of the

manner in which it was conducted for the plaintiff. A friend, a

happ3'-go-lucky musical genius, one who makes fortunes for

others, had written one of those effervescent popular airs that is

buried with White Wings and Annie Rooney. Though copy

righted, it was published in a slightly altered form by other pub

lishers. It sold like wild fire, and there was danger that the

rightful owner would realize nothing from his genius. The case

which seemed a doubtful one, a forlorn hope, was placed in the

hands of the musical barrister. The day of the trial came. It

was in one of the foremost cities of the land, a city renowned for

its wealth and aristocracy and learning.

The court room was crowded. The counsel for the plaintiff

was to apply for an injunction. The piratical publishers had

managed their case well. The best counsel of the city was in

their employ ; the musical experts of the city, men famous in the

land would testify in their behalf. Witness after witness was

placed upon the stand, and swore that the piece was not original,

that the airs were different. The cause of the plaintiff looked

hopeless, even his counsel seemed to regard it so, for he even

refused to question the witnesses. The audience murmured their

disapprobation; the judge rapped sternly
for order, but he him

self looked perplexed. Was this man too iu league with the de-
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fendants ? Eouder and louder grew the murmur but the young

man sat unmoved. As the last witness had testified he arose.

All eyes were upon him ; he stooped over and dragged from be

neath his seat a violin case, opened it and proceeded to tune his

violin. Turning to the judge he said, "Your Honor this shall be

my only witness. I propose to play these two pieces and then I

shall ask these experts to tell me which of these pieces belongs to

their client, and which to mine." Amid a curious and smiling

throng he played, and when he finished not one of those experts

could answer. It was a moment of surprise for the audience, and

triumph for the lawyer. Then all the great room rang with ap

plause. Vainly the opposing counsel objected ; as the young

man had said the proof of the pudding was in the eating, and the

case was won. The lawyer was lifted up and borne out of the

court room on the shoulders of the spectators, for the sympathy

of the audience had been with his client. But this is not the

story of an old violin. The slumbering coals fanned by inspira
tion broke forth anew. The old love grew stronger, the acquired
love grew weaker, until at last he gave up all to that strong ardent

passion that controlled his life.

On the platform of a concert hall stands a noted performer.
The enraptured audience is thrilled with the soul that is in the

vibrant notes that answer the call of the quivering bow. For an

hour and a half all are spellbound, but at last it is ended. Before

the audience have moved from their seats, however, there moves

slowly forward, an old man, palsied and trembling with age. He

turns his wrinkled face toward the musician, the white hair falls

about his wrinkled face and rests upon his shoulders. He

straightens himself as best he can, looks into the musician's face

and asks if he can recognize him. "Yes," says he, "You are

Truall, the musician, and my old friend." The striking picture
of the old man and the musician attracts the audience, and they
gather round. Enough of the story is told to arouse their inter

est.
' '

Play for me,
"

the old man said,
' '

that piece I taught you.
' '

The bow was again upon the string, low, clear, and piercing, swell

ing louder and louder, until it fairly rang and re-echoed in the

halls. Then it became soft and low, and broke into a rippling;
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series of runs/ Faster and faster became the movement. Sweet

ness changed to brilliancy, then back again to that low minor

chord. The old man was in tears, and the eyes were not dry in

all that house, for he who had aroused their admiration now

touched their hearts. Slowly and reluctantly the crowd departed.
Musician and friend were left alone. Want had set its grim marks

upon the old man's face, but twice the price of the first offer for

the old violin was still refused.

From that time on B never lost sight of the old man and

the violin, until at last the owner died and the precious instrument

came into the hands of him who had sought it for 3^ears. And so,

this night in the budding spring-time of a soft April evening, I

listened as this loved instrument rang out with all the intensity

and fervor of the man familiar with its power, in love with its

sweetness. The fire of youth still remained in him and the old

Stradivarius, it seemed to me, could never have had a better mas

ter. My mind and heart were full that night, but midst all the

rush and roar of the railway train, there arose a picture of some

little listening heads at a certain parlor door, a certain dark-

haired, broad-browed, dreamy man, and the words kept sounding

in my ears.
"

EeGendre went well to-night."

Kennedy F. Rubert.

BIBEE STUDY AND COEEEGE EDUCATION.

DOUBTEESS
we have all been amused and grieved many times

at the superficial idea which recognizes in education only

the accumulation of facts, and refuses to see the far more import

ant side of individual training and development. Of course, the

need for gathering and treasuring up experience is never to be lost

sight of ; but the effect on us of the acquisition and the effort de

manded by it, may remain even if the acquisition is forgotten,

and—if either side is to be unduly elevated
—is much the more im

portant of the two.

And yet the mistake that we object to on general principles,

many, if not most of us, have
made repeatedly, in regard to the

field and matter of Bible Study in and out of college. It is too fre-
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quenty overlooked that if Bible Study has any peculiar importance

for the college man, it must be because he is in a period more of

formation and growth than of acquisition ; and hence, that the

object of College Bible Studv must be to digest mentally at least,

perhaps with the heart also, the contents of the many books—

rather of the great historic movements gathered into the books
that

we call the Bible ; and that to learn how to begin to do this, or

perhaps to accomplish something at it, is of far more importance

than the mere accumulation of facts, which might possibly be

, gathered at some other time.

The result of thus ignoring the true purpose of the four years in

college, may result as applied to the Bible in two or three different

kinds of study. How often the student wastes his time by fits and

starts ou Bible Study ! Inspired with temporary enthusiasm by

the word or example of some man whom he loves or admires, he

determines to have an intelligent opinion of the Book, and learn

more exactly what is iu it. He makes a strong effort for a short

time, tangible results are not as plentiful or as bright as he antici

pated ; mere enthusiasm grows cold, and he gives up the attempt
until he has far enough forgotten his fruitless experience to be sus

ceptible to another glowing appeal.
Or perhaps the result is a different kind of

' '

study." He reads

a few verses each day or week from any random spot, till the

ethics of Christ and of Moses are indistinguishably blended, and

the Evangel and the feeling of the Fatherhood of God are read in

their fullest development into the earliest and crudest life of the

Jews. Certainly such reading has its uses, for often it may be

well worth a day to realize the depth of life and meaning of the

sentiment recorded in a single verse ; and for assimilating truth

into one's life, it is not always necessary to acquire it chronologi
cally or philosophically. But nothing is more certain than that

by such reading alone we shall never reach any clear conception
of the wonderful movement or evolution in history, whereby we

are what we are, and the Greek civilization which we inherit

came to know God and to love man. To be sure the student

might crudely borrow accepted traditions or new ideas of others,
and run the risk of their being right and of his not distorting
them iu the borrowing—and the question still remains whether
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this is not all that is necessary. And yet I think the average col

lege man will be tempted to say that if this be really a matter of

popular import rather than a matter for specialists alone, either it

is in order for the thinking man to have an opinion of his own

about it if possible, or else it must be a subject not seriously re

quiring the formation of an opinion.
Or perhaps the student realizes very deeply that his principal

business in college is to fit himself for his profession aud for his

place iu future life, and concludes that for four years he will bend

his energies to that alone. After that, he thinks, other things
that he recognizes as important may be taken up ; and he will

then change his whole habit of life by interesting himself in the

things that through four 37ears of character building he has been

deliberately learning to neglect. The result is that Bible Study

occupies no present place in his life and thought. That which

thus drops out of his development will never again find a place
there ; and at present his life and thought is inevitably though

unconsciously shaped by even the most distorted and unjust esti

mates and constructions of the Bible, if only they happen to be

cleverly and strikingly put.

To find out what place, if an3^, the student would desire to give

Bible Study iu college training, let us subdivide his preparation

for life in yet another way. He wishes first to lay a general foun

dation, and then to specialize on that foundation in the particular

subject that is to become his lifework. Although Bible Study in

various forms offers ample field for the latter (as is clearly shown

by such specialists as Professor Harper of Yale, Professor Bur

rows of Amherst, and Professor Anne E. Morgan of Wellesley),

yet to the majority the possibility and desirability of Bible Study

as a specialty does not open itself. What is the opportunity and

need for Bible Study in college to the student to whom it can come

only as a part of the general foundation of his education ? Can

Bible Study have any importance to him personally ? Can it play

any part in his preparation for life and usefulness in society?

And even if so, is it of any special urgency or importance now ? I

hope to show in answer to these questions that first, since the pres

ent is a formative period, Bible Study should have a place in

thought, life and education now, provided only it can be shown to
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be important that it ever should have such a place ; and second,

that the personal development to which it ministers, and the place

of influence which the college man may and ought to fill in society,

make it desirable that it shall finally have a place in living.

In trying to show this and to answer the above questions, the

standpoint of the student who accepts Christ,may be dismissed
with

out discussion ; for the simple reason that to a Christian it ought to

be a matter of course, that the book which records in outline his re

ligion from its earliest beginnings to its full development in Christ,

ought to be studied through and through. We may pass over also

the discussion of the so-called devotional and practical methods of

study for the same reason that they are a matter of course to one

who has recognized it as part of his object in life to develop his

religious faculties, and also because they are every whit as im

portant to men out of college as for men in college. But why can

Bible Study lay any claim on the student who has set as his chief

aim an intellectual training ?

Neither are we primarily concerned, it might seem, with such

arguments as the importance of studying the English Bible for its

effect on literary style, nor for its possible effect in improving moral

standards, nor even as a means to attaining a higher life through

fellowship with a Divine Friend ; for deeply important as all these

must be, they are generally admitted (at least theoretically) as

laying claim to all men out of college and in college. Hence,
even if these apply to us now, they do not constitute any peculiar

differentiae, it would seem by which the subject of Bible Study as
sumes a special or urgent importance to the college man.

It is evident, however, that the study of the Bible as history and
literature must take an increasing place in the attention of the col

lege man. As the poetry and literature of a people whose influ

ence has been second to none in history, and as the literature of

the important movement in Hellenic times whose outcome was

Christianity for the Roman Empire, it demands a place in the cur
ricula of our colleges. But unless Homer and Cicero must be

studied by all students, it is questionable whether the above con

siderations also can apply to all students ; at least, however they
apply to far more than do the reasons for studying the Greek and

Roman authors, both because the writings of the Bible are so
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much more accessible to all men, and because they have been—

at least incontestably now are
—much more important in their

effect on civilization.

It must be confessed also, that the necessity for developing the

moral and religious faculties, which was at first set aside as not be

longing to intellectual Bible Study (to which it was thought nec-

cessary to confine attention), are not to be disposed of so easily

and acquire no slight importance as supplementing the develop
ment of the intellectual side of the man. While moral and relig

ious development is binding on him before and after his college

course, and required of him for the sake of a rounded develop

ment of all his powers, it is a fact so obvious as to have been often

impressed upon us that this is peculiarly binding in a time which

is peculiarly a period of development. It may be noted in pass

ing that the development in question cannot come directly from

the study of theology or ethics, which give primarily a mental de

velopment. Bible Study
—the study of

' '

theological
' '

and
' '

ethi

cal
' '

principles working and living in history, and the effort to

catch the actual spirit of those principles
—

compares with these

sciences as practical gymnastics to physiology or as
"

lab" work

to chemistry and physics. It might be contended of course that

we have not yet shown that such a rounded development as this

under consideration is necessary or desirable, that training is

needed only for the intellectual side, or at most for the physical

and intellectual sides of our nature. But surely the burden of

proof rests rather on the few who would assert that the devel

opment of the man on one side demands no proportionate devel

opment in other directions, and that certain powers ofour nature

were meant for disuse and atrophy.

The other side of the thesis, set for this article to prove as an

object and justification of Bible Study, looks to the future. It

ought to need no argument to sustain to either general or scien

tific students the assertion that we need to understand the great

forces at work in history and nature, in order to work with them

and through them to benefit men. Now, though we must recog

nize that its influence has often been misguided and perverted,

we must admit that religion has been, and is to be, one of the

great forces of history. But religion (no matter what we believe
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as to the manner of its growth) is a growth and subject to the

laws of evolution ; hence its continuity and connection with the

past is certain. Here as elsewhere the student must be content

to learn by experience, and build on the foundation already laid.

His study of the past, however, must be critical and historical, and

somewhere in the many great religious developments among men,

he must learn to understand that which will enable him to live in

the present.

History itself is even now answering the question as to what

religion he shall study. There is but one that is adjusting itself

to and moulding modern thought and science and life ; and that

is the religion of Him who taught us that the Fatherhood of God

and the brotherhood of man are more than mere theories of

philosophers. So that not only is it better to study Christianity
because it is our religion and that of those around us, but history
is even to-day declaring by the law of survival of the fittest, that

in setting the end of life as personal love and personal holiness,
Godward and manward, Christ has given us the absolute princi

ples on which all subsequent growth might well be founded.

We are then, if we would be able to live fully in the present in

which Christianity still lives and works, to study the growth ol

these ideas among men from their first beginnings among the

Jews, through their development under different circumstances,
to their completion and fulfillment in Christ. Itwas through this
historic development that our idea of God came, aud that God re

vealed himself to men. The object of Bible Study is not there

fore to settle whether God revealed Himself to men through the

historic movement recorded in the Bible, nor whether that reve

lation was perfected, and in its fundamental and eternal principles
completed in Jesus Christ. History tells us thus much before we

study our Bibles in detail. But the questions of order and au

thorship, of methods of interpretation, of the exact "how" and

content of this revelation remains for us to understand. Eet us

study and see how.

It will only strengthen the position taken and the considerations
advanced above, if it be true, as many are now affirming, that this
period is preeminently one of question, and transition, and read

justment in popular religious and ethical thought. Common men
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are thinking and questioning, and whether the college man will

or no, they will notice and be influenced by his position or lack of

position on questions that affect their inner life. Certainly the

college man may ignore the responsibility if he will, but it may

be seriously doubted if the responsibility will not remain even

though ignored, aud whether it is not still binding on him to help
his fellowmen in ways needed by them.

The problem may be regarded in yet another light. Aside

from any regard for ourselves, it is no light thing to make ship
wreck of the faith of others, whether actively or passively.

Scarcely less serious would it be to divide the thinking men from

the masses on religious questions. But unless the influence of

the college man is to be thrown either actively or passively in

these directions, it must be his aim to help bridge over the

gap between the man of thought and the common man. He

must learn to distinguish also much better than it is the habit

of many thinking men to do nowadays, the distinction between

the heart-truth and its intellectual setting. The facts in rough

have been declared in history and seen working in the lives

and hearts of men. Every man puts
—

or ought to put them

into his own setting. Or in general, the common man (who

does not use his reason enough nor make it even a regulative

faculty) puts them in one intellectual setting ; and the man

of thought puts them into another. But sometimes the man of

thought puts reason in the place of experience, and makes it

constitutive instead of regulative. If he does not then become

an active iconoclast, whose aim it is to break down the faith

of others, he at least has lost all power of helpfulness to those

who need help.

The college man must guard against this also. It is nobler to

build up than to destroy, to lead men higher than to cast them

down. He is not to be one who, while crying out against the

narrowness and prejudice of men who have not had his advant

ages, comes into a more inexcusable narowness, and refuses to

recognize that the humble man also lives the truth. Surely, if he

himself lives the truth and is content to let simple truths remain

in simple language, he may find common terms to express the com

mon facts of inner life for the scholar and the peasant, and be false to
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to neither. Even if that be hard for some, yet if the responsibility to

do it rests anywhere, must it not be on the college men who are to

go out and form a part of the life of the people ? And yet it must

be done, if college men think that it is worth while to help the

masses on this score, instead of growing away from them and de

spising them.

Robert fames Kellogg.

HERE AND THERE IN THE EIBRARY.

SO
far as this particular department of the Magazine is con

cerned this is doubtless the last time that we shall
' '

here and

there'
'

in the library in its present home. Instead of the dark

alcoves so overcrowded that many of the books lack room on the

shelves and are thrown into one massive pile upon the floor, there

will be, in that magnificent and nearly finished new home, as

light and airy a place for each volume as the proudest of all their

authors could wish. Here we have what Emerson has called
"

a

company of the wisest and wittiest men that could be picked out

of all civilized countries in a thousand years,
' '

but unfortunately
so hidden (especially in English and American literature) that

even the titles of many of the books in which they have recorded

their thoughts cannot be read. In the new home all this will be

remedied, and a corresponding increase in the scintillations of wit
and wisdom, to be found in this department of subsequent volumes
of the Magazine, is to be expected.

Apropos of the removal of the library, a feeling akin to sadness

steals upon one as he spends an idle hour wandering from case to

case,—picking out a volume here and another there, and recall

ing the author's life and struggles. Here are the thoughts,—the

real remains,—of the great men and Bwomen who have enriched

the world by their contributions to its art, science, literature and

philosophy,
—will the many unappreciative and unholy hands en

gaged in their removal take them up tenderly, and replace them

again without ajar? or will they rudely jostle and tumble them

about, with never a thought of the pain this would cause to the

sensitive feelings of many an author or reader ?
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Books are far more strongly suggestive of the departed authors

whose thoughts they perpetuate, than are the tomb-stones that

mark the resting places of their carnal remains, and the following

lines, which were suggested to Aldrich by a walk in Westminster

Abbey, might, with a few verbal changes, well express the

thoughts inspired by the dusty volumes upon our book-shelves.

Tread softly here ; the sacredest of tombs

Are those that hold your poets, Kings and Queens
Are the facile accidents of Time and Chance.

Chance sets them on the heights, they climb not there !

But he who from the darkling mass of men

Is on the wing of heavenly thought upborne
To finer ether, and becomes a voice

For all the voiceless, God anointed him ;

His name shall be a star, his grave a shrine.

How vain and all ignoble seems that greed

To him who stands with these most sacred ashes at his feet !

This was the dust Chaucer, Spenser, Dryden this—

The spark that once illumed it lingers still.

If the unleashed and happy spirit of man

Have option to revisit our dull globe,

What august shades at midnight here convene

In the miraculous sessions of the moon !

To all who read it a book gives something of the real thought

and life of its author,
—one can almost hear the author speak the

very words upon the printed page1
—and it is more than passing

strange that, because of this vivid recalling of writers, ghost stories

are not more frequently connected with libraries.

Speaking of Thomas Bailey Aldrich calls to mind what an ex

cellent illustration he is of,
"

the poet is born notmade." With

out a college training, and in spite of the dull routine of a

counting-house life, his genius asserted itself even before he

reached his majority. The
"

Ballad of Babie Bell" appeared in
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his twenty-first year, and won for him immediate and universal

favor—which a grateful public still continues to accord him, on

account of his many beautiful, and exquisitely finished, poems that

have followed that early effort. One never ceases to marvel at

his power, each new production seems to have more of lyric

beauty, delicate grace, and melody than the last, and an ordinary

stock of adjectives indicating appreciation is exhausted, long be

fore one has expressed half the delight that a new volume from

his pen calls forth.

Nor is it as a poet only that we admire him. Such little clas

sics as
"

Marjorie Daw," and
"

Quite So" are too artistic, to be

soon forgotten by anyone for whose remembrance an author

might care. His early life in the sunny south seems to have in

stilled in him a warmth and grace, that pervades all his works

and makes them the more pleasing.

As a poet, it is usually thought that he excels in his lighter pro
ductions, but, after reading

' '

The Sisters' Tragedy
"

"At the

Funeral of a Minor Poet,"
"

In Westminster Abbey,
"

"The East

Caesar, "and" Act V," in a little volume recently published,*
one is not so ready to pronounce judgment.
"

The Sisters' Tragedy
"

from which the volume takes its name,
is a short poem, but full of power and beauty. It describes a very
unusual situation. Of two pretty sisters, the elder marries and the

younger lives with her—the unmarried girl falls passionately in

love with her sister's husband, but successfully guards her secret
until the husband dies, which is while the sisters

Both still were young, in life's rich summers yet.

And the poem goes on to recite pathetically how through their

great sorrow,

The two together grieving, each to each

Unveiled her soul with sobs and broken speech.

The younger declaring that the world is empty now that he is

gone, makes her confession first,—prefacing it with a description of

*The Sisters' Tragedy, and other Poems, by Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
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such a man as no worthy girl could help loving. Here is what

she says :

None was like him, no, not one.

From other men he stood apart, alone

In honor spotless as unfallen snow,

Nothing all evil was it his to know ;

His charity still found some germ, some spark
Of light in natures that seemed wholly dark.

He read men's souls ; the lowly and the high:
Moved on the self-same level in his eye.

Gracious to all, to none subservient,
Without offence he spoke the word he meant—

His word no trick of tact or courtly art,

But the white flowing of a noble heart.

I saw—how could I help but love ?

The widow listens calmly, at first, to this surprising speech of

the younger girl, but soon finds silence on her part unendurable

and interrupts with an explanation quite as extraordinary as her

sister's. The closing lines tell the melancholy story.

Then the widowed one

With sorrowfulest eyes beneath the sun,

Faltered, irresolute, and bending low

Her head, halfwhispered,

Dear, how could you know ?

Whatmasks our faces are ! yours unread by me

These seven long summers ; mine so placidly

Shielding my woe ! No tremble of the lip,

No cheek's quick pallor let our secret slip !

How shall I say it, how find words to tell

What thing it was for me made earth a hell

That else had been my heaven ! 'Twould blanch your cheek

Were I to speak it. Nay, but I will speak,

Since like to souls at compt we seem to stand,

Where nothing may be hidden. Hold my hand,
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But look not at me ! Noble 'twas and meet,

To hide your heart, nor fling it at his feet

To lie despised there. Thus saved you our pride

And that white honor for which earls have died.

You were not all unhappy loving so !

I with a difference wore my weight of woe.

My lord was he. It was my cruel lot,

My hell, to love him—for he loved me not !

Then came a silence. Suddenly like death

The truth flashed on them, and each held her breath—

A flash of light where-by they both were slain,

She that was loved and she that loved in vain !

This will give but an imperfect notion of the strength of the

conception and the real delicacy, beauty and finish of the poem

from which the quotations are made—the whole must be read in

order to appreciate it.

Of the several poems in this dainty volume it is not easy to as

sign positions of relative merit. The Sisters' Tragedy would cer

tainly, for strength of conception and delicacy of artistic finish, be

placed iu the first group, though it might not occupy first place in

that group.
*

^
*

Besides the poems mentioned in the preceding pages, "The

Sisters' Tragedy and Other Poems
' '

contains many little things

equally delightful but written in a lighter vein, in fact before he is

aware of what he is doing, the reader finds himself going over

these again and again, each time enjoying them more than the

last.

In the
"

Eibrary ofAmerican Eiterature
"

are given four of Mr.

Aldrich' s earlier poems, one of which is so characteristic of his

pleasantry that I must quote a stanza.

Good-night ! I have to say good-night
To such a host of peerless things !

Good-night unto the fragile hand

All queenly with its weight of rings ;

Good-night to fond uplifted eyes,
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Good-night to chestnut braids of hair,

Good-night unto the perfect mouth,
And all the sweetness nestlesd there—

The snowy hand detains me, then

I'll have to say good-night again !

Some expressions in this stanza,
—the mention of the "Chest

nut braids of hair
"

for example
—incline one to think that it is not

wholly outside of Aldrich' s early experience,—referring to the
' '

Miss Nellie Glentworth
' '

who stepped in to heal his wounded

and bleeding heart, after his love affair with the cruel
"

Eaura

Rice" of "Miss Gibb's School ;
"

all of whom are mentioned in

"The Story of a Bad Boy."

One great charm about Aldrich' s poetry is that, by a mere sug

gestion, expressed in a single line, he often conveys to the reader

as much meaning as a lesser artist would devote an entire page to.

Of this characteristic, his latest book, alread3^ referred to, con

tains some excellent examples from which I would gladly quote

but think the reader may prefer to go to the book itself and enjoy
them in their completeness.

A recent reviewer of this book says of one of the best poems it

contains,
"

At the Funeral of a Minor Poet" is a plea for true

poetry and an eloquent protest against the vulgar, debasing

naturalism which has given a morbid tincture to so much modern

lyricism, thus tending to the degradation of beauty and truth :

The mighty Zolaistic Movement now

Engrosses us
—

a miasmatic breath

Blown from the slums. We paint life as it is.

The hideous side of it, with careful pains,

Making a god of dull common place

For have we not the old gods overthrown

And set up strangest idols ? We would clip

Imagination's wing and kill delight,

Our sole art being to leave nothing out

That renders art offensive. Not for us

Madonnas leaning from their starry thrones

Ineffable, nor any heaven-wrought dream
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Of sculptor or of poet ; we prefer

Such nightmare visions as in morbid brains

Take shape and substance, thoughts that taint the air

And make all life unlovely. Will it last ?

The whole thought of this poem is finely bracing, and altogether

Mr. Aldrich' s volume is very charming, and it could be wished

that our younger poets would sit at the feet of this noble thinker

and admirable artist, so winning from him something of the lucidi

ty and something of technical perfection which characterize his

poetry.

* *

Another American poet who is extremely careful in the cutting

and the polishing of his gems is Dr. Samuel Minturn Peck. He

is a poet of the sunny south,—as one would readily guess from

his productions. The softness and warmth of southern skies, the

dancing of sunbeams upon rippling waters, the songs of birds,

the grace of palms, and all those things that one naturally asso

ciates with the luxurious idleness of the land of perpetual summer,
are interwoven in his poems,

—

a blithe poet he, chasing blue eyes

and stealing kisses, and showing us now and then a heart none

the less tender and full of sensibility because it is full of happiness.
Dr. Peck was born, and still lives, on a plantation near Tusca

loosa, Ala. He spends his time in an occasional bit of travel,

writing verse for the pleasure it affords him, and in study.

Though he received the degree M.D. after a course of stud3^ at

Bellevue, he never practiced medicine, partly because it is dis

tasteful to him, and partly because the poetic instinct in him was

too strong to be set aside. His writings thus far have been prin

cipally vers de societe and lyrics, many of which have appeared
from time to time in the Century and other magazines.

"

IWon

der what Maud will Say !" was one of his earliest productions ;

it at once attracted wide attention and won for him very general
favor. Others of superior merit soon followed and assured him a

place in the ranks of the favorite younger American poets. One

of these—
"

My Eittle Girl"—made such an impression upon Ed

mund Clarence Stedman that he carried it for months constantly
with him, and said of it, while the author was still unknown

to him "no one but a true poet could have written it."

"An Afterthought,"
"

A Fair Attorney,"
"

Bessie Brown
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M. D." "The Dimple in her Cheek," "My Eittle Girl," "A

Knot of Blue," and
"

Cupid at Court," are the titles of some of

Mr. Peck's most popular poems. These, with others, have been

collected and published in a handsome little volume entitled "Cap
and Bells." This book, of which a second edition was soon

called for, is all that he has yet published in permanent form ; his

many admirers, however, will be delighted to learn that a second

volume is soon to appear.

"

A Knot of Blue" is one of Mr. Peck's most popular songs

and has been set to music by many composers. It sings the

praises of the unadorned but matchless beauty of a simple country

girl.
She hath no gems of luster bright
To sparkle in her hair ;

No need hath she of borrowed light
To make her beauty fair.

Upon her shining locks afloat

Are daisies wet with dew,

And peeping from her lissome throat

A little knot of blue.

A dainty knot of blue

A ribbon blithe of hue,—

It fills my dreams with sunny gleams

That little knot of blue.

Aside from the happy way in which this lends itself to music,

there is something quite artistic about it,—just enough of sug

gestion so that the reader can easily fill out for himself a most

charming picture.
* '

A Sea-side Flirtation
"

is a happy hit at a form of amusement

all too common at some of our fashionable resorts. It tells the

story of how a young lady and gentleman had helped each other

to spend a summer pleasantly, how they had wandered by the

beach in the soft moonlight, and gypsied with fern and flower

filled baskets through the all green meadows and along all the

winding brooks in the neighborhood ; how, at the end of the sea

son, he proposed to her (perhaps from force of habit) and she,

with tearful eyes and trembling hand, wrote him what she could

not summon sufficient courage to tell him, viz. that she was al-
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ready engaged, and must deny his suit, and straightway gave her

self up to trying to solve the problem of whether Jack would shoot

himselfor adopt some less explosive form of suicide. Here is the

last stanza :

At last she slept
—but not till dawn

Had blossomed through the ocean vapors.

Jack conned her missive with a yawn

When he had read the morning papers.
He gave his beard a languid twirl,

And murmured as he sat a-smoking ;
' '

Tear-stained—By Jove !—poor little girl !—

I thought she knew that I was joking !
"

Mr. Peck has thus far attempted nothing deep or philosophic,
but what he has done is so pleasing that it is to be hoped he will

devote more of his time to writing.
"

Cap and Bells
"

is filled

with merriment and laughter and the jolliest surprises greet one

with the turning of every page.

fohn Henry Tanner.

NEW BOOKS.

Schiller's Geisterseher.*

The calm moderation of the early part of the last century was soon con

fronted by the burning desire to see with one's own eyes all that could be

seen of the hidden mysteries of the world hereafter. The material in de

mand was not lacking. The Catholic church, toward which princes and the

higher classes again turned their eyes, wished to see its unity and immuta

bility restored ; miracles occurred all over Europe. Numerous quacks were

roaming about, playing their dextrous games by various thaumaturgic feats :

tearing up the souls of the curious and gullible of all ranks ; raising the

dead from their graves, etc. The most striking example of these quacks
was the famous Cagliostro, who raised himself from the station of a poor
Sicilian lackey to that of a sumptuous and extravagant nobleman. The
noise of the exploits of this adventurer, who must have had at his com

mand a most peculiar, demoniac-like power in his personality, appears to

have given rise to this work of Schiller. About this time, Schiller had un
dergone a distaste for poetry ; it was a period of research, of reflection and
of preparation. The restless ardour of his mind is evinced by the number
and variety of his attempts, as all of his productions of this time are either

* Schiller's Geisterseher, for Schools : By Edward S. Toynes D C HeatV.
& Co., Boston and New York.

' -neatn
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short in extent, or left unfinished. To this state of feeling, as was already

pointed out, we probably owe the novel, "Der Geisterseher," a work con

taining some vivid description, displaying a power of keen observation and

in general, a certain rugged power, which might excite regret that it was

never finished. It would have proved that Schiller might have occupied a

place in the foremost rank as a writer of romances, as he already had proved
his right to a place among the worthiest of poets. The whole work is de

veloped as a deeply laid intrigue, exhibiting the hood-winking of an acute

but too sensitive member of a reigning house ; of working on the latent

germ of superstition which exists beneath his outward scepticism, by har-

rassing his mind with the terrors of magic, and by every means that natural

cunning could prompt, until, borne down by doubts and agoniziug fears,

and plunging from one depth of dark uncertainty into another, he is driven

at length to still his scruples in the bosom of the Infallible Church. By
means of the influence of this church he is helped to ascend the throne,

and more than discharges his debt toward her by extending her influence

and attracting to her bosom wavering souls of a nature similar to his own.

A higher artistic worth one could scarcely ascribe to the fragmentary

work, but on the other hand, it must not be undervalued. It remains al

ways an attractive, psychologic and beautifully painted picture of that type
of civilization, and furnishes an important addition to the inner history of

the spiritual life of the aristocracy of that century.
This work is, therefore, of special interest and should find an appropriate

place in the class-room. But it is unfortunate that the editor presents to us

only a fragment of a fragment. The whole work is absolutely necessary to

its full understanding and appreciation. The second book, which Professor

Joynes has entirely omitted, contains some of the finest passages. Through

out it is not free from Gallicisms, but the notes to the text, of which the

editor was not sparing, dispose of every difficulty which the studentwill en

counter, and render the work well fitted for the purposes mentioned in the

preface.
Theodore Henckels.

Essays in Philosophy Old and New.*

In his chapter on "Ethical Philosophy and Evolution" Prof. Knight

says
"

Far and wide, in Britain, on the continent, and in America there are

authentic signs of a general renaissance of Philosophy. . . The general

mind. . . may be said to be face
to face with problems, which, in the

last generation were confined to a few scholars, or recluse speculativemen."

If we accept this—and it seems that we must—we shall grant at once the

interest of the subjects treated. If the style, arrangement and grasp of

*
Essays in Philosophy Old and New : By William Knight, Professor of

Moral Philosophy and Political Economy
in the University of St. Andrews.

Boston and New York : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
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subjects correspond to the intrinsic interest, we must certainly say that we

have here a book entertaining and worthy of attention. And this I am

persuaded, will be our judgment. The style is clear and popular, in good

English, and thoroughly readable. The spirit is preeminently eclectic—of

which the chapter on
"

Eclecticism" is itself an example. He insists that

"

Eclecticism should be a prevailing spirit in all Philosophy, and that it

cannot crystallize into a dogma without belying its own principles." From

the whole work, however, we may gather that our author holds more or less

in metaphysics to idealism, in ethics to intuitionism, while on metaphysical
and ethical grounds combined he holds to the dualism of the finite and the

infinite, which are one only
"
in a moral unity."

"

Idealism and Experience in Literature, Art, and Life" insists that
"

all

the higher literature and especially all the loftiest poetry of the world is

permeated thiough and through by the idealistic spirit" and that idealism

has alone been true in its recognition of the worth of the individual.

The chapter on "Ethical Philosophy and Evolution demands that more

shall be fonnd in evolution than a mere ceaseless flow and change—that

back of all is an abiding reality. In "Personality and the Infinite"

Knight takes issue with Matthew Arnold, refusing to agree that
"

God is

a person who thinks and loves." His belief in
"

Immortality" rests on an

appeal to personal experience. He holds to "the Doctrine of Metempsy
chosis as the easiest solvent of otherwise unsolvable moral and meta

physical anomalies. He fails to point out however other antinomies which

follow from the acceptance of metempsychosis. The theory assumes that

punishment is retribution and not correction. Man is first purified in the

Lethean stream, and then, when he has become innocent, punished. Nor

can it be maintained that past and forgotten deeds reveal a character that

needs this or that recompense, if present deeds do not declare the same

character.

Space forbids to notice other points. The book may be fairly character

ized as timely and furnishing food for thought.

Robert fames Kellogg.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
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A CRUISE ABOARD THE U. S. FEAGSHIP EANCASTER.

ON
a hot day in the latter part of June, 1884, the frigate Pow

hatan steamed out of New York harbor with six hundred

officers and men of the United States Navy aboard, bound for

a cruise in the Mediterranean. Her course was set for Eis-

bon, there to meet the U. S. steamers Eancaster and Quinnebaug

where an exchange of crews was to be made. The cosmopolitan

who packs his bag, jumps aboard an ocean greyhound just as

the gang plank is hauled in, and crosses the Atlantic in five days,

twenty-three hours, fifty minutes and some odd seconds, will no

doubt smile compassionately at the Powhatan's trip across in

twenty-one days. The speed was set to effect the greatest econo

my in the use of coal. However, the smooth sea, delightful

weather, and pleasant anticipations made our voyage across pass

quickly and pleasantly.

Arriving at Eisbon we found the crews of the Eancaster and

Quinnebaug, impatiently awaiting us, for the officers and men

on these vessels having finished three years service abroad were

to return home on the Powhatan. As soon as we came to anchor

there began the exchange of international and personal courte-
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sies, ceremonies most carefully observed by all war vessels enter

ing foreign ports. The Powhatan, with the flag of Portugal fly

ing from the foremast head, fired a national salute of twenty-one

guns, and this salute was returned gun for gun from the fortress

ashore. Then a personal salute was fired to the American Ad

miral. This was returned from the flagship Eancaster. Finally

a salute to the Portuguese Admiral then in port was acknowledged

gun for gun from his flagship.
The next day after our arrival in port was a busy one. Pro

visions, clothing, stores, ammunition, men and officers with bag

and baggage had to be transferred to the Eancaster and Quinne

baug, which were to remain cruising for three years more in

European waters. After a short stay in Eisbon we sailed to South

hampton, where the crew was thoroughly drilled and the vessel

put in good cruising condition. Soon after our arrival in this

latter port the Royal Yacht Squadron came in, bringing with it

a spirit of aquatic contest. An invitation was received by our

crew to row in the Royal Regatta at Cowes, and the fourth cutter,

pulling fourteen oars, entered the race which was hotly contested

by a number of picked crews. The race was a good one and as

our cutter passed the referee's stand the coxswain stepped the stars

and stripes, and one of the bow oarsmen put up a blue pennant,

on which was painted a golden rooster, under a galaxy of fifteen

stars, each star marking a victory won in European waters. Amid

hearty cheers from the English spectators for the Yankee sailors

another star was added to the galaxy. A few days after, in the

Royal Navy Regatta at Portsmouth, amid the enthusiasm and

excitement of twenty thousand people another star was added to

the Uncle Sam's pennant.

From Southampton, where our stay of ten weeks had been

made delightful by the cordiality of the people, we went south

visiting ports in Spain, Portugal, Morocco, then to Gibraltar,

Minorca, and France. We had now made a fair start on what

promised to be a pleasant cruise in the Mediterranean, when a

circumstance of some international significance called our vessel

to the west coast of Africa. Most of the European countries are

afflicted with a spirit for colonization that often leads them to

disregard the governmental rights of the weak. Nearly all of
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the desirable portions of the coast of Africa had been colonized.

In fact there was an innate feeling, that the sole use of that vast

continent was colonziation. Under such deep-rooted sentiments

it seemed that the Congo Free State, organized in the winter of

1884-85, needed some disinterested moral support. The United

States promptly responded by ordering to the Congo river the war

ships Eancaster and Kearsarge. From Nice, therefore, where we
were enjoying the gaieties of a winter on the Riviera we sailed

away for the tropics, where we expected to remain but a few

weeks and then gladly return to enjoy, with keener zest, the at

tractions of Europe.
One evening during our cruise south, the crew was greatly sur

prised at the sudden appearance of Neptune and his wife Amphi-
trite coming over the bows. The ship was hove to, while Nep
tune informed all hands that he would return the next day at the

hour the Eancaster would be crossing the equator, and initiate all

who had never before been in his domains. This initiating cere

mony, in former times a religious f£te, is now only a bit of rough,

good-natured play indulged in to relieve the tedium of the trip
across the calm belt. Neptune's promised visit put the apprentice

boys into a buzz of excitement. The next day was hot and op

pressive, and at ten o'clock, as the Eancaster was crossing the

line, Neptune again came aboard bringing about thirty of his re

tainers. The demonstrations of the party and their songs so full

of threats were intended to inspire with fear the unruly novice.

The uninitiated was forcibly led to a seat on the bridge, freely
lathered with a white wash brush, shaved with a large wooden

razor, and dropped into an improvised pool to Neptune's bears

who completed the ordeal by ducking him several times. A certi

ficate bearing the seal of Neptunus Rex, guaranteed courtly treat

ment from all lobsters, eels, dolphins, whales and whatnot, and

conveyed the assurance that henceforth the holder was a true son

of the sea.

While yet one hundred and fifty miles distant, we noticed the

clear blue of the sea discolored by the muddy waters of the Con

go. On nearer approach it became a deep muddy brown, and less

salt, filled with floating weeds and driftwood which were often

matted into floating islands. Anchoring a few miles from the sea
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we found the Congo a mighty river, wide and deep, fascinating

with its swift boiling current loaded with sand and drift. The

Eancaster fired a national salute to the flag of tbe Congo Free

State, our salute being the first courtesy of the kind extended to

this new state. Eater when Sir Francis deWinton, Administrator

General of the Congo Free State, paid us an ofiicial visit he was

received with military honors, the Marine guard in full dress

drawn up on the quarter deck, and the band playing
( '

Hail to the

Chief," while on his departure a salute was fired befitting

the governor of a state. We found the laws and constitution

good and the boundaries well marked, but the industrious and

enterprising European will be slow to emigrate to that country,

since the tropical heat exhausts his energies and the cultivation of

the soil generates deadly fevers, and it will require generations to

educate the native to develop the resources of his country.

We went south from the Congo to San Paolo de Eoando, the

oldest European settlement on the coast. After three or four cen

turies of growth it is only a straggling insignificant village. Two

days out from the coast we struck the south-east trade-winds,

bringing a delightful change in the temperature and improving the

health and spirits of the crew. Bowling along before these winds

we quickly reached St. Helena, where plenty of exercise, good air,
aud fresh provisions soon made us forget the unpleasant features

of our cruise on the African coast. This little island enjoyed a

brief glory during the exile of Napoleon. Forts, batteries, and

garrisons guarded every hill and valley. After his death it became

of less interest, and now, since the Suez canal has diverted the

trade of the east into another channel, has no commercial import
ance. The home of Napoleon during his exile is an object of in

terest to the visitors at St. Helena. His tomb, although empty
since 1840 is still kept sacred. The French government bought
these places, and keeps a soldier stationed there to care for the

grounds. The people of the island are kind and hospitable as

they are in all English colonies. They honored us with a ball,
which was made doubly enjoyable by the timely arrival of a pleas
ant party from Australia bound home, as the colonists call Eng
land. The newcomers had been at sea for forty-six days and

their pent up spirits broke forth in a healthy merriment, spreading
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to the whole company at the ball. Before leaving port we gave a

party on board ship to the good people of St. Helena, who had

spared no efforts to make our stay pleasant.
At Sierra Eeonewe had received orders to go to Brazil, but ever

since, we had indulged a hope that some happy fortune would re

voke them, and that we would go back to finish our cruise in

Europe, but all hope was gone when we weighed anchor and

turned our bows westward, bound for Rio de Janeiro. The bay of

Rio is completely landlocked and large enough to afford safe an

chorage for the fleets of the world. The scenery around it equals
that of Naples. The mountains are sugar loaf in shape, rising
from six hundred to three thousand feet. And from Corcovado,
one of the highest of these peaks, one can see the bay stretching

away for miles, the city lying near the bay, in the valleys and on

the lower hills, and in the other direction a magnificent sea view,

islands and fortifications, and away beyond until the horizon is lost

in the complete blending of sea and sky. The winter climate is

pleasant, and if it were not for the yellow fever occasionally epi

demic, it would be a desirable place to live. The better class of

people are well educated aud enterprising, and above all they are

extremely polite. We were cordially received and entertained

and, barring the first ten days, our stay of three mouths was a

pleasant one.

The arrival of mail from home always put us in a comfortable

frame of mind, and gave us a fresh supply of topics of conversa

tion, much needed by men so closely associated as we were on

board ship. When long in port or on long trips at sea, routine

duties became very monotonous. The cycle of routine was com

pleted once a week. On one day there would be general quarters,

when the ship was suddenly cleared for action as if an enemy's

vessel had gotten the weather gauge of us and were bearing down

to blow us out of water. On another day there would be fire

quarters, a drill in putting out some imaginary fire. Then there

was great gun drill, infantry drill, dress parade, broadsword drill,

sail drill and the drills in sending down yards and masts, and

abandoning ship, in fact, all the drills and mauceuvers for develop

ing expertness in protecting ourselves from the onslaught of an

enemy, from fire, from storm, or sea. Then to complete the week,
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on Sundays all men were in mustering suits and the officers in full

dress uniform, and on the first Sunday of each month the Articles

ofWar were read, enjoining us ever to show in ourselves good ex

amples of honor, patriotism, and subordination.

However, the life on board a man of war is not all monotonous.

In all ports visited the people welcomed us to their homes, and

gave us opportunities to see and enjoy anything novel or charac

teristic in their country. We were given the privileges of the clubs.

Civil and military dignitaries exchanged ofiicial courtesies with

us, aud offered their services in making our stay in their waters

pleasant. While at Montevideo a party of us were invited by a

wealthy land owner to hunt on his estancia, about three hundred

miles distant in the interior of Uruguay. In that country the unit

of land measure is the league which is nine square miles. Our host

had 55 leagues, making an estancia having about the area of

Tompkins county . We enjoyed our trip over the open, gently un

dulating prairie with its smooth, close cropped turf. The whole

country is given up to grazing, and in any direction we could look

off for miles and see thousands and thousands of cattle and horses.

Arriving at our friend's estancia the news soon spread over the

country that there were two doctors in our party, and the sick came

from miles around until his house had the appearance of a hos

pital. The patients rewarded the doctors for their treatment by

directing our party to the best hunting grounds, where twenty-five

deer, and great numbers of birds became the innocent victims of

our murderous sport.

Returning to the ship after a week's stay in the interior, we

found that orders had been received to go to the Comoro Islands

in the Indian Ocean, to investigate the claims of an American

planter against the Sultan of one of the islands. So, on Dec.

20th, just eighteen months after leaving New York bound on a

quiet trip across the Atlantic, we sailed from Montevideo to cross

it again, this time through the "roaring forties." Head and baf

fling winds and the economical use of coal made the voyage a

long and tedious one. After the first day out from South America

we saw no sails until near Capetown. The lines of commerce run

south toward Cape Horn and Cape of Good Hope leaving a large
triangular space at the southern end of the Alantic desolate and
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deserted. The only signs of life beyond the ship's side were

some whales and sea birds. Among the latter the albatross is the
most interesting and fascinating because of its size and graceful
flight. It seems happiest in a gale when for hours, without rest

ing, it will sail low and curve its flight to the undulations of the

waves. In a calm it is unable to keep on the wing, and at such

times these birds would collect about the ship in a most domestic

manner, and were easily caught. We have had ten or twelve on

deck at once. Their wings have one more joint than those of

other birds and measure ten to fourteen feet from tip to tip. The

poetic superstition that the souls of departed sea-heroes live in

these birds guaranteed them safety and freedom. They showed

no signs of fear of man, nor made any attempt to escape, but

would hiss and snap belligerently if a dog or monkey came near

them. This enmity between animals was quite noticeable among
the pets aboard ship. A chameleon, delighting to be petted and

handled by the men, would swell himself up and make the colors

play over his body most defiantly at the approach of another pet.
About the middle of the ocean, and four hundred miles from

Tristan da Cuhna, a penguin that had evidently been blown to

sea came alongside the ship, and showed such delight in compan

ionship that one of the men brought him aboard. He was per

fectly docile and contented from the first and in an hour was so

tame that he followed the men about the deck. His great fond

ness for man, and unbounded confidence shown from the time he

was brought aboard, made him a great favorite.

We had a little four-page paper which gave quite a stimulus to

literary ambition among the men. The articles showed care in

preparation, and on this long trip when shut off from the rest of

the world, the sea editors evolved from their inner consciousness

much interesting news with the facility often shown by editors on

land. Among the sailors were two sea poets, who on this trip

collected and had their poems published in book form. To appre

ciate fully the humor and pathos of these two old poets it must

be known, that one was a Quarter-gunner and the other a Boat

swain' s-mate, and that from youth they had spent their lives on

merchantmen, whalers, and men-of-war. Every noteworthy oc

casion was by them befittingly commemorated in verse. The
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Eancaster being at sea during the holidays one of them broke

forth into song apropos of Christmas, '85. The poem has a pleas

ing rhythmic ebb and flow, the first one of the six stanzas run

ning thus :

"

Christmas morning, Christmas morning,

Blessed day that Christ was born in,

I on topsail yard did perch,
Weather not permitting church ;

Barney Buntline, Billy Bowline,

Sea legs shipped for heavy rolling,
Turned their quids at every lurch.

' '

On a beautiful summer morning about the last of January the

Eancaster came to anchor at Capetown. Eiving on canned and

salt provisions during this long voyage of forty days made us

grateful for the bounties of the Capetown markets, and it seemed

more than accidental that such keen appetites should come where

the good things of life were so abundant and so cheap. The

drives on the wide, smooth roads were exhilirating. And the

mountain paths and kloofs (gorges) gave opportunities for healthy
exercise that the limited confines of the ship denied. The sights
of vineyards, orchards, cultivated fields, and a thriving city of

fifty thousand inhabitants gave rest from the ennui of the sea.

The people of Capetown received and entertained us hospitably,

making our stay in their port a very pleasant one. While at

Capetown taking on coal and making repairs, some shipwrecked
Americans, whose vessel had been lost on the west coast of Mad

agascar came into port, reporting that on abandoning their ship
the natives came off in canoes, surrounded the boats and robbed

them of all they had saved. This act of piracy against American
citizens called us to Tulear Bay near the scene of the wreck.

The Sakalavas, a powerful tribe occupy this part of the island

and with them the settlement was to be made. A Capetown trader
who spoke the Sakalava language acted as interpreter. At the

pow-wow called to adjust the difficulty there were about three

hundred natives squatted around in a circle. They wore on the

head a little skull cap of grass, around the loins a blue cotton

lamba, and each man carried two spears. During the palaver it
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was explained to them that this piracy had taken place on their

shores, that many of the stolen articles had been bartered to the

traders on the coast by their men, and that we were there to de

mand indemnity. In reply to this, Semi Pike, the chief at Tulear

demanded that we pick out the offenders, knowing well that they
were safely hid in the bush beyond all possibility of discovery.
This bit of diplomatic repartee from their chief met with hearty

applause from the assembled big men of the tribe. The currency

of the Sakalavas was a deep blue cotton cloth. This put a money

consideration for damages out of the question. The demand was

therefore made for five tons of orchilla, a kind of weed from which

a dye stuff is made, and they were to have it ready for delivery in

sixty days. Semi Pike and his men were given forty-eight hours

to bring back a reply from King Eahamarisa who lived twenty

miles in the interior. The King's answer was much the same as

Semi Pike's. Eeaving them the alternative of settling peaceably

by satisfying the demand in sixty days, or receiving punishment
for their piracy we crossed the channel to the main land, and at

Mozambique received a cablegram from Washington not to insist

on the demand, for the United States would treat directly with the

Malagassy government.

Mozambique is an interesting old place, with its population of

Africans, Arabs, Malays, and Whites. Here the native women

whitewashed their faces and stained their teeth and nails. The fash

ion changed their personal appearance considerably, but certainly

added nothing to their charms. Zanzibar is the largest and most

important city on the east coast ofAfrica. It is oriental in appear

ance, and the narrow streets, the peculiar architecture of the build

ings, the curious little shops, the women with their faces covered,

men in flowing robes, turbans, sandals, and daggers make a pic

ture like those in the Arabian Nights. In striking contrast to

these oriental characteristics, the liberal-minded Sultan had placed

some of the most startling of the productions of the west. He has

a modern gun boat, always decorated on the Fourth of July and

Washington's birth-day, two merchant steamers, a little railroad,

a sugar mill, electric lights throughout
his palace, horses and car

riages for his family. After the ofiicial courtesies had been ex

changed, the Sultan invited us to spend a day at his country pal-
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ace where we were carried in a procession of his private carriages.

The hospitality was abundant, but lacked that piquancy which

could come only with the presence and vivacity of his ninety

charming wives.

From Zanzibar the Eancaster sailed for Johanna to adjust the

difficulty between the American planter and the Sultan of that

island. We found the trouble arising from an under current of

bad feeling due to money transactions and political intrigue. The

American claimed that the Sultan had borrowed and bought of

him rice and sugar to the value of eight hundred thousand dollars,

for which he had not paid ; also that the Sultan had prevented
the slaves gathering his sugar crop, and in consequence he had

suffered heavy losses, and further, that the Sultan's soldiers had

at different times fired at his house in attempts to take his life.

Counter to these claims the Snltan held that the American was his

debtor, in proof of which he produced a note for thirty thousand

dollars. It was also claimed against the American, that he had

aided the Sultan's younger brother in a revolution to place him

self at the head of the government. By diplomatic moderation

these extravagant and conflicting claims were honorably adjusted.
While at the island I spent several days on the American's plan

tation, which was on a plateau a thousand feet above the sea and

about five miles from the native town where our ship was anchored.
With the American, at this time, were two Frenchman who were,

ostensibly, making collections of the animals and plants, but in

reality, were making observations in regard to the temper of the

people and the resources of the island, preparatory to their govern
ment taking possession. The morning of my last day on the plan
tation a French gun boat appeared in the distance. The so-called

French naturalist showed great anxiety, and immediately pre

pared to communicate with the vessel. It was storming furiously,
but I was obliged to go aboard as the Eancaster was to sail the

next morning. We waited for a lull, but the longer we waited

the more it rained and blew, until at last toward evening, forced

to it, the stronger of the Frenchmen and I started for the town to

get aboard the ships. We were obliged to go afoot for horses
could not wade the mountain torrents, nor could we ride alon°- the

narrow paths closed by the water laden foliage. Arriving at the
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town just at dark, we found such a heavy sea running that no

boats could come ashore from the war vessels. My companion
was determined to get aboard the gun boat. He went to the Grand

Vizier who ordered a party of natives to take him off to the French

war vessel. A few yards from the shore a large wave capsized the

boat, but fortunately washed Frenchman, canoe, and crew all on

the beach again. There were no public houses but a Johanna
man very kindly invited us to sleep at his house and wait until the

sea should go down. This invitation the Frenchman declined and

went back through rain and darkness to the American's house.

He said that he would not trust the natives. I accepted the native

hospitality and had soon changed my wet clothing for the more

scant but picturesque garb of the east. My efforts to sit down like

the Johanna men caused a great merriment among the friends who

called in a social way to .spend the evening. While enjoying a

supper of stewed chicken, yams, and dates, there was a call to

prayers and away all the men ran through the storm to the mosque

and I was left alone for a quarter of an hour. My host gave me

an interesting account of his trip to Mecca, of their island customs,

and of the advantages of having more than one wife. On this lat

ter point he said if one wife got angry and abused him, that he

could go to a second one until the first would be glad to have him

come back again. The bed on which I slept was a marvel in con

struction and outfit. It was like three huge steps, decorated with

piles of long cylindrical, crazy patch-work cushions, varying in

diameter from two to ten inches. Sometime during the dead hours

of night I was aroused from my sleep by weird yells and persons

running in the street, and my waking impression was that there

was a mob. However, in the morning I learned, that it was only

the faithful obeying the call to prayers. My host informed me that

he had not gone to the mosque but
had turned in bed with his face

toward Mecca. The arrival and obvious intentions of the French

caused us to remain some days longer. But the real trouble for

Johanna came a year after this, when the French, after some fight

ing with the natives forcibly assumed
the protectorate of the island.

On our return trip we stopped at some interesting ports on the

north and east coast ofMadagascar. At Capetown and St Helena

we renewed former pleasant acquaintance, but at Rio many friends
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of the year before had fallen victims to the yellow fever. The last

year of our cruise was spent on the coast of South America where

the presence of yellow fever, small-pox, and cholera made us anx

ious to hear the pleasing call of
' '

all hands up anchor for home.
' '

The happiest day of our cruise was November 2d, 1887, when after

au absence of three years and four months we dropped anchor in

New York harbor. The long and trying separation, the discom

forts, and the disappointments seemed fully counterbalanced by
the delight of again being in God's own country with our

"

sweet

hearts and wives."

A. B. Canaga.

SAMUEE JOHNSON.

THERE
are not wanting certain points of similarity between

the position of the birthplace of a mighty genius aud that of

the husband of a distinguished woman. The latter unless him

self of commanding ability, has hard shift to escape subsiding
into "the man Miss A. married;" the former will almost inevi

tably become, to posterity if not to contemporaneous history,
' *

the

town where B. was born." The world levies heavy tribute for in

timate association with genius, "What," we exclaim, "she

marry that dullard? this scapegrace, their son? he that artist's

father ? this hamlet his birthplace ?
' '

And though happily con

trasts so marked and painful are the exception rather than the

rule, the giant's robe must perforce obscure ordinary stature ; we

speak of Stratford-on-Avon, but we think of Shakespeare the

while ; Genoa, mighty republic of a forgotten age, lives only as a

reminiscence of Columbus ; Galena is Grant, and Williamstown,
Mark Hopkins and the haystack that cradled foreign missions.

This analogy to be sure appertains for the most part rather to

small and inconsequential towns, than to cities prolific not only of

great men but of other claims to notice ; but many a town of no

inconsiderable size and importance has not escaped at least a par
tial eclipse in the light of a greater son.

Eichfield, the birthplace of Samuel Johnson, is certainly no

hamlet, nor is it even a small town ; it is a city, with busy manu-
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facture to attract the man of business, handsome residences to

charm the lover of the beautiful, historic cathedral to interest the

student and picturesque surroundings to appeal to the artist ; it

has a history of its own, too, from which one might draw a dozen

such sketches as this and barely skim the surface ; but its attrac

tiveness to the tourist or the student lies in none of these things.
Worthy of note though they be, they lie buried in the shadow

cast athwart Eichfield by the statue keeping endless vigil before

the birthplace of her greatest son. It is through his life, his form,
that we know her ; and her connection therewith is by no means

devoid of interest. Here lived and died Michael Johnson, magis
trate of Eichfield, and book-seller of no mean repute in the coun

try roundabout. Here was born in 1709 his brilliant son, Samuel,
who was to inherit from his father several of his greatest eccen

tricities and to owe to him the hereditary taint that darkened his

whole life. Michael Johnson gave to his off-spring his zealous

adherence to the established church, and sympathy with it in

affairs political no less than in affairs religious ; he shaped his

young mind into the bigoted adherence to the desperate fortunes

of the fallen house of Stuart that never fully left him ; but worst

of all, he entailed upon him the inheritance of scrofula and mental

disease that made him express in later years a doubt whether he

had ever been sane. Thus it came about, that Eichfield gave to

her distinguished son as his only heritage, poverty, misery and an

arsenal of woes for the gloomy warfare of his existence.

It is indeed little enough that Eichfield has to do with the life

and the fame of Samuel Johnson. There was no room in her

provincial narrowness for genius such as his. He would have

stifled in the atmosphere of rural small talk ; his soaring spirit

would have died of very inanition from lack of breath to inflate

its wings. It is not strange to find him at twenty-seven bound

for Eondon to seek his fortune ; it is strange only that he was

measurably content with the limitations of his previous existence

so long. But although only his childhood and younger manhood

were spent in Eichfield, there was never a case in which it might

more truly be said that the boy was father to the man, than in

that of Samuel Johnson. The physical, mental and moral eccen

tricities that were afterward to become so famous were plainly to
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be detected almost from his earliest years. His great muscular

strength was overbalanced by a grotesque awkwardness ; he had

from the first those boorish, uncouth manners that he never over

came. Scott indeed asserts that in later years the cause of these

deficiencies in temper and manners was no ignorance of the re

quirements of polite society, but rather a dogmatic defiance of

them in the consciousness of his mental superiority, and a mis

taken impression, like Swift's, that his talents elevated him above

common rules. It is at all events easy to believe the story told of

his early days in Eondon, when his awkward, shambling gait and

rough appearance excited the ridicule of publishers and led to the

suggestion of one of them to whom he applied for work as an

author:
"

You had better get a porter's knot and carry trunks

instead." This boorishness he never mastered ; it rather grew

with his growth and strengthened with his strength. Add to it

that he was quick, versatile, keen, that like most geniuses he was

prone to laziness and procrastination and would work only under

the spur of approaching starvation, that his kind and generous

heart, ever giving of his poverty more freely than his wealthier

neighbors of their abundance, was nevertheless known only to

those who dared break through the terrors of his crusty and un

certain temper, and you have a fairly good outline sketch of the

man as he appeared throughout his long and eventful life. His

father shows out in the son more than once. Michael Johnson
took the boy to Eondon at the age of three, to be cured of his

malady by "touching for the King's Evil;" Samuel Johnson,
when well along in life, was to show a like credulity, and bring
ridicule upon himself by his weak confidence in the Cock Eane

ghost. It is hardly necessary to say that the faith of both was

equally misplaced. Good Queen Anne's touch had as little

efficacy as the skill of the Court Surgeon and the prayers of the

Court Chaplain ; the scrofulous taint remained. Very pathetic
seems the story of this pursuing demon of his childhood days.
Slowly but surely it fastened its grip upon him ; his features, at
first regular and, if we may credit tradition, even singularly
beautiful, grew misshapen and distorted ; he became temporarily
blind of one eye, and could see but dimly with the other, only to

know that through all his life his vision was to be but groping ;
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while his mind came to be the chosen dwelling place of the hor

rors of misanthropy, melancholy, semi-madness. Only the sub

limity of genius could have overleaped barriers and limitations

such as these.

It was in Eichfield, iu desultory and rambling study of his

father's stock of books, that he gathered much of that diversified

store of knowledge afterward destined to play so large a part in

shaping his views of men and things. During the years between
his sixteenth and his eighteenth birthday he read incessantly, his

natural indolence seemingly held in temporary abeyance. Such

reading as he did would, to a duller mind, have been worse than

useless, if indeed it were not a positive injury, for he systemati

cally skipped the uninviting heavy treatises, and read only the

bright and interesting ones ; but from the mass of fact and fancy
and a deal of rubbish as well, his masterful intellect absorbed

much that proved the best part of his knowledge. He read as

gluttonous^ as in later years he ate, and it is not strange that his

keen but uncultivated appetite assimilated among the rest certain

unwholesome elements. Worst ot these was an excess of Eatini-

ty ; his excellence as a student in the Eatin language attracted

him to the works of the later school of Eatin writers, both in the

original and in translations, and had much to do with producing
that pedantry and pomposity of style that was afterward to sub

ject him, not altogether unjustly, to the ridicule of smaller men.

The life of the recluse ended. A rich neighbor, well aware that

Michael Johnson had no means to provide for the boy's education,

generously offered his aid, and at eighteen Johnson entered Ox

ford, only to leave it without a degree three years later. The

rich neighbor's benefactions had ceased, and there was no alter

native. His stay at Oxford is among the most interesting periods

of his life, but this paper may not within the limits ;of its space

enlarge upon it. It is likely enough that his fellow collegians

looked with amazement and contempt at that ungainly figure, with

ridicule upon those eccentric and unpolished manners ; but they

had soon cause to know that beneath the tattered gown and soiled,

uncleanly linen, was a man before whom they must bow in re

spectful silence. The humiliations imposed upon him by his

poverty, so far from making him a sycophant, aroused him to al-
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most savage pride and resentment ; hewas unparalleled in his in

solence toward the authorities—haughty and domineering toward

his college mates. Some one, noting his tattered shoes, placed a

new pair at his door. Johnson threw them out of window.

Here was no beggar, but a king in distress. And through it all

his wondrous wit, his superb audacity, his varied and curious in

formation made him easily chief. His father died leaving a bare

twenty pounds to his son, and at twenty-two Johnson began in

earnest his long fight for existence. The few remaining years of

his life in and about Eichfield were full of bitterness to his proud

spirit. As usher in a grammar school, as the humble companion

of a country squire, as a literary drudge, he managed to eke out a

miserable subsistence. At eight and twenty he cut loose from

Eichfield forever.

Meantime Johnson had married, and such a marriage ! I am of

opinion that the love passages of the lives of men of genius

present an inviting and shamefully neglected field for scientific re

search. The path of intellect is paved with broken hearts ; the

strangely ill-assorted unions of brilliant mind with dull, unsympa

thetic matter, the almost invariable infelicities incident to the do

mestic relations of brainy men, give a wealth of fact from which it

should be easy to reap that rich harvest of surmise which a scoffing
humorist has asserted is always possible to science, unless indeed

genius is not to be held amenable to the rules supposed to govern

ordinary men, and must consider an orthodox love affair unworthy
of its cloth. Or is it mayhap true, as some have held, that in the

web and woof of genius is inextricably woven a thread ofmadness,

appearing and reappearing, now hither, now yon ? Be that as it

may, Johnson's marriage was to present no exception to the rule of

eccentricity ; it was rather to be unique among its unique fellows.

Byron and Swift, the two men in English literature having perhaps
most points in common with Johnson, were widely unlike him

here ; Byron shocks the world even yet by his unparalleled profli
gacy, while Swift presents the other extreme of equally unap

proachable cold-blooded selfishness ; to Johnson was reserved to

prove, by his doting fondness for a silly old grandam, that the

greatest genius is next of kin to the greatest folly. Not only was
his chosen spouse a widow with children old as himself, but be-
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neath the inch-deep paint upon her dirty face, the tawdry jewels
bedizening her dress, was a thoroughly coarse mind, as unfitted

to sympathise with the work of such a husband as to be Queen of

England; nay, more, for the sceptre of England were but a bauble
to the empire of such a mind as his. Yet Johnson loved her ; her

temper, more uncertain than her years, became mere playfulness
to his fatuous heart ; her short, squat figure, to his dull sight
seemed the ideal of womanly grace ; poor as himself, there was

no mercenary motive for feigning a passion that he did not feel.

Mrs. Johnson, far happier than most of her more brilliant sister-

wives of great men, was ever viewed by her husband through the

glamour of the wedding morn. It was for her that he struggled
and denied himself the necessities of life, to be as oft repaid with

reproaches from the wife, who never cared much for him, as with a

kind word. Her praise he always counted ofmore value than the

applause of England. It is some consolation to know that such

extraordinary marital devotion brought a partial return in a fairly

peaceable existence, and very little to the credit of David Garrick,

Johnson's townsman and protege, that he chose to mimic the an

tics of this ill-assorted pair for the diversion of the so-called
' '

best

people of Eondon.
' '

Johnson's life during the thirty years following his appearance
in Eondon was an incessant struggle with grinding poverty.

Darkened already by his incurable disease, with mind forever

plunged into gloom unspeakable, there was small need of any new

trial, but new miseries constantly appeared. Often compelled to

wear soiled linen, he became a confirmed sloven ; his manners,

never graceful, grew unbearably savage ; the sight of food in

flamed him like a wild beast, and to the day of his death he could

never resist gorging himselfso gluttonously that his veins swelled,

and the perspiration stood in drops upon his forehead. An affront

aroused his rancor to ferocity, and he as often raved against

friend as foe. Well may Carlyle say that his youth was poor, iso

lated, hopeless, very miserable, and add :
' (

Nature, in return for

his nobleness, had said to him, Eive in an element of diseased sor

row. Nay, perhaps the sorrow and the nobleness were inti

mately connected with each other. At all events, poor Johnson

had to go about girt with continual hypochondria, physical and
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spiritual pain. Eike a Hercules, with the burning Nessus shirt on

him which shoots in on him dull, incurable misery ; the Nessus

shirt, not to be stript off, which is his own natural skin. Figure him

then, with his scrofulous diseases, with his great greedy heart and

unspeakable chaos of thoughts, stalking mournful as a stranger in

this earth .... yet a giant, invincible soul, a true man's."

Scott justly deems him fortunate in a strong and virtuous power

of thinking which prevented his plnnging into those excesses in

which neglected genius in catching at momentary gratification, is

so apt to lose character and responsibility. Else had he been en

gulfed in darker ruin than enveloped Byron, in earlier madness

than Dean Swift's. As it was he lacked little of it. Macaulay is

replete with anecdote of this unhappy period and its semi-insanity ;

how his grimaces, his gestures, his mutterings, sometimes di

verted and sometimes terrified people who did not know him.
"

At a dinner table," says Macaulay, "he would in a fit of ab

sence, stoop down and twitch off a lady's shoe. He would amaze

a drawing-room by suddenly ejaculating a clause of the Eord's

Prayer. He would conceive an unintelligible aversion to a par

ticular alley, and perform a great circuit rather than see the hateful

place. He would set his heart on touching every post in the streets

through which he walked. If by any chance he missed a post,
he would go back a hundred yards and repair the omission. Un

der the influence of his disease, his senses became morbidly torpid,
and his imagination morbidly active. At one time he would

stand poring on the town clock without being able to tell the hour.
At another he would distinctly hear his mother, who was many
miles away."

There is to me a strange pathos in a Hue from the epitaph he

wrote for a friend: "Rest here, distrest by poverty no more."

Johnson flourished in the worst possible age for literary men.

The aristocracy of letters had gone ; the democracy of letters was

yet to come. The generation before him had been patronized by
kings and nobles, had been given sinecures and emoluments ; our

own generation sometimes allows a successful writer to extort a

living from the profits of his publishers ; but his was a transition

era, that had only slow starvation for its brain workers. Field

ing and Thompson many a time pawned their best coats for a
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meal. Johnson was glad to dine in cheap ale houses on six penny
worth of meat and a pennyworth of bread. Moreover, he never

seemed to have the faculty of getting for his masterpieces so good

pay as many of his inferiors received for their worthless wares.

He had not a particle of concession or diplomacy in his make-up,

and what was given him was bestowed but grudgingly by the

buyer. The twice told tale of his literary life in Eondon is not a

creditable one to his contemporaries. He became at last famous

and respected ; happy he never was, and from his literary work

he could never subsist. His dictionary brought him renown, but

it was completed only after he had anticipated all that was due

him for his work, and had been twice imprisoned for debt. Ras-

selas was written in the evenings of a week to pay the funeral

expenses of his mother, and never read over by its author. The

Eives of the Poets, perhaps his greatest work, brought a shame

fully low return in money. It is one long story of reverse and

disappointment, partially alleviated at last by the kind offices of

his friends, the Thrales, and a timely Government pension.

It may be wondered that Johnson was never tempted by his

miseries to make an end of it all. Many a man has done it for

far less cause than he had. But suicide was farthest from his

mind. Much as he hated life he feared death with a ten times

greater terror. He dreaded the approach of the inevitable end of

all men with the most gloomy forebodings. His religion had in

it no consolation, nothing to fright away his fears. It was like

himself, gloomy, morose, pessimistic. And so,

1 '

Steeped to the lips in misery,

Eonging, aud yet afraid to die,"

Johnson could echo from the heart Claudio's soliloquy :

' '

Ay, but to die, and go we know not where ;

To lie in cold obstruction, and to rot ;

This sensible warm motion to become

A kneaded clod ; —'tis too horrible.

The weariest and most loathed worldly life,

That age, ache, penury and imprisonment,

Can lay on nature is a paradise

To what we fear of death."

Fate let him live to a lonely old age far worse than death.
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Johnson was at his best as the undisputed autocrat of that fa

mous club in which he could count Goldsmith, and Burke, and

Reynolds, and Gibbon and Garrick as his admiring listeners. He

always talked better than he wrote, and these good friends re

sented not his tyranny and ill-temper ; that crotchety spirit that

had made him call Adam Smith a liar, and Smith rejoin with a

more offensive epithet, was in this charmed circle beneath the

surface if never quite dead. His pedantry and pomposity of lan

guage were softened and toned down ; he talked naturally, bril

liantly, fluently, and it is thus that he will live in the minds of

men. Here no unfriendly eye took note of his lapses from soci

ety's strict code, no slanderous tongue retailed his bill of fare ;

there was no time or inclination for aught save communion of

mind and soul. And here among his friends let us leave him.

I make no doubt that most of my readers are as well, if not

better than I, acquainted with the works and style of Johnson,
and I shall attempt no close analysis. I must admit that it is not

so long ago that I heard a gentleman of no mean literary infor

mation confess that he sometimes found himself confusing him

with his Shakespearian namesake, and to separate them in his

mind had recourse to the quizzical reflection that the one will al

ways be
"

rare Ben," while the works of the other are often de

cidedly overdone. This lack of acquaintance on the part of many
doubtless arises from this fact, that Samuel Johnson's pedantry
frightens us away from some of his best productions. Much that

he has left to posterity is unfortunately more or less tinged with

his high Tory and Jacobite views ; his absurd opinions as to the

American Revolution, as embodied in "Taxation No Tyranny,"
appeared unworthy of him even to Boswell ; but his was a

mighty intellect, and the farther we get from his time and sur

roundings the clearer shines the bright light of the soul of Samuel
Johnson. Carlyle has already put it in better language than I
could hope to do, when he says: "Johnson's opinions are fast

becoming obsolete, but his style of living and thinking we may
hope will never become obsolete. I find in Johnson's books the

indisputablest traces of a great intellect and great heart, ever

welcome under what obstructions and perversions soever. They
are sincere words, those of his ; he means things by them.

'

To
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the spirit of Eies, bearing death and hunger, he would in no wise

strike his flag." Brave old Samuel Johnson, ultimus Romano-

rum !"

Johnson's life presents a strange commentary on his own pet

hobby, the vanity of human wishes. It had been his dearest

hope that his wife might be spared to share his triumph in the

completion of the dictionary ; but before it was ended she had

been taken from him. Such happiness as remained in life for him

now centered in the home of his dear friends, the Thrales, and

here he hoped to spend his declining years in peace. It was not

to be. Mr. Thrale dead, Mrs. Thrale ran away with a low Italian

fiddler, and the poor old man, deserted and alone must go in

sorrow to his own cheerless lodgings.
He had hated with a deadly hate pensioners and the House of

Hanover ; he must live upon a pension from George III. He

staked his fame upon his writings ; his dictionary has been edited

and revised until he would not know it, and few read even Ras-

selas to-day. By the strangest of paradoxes, only the writer's per
sonal renown keeps alive a passing interest in his writings. Bos-

well, egotist, block-head, half-wit, he had hated even while he

loved him ; to Boswell must he look for fame. Boswell's gad

fly buzzings in his ear had well-nigh driven him to desperation ;

without them he were forgotten. And, saddest fate of all, the

man who all his life had shrunk with horror from death was

spared long enough to lose, one by one, his dearest friends, to see

even the picturesque horde of beggars he had supported in thank

less dependence drop away from round about him, and at last, at

76, to face the king of terrors calmly, unflinchingly, but almost

sole alone.

Albert Ellis Hoyt, '88.
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A BIRTHDAY GREETING TO E. K. H.

A Spring-time glory once again is ours ;

'Tis at its fullest fostered by May dews,

For Earth herseif can naught to Eove refuse,

And Eove is king, when May the world embow7ers.

What royal pomp and joy gives her renown

Whom Eove forever chooses for his own.

How blest the touch that still must come alone

From head and heart, whereon he sets his crown.

O friend, whose treasured worth befits the rays

Of one in Eove's and May-time's splendor born,

Who, who shall sing of thee in fitting lays,
Or chant the record of thy natal morn ?

Ah, wherefore strive ? When Eove has been before

All praise is told. We dare not ask for more.

M. M. A.

A WET BEANKET.

TF there ever was a good fellow in this world Teddy Black was

-L one. He was unsophisticated as the veriest freshman that

ever shook before Dr. Slate ; but for all that, there was a good
nature and generosity about him, that made him popular with

everybody. He was his mother's only child, and as his father

was dead, it is a marvel that he wasn't ruined by over-indul

gence. How Mrs. Black ever permitted him to come to college is
a mystery, but Teddy coaxed and I persuaded, for the boy was

becoming a regular milk-sop, and the upshot of our efforts was

that one fine day in September, Teddy and his mother stepped
from the train upon the platform at Ithaca, prepared for Cornell.

Teddy jubilant, mamma despondent. I was on hand, as an old

friend, and reinforced the lady's weakening resolve. More than

that, I persuaded her to leave the town, and go back to New
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York and give her dear Teddy a chance to take his first plunge
into college life alone. I found him a room in the same house

where I lived, and arranged for his board, bolstered him through
the registrar's office, and finally and hardest of all cheered up his

mother. As she left him at the station, she turned to me with

tears in her eyes and said,
"

Mr. Brown, it is largely through your

being here that I have consented to be separated from my boy for

so long. I feel as though I could never stand it in the world ; but

you seem to think it's for his good, and I shall always try to do

what is for the best for my darling son. Do .look after him, for

my sake, Mr. Brown, as it would kill me if anything should hap

pen to Teddy. There are so many dangers in the path of a young
man like my son, who has always been with his mother. Promise

me to care for him as if he were your own brother. Shield him

from the temptations which will be sure to cross his path, and if

anything should happen, let me know at once." I assured Mrs.

Black, that if Teddy ever amounted to anything, it was high time

to detach him from her apron string and to let him strike out for

himself. I promised, moreover, to watch him as faithfully as if he

were a priceless treasure. Mrs. Black seemed especially uneasy

lest he should become entangled with some
"

horrid girl" (jeal
ous of her nestling already, thought I) and so compromise himself.
"

He is so easily lead" said she,
"

though he can't be driven." I

swore a solemn oath to observe the utmost watchfulness over the

young man's acquaintances, and with this last promise, put the

poor lady on board the train in a rather moist condition.

At first Teddy was quiet, and stayed in a good deal ; but after a

month or so he met a good many people, and having plenty of

money which he spent very freely, the boy soon grew to be ex

tremely popular. I tried to use a restraining hand, gently of

course ; but he was doing no harm and I did not want him to feel

that I frowned on innocent amusement, though I was a senior.

He used to come into my room, late at night usually, and tell me

what he had been doing, while I would draw him out and learn

what he was up to.

Now there was a young lady living down town, awily creature.

Her name was Robbins. She had been on the market for four

years and what she did not know about the proper way of man-
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aging an average student was not worth knowing. Somehow or

other he became acquainted with this siren, and I soon
learned that

she wasmaking a dead set at him . At first I was not uneasy, for the

boy was only eighteen and I supposed he was but one in a regular

arithmetical progression. When, however, I accidentally over

heard two maidens talking indignantly and broadly about this

scheming minx, I felt that I ought to act promptly and decisive

ly, or Mrs. Black would curse me to my dying day.

It was just after Christmas, and the festivities had begun that

usually precede the Junior Ball. Professor Washburn had issued

cards for a reception with
"

Dancing
"

and though I had decided

to accept no invitations that term, I felt it my duty to go and in

vestigate matters. Consequently on the appointed evening I ap

peared at the Professor's. The rooms were not crowded and the

best of opportunities were afforded for the observations I intended

to take. To tell the truth I was made decidedly uneasy by what

I saw. Teddy danced around after Polly Robbins like a toy duck

in water after a piece of magnetized steel. The girl looked stun

ning. Her black hair was drawn back in ripples from her brow

and twisted into an artistic and becoming knot behind, while her

olive complexion and dark eyes lighted up very effectively. She

was dressed in a black lace dress, with a soupcon of a bodice,

and long tan gloves. A large bunch of American Beauties dan

gled from a ribbon at her waist—Teddy's gift, for I heard him

order them at $6.00 a dozen. I could see very plainly that Teddy
had arrived at such a pitch of recklessness that he would not hes

itate to do whatever silly thing popped into his head. I did my

best to catch and hold him but he slipped away like a fish, and

gravitated after his Polly. I was provoked to see the way the

girl paraded her conquest, bidding him fetch and carry, while the

poor fool was apparently glad to heed her whims. I managed to

get a few minutes' conversation with the lady herself, but she

was very chilling and presently skipped away with her escort.

I grew very disheartened, thinking of Mrs. Black and retired

from the brilliant parlors, into the cool conservatory which was

dimly lighted. I passed over to the farther side and rested there

leaning back against a narrow shelf that ran around the room,

just where a coil of hose was lying. The gardener had evidently
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been watering the plants, for one end of the rubber tubing was

still attached to the water main, while the other dangled down

over an iron rod that braced the glass roof overhead. I was

thinking desperately of any means of extricating my poor Teddy
from the girl's clutches, when to my dismay the two entered the

place and before I could disappear, settled down on a garden
bench not ten feet away from me. At first I was for leaving, but

it would be very awkward, and besides I vaguely felt that per

haps Teddy would need assistance. So soothing my uneasy sense

of honor I pressed back farther into the shade, unscrupulously
resolved to hear all I could. They were panting from a rapid
waltz through the parlors, and the music could still be heard

pleasantly softened. Polly began :

"Wasn't that delicious? I don't know when I have enjoyed a

waltz so much." This with gently heaving bosom and destruc

tive side glance.

"Yes, wasn't it fine," was the response.
' '

Do you know, Mr. Brown, Teddy, may I call you Teddy, I

feel as though I knew you so well, and Teddy is such a dear

name,
—and you call me Polly, won't you?

"

"I always call you Polly when I am alone," said the boy,

blushing.

"Oh, how nice, and now we can talk without handles, shan't

we "—a pause—
"

Teddy ?
"

Teddy breathed hard and murmured, yes, he supposed so.

"Oh, I was going to say that I thought our step matched so

beautifully, don't you ?
"

Teddy gave a gulp and said he didn't know about the step, but

that he would rather dance with Polly than with any one else in

the world. Polly laughed reprovingly.

"Oh, you sad flatterer," shaking a finger at him.
"

How can

you suppose I believe all you say ? I presume you will go away

and laugh at the way Polly swallowed all you said," and she set

tled in her seat moving a little nearer.

"No, no," said Teddy getting incoherent,
"

I mean all I say

and a lot more too. If I only thought that—that you knew what

it was that—that— .

' '
Here Polly leaned forward a minute to look

at him apparently. His arm fell down from its rest along the
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back of the bench and then she straightened up, if anything a

little closer to her tite-a-tete. Teddy wasn't used to the position in

which he soon found himself, and was rather scared to find his arm

where it really did not belong. And it was strange, but for the

life of him he could' nt tell how it came there. The fair girl, how

ever, retained her composure and snuggled closer, exclaiming,
"

Oh ! Mr. Brown,
—Teddy

—How can you. What do you mean ?'
'

Teddy gasped as her head gently sank over onto his shoulder.

"

Miss Robbins," he began."
"

Callme Polly," she murmured.

He gasped again and wet his lips,
"

Polly
—

"

I was frantic. He was going to do it, I was positive. I knew

Polly was no novice in such little divertisements as was now going
on before me, and recognized a master-hand in her management.

In my anxiety I was leaning forward, having grasped a staple, as

I supposed, at the side of the house to hold me. As luck would

have it, however, it was the water wrench, and throwing my

whole weight on it in that way turned on the full head of pressure.

I nearly fell as it yielded suddenly in my hand, and only saved

myself with an effort. Supposing I had merely twisted off some

support or decoration, I congratulated myself on my narrow es

cape, and again turned my eyes on my unfortunate friend. He

had not yet uttered another syllable when to my horror, a full

stream of chilly water shot down from the hose, which as I have

said, hung down directly above her seat and struck, fair, on Miss

Robbins' white shoulder as she half reclined on her companion.
There was a wild dash of spray, a shrill scream of indignation and

baffled purpose, a cat-like leap from the encircling support, and

then we saw a form swelling with wrath disappear amid a cloud

of black diaphanous material gemmed here and there with nature's
own diamonds. Teddy looked after her for a moment bewildered ;

for after the first douche, I realized what I had done and turned

the water off. Then he glanced up and saw the dripping hose,
and then— the boy burst into a roar of laughter aud almost rolled

on the floor in his convulsions. As for me, I slipped quietly by
unseen, and with a quiet grin made my way home feeling that

for once in my life I had been a tool in the hands of the Almighty.

Phillip Ogden.
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SIDNEY SMITH AND REEIGIOUS TOEERATION.

ONE
is reminded on reading Sidney Smith's essay on the

* '

Cath

olic Question," of Buckle's statement that
"

a careful study
of the history of religious toleration will prove that in every

Christian country where it has been adopted, it has been forced

upon the clergy by the authority of the secular classes ;
"
in other

words, that it has been brought about by the expediency of the

times and not primarily by the force of a moral conviction.

There appear to be two very different motives of action, the

courses of which have furnished the world with its history of re

ligious intolerance.
"

It is an undoubted fact,
' '

says the historian,
"that an overwhelming majority of religious persecutors have

been men of the purest intentions, of the most admirable and un

sullied morals.
"

If a man believe that the only true religion—so

called—is the one which he possesses, and if he believe that all

holding a contrary opinion are doomed to eternal punishment, he

can surely feel justified in punishing the body to save the soul.

Such men are not bad but ignorant. Ignorant of the nature of

truth and of the consequences of their own jactions. As theology
became more reasonable it became more merciful. It was when

doubt crept in as to the infallibility ofone's judgment that persecu

tion first became a crime.
"

Toleration then first became practi

cable,
' '

says Coleridge,
' *

when indifference had deprived it of all its

merit."

But there is another species of human conduct which, likewise

classed as intolerance, is actuated by motives far from pure and

disinterested. I refer to those causes of human action by which

mankind, under the guise of religion, and in God's name, has pur

sued courses of conduct solely for its own material interest and ag

grandizement and, using the cloak of religion, has worked for social

and political ends. It was, it would seem, the recognition of such

a spirit of intolerance that prompted the opening lines of Sidney

Smith's Essay. "If," says the essayist,
"

a poor man were to

accept a guinea upon the condition that
he spoke all the evil he

could of another whom he believed to be innocent, and whose im

prisonment he knew he could prolong and whose privations he
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knew he could increase by his false testimony, would not the per

son so hired be one of the worst and basest of human beings ?

And would not his guilt be aggravated, if, up to the moment of

receiving his aceldama, he had [spoken in terms of the highest

praise of the person whom he subsequently accused ? * * * *

Would the guilt be less if the person so hired were a man of edu

cation ? Would it be less if he were above want ? Would it be less

if the occupation and profession of his life were to decide men's

rights, and to teach them morals or religion ? * *
■
* On Mon

day last you were a barrister or a country clergyman, a serious

and temperate friend to religion, liberty and Catholic emancipa

tion. In a few weeks from this time you are a bishop, or a dean,

or a judge
—

publishing and speaking charges against the poor

Catholics and explaining away this sale of your soul by every

species of falsehood, shabbiness and equivocation."
It is a feature worthy of notice that Smith bases his arguments

and protests almost entirely on the social and political expediency
of the situation. He calls attention to the fact that "the disaf

fected state of Ireland is a standing premium for war with every

cabinet in Europe which has the remotest distant intention of

quarreling with this country for any cause
—that England has

fully asmuch to fear from Irish fraternization with America aswith

France,
' '

and addressing again another class he carries the same

argument to the point of raillery.
' *

As you value your side-board

of plate, your broad riband, your pier glasses
—if obsequious do

mestics and large rooms are dear to you—if you love ease and flat

tery, titles and coats of arms—if the labor of the French cook, the

dedication of the expectant poet can move you
—if you hope tor a

long life of side-dishes—if you are not insensible to the periodical
arrivals of the turtle fleets—emancipate the Catholics. Do it for

your ease, do it for your indolence, do it for your safety—emanci

pate and eat, emancipate and drink—emancipate and preserve

the rent-roll and the family estate."

Such arguments as these are neither trivial nor ignoble if we are
of the opinion of those who hold that utility, ultimate result, is
the criterion whereby Tightness or wrongness of a course of action
is determined. Men's morals and opinions are determined ulti

mately by their interests. It is the latest civilization which ad

vances the thought that the best good of all is the best good of the
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individual, that "intelligent selfishness and supreme generosity
are identical in results

' '

and that there exists a harmonious bal

ance of the egoistic and altruistic tendencies.

I would not imply that Sidney Smith recognizes under all no

fundamental principle of justice and charity in behalf of settling
the question under discussion, but that naturally enough they are

not in the foreground of his arguments. I believe it a truth, that

moral suasion has comparatively little effect on mankind as a

whole, until a reason is felt for the practice of such morality

whereby humanity realizes the furtherance of its own best good.
It is the same principle, a little obscured perhaps, which we see

at work in the unconscious acquirement of morality through the

endeavor of mankind to adjust itself to those laws under the con

trol of which it constantly finds itself. It is traceable in the his

tory of the ideas of reward and punishments, from our forefather's

conception of hell, to our latest realization that the punishment of

sin is not in what we get, but what we lose.

It is manifest in those developments of man's moral nature,

the growth of which depends upon a previous intellectual prepa

ration whereby they see that in a larger moral field lies their own

best interest. Is it too much to say that no social, political or re

ligious reform has ever been made by a people among whom there

has not been a sufficient bettering of conditions, physical or in

tellectual, whereby they realize in such changes their own best

good ? Morality follows in the wake of a certain mental growth

or physical improvement. As an effect is a higher realization

than a cause, as the product of the seed is a greater thing than

the soil which produced it, so in the end do the moral and the

spiritual transcend the conditions necessary for their realizations.

A type of virtue is first brought into existence by the force of ex

pediency, by mankind endeavoring to adjust themselves to the

laws, spiritual, moral and physical, under the play of which they

pass their existence. Men afterwards use this type as the model

on which their theories are formed.

If the common sense of mankind shall ever have formulated

the moral precept, that the golden rule applies to nations as well

as individuals, it will not be until, through knowledge gained by

their own or another's intelligent study and observation of eco

nomic laws, they realize the true nature of barter, that the advan-
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tages of commerce do not, under existing circumstances, depend

on the balance of trade, that whatever is gained by one country

is not necessarily lost by another—in other words, the wider ap

plication of the golden rule must be preceded by an advancement

in the greater knowledge of economic laws.

Broad, liberal and grandly generous, Sidney Smith was for his

time and place in behalf of moral and intellectual integrity.
But

perhaps we of to-day feel that he hardly did justice to, or possessed

a fair conception of the nature of the religious tendencies of man

kind, when, expressing his attitude toward the intrinsic merit of

the Catholic Religion per se, he says "the Catholic faith is a mis

fortune to mankind."

We can never be all-wise, until we cease trying to run the world

on one truth or one aspect of the truth ; until we can discern in

all systems of earnest thought, philosophy and religion, gleams

and germs of truth which are to be caught and harvested. It

seems to be the fate of most great minds whose mission it is to

discover and present to the world new truths, often not only to ex

aggerate and distort their own contribution to the truth, but to be

blinded to other rays of light
—

one sees only the waves of blue

light in the spectrum, another the red. One might designate this

tendency, as the expulsive force of a new truth. No system of

philosophy or faith, thought out or felt by the mental or heart

throbs of a lifetime but, given time, will bring forth its refuters to

prove its absurdities. There seems to have been no philosopher
from Thales to Kant who has not claimed in bringing forth his

contribution to the truth : "Here, I have it all, the truth, the

whole truth and nothing but the truth." Not one till our own

day has offered his mite, modestly affirming
' '

I offer you the rays

of light granted to my vision to be joined with others, to be united

ultimately in forming the white light of absolute truth."

Emerson alone in the following remarkable passage has opened
the way for an age of eclectic religious thought and feeling:

"

But

lest I may mislead any when I have my own head and obey my
own whims, let me remind the reader that I am only an experi
menter. Do not set the least value on what I do, or the least credit
in what I do not, as if I pretended to settle anything as true or

false. I unsettle all things. No facts are to me sacred. None
are profane. I simply experiment, an endless Seeker with no past
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at my back." Is it strange that Emerson has called upon him

self the accusation of being a philosopher without a philosophy,
a thinker without a system of thought ?
Into a philosophical discussion of the merits or demerits of the

Catholic religion our essayist does not enter. Possibly the position
of the Established Church, being as it might seem midway be

tween Catholicism on the one hand, and the most radical Protest

antism on the other, would enable a clergyman of the English
Church to sympathize as readily with the former as with the lat

ter. Evidently Mr. Smith sympathizes little with the
"

Ranters."

It is comparatively modern thought that is beginning to realize,

that
"

Religious dispensations should be regarded as the natural

evolutions of Human Progress, and not as arbitrary events super-

naturally introduced into the world." We are realizing as never

before that

"God sends his teachers unto every age

With revelations fitted for their state."

"We must do equal justice" says James Freeman Clarke,
"

to

all the religious tendencies of mankind. Assuming with the

Apostle Paul that each has come prudentially, as a method by

which different races should seek the Eord, if haply they might

feel after Him and find Him."

In the common thought Catholicism is associated with igno

rance, superstition and credulity ; Protestantism with all modern

enlightenment, overlooking the fact that Protestantism was not

acquired until that enlightenment came ; and that religious doc

trines have little effect upon a people not prepared by a certain

amount of intelligence. It is no characteristic of Catholicism

alone that it has been inimical to human progress, that it has de

cried reason and the works of the intellect in favor of faith, and

faith alone. If Catholicism has been a deadly enemy to the pro

gress of scientific knowledge, she has not been the only enemy.

It is simply a question of degree.

"If I know your sect
"

says Emerson,
"

I anticipate your ar

gument. I hear a preacher announce for his text and topic the ex

pediency of one of the institutions of his church. Do I not know

beforehand that not possibly can he say a new and spontaneous

word ?
'

* * * Do I not know that he is pledged to himself to

look but on one side, the permitted side, and that not as a man,

but as a parish minister ?
' '
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Not from Catholicism alone came the howl of indignation with

which the world greeted Darwin's contribution to human progress.

There is certainly a great change in the direction of religious

thought, when a most venerable teacher of one of our most vener

able Eastern colleges makes the reluctant concession, that even
if

science should prove the facts of evolution, it would not disprove

the truths of revelation. "Even if science should prove evolution ;
"

such a concession uttered within those same walls fifteen years

ago would have raised a consternation, a storm of protest hardly

conceivable at the present day.

It cannot be denied that the tendency of theology has been to a

blind reverence of the past to the exclusion of that God given light

which the Creator would daily shed upon us were we but open to

receive it.

Nor are we unconscious of the fact, that there is in the present

age the natural reaction from the so-called blind faith of the past

to the other extreme—to have no faith in things unseen because

we are discerning that matters of the spiritual life are not matters

of
"

cold and clear cut
"

reason. We are groping towards a real

ization of what spiritual possibilities the human race possesses; to

ward a distinction of the things of the intellect from the things of

the spirit ; and that there is no interdependence
—the instrument

itself though essential is not of itself the soul of harmony.

Eet us believe that man, as he now is, is but a link in that chain

of his development from the animal to the spiritual—that our wars

of creeds and beliefs, our persecutions and our practices, our

churches and our sects, no more resemble the pure and spiritual

than,one might say, the slime beneath the lily afloat upon its surface.

But we are not to despise these low beginnings, b}~ which alone

the human race is to grow toward its spiritual possibilities—this

outward manifestation of the heart ofman striving toward the In

finite. By thesemeans only canwe, mere infants, grasping at every
tangible object, grope toward the higher life, the light of which

we but fitfully catch, through the chinks and crevices ofour prison-
house of ignorance and poverty. Presently our house "will be

too straight and low, will crack, will lean, will rot and vanish

and the immortal light all young and joyful, million-orbed, mil

lion-colored will be over the universe as on the first mornino-
"

Anna R. Brewster.
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HERE AND THERE IN THE EIBRARY.

AETHOUGH the editor who conducted
"

Here and There"
in theMay number of the Magazine supposed his contribu

tions the last to appear from the musty piles of their old abode,
the fates have otherwise decreed. Once more they must furnish a

theme, and then the old series which has for three years both in

terested and amused, will come to an end. In spite of several

articles contributed to the different monthlies by undergraduates
on

"

Social Eife at Cornell," it was felt there was room for an

other to be published in our own, and it was my intention to write

some time during the year of this social life, its military hops, its
class balls, and Sage events, to show the influence co-education

exerts within our midst- Circumstances have, however, rendered
this impossible, and

"

Here and There" is on my hands. Rum

maging around for some old book whose acquaintance with men's

thought and interest has long since discontinued or for one that is

yet hardly dry from the press, I find my search without reward.

Eooking out from the alcoves, with my hand on a book now nei

ther old or new1, the sight of fifteen or sixteen different jeweled
badges—emblems of as many distinct secret societies, suggests a

theme.

Since the day when the first Kappa Alpha chapter saw light at

Union college in 1825, intercollegiate secret societies have played
an important and peculiar part in American college life. Founded

in response to the needs of student sociability and good fellow

ship, they have exercised an influence on the character, and habits

of college bred men that is entirely unfelt in the Universities of

England and the continent. The spread of this net-work of

rascality, against which professors long declaimed, and occasion

ally a piping voice still is heard, is now so wide that its ramifica

tions reach to the furthermost shores of our land, and include

every college of note save one. From the start its success was as

sured ; for imitation and rivalry immediately became its staunch

supporters. In 1827, Sigma Phi, launched forth at Union College

by those who failed to gain the key, became the fierce rival of the

older clique. Five years later the Sigs entered Hamilton, and to

the efforts of those left in the cold, Alpha Delta Phi is due. In

^American College Fraternities, a descriptive analysis by Wm. Raymond
Baird. 4th ed. James P. Downs, New York, 1890.
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this way all fraternities have had their beginning, and little as

they may have dreamed of the result of their initial movement,

nevertheless, from the place where John Hunter and his Greeks

held their evening meetings, nearly one thousand chapters have

been evolved and from that small gathering of sixty-five years ago

there has gone forth an army one hundred thousand strong.

*
*

*

Nothing within University circles is more bewildering to a

freshman than this snarly maze of social organizations whose

badges he sees and whose names he constantly hears. One ver

dant youth, it is said, applied the term
"

Kaps
"

to those wearing

that kind of a hat ; while the impression that
"

Dekes
"

are so

called because of their pious minds and hearts, the writer himself

pleads guilty to in his early
'

'prepdom'
'

days. If the confusion were

confined merely to those organizations of an intercollegiate nature,

for the uninitiate, matters would be much simplified. But this is

not the case; each college and University has its own peculiar social

clubs and athletic organizations, and in some instances men enter

upon their Senior year at Cornell with no clear idea of
' (

The Mer

maid,"
"

Bench and Board "or the modus operandi by which a

baseball manager acquires his place, For some ambitious under

graduate there is certainly an opportunity
' '

to write a book
' '

; one

that shall contain a clear account ofCornell student organizations,
athletic and social. It is surprising to learn how many are in ig
norance of the way the editors of our college publications are

elected, and until very recently no information could be obtained

of the management or mismanagement of our athletic affairs. In

fact there is room for two books ; one explaining how these organ

izations should be managed, and the basis on which college politics
should rest ; in another some Machiavellian spirit might tell the

actual state of affairs.

*
*

*

In order to put into convenient form some information regard-
: ing intercollegiate secret societies, Mr. William Raymond Baird

has recently published the fourth edition ofhis "American College
Fraternities." In spite ofmany omissions and errors it is the best

defence (if one is needed) of the fraternity system ; and is in fact,
= the only book containing a detailed account of each society, with

a descriptive analysis of the whole system. Especially suggestive
is the division of fraternities on a geographical basis, classifying
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those confined for the most part to New England, New York and

Eastern Pennsylvania as Eastern, all others- as Western and

Southern. Those in the East having been founded from ten to

twenty years earlier than their Western rivals, have shared in a

much less degree the extension spirit ; and by concentrating their

energies have succeeded in placing most of their chapters on a per
manent basis. The ownership of property then has become a dis

tinctive mark of the eastern fraternity ; for out ofsixty-four owned

chapter houses, only about ten belong to the West. In the East,

fraternity men evidently take a deeper interest in their chapters
than in their fraternities, which is no more than that their inter

est manifests itself in a rational and practical way. The Wester

ners on the other hand always ready
' '

to give down the yell
' '

and vote for new chapters, have with a long chapter roll deadened

the real interest of their alumni, reduced the pride and energy of

undergraduates and deprived individual chapters of the financial

support they might otherwise have received.

Fraternities are the crystalization of the good fellowship and

feeling, so characteristic of students all over the world ; and they
have grown up in response to the needs of man's social nature.

But for some reason woman was fifty years late in feeling the need

of the social development which has its germ in a love for her

sisters. And in this connection a curious fact is to be noticed in

tracing the growth of fraternities and sororities. Intercollegiate

societies of a masculine nature have almost invariably been estab

lished in colleges where co-education is unknown ; and there have

flourished best. Eadies' societies, on the other hand, have always

felt a strong aversion for institutions where man is not allowed ;

and as one glances over their chapter rolls, he finds that in semi

naries and colleges for women they have withered away and died.

But where co-education is permitted as in the colleges and state

universities of the West, their thrift and popularity is unsurpassed.

There they have a custom universally prevalent, known as com

plimentary rushiiig, and there seem lately to have been signs of its

introduction here ; at the beginning of a college year, when the

rushing season is at its height Sororities and Fraternities form dual

leagues for mutual benefit.
v "The "co-ed" uses her influence,

smiles and eyes, that freshmen may choose the fraternity for

which she works ; and in return her own sorority receives as-
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sistance when desired. Because of the comparatively few women

in attendance and owing toother considerations, this feature of co

education is, with us, only in its incipiency. Still if we have not

learned to make the best of the brotherly and sisterly attachments

these institutions elsewhere foster, the signs of the times are in our

favor. Within our midst the romantic movement has, during the

past four or five years been ever on the increase ; we see its

results in every social event. And it should be a matter of con

gratulation, that these sorority parties aud Sage receptions remind

Cornellians of their obligations to those who wear the gown and do-

not hail from distant homes.

* *

In spite of the annual appeal of the President of the University

the most difficult thing to impress upon the mind of a freshman^

who has received an invitation to join one of these organizations
is that he should take his time and not be hurried. Nor is it

strange that against the pressure brought to bear upon him he

chooses soon and joins early. Informed that the one swing of

the year is near at hand and an immediate decision is necessary,

he thinks in his case it may be now or never. Sometimes these

threats are bluffs, sometimes not ; for the increasing number of

freshmen who annually enter Cornell, renders it a comparatively

easy matter for the fraternities to get good men, or at least those

who seem so. To the freshman facing this problem, no general
rule can be given. If he feels a longer acquaintance and further

consideration will not improve his prospects, he had bettter accept
the offer quam primum. If however he is not conceited and is

conscious of his real worth he can well afford to wait. Those

who join, should do so, if possible, in their freshman year ; and

should live during this year outside the chapter house. Uniui-

tiates too frequently think that all within is continual love, har

mony and smooth sailing and such it generally is. Still great

patience and a surrender of one's independence are often required
from all ; and it is hardly desirable that freshman should be so

suddenly thrust amidst these conditions. An occasional ruffled

temper or
' '

passing scrap,
' '

as they are called, are in too marked

contrast to the freshmanic dream of brotherhood. A year outside

these arcana of fraternity life, lets the new manmore gradually into

the life as it actually is ; his ideals are not so shattered and he

becomes a better and more helpful member. Another reason for
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this year of exile lies in the superior, but undesirable, magnetic
force a fraternity parlor, full of good-hearted fellows with their

jokes and gossip, has over a
"

Hall andKnight" or au "O. W. J."
Time so spent seldom, results in an extended sojourn within Uni

versity walls.

Unfortunately a few such instances have often been the text for

complaints against fraternities. But condemnations that come from

such a source are unjust; upper classmen invariably discourage
habits of idleness, and carousing among Freshmen, and when the

occasion requirescontinually urge them to study and work. Behind

their solicitation are good reasons. Pride in one's own chapter and

its future success is often hardly second to that we feel in ourAlma

Mater. Upon these freshmen and sophomores this success depends.
And the senior member who has any desire that.they shall soon fall

by the wayside or climb untimely the paternal doorstep, is a spec
tacle rare indeed.

In this interest Juniors and Seniors feel in Freshmen lies the

great benefits, an early connection with a good fraternity affords.

In no other way is an acquaintance aud intercourse with superiors

open than through such an attachment. Thus is explained the

immediate improvement in the manner and appearance of the

initiate during the first year of his connection with fraternity men.

A further advantage is the acquaintance, on a more equal social

and political basis, he enjoys with the leading men of other fra

ternities. He is always pushed forward and has urged upon him

the necessity of doing something sometime for his own society.

This kindles an energy,, an ambition and a devotion to* his own

chapter, that become habits and tell in after life when the contest

is transferred to a wider field.

As the fraternity man is near the end of his college course and

lays aside some of his former selfishness he cannot but rejoice, in

the increasing number of societies that appear each year for

recognition. If an institution is good for the few, it should be

made good for all. The benefits that accrue to the members of

these organizations are somany and important ;; the disadvantages

and embarrassment an independent who is in the least socially in

clined must feel, make it desirable that there be many such or

ganizations, or none at all. Nothing is more striking than the
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irony of social position- in student circles ; frequently those of

high social and financial position at their own homes fail to make

a society here, while others far below them have their way

smoothly paved. The inevitable result is that, at such class events

as a Junior ball, the non-fraternity man for many reasons is at a

serious disadvantage ; and for Commencement and the Senior ball,

his more fortunate classmate imports his lady friends, while he

takes his diploma with no such pleasing adjuncts.
Still it is a matter of congratulation, that fraternities do not

combine here as elsewhere against the independents, nor try to

deprive them of their share in whatever comes along. By such

a sensible policy, which seems to have grown up naturally, we are

rid once for all of the ill feeling that detracts so much from the

pleasant memories of college days. And in a few years the num

ber of fraternities will have so increased, that all who so desire will

have been provided for, and one more step taken towards the

millenium in college affairs.

NEW BOOKS.

Popular French Ballads.*

Another most charming volume has appeared in the Knickerbocker series :

Chanson Populaires de La France, by T. F. Crane. The attractive shape in
which this matter is presented would gain for it attention even if the con

tents of the bookwere not what they are. But when, on opening the pretty
volume one reads the interesting ballads contained therein, the result is

great satisfaction. The poems, or rather songs, are selections from the folk

melodies of France. The editor touches upon the resemblance between

the Chansons and the popular poetry of other nations in the introduction

and gives as well a general history of the collection of these lays from time

to time, mentioning also the shameful way that all measures for the

preservation of this phase of literature has been neglected. This collection

is limited largely to one class of popular poetry
—that which corresponds to

the class of ballads in English. They were all originally dance songs, a

characteristic which they have generally lost except in the case of childrens'

song games, examples of which are given.
The scheme of versification and use of allusion is explained, and every

aid given for an easy and pleasurable appreciation of the book, while the
admirable vignettes scattered over the pages with lavish hand add to the

pleasure, instead of spoiling ones enjoyment as is so often the case.
A biography is added and a few necessary notes, though not enough to

make this exquisite little volume a text book.

Phillip Ogden.

*Chanson Populaires de La France. By T. F.Crane. G. P. Putnam's
Sons.
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Special attention is called to the line of TiffanyWatches. They

;are Stem-Winding Anchor Movement in 18 karat GoldHunting
Cases of superior style and finish. Eachwatch is stampedwith
the name of the House, thereby carrying its guarantee.

MEDIUM SIZE FOR GENTI^MEN,. .7; . ..... :'-.'".-■.- .$65.00
LARGE

_

•-
"

"7 7._"\;:'. f: f -.':■
...f f^ff .- . . . * . . 75.00

Timing Watches, marking Fifths of a Second.

SOLID SILVER CASES, . . . ff .-y , ... . 7 7 ... . . .$85.00
,1.8 KARAT GOLD CASES, . . . ':./ '.:. . . .... f.y.f -.'',. . ." . 125,00

Cuts showing sizes and styles ofWatches and Chains sent on request.

CXASSCUPS.

Trophies, Prizes, etc., suitable for Class Gifts, College Games
and Sports,.,always m stock. When desired, drawings will be
prepared embodying particular ideas for special occasions.

ALUMNI ^ADGES^ CLASS RINGS, FRATERNITY EMBLEM^ Etc.
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Transmission Machinery.

Machine. Moulded. Gearing.

'•^X*■■■■&-*".

^<.yy

Driving Plant for Cable Railways,
7- THE POQLE-EEFFEL

Shafting, 'Pulleys and Hangers--Facilities for the heaviest class

; bf work—Machinery Outfits for Mills, Gr^in Elevators,

Fertilizer atid Whitehead \$orks--Hydrauiic

Dredging Machines, Etc.

Robert Poole & Son Company*

BALTIMORE, MD,
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THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS!

For Extra Fine and Ladies
'

Writing.

No. 303. THE VICToitA PEN. The celebrated original
Extra Eine Pen, and the most widely used.

No; 17a LADIES' PEN. Designed especially forjLadies'luse.
No. 604 E. F. THE ORIGINAL DOUBLE. ELASTIC PEN;

A Favorite Pen with Professors- of Penmanship, Largely
-.

.
used in;Business Colleges, and largely imitated..

No. 1. PRINCIPALITY PEN. As fine as No* 303; but will
make a thicker down etroke.' Excellent in Flourishing
and other Ornamental Pen ^ork.

For School Use.

Nos. 303, 351 (Joseph Gillott^School Pen),f\p$, 604 E. E., and
:. y my ^ff'f-f- f'-f^f 7 --:'--:/'

r :

7 ■

For Fine and Ordinary Writing.

No. 404. Now and for many year's the best and most?popular
Pen for general use. '-..f'ffff-

Nos. 601, 390 (a favorite Pen in Boston and New England), 332,
292, 878 (Long ShoulderEalcon), 908 (the Original FalconV
172 (Quill point, wiU never scratch), 418 (Silvered pen).

'

v
For Broad Writing/

Nos. 294, 389, 353, 885 (Three Pointed Pen); Stub Points Nos
849 and 983.:

-

For Fine Drawing and Superfine Card Writing.
No. 659. THE CELEBRATED CRQWQUILL, recommended
7 by John Ruse^n in his work on drawing.

No. 290.

fine points.
ANQ DRAWING PEN, super-

No, 291. MAPPING, DRAWING AND ENGRAVING PEN.

Be sure to ask yoifr dealer ffr GfLLOTt>S, and be

sure to see mt GILLOTT'S'NAMEfond

NUMBER are on the Pen.

Gold Medal, - Paris Exp., - 1889.
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ARTS ANITSCIENCE,

; / f:f-. Buffalo, N. Y.

"\A7"QJflt©Clr~A IvOcal Co-operative Professor in every* city
and village on the American Continent. For particulars address,

American College of Arts and Science,

Buffalo, N, Y.

TIFFANY & CO., ~y'fff
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WATCHES.

Special attention is called to the line of TiffanyWatches.: They
are Stem-Winding Anchor

r
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Cases of superior style and finish. Eachwatch is stamped with
the name of the House, thereby carrying its guarantee.
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Timing Watches, marking Eifthsof a Second.
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prepared embodyingparticular ideasibr special occasions'

ALUMNI RADGES, CLASSY RINGS, FRATERNITY ^EMBtEMS^ Etc.
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THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS !

For Extra Fine and Ladies' Writing.

No. 303. THE VICTORIA PEtf. The celebrated original
Extra Fine Pen, and the most widely used.

No. 170. LADIES' PEN. Designed especially for^Ladies^use.

No. 604 E. F. THE ORIGINAL DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN.
A Favorite Pen with Professors of Penmanship. Largely
used in Business Colleges, and largely imitated.

No. 1. PRINCIPALITY PEN. As fine as No. 303, but will
make a thicker down stroke. Excellent in Flourishing
and other Ornamental Pen Work;

For School Use.

Nosf 363, 351 (Joseph Gillott's School Pen), 464, 604 E. F., and
•-

427.. ■:
. ?

■ ': '

■

For Fine and Ordinary "Writing.

■No.' 404. Now and for many years the best and most popular
Pen for general use.

Nosi76oi, 390 (a favorite Pen in Boston and New England), ,332,
292, 878 (Long Shoulder Falcon), 908 (the Original Falcon)'
172 (Quill point, will never scratch), 418 (Silvered Pen).

For Broad Writing.

Nos. 294, 389, 353, 885 (Tliree Pointed Pen), Stub Points Nos.
849 and 983.

For Fine Drawing and Superfine Card Writing.
No. 659. THE CELEBRATED CROWQUILL, recommended

by John Ruskin in his work on drawing.
No. 290. LITHOGRAPHIC AND DRAWING PEN, super

fine points. ■

-■

f f
*■■ •

No. 291. MAPPING, DRAWING AND ENGRAVING PEN.

Be sure to ask your dealer for GILLOTT'S; and be

sure to see that GILLOTT'S NAME and f

NUMBER are on the Pen.

Gold Medal, - Paris Exp., - 1889.
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For particulars address, _J-

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE,

f'.fyyf
"

...f' f'": f ■ :f:f BUEEAI,0, N. Y.

"W"£Lrit©Ci—A Local Co-operative Professor in ev-ery city
f and village on.the American Continent. For particulars address,

/ American _Coi,i<E&e OE Arts and Science,-
.

^

BuEEAto, Ni Y. yf

&

iy
'

Union Square, *few York:.

WATCHES.

Specialattentioii is called to the' line of TiffanyWatches. They
are Stem-Winding Anchor Movement in i&karat GoldHunting -.ff.

^
Cases of superior style and finish. Eachwatch is stampedwith 7

the name of the House, thereby carrying its guarantee.

MEDIUM SIZE FOR GENTLEMEN, . . .. y, .... .

'

. . . . $65,60'
LARGE

"

7^' 'V . v . . . . . . .... .75.00

Timing Watches, marking Fifthsof a Secondv
SOLID SILVER CASES, .

'

. . , . : . f .

18 KARAT GOLD CASES, , . . . . %■!".: . . '. V 7 '. '.
$85,00
125.00

Cuts showing sizes and styles ofWatches and Chains sent on request.

CI«ASSCUPS.

Trophies, Prizes, etc., suitable for Class Gifts, College Games
and Sports, always in stock. When desired, drawings will be
prepared embodying particular ideas for special occasions.

ALUMNI BADGES, GLASS RINGS, FRATERNITY EMBLEHS, Etc.
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THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS I

For Extra Fine and Ladies' Writing.

No. 303; THE YXCTORIA PUN. fTh& celebrated original
Extra Fine Pen, and the most widely Used.."

N0.7170. LADIES' PEN* Designed especially for^Ladies' use.

No. 604 E. F. THET ORIGINAL ROUBLE ELASTIC PEN.

A Favorite Pen with Professors of Penmanship. Largely
v used in Business Colleges, arid largely imitated.

No: i. PRINCIPALITY PEN! 't As fine: as No. 303, but will

make a thicker clown stroke. Excellent in Flourishing
and other Ornamental Pen Work.

frf For School Use.

Nos. 303, 351 (Joseph Gillott's School Pen), 404, 604 E. F., arid

■■■fy\AVifff.
:

\rs.y • f

'

7:"

For Fine and Ordinary Writing.

No. 4047 Now and for many years the best and most popular
Pen fbr geheral Use. v 7

Nos. 6oi„ 390 (a favorite Pen in Roston ahd New England), 332,
292, 878 (LongShoulderFalcon), 908 (theOriginal Falcon),

-

172 (Quill point, will never scratch), 418 (Silvered Pen), 7

For Broad Writing,

Nos: 294, 389, 353, 885 (Three pointed !Pen), Stub Points Nos.
-■■

849 and 983. ..,/.■■ f-ff 'f f-fjf*': :.f; ::r-,f

For Fine Drawing and Superfine -CardWriting*
No. 659. T^HE. CELEBRATED CROWQUILL, recommended

by John R.USKIN in his;work on drawing.
No. 290. LITHOGRAPHIC AND DRAWING PEN, super

fine points. 7

No. 291. MAPPING, DRAWING AND ENGRAVING PEN.

s

Be sure to ask your dealer for GILLOTT'S^ and be

sure to. see that GILLOTT'S NAME and

NUAfBER are on the Pen.

Gold Medal, - Paris Exp., - 1889.
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THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS !

For Extra Fine and Ladies' Writing.

No. 363. THE VICTORIA PEN. The celebrated original
Extra Fine Pen, and the most itfidely used.

No. 170. LADIES'-PEN. Designed especially for Ladies* use.

No. 604 Er. F. THE ORIGINAL DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN.
A Favorite Pen with Professors of Penmanship. Largely
used in Business Cblle^esi and largely imitated.

No. 1. PRINCIPALITY PEN. As fine as No. 3037 but will
make a thicker down stroke; Excellent in Flourishing
and other Ornamental Pen Work.

For School Use.

Nos. 303, 351 (Joseph Gillott's School Pen), 404, 604 E. F., and
427-

For Fine and Ordinary Writing.
No. 404. Now and for many years the best and inost popular

Pen for general use.

Nos. 601, 390 (a favorite Pen in Bostouand New England), m"
292,-878 (Lon^ShoulderFalcon), 908 (theOriginalFalcon)'
172 (Quill point, will never scratch), 418 (Silvered Pen).

For Broad Writing.

^^•294; 3^9,353, ,885 (Three Pointed Pen), Stub Points Nos
049^ and 983.

For Fine Drawing and Superfine Card Writing.
N°*

£59r„ TS£ C^EBRi^ED CRC^aXJIIJ., recommended
by John Ruskin in his work on dra^ng. r

No.f29i. MAPPING; DRAWING AND ENGRAVING,PESf

Be sure to ask your dealer for GILLOTTS, and be
sure to see that GILLOTT'S NAME and

NUMBER are on the Pen.

Gold Medal, - Paris Exp., - 1889
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WATCMBS.

Special attention is called to the line of TiffanyWatches. They
are Stem-Winding Anchor Movement in 18 karat GoldHunting
Cases of superior style and finish. Each watch is stamped with
the name of the House, thereby carrying-its guarantee.

MEDIUM SIZE FOR GENTLEMEN, ... . . . /. .

LARGE
"■ " "
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75.oo
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THE MOST PERFECT <JF PENS !

For Extra Fine and Ladies
'

"Writing.

No. 303. THH VICTORIA FEN. The celebrated origins^
Extra Fine Pen, /and the most widely used.

No. 170. LADIES' PEN. Designed especially -for Ladies' use.

No. 604 E. E. THE ORIGINAL DOUBLE ELASTIC PEN.
A Favorite Pen,with Professors of Pennianship. Largely
used in Business Colleges, and largely imitated.-

No. 1. PRINOlPALiTY PEN. As fine? as No.' 303, out wilt
mak e a thicker down stroke. Excellent in- Flourishing
and other Ornamental Pen Work.

For School Use>

Nos.:36^ 351 (josep|i Gillott's School Peh),< 404, 604 E. F., and

•-'.,■.^27. ■.:-■;',; "ffffff
:

f ";,'■' 'fff •

;■ V ,

For^Fine and Ordinary Writing^
^

No.74.04. Now and for- many years the best and most popular
_

Pen for general use. r
''

Nos;, 601, 390 (a. favorite Pen in Boston and.New England);, 332,
29-2, 878 (LongShoulderFalcon), 908 (theOriginal Falcon), .

; ■■
172 (Quill point, willnever scratch), 4i87(Silvered Pen).-

■fr For Broad Writing. ■;

Nos.: 294, 389, 353, 885 (Three Pointed JPen), Stub Points Nos.
849 and-983.

'

.f.- ■-
.

'

yf ; ff rr

For Fine Drawing and Superfine Card Writing.
No. 659. THE CELEBRATED CROWQUILL, recommended'

byjopNRuSKlNinhis work on drawing-. '■'.'.'

No. 290. LITHOGRAPHIC AND DRAWING PEN, super
fine points."

"

No. 291. mapping, Drawing and engraving pen.

Be sure to ask yam dealer for 0ILLOTT S, and
T

be

sure to See that GHLQTT'S NAME and
;

NUMBER fare
'

onthe'fPenyf^ff"''

a I, - Paris Exp.^ - 1889.
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iGULliPlJRABILITY.^^^^
'—

SIMPLICITY-SELF-CONTAINED
'"" '

SfflBSHH THE JOHN INOYE MFC CO. BUFFALO. MX
*AJfcA&b

Conferred for any profession or calling of distinc"
tion to those furnishing evidence of proficiency
For particulars address, f

american college of arts and science, c

,n.^;---
::^7

"V^OJTltSCL-"^ IyOcalCo-operatLve Professor in every city
and village on the American Continent. For particulars address,

AMERICAN CCHW^EGE OF"ARTS AND SCIENCE,
"

f\f'- '.' BpfEFALO^ N. Y.

&

Union Square, New York.

WATCHES. .-.7

Special attention is called to the lineofTiffanyWatches. They
are Stem-WindingAnchor Movement in 18 karat GoldHunting
Cases of superior style and finish . Eachwatch is. stampedwith
the name of the House, thereby carrying its guarantee.

MEDIUM SIZE FOR GENTLEMEN, . . ..... . . . . . $6«5.oo
LARGE --"; ."■-

"

......:...,... 75.00

TimingWatches, marking Fifths of a Second.

SOLID SILVER CASES, . . .
. $85 00

18 KARAT GOLI> CASES, ...... '.'.. . . . .... . . ... 125:00

Cuts showing sizes and styles ofWatches and Chains senton request.

CLASS CUPS.

Trophies, Prizes, etc., suitable for Class Gifts, College Games
( and Sports, always in stock. ;When desired, drawings will be
prepared embodying particular ideas for special Occasions.

ALtJMNI BADGES, CLASS RINGS, FRATERNITY EMBLEMS,
'

Etc



Machine Moulded Gearing.
ft-"1 •■■

\ yy,; .-xyf .

'

■ '. ',■-'■' v '.'•■ -^ ■

'■:

!.v" .*'

v" :><7V ; 7-7 .

^7.7 ■•■ ■.

Driving Plant for Cable Mlways,
THE POQLE-LEFFEL

TURBINE WATER, WHEEL.

Shafting, Pulleys and Hangers—-Facilities for tbe heaviest class

of work—Machinery Outfits for Mills,; Grain Elevators^

Fertiliser and White l^ead Works—Hydraulic
■ ff: Dredging Machines, Etc.

Robert Poole & Son Company,

BALTIMORE, MB.



USEFUL AND POPULAR NUMBERS OF

Joseph Gillott's
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THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS !

For Extra Fine and Ladies' Writing.

No. 303. THE yiCTORIA PEN. The celebrated original
ExtraTPine Pen, and the most widely usecl.

No. 17b. LADIES' PEN. Designed especially for Ladies' ^ise.

N6.I604 E. F. THE ORIGINAL DOIJBLE ELASTIC PEN.
: A Favorite l?en with Professors of Penmanship. Largely

| used.; in Business Colleges, knd largely imitated.

No^ 1. PRINCIPALITY PEN. As fine asjNo. 303, but will
make a thicker down stroke. Excellent in Flourishing
and other Ornamental Pen ;Work.

For School Use.

Nos. 303, 351 (Joseph Gillott's School Pen), 404, 604 E. F, and
427.- -'

.

'

:''■'-' ff -

For Fine and Ordinary Writing.
No. 404. Now and for many years the best and most popular

Pen for general use. 7 ~

Nos. 601, 390 (a favorite Pen in Boston and New England) 332
292 878 (LongShoulder Falcon), 908 (theOriginal Falcon)

'

I72 (Quill point, will never scratch), 418 (Silvered Pen). ''"[

For Broad Writing.
Nos 294, 389, 353, 885 (Three Pointed Pen), Stub Points Nos,
;^ 849 and 983. ,: 7 ^

For Fine Drawing and Superfine CardWriting.
No. 659 TH^ CELEBRATED CROWQUILL, recommended^

by John Rjjskin m his work On drawing.
No. 290. LITHOGRAPHIC AND DRAWING PEN, super

fine points.
'

■,-■■:

No. 291. mapping, drawing and ^nqraving pen.

Be sure to ask your deafer for GILLOTT'S, and be

sure to see that GILLOTT'S NAME and

NUMBERfarefon the Pen.

edal/ - Paris Exp., - 1889
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